
‘THE NUTSHELL’  YEAR 2023  

https://albertpeia.com/nutshells2023.pdf  

YAHOO/donald trump says: “...We are living in a VERY CORRUPT 

COUNTRY AND, AS THEY ARE SAYING ALL OVER THE INTERNET, 

“NOTHING WILL BE DONE ABOUT IT BECAUSE [JOE BIDEN’S] 

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT AND FBI ARE TOTALLY CORRUPT...” 

[ MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINALTRUMP, PART OF THE 

PROBLEM HIMSELF, SHOULD KNOW; THAT IS THE TRUTH! ] 

https://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg  

https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/dec/3/trump-

declares-re-do-2020-election-upon-revelation/     

6 OF 1, HALF-DOZEN OF THE OTHER   

https://albertpeia.com/6of1-HalfDozen-other.pdf 

Biden and Trump’s Families Both Cashed In on the Presidency  

Republicans Press for Details of Hunter Biden Art Sales... 

[trumps, santos, bidens, etc.; americans are shit and full of shit!] 

MSNBC NOT JUST GEORGE SANTOS: ANOTHER HOUSE 

REPUBLICAN CAUGHT WILDLY EXAGGERATING RÉSUMÉ  [DUH!] 

YAHOO Politics The Guardian Trump’s golf course photo with 

Philadelphia mob boss raises questions Spokesman won’t say if 

ex-president knows Joseph ‘Skinny Joey’ Merlino… 

FBI 'Russiagate' Arrest For Colluding W/Russian Oligarch: DOJ 

 

Former FBI colleagues were 'shocked' at his arrest.  

New Book Details How Donald Trump ‘Concerned’ Chief Of Staff 

John Kelly With His ‘Immoral’ And ‘Abnormal’ Actions 

YAHOO HuffPost Conservative Columnist Shreds 'Deranged Hobo' 

Trump: 'Lost His Grip On Reality' [ TRUE! The real question is: 

https://albertpeia.com/nutshells2023.pdf
https://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/dec/3/trump-declares-re-do-2020-election-upon-revelation/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2022/dec/3/trump-declares-re-do-2020-election-upon-revelation/
https://albertpeia.com/6of1-HalfDozen-other.pdf
https://www.yahoo.com/news/biden-trump-families-both-cashed-094914068.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/house-republicans-press-for-details-of-hunter-bidens-art-sales-11674654094
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-golf-course-photo-philadelphia-214401168.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-golf-course-photo-philadelphia-214401168.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/top-fbi-russiagate-official-took-secret-payments-russian-oligarch-doj
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/book-details-donald-trump-concerned-230056840.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/book-details-donald-trump-concerned-230056840.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/conservative-columnist-shreds-deranged-hobo-083852600.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/conservative-columnist-shreds-deranged-hobo-083852600.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/top-fbi-russiagate-official-took-secret-payments-russian-oligarch-doj


Why isn’t trump already in jail instead of continuing the grift? ] 

 

 

Trump took another racist jab at elaine chao. She hit back. 

 

https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/maddowblog/elaine-chao-enough-donald-trumps-racist-taunts-rcna67587
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/george-conway-lost-touch-facebook-instagram-matches_n_63d30139e4b01a43638cdc94
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/george-conway-lost-touch-facebook-instagram-matches_n_63d30139e4b01a43638cdc94


HUFFPOST HE'S LOST TOUCH WITH REALITY': GEORGE CONWAY 

RAKES META FOR WELCOMING TRUMP BACK 

MSNBC The cash grab at the center of trump's return to facebook  

   

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/george-conway-lost-touch-facebook-instagram-matches_n_63d30139e4b01a43638cdc94
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/george-conway-lost-touch-facebook-instagram-matches_n_63d30139e4b01a43638cdc94
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/george-conway-lost-touch-facebook-instagram-matches_n_63d30139e4b01a43638cdc94
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/george-conway-lost-touch-facebook-instagram-matches_n_63d30139e4b01a43638cdc94
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/george-conway-lost-touch-facebook-instagram-matches_n_63d30139e4b01a43638cdc94


‘DIAPER DON TRUMP’ aka ‘SHIT-ASS’ 

 

Daily Beast Trump’s Financial Situation Is Shakier Than We Knew 

Trump starts 3rd White House bid lagging in campaign cash 

Associated Press 

TRUMP FATIGUE' COMPLICATING HIS WHITE HOUSE BID [ Is that 

all…fatigue? How about crime and punishment; viz., jail time. ]   

 

Trump made cruelty the point in 2020..psomething worse in 2024. 

 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-financial-situation-even-shakier-095524502.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-starts-3rd-white-house-195349230.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-starts-3rd-white-house-195349230.html
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-vs-desantis-2024-republican-litmus-test-brutality-rcna67979


Daily Beast Trump Is Still a Putin Stooge&Traitor to His Country 

 

POLITICS BUSINESS INSIDER TRUMP 'DEMANDED ABSOLUTE 

LOYALTY' AND STAYED 'ONE STEP AHEAD OF THE LAW' LIKE A 

MAFIA BOSS, EX-PROSECUTOR SAYS IN NEW BOOK   

AFTER HELPING PRINCE’S RISE, TRUMP AND KUSHNER BENEFIT 

FROM SAUDI FUNDS  

New Book Reveals What Trump Indictment Would Look Like... 

 

TRUMP SEEKS TO BAR TESTIMONY OF OTHER ACCUSERS IN 

RAPE TRIAL 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-still-putin-stooge-traitor-024722294.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-demanded-absolute-loyalty-stayed-230313721.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-demanded-absolute-loyalty-stayed-230313721.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-demanded-absolute-loyalty-stayed-230313721.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2023/02/12/after-helping-princes-rise-trump-kushner-benefit-saudi-funds/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2023/02/12/after-helping-princes-rise-trump-kushner-benefit-saudi-funds/
https://news.yahoo.com/book-reveals-trump-indictment-look-022337013.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-block-accuser-testimony-e-jean-carroll-sexual-battery_n_63f01cbae4b0c87f32f1515a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-block-accuser-testimony-e-jean-carroll-sexual-battery_n_63f01cbae4b0c87f32f1515a


 

Donald Trump Says He Deserves 'Revenge Tour' If Reelected 

Al @alpeia      THE SVELTE 'DIAPER DON'  

 
 

 

MSNBC NEWLY SURFACED REPORT MAKES TRUMP'S 2020 

FUNDRAISING SCAM EVEN CLEARER 

 

THE BIG GRIFT 

TRUMP’S (LATEST) H20 GRIFT 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-revenge-tour-hugh-hewitt_n_63dbf029e4b0c8e3fc835680
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-revenge-tour-hugh-hewitt_n_63dbf029e4b0c8e3fc835680
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-2020-report-fundraising-scam-rcna70404
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/trump-2020-report-fundraising-scam-rcna70404


 

YAHOO POLITICS THE WEEK TRUMP'S PLAN FOR A 2ND TERM 

REPORTEDLY INCLUDES FIRING SQUADS, HANGINGS, AND 

GROUP EXECUTIONS [ HMMM…SOUNDS LIKE A PLAN…YOU 

CAN’T MAKE THIS S**T UP! SICK! ] 

DRUDGEREPORT  TRUMP GRAND JURY RECOMMENDS PERJURY 

INDICTMENTS... DEVELOPING... 

PARTS OF GEORGIA REPORT RELEASED... 

 

MSNBC TRUMP ‘WILL BE INDICTED,’ SAYS PROSECUTOR AFTER 

GA. GRAND JURY LEAK   The Beat with Ari 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-plan-2nd-term-reportedly-181144421.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-plan-2nd-term-reportedly-181144421.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trumps-plan-2nd-term-reportedly-181144421.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/16/trump-grand-jury-recommends-perjury-indictments-finds-no-fraud-in-georgia-2020-election.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/16/trump-grand-jury-recommends-perjury-indictments-finds-no-fraud-in-georgia-2020-election.html
https://apnews.com/article/politics-georgia-state-government-disaster-planning-and-response-donald-trump-40535dd2b4401e804af515229c6c2d68
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/coup-bombshell-trump-will-be-indicted-says-prosecutor-after-ga-grand-jury-leak-163824709670
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari/watch/coup-bombshell-trump-will-be-indicted-says-prosecutor-after-ga-grand-jury-leak-163824709670
https://www.msnbc.com/the-beat-with-ari-melber
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trumps-h20-grift_n_63f7b1bce4b04ff5b488c103


 

Michael M. Santiago / Anna Moneymaker / Getty Images 

MSNBC Deadline: Legal Blog 

HOW JUDGE LUTTIG ESCALATED HIS PUSH AGAINST MIKE 

PENCE'S SUBPOENA 'GAMBIT'   Jordan Rubin (and as I called it 

previously). He wrote there on Friday: 

“Inasmuch as Mr. Pence’s claim is novel and an unsettled 

question in constitutional law, it is only novel and unsettled 

because there has never been a time in our country’s history 

where it was thought imperative for someone in a vice 

president’s position, or his lawyer, to conjure the argument. In 

other words, Mr. Pence’s claim is the proverbial invention of the 

mother of necessity if ever there was one.” 

https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/deadline-legal-blog/luttig-pence-subpoena-jack-smith-rcna72223
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/deadline-legal-blog/luttig-pence-subpoena-jack-smith-rcna72223
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/deadline-legal-blog/luttig-pence-subpoena-jack-smith-rcna72223
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/deadline-legal-blog/luttig-pence-subpoena-jack-smith-rcna72223
https://www.msnbc.com/author/jordan-rubin-ncpn1301611
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/deadline-legal-blog/pence-subpoena-speech-debate-clause-rcna70552
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/deadline-legal-blog/pence-subpoena-speech-debate-clause-rcna70552
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/deadline-legal-blog/luttig-pence-subpoena-jack-smith-rcna72223


DRUDGEREPORT   

 

TRUMP PROBE ADVANCED STAGES 

SUBPOENAS FLY 

HUFFPOST 

 

POLITICS TRUMP KEEPS CRYING ‘WITCH HUNT’ — BUT WHAT 

HAPPENS WHEN A WITCH IS ACTUALLY INDICTED? THIS: 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/special-counsels-trump-probe-heats-up-6adc0f8
https://www.wsj.com/articles/special-counsels-trump-probe-heats-up-6adc0f8
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-potential-indictment_n_6412136fe4b0a3902d2e5528
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-potential-indictment_n_6412136fe4b0a3902d2e5528
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-potential-indictment_n_6412136fe4b0a3902d2e5528
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-potential-indictment_n_6412136fe4b0a3902d2e5528
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-potential-indictment_n_6412136fe4b0a3902d2e5528


 

TEARS-BUT DON’T HOLD YOUR BREATH CAUSE THIS IS 

PERVASIVELY CRIMINAL AMERICA! 

YAHOO Politics HuffPost MARY TRUMP WARNS UNCLE DONALD 

WILL USE 'ANY OPPORTUNITY TO INCITE MORE VIOLENCE' 

 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/mary-trump-warns-uncle-donald-015410254.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/mary-trump-warns-uncle-donald-015410254.html


 

ALL IN THE FAMILY? LADIES’ MAN TRUMP? 



 

CONSERVATIVE COLUMNIST SHREDS 'DERANGED HOBO' 

TRUMP: 'LOST ... 

CONSERVATIVE COLUMNIST SHREDS 'DERANGED HOBO' TRUMP 

- MSN 

HUFFPOST - CHARLES C.W. COOKE TEARS INTO THE FORMER 

PRESIDENT IN A SCATHING NEW COLUMN. NATIONAL REVIEW 

SENIOR WRITER CHARLES C.W. COOKE SAID DONALD 

TRUMP'S ... 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6


 

HUFFPOST  TRUMP BLAMES *PENCE* FOR JAN. 6 VIOLENCE 

[ WOW! YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS AMERICAN SHIT UP! MENTALLY 

ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL TRUMP HAS WITHOUT EXAGGERATION 

LITERALLY DESTROYED THE GOP AND AMERICA THE NATION 

WITH IT. AT ONCE, TRAGIC, PATHETIC! ]  

MSNBC LAWRENCE: TRUMP BLAMES PENCE FOR MOB THAT 

CHANTED 'HANG MIKE PENCE'   THE LAST WORD 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj43IfQkKz9AhW2O0QIHb4-Bd8QFnoECAwQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fcharles-cooke-deranged-hobo-trump_n_63d22e28e4b01a43638be4e4&usg=AOvVaw2BcXe7CDwHD2auH3RjeWD6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/trump-blames-pence-for-jan-6_n_640f9c90e4b01ea5cd89f284
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/lawrence-trump-blames-pence-for-mob-that-chanted-hang-mike-pence-165156933631
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/lawrence-trump-blames-pence-for-mob-that-chanted-hang-mike-pence-165156933631
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word
https://www.yahoo.com/news/house-republicans-quietly-halt-inquiry-115154157.html


HOUSE REPUBLICANS HALT INQUIRY INTO TRUMP'S FINANCES 

 

GOP LEADERS ARE DECLINING TO ENFORCE A COURT-

SUPERVISED SETTLEMENT FOR TRUMP'S FORMER ACCOUNTING 

FIRM TO TURN OVER RECORDS IN A PROBE INTO WHETHER HE 

PROFITED FROM THE PRESIDENCY.  

 

THE FATES AND ‘PUNXSUTAWNEY PHIL’ HAVE SPOKEN: BEAR 

MARKET 2023 AND SIX MORE WEEKS OF WINTER 

SUPER BOWL INDICATOR - WIKIPEDIA 

HTTPS://EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG › WIKI › SUPER_BOWL_INDICATOR 

THIS PSEUDO-MACROECONOMIC CONCEPT STATES THAT IF A 

TEAM FROM THE AMERICAN FOOTBALL CONFERENCE (AFC) 

WINS, THEN IT WILL BE A BEAR MARKET (OR DOWN MARKET) 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/house-republicans-quietly-halt-inquiry-115154157.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/house-republicans-quietly-halt-inquiry-115154157.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/house-republicans-quietly-halt-inquiry-115154157.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/house-republicans-quietly-halt-inquiry-115154157.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/house-republicans-quietly-halt-inquiry-115154157.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/house-republicans-quietly-halt-inquiry-115154157.html
THE%20FATES%20AND%20‘PUNXSUTAWNEY%20PHIL’%20HAVE%20SPOKEN:%20BEAR%20MARKET%202023%20AND%20SIX%20MORE%20WEEKS%20OF%20WINTERSUPER%20BOWL%20INDICATOR%20-%20WIKIPEDIAHTTPS:/EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG%20›%20WIKI%20›%20SUPER_BOWL_INDICATOR
THE%20FATES%20AND%20‘PUNXSUTAWNEY%20PHIL’%20HAVE%20SPOKEN:%20BEAR%20MARKET%202023%20AND%20SIX%20MORE%20WEEKS%20OF%20WINTERSUPER%20BOWL%20INDICATOR%20-%20WIKIPEDIAHTTPS:/EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG%20›%20WIKI%20›%20SUPER_BOWL_INDICATOR
THE%20FATES%20AND%20‘PUNXSUTAWNEY%20PHIL’%20HAVE%20SPOKEN:%20BEAR%20MARKET%202023%20AND%20SIX%20MORE%20WEEKS%20OF%20WINTERSUPER%20BOWL%20INDICATOR%20-%20WIKIPEDIAHTTPS:/EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG%20›%20WIKI%20›%20SUPER_BOWL_INDICATOR
THE%20FATES%20AND%20‘PUNXSUTAWNEY%20PHIL’%20HAVE%20SPOKEN:%20BEAR%20MARKET%202023%20AND%20SIX%20MORE%20WEEKS%20OF%20WINTERSUPER%20BOWL%20INDICATOR%20-%20WIKIPEDIAHTTPS:/EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG%20›%20WIKI%20›%20SUPER_BOWL_INDICATOR


 

 

DON'T BOW DOWN TO A DICTATORIAL GOVERNMENT. AMERICA 

IS A PRISON DISGUISED AS PARADISE 

 

It wants us to buy into the fantasy that we are living the dream, 

when in fact, we are trapped in an endless nightmare of 

servitude and oppression. [ THIS IS,  OF COURSE, ABSOLUTELY 

TRUE! HAVING THE INNATE ABILITY AND INCLINATION TO GET 

TO THE “BOTTOM LINE OF THINGS”, from direct observation and 

experience I found IT’S UNEQUIVOCALLY TRUE AB INITIO THAT 

AMERICA IS BAD AND IS UNMISTAKABLY BAD NEWS! ] 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/dont-bow-down-dictatorial-government-america-prison-disguised-paradise
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/dont-bow-down-dictatorial-government-america-prison-disguised-paradise
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/dont-bow-down-dictatorial-government-america-prison-disguised-paradise


BUY THE LIE! WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL 

THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that 

about which we are in denial. It’s also about the death of 

American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 

hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, 

and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 

things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, 

land theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), 

the “discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent 

colonialism), and the end of the enslavement of Black Americans 

as a distant historical event (as though the repercussions of it 

don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the foundation of 

American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as recently as 

the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this is a 

real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real 

representation and rule by the people, under the theory that the 

people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in 

direct opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether 

monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme 

wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control of the many to 

benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like more 

like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 

I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans 

favor background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor 

an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation 

will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, 

the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 

people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was 

a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the 

promise of a nation that never was?..."  

DICTATORS BENT ON BUILDING MILITARY EMPIRES: THE COST 

OF THE NATION'S ENDLESS WARS 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dictators-bent-building-military-empires-cost-nations-endless-wars
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dictators-bent-building-military-empires-cost-nations-endless-wars


 

... it’s time for the U.S. government to stop “policing” [fleecing] 

the globe... 

DEATH OF A MYTH 

Add pic 

Americans need to wake up to the realities of a post-unipolar 

world before it’s too late... 

DONALD TRUMP: I’D HAVE LET PUTIN ANNEX UKRAINE TO END 

THE WAR  https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-d-let-putin-

194231988.html [ If only trump was president when hitler was 

president…Now, MRGA (make Russia great again)…PATHETIC! ] 

 

[Last year, Trump was called on to testify in New York Attorney 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/death-myth
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-d-let-putin-194231988.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-d-let-putin-194231988.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-d-let-putin-194231988.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-d-let-putin-194231988.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dictators-bent-building-military-empires-cost-nations-endless-wars


General Letitia James' civil probe into the Trump Organization’s 

business practices. During the four-hour deposition, Trump 

repeatedly invoked his Fifth Amendment right against self-

incrimination. A source with knowledge of that deposition said 

Trump took the Fifth more than 440 times.]  AMERICA IS A 

TOTAL FRAUD! AMERICA IS A SHIT NATION OF SHIT PEOPLE! 

TREASURY TO GIVE BIDEN FAMILY 'SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY' 

BANKING REPORTS TO GOP INVESTIGATORS  [ Like the trumps 

et als, the bidens are a sleazy bunch of criminals ] 

 

"TYPICALLY, IT’S MONEY LAUNDERING TYPE OF ACTIVITY..." 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/donald-trump/trump-real-estate-appraiser-hands-thousands-documents-ny-ag-civil-prob-rcna42023
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/trump-deposed-ny-ag-civil-probe-business-practices-rcna42355
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-family-suspicious-activity-banking-reports-be-released-treasury
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-family-suspicious-activity-banking-reports-be-released-treasury
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-family-suspicious-activity-banking-reports-be-released-treasury


 

SIX HYPERSONIC MISSILES WERE USED IN LATEST RUSSIAN 

ATTACK, UKRAINE CONFIRMS 

https://www.zerohedge.com/military/six-hypersonic-missiles-were-used-latest-russian-attack-ukraine-confirms
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/six-hypersonic-missiles-were-used-latest-russian-attack-ukraine-confirms


 

Impossible to defend against: "This is an attack like I don't 

remember seeing before." 

Russia's war in Ukraine 

 

RUSSIA HIT UKRAINE WITH 6 HYPERSONIC MISSILES 

WASHPOST  UKRAINE SHORT OF SKILLED TROOPS AND 

MUNITIONS AS LOSSES AND PESSIMISM GROW 

Ukraine’s military has been degraded by a year of heavy 

casualties. Front-line units are now struggling with new, poorly 

trained troops and a shortage of ammunition. 

KREMLIN BLAMES US FOR CRASHED DRONE: 'FLYING WITH 

TRANSPONDERS OFF TOWARDS RUSSIAN BORDER' 

https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-03-10-23/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/03/13/ukraine-casualties-pessimism-ammunition-shortage/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/03/13/ukraine-casualties-pessimism-ammunition-shortage/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-reaper-drone-downed-over-black-sea-incident-russian-jet
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-reaper-drone-downed-over-black-sea-incident-russian-jet
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/six-hypersonic-missiles-were-used-latest-russian-attack-ukraine-confirms
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-03-10-23/index.html


 

No mention of the unusual 'fuel-dumping' allegations... 

HIGH INFLATION & INTEREST RATES LIE AHEAD AS WORLD 

ALLIANCES SPLIT IN HALF | LOUIS-VINCENT GAVE 

DEMOCRAT BILL IN BALTIMORE WOULD PREVENT ANYONE 

UNDER AGE 25 FROM FACING FELONY MURDER CHARGES 

 

"This bill is the definition of insanity..." 

HOW TO RESIST CBDCS - 5 WAYS YOU CAN OPT OUT OF THIS 

DYSTOPIAN FUTURE 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-11/high-inflation-interest-rates-lie-ahead-world-alliances-split-half-louis-vincent
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-11/high-inflation-interest-rates-lie-ahead-world-alliances-split-half-louis-vincent
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/democrat-bill-baltimore-would-prevent-anyone-under-age-25-facing-felony-murder-charges
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/democrat-bill-baltimore-would-prevent-anyone-under-age-25-facing-felony-murder-charges
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/how-resist-cbdcs-5-ways-you-can-opt-out-dystopian-future
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-reaper-drone-downed-over-black-sea-incident-russian-jet
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/democrat-bill-baltimore-would-prevent-anyone-under-age-25-facing-felony-murder-charges


 

CBDCs are, without a doubt, an instrument of enslavement. They 

represent a quantum leap backward in human freedom... 

UNSOUND BANKING: WHY MOST OF THE WORLD'S BANKS ARE 

HEADED FOR COLLAPSE 

 

...the world’s economy is now based upon unsound banks dealing 

in unsound currencies. 

'BAILOUT BUST'? EUROPEAN BANK DEFAULT RISK RISES AS 

CREDIT SUISSE STOCK TUMBLES 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/unsound-banking-why-most-worlds-banks-are-headed-collapse
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/unsound-banking-why-most-worlds-banks-are-headed-collapse
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bailout-bust-european-bank-default-risk-rises-credit-suisse-stock-tumbles
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bailout-bust-european-bank-default-risk-rises-credit-suisse-stock-tumbles
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...we're gonna need a bigger boat... 

WATCH: CHRISTINE LAGARDE EXPLAINS WHY SHE HIKED 50BPS 

AS CREDIT SUISSE FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 

 

"The Governing Council is monitoring current market tensions 

closely and stands ready to respond as necessary to preserve 

price stability and financial stability in the euro area." 

IF IT LOOKS LIKE A BAILOUT AND WALKS LIKE A BAILOUT IT'S 

PROBABLY A BAILOUT 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/ecb-hikes-50bps-ready-respond-preserve-price-and-financial-stability
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/ecb-hikes-50bps-ready-respond-preserve-price-and-financial-stability
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/if-it-looks-bailout-and-walks-bailout-its-probably-bailout
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bailout-bust-european-bank-default-risk-rises-credit-suisse-stock-tumbles
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/ecb-hikes-50bps-ready-respond-preserve-price-and-financial-stability


 

The official propaganda coming out of the administration, and 

from the usual Fed fanboys, is that none of this is a bailout. 

That’s a lie... 

QUINN: IS THE US BANKING SYSTEM SAFE? ...15 YEARS LATER 

 

"Our economy and banking system is so complex and intertwined 

that no one knows where the next shoe will drop. Politicians and 

government bureaucrats are lying to the public when they say 

that everything is alright. They do not know... " 

BANK DEPOSIT 

FLIGHT SEALS DEAL 

FOR US RECESSION 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/quinn-us-banking-system-safe-15-years-later
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bank-deposit-flight-seals-deal-us-recession
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bank-deposit-flight-seals-deal-us-recession
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bank-deposit-flight-seals-deal-us-recession
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/if-it-looks-bailout-and-walks-bailout-its-probably-bailout
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/quinn-us-banking-system-safe-15-years-later
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bank-deposit-flight-seals-deal-us-recession


 

  

 

 

The collapse of SVB and the turmoil at Credit Suisse will turbo-

charge the effects of QT, sealing the case for a US recession that 

remains underpriced by equity and credit markets... 

THE IMPENDING HOUSING CRISIS NO ONE IS TALKING ABOUT  

The Federal Reserve may be the entity responsible for causing 

America’s next major housing collapse. 

PETER SCHIFF: THE LATEST BANK BAILOUT IS ANOTHER NAIL 

IN CAPITALISM'S COFFIN 

 

"...all of these institutions are insolvent at higher interest rates. 

We have a bigger debt crisis now than the one we had in 2008, 

which was also caused by the artificially low interest rates..." 

MARKETWATCH INVESTORS HAVE PUSHED STOCKS INTO THE 

DEATH ZONE, WARNS MORGAN STANLEY’S MIKE WILSON 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-16/impending-housing-crisis-no-one-talking-about
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-latest-bank-bailout-another-nail-capitalisms-coffin
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-latest-bank-bailout-another-nail-capitalisms-coffin
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/investors-have-pushed-stocks-into-the-death-zone-warns-morgan-stanleys-mike-wilson-dcef3c63?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/investors-have-pushed-stocks-into-the-death-zone-warns-morgan-stanleys-mike-wilson-dcef3c63?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-latest-bank-bailout-another-nail-capitalisms-coffin


 

MICHAEL WILSON: STOCKS HAVE ENTERED THE "DEATH ZONE"  

 

"Such are the tricks the death zone plays on the mind – one 

starts to see and believe in things that don’t exist." [ UH OH! ] 

THE TOP 3 REASONS THE US HAS ENTERED THE INFLATION 

DEATH SPIRAL 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-stocks-have-entered-death-zone
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/top-3-reasons-us-has-entered-inflation-death-spiral
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/top-3-reasons-us-has-entered-inflation-death-spiral
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-wilson-stocks-have-entered-death-zone


 

Rapidly rising food, housing, medical, and tuition prices are 

squeezing Americans, and many do not understand the real 

cause of their falling living standards... 

DRUDGEREPORT  ROUBINI: 'PERFECT STORM' COMING FOR 

MARKETS... A 'perfect storm' of recession, debt, and out-of-

control inflation is coming for markets this year, 'Dr. Doom' 

Nouriel Roubini says 

• A recession, debt crisis, and stagflation trifecta is going to 

strike the US economy this year, according to Nouriel 

Roubini. 

• Roubini, known for his doomsayer predictions on Wall 

Street, has warned for months that another financial crisis 

will hit markets. 

• Central bankers will have no choice but to quit their 

inflation fight, causing prices to spiral out of control, he 

warned. 

• Warning: The Next Major Downdraft is Approaching This 

signal has only registered THREE times in the last 25 years: 

in 2000, 2008 and today 

 

https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/nouriel-roubini-economy-recession-inflation-debt-market-crash-dr-doom-2023-3
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/nouriel-roubini-economy-recession-inflation-debt-market-crash-dr-doom-2023-3
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-03/warning-next-major-downdraft-approaching
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/top-3-reasons-us-has-entered-inflation-death-spiral


MIKE WILSON FLIPS BACK TO BEARISH, SAYS "SELL ANY 

BOUNCES UNTIL WE MAKE NEW BEAR MARKET LOWS" 

 

"We suggest selling any bounces on a government intervention to 

quell the immediate liquidity crisis at SVB and other institutions 

until we make new bear market lows, at a minimum." 

"THE MARKET IS BEING BRUTAL": FUTURES CRASH AS BANKS 

CRISIS SLAMS EUROPE, CREDIT SUISSE CRATERS 

 

“With the regional banks playing a key role in US credit 

extension, the Fed will not raise interest rates next week, and 

we have likely seen the peak in both short and long rates during 

this cycle,” 

CREDIT SUISSE AND EQUITY MARKETS TEETER ON THE BRINK 

The bank run snowball continues to roll down the mountain 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/mike-wilson-flips-back-bearish-says-sell-any-bounces-until-we-make-new-bear-market-lows
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MARKETS PRICE IN CENTRAL BANK PANIC AS CREDIT SUISSE 

DEFAULT RISK SOARS; ECB CONTACTS LENDERS 

 

ECB officials contacted lenders it supervises Wednesday to ask 

about financial exposures to Credit Suisse... 

HUFFPOST TURMOIL: BANK CHAOS HITS MARKETS — CREDIT 

SUISSE RECORD LOW 

WASHPOST  STOCKS TUMBLE AS CREDIT SUISSE WOES ADD TO 

BANKING SECTOR JITTERS THE SWISS BANKING GIANT 

ACKNOWLEDGED IT FOUND “MATERIAL WEAKNESS” IN ITS 

FINANCIAL REPORTING, CREATING NEW UNCERTAINTY IN THE 

WAKE OF SILICON VALLEY BANK’S COLLAPSE. 

NYTIMES   MARKETS TUMBLE AS BANK FEARS GO GLOBAL 

• GLOBAL STOCK MARKETS TUMBLED, AS INVESTORS’ 

FEARS OVER THE HEALTH OF THE BANKING INDUSTRY 

RESURFACED. 

• ON WALL STREET, THE S&P 500 FELL 1.6 PERCENT IN 

EARLY TRADING, REVERSING ALL OF TUESDAY’S GAINS. 

EUROPEAN MARKETS WERE ALSO HARD HIT. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-sparks-global-de-risking-after-top-investor-bails
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LATIMES  SOCAL SEES RECORD RAINFALL AS STORM BRINGS 

FLOODING, EVACUATIONS AND POWER OUTAGES IN NORCAL 

 

 

"TOO BIG TO FAIL" CREDIT SUISSE DOMINO EFFECT FAR MORE 

POTENT THAN SVB 

 

Unlike Silicon Valley Bank and Signature Bank, the Swiss lender 

is classified as systemically important by the US Financial 

Stability Board — meaning it’s too big to fail as a collapse has 

the potential to trigger a financial crisis. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/15/business/stocks-today.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/15/business/stocks-today.html
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BROKEN MARKETS - IT AIN'T OVER 

 

extreme stress is back... 

BANKING CONCERNS EXACERBATED AMID FOCUS ON CREDIT 

SUISSE, SPARKING PRONOUNCED FTQ - NEWSQUAWK US 

MARKET OPEN 

EQUITIES ARE UNDER MARKED PRESSURE AS SENTIMENT SEES 

A SIGNIFICANT DETERIORATION AS BANKING NAMES SLUMP, 

SX7P -5%, AMID RENEWED FOCUS ON CREDIT SUISSE, -18%. 

TREASURY YIELDS COLLAPSE AFTER FIRST REPUBLIC 

DOWNGRADE TO 'JUNK' 

https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/broken-markets-it-aint-over
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/banking-concerns-exacerbated-amid-focus-credit-suisse-sparking-pronounced-ftq-newsquawk-us
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With over 120bps of rate-cuts now priced in for 2023... 

Sell low, buy high mania 

 

and liquidity is beyond poor... 

RETAIL SALES & PRODUCER PRICES DROP IN FEB 

https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/sell-low-buy-high-mania-0
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/retail-sales-producer-prices-drop-feb
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... lowest YoY rise in retail sales since Dec 2020. 

 

APPLE DELAYS BONUSES AND IMPLEMENTS HIRING FREEZE, 

REPORT SAYS 

 

This is not a good sign.  

DRUDGEREPORT 

CREDIT SUISSE TROUBLE 

SAUDIS PULL FUNDING 

FALLOUT ROCKS EUROPE 

STOCKS DIVE 

 

ICAHN: Our Financial System Breaking Down... 

Parallels to 1980s... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/apple-delays-bonuses-and-implements-hiring-freeze-report-says
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WHO KILLED SVB? Timeline of Panic... 

BofA Grabs $15B in Deposits... 

CHATGPT predicts market crash... 

Silicon Valley, once the underdog, is now too big to fail... 

'First TWITTER fueled bank run'... 

NEWSOM CHEERS BAILOUT. DOESN'T MENTION HE'S A CLIENT... 

Washington's rescue doesn't erase doubts... 

CREDIT SUISSE next to fold? 

WHO KILLED SVB? 

Lawmakers Split on Tighter Rules... 

INFLATION 6%... 

 

GRIFFIN: Capitalism 'breaking down'...  

Silicon Valley, once the underdog, is now too big to fail...  

'First TWITTER fueled bank run'... 

NEWSOM CHEERS BAILOUT. DOESN'T MENTION HE'S A CLIENT... 

Washington's rescue doesn't erase doubts... 

Rating Agency Puts Lenders on Downgrade Watch... 

CREDIT SUISSE next to fold? 

DOJ, SEC Investigating SVB Collapse... WHO DID IT? 

Class action suit filed... 

INFLATION 6%...  

https://www.newstatesman.com/business/finance/2023/03/killed-silicon-valley-bank
https://dnyuz.com/2023/03/15/bank-runs-crypto-concerns-and-takeovers-a-timeline-of-the-panic/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/companies/bank-of-america-has-raked-in-15billion-in-new-deposits-after-svb-collapse/ar-AA18ECzm
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/justice-department-sec-investigating-silicon-valley-banks-collapse-c192c2b2
https://www.newstatesman.com/business/finance/2023/03/killed-silicon-valley-bank
https://apnews.com/article/silicon-valley-bank-deposits-biden-lawsuit-ad49766cc69681f7c020b627b33b459b
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/14/cpi-inflation-february-2023-.html


 

WHAT NOW? 

MOODY'S WARNING 

'RAPIDLY DETERIORATING' 

STOCKS RALLY 

 

SIMON BLACK: THE UNRAVELING CAN HAPPEN IN AN INSTANT 

 

IF SVB IS INSOLVENT, SO IS EVERYONE ELSE...THIS DRAMA IS 

FAR FROM OVER.GOLDMAN TRADER: DESPITE "OVERWHELMING 

GOVT FORCE", MARKET WILL "MAINTAIN PRESSURE ON 

https://apnews.com/article/inflation-federal-reserve-interest-rates-banks-economy-40c98d52a8bc71e21a228ed5c1cbde86
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/14/moodys-cuts-outlook-on-us-banking-system-to-negative-citing-rapidly-deteriorating-operating-environment.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/14/moodys-cuts-outlook-on-us-banking-system-to-negative-citing-rapidly-deteriorating-operating-environment.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/13/stock-market-today-live-updates.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/simon-black-unraveling-can-happen-instant
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-trader-despite-overwhelming-govt-force-market-will-maintain-pressure-smaller-banks
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-trader-despite-overwhelming-govt-force-market-will-maintain-pressure-smaller-banks
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/simon-black-unraveling-can-happen-instant


SMALLER" BANKS...THE CENTRAL PROBLEM OF DEPOSIT LOSS 

WILL LIKELY CONTINUE. 

CITADEL'S GRIFFIN SLAMS SVB BAILOUT: AMERICAN 

CAPITALISM IS "BREAKING DOWN BEFORE OUR EYES" 

 

“It would have been a great lesson in moral hazard,” 

THE FOUR PHASES OF HYPERINFLATION, ACCORDING TO IMF 

 

Inflation is much more than a monetary phenomenon; it rips at 

the very core of social cohesion... 

SHELTER INFLATION HITS RECORD HIGH AS AMERICANS' REAL 

WAGES DROP FOR 32ND STRAIGHT MONTH 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-trader-despite-overwhelming-govt-force-market-will-maintain-pressure-smaller-banks
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/citadels-griffin-slams-svb-bailout-american-capitalism-breaking-down-our-eyes
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The Fed's new favorite indicator - Core Services CPI less Shelter 

- slipped only modestly to +6.14% YoY... 

COULD YOUR BANK BE NEXT?   ACTUALLY, IT COULD.  

February Payrolls Come In Hot At 311K - Record 10th Beat In A 

Row - But Unemployment Rate Unexpectedly Rises 

 

And wage growth also slowed... 

CREDIT SUISSE HITS NEW LOW AS "MATERIAL WEAKNESSES" 

FOUND IN FINANCIAL REPORTING, OUTFLOWS CONTINUE 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-11/could-your-bank-be-next
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/february-payrolls-come-hot-311k-record-10th-beat-row-unemployment-rate-unexpectedly-rises
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/february-payrolls-come-hot-311k-record-10th-beat-row-unemployment-rate-unexpectedly-rises


 

Oops.  

HTTPS://WWW.USDEBTCLOCK.ORG/ 

THE MARKET WILL HIT A NEW BOTTOM BY OCTOBER | TOM 

MCCLELLAN   BY Wealthion  

 

The Market Will Hit A New Bottom By October | Tom McClellan 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-04/market-will-hit-new-bottom-october-tom-mcclellan
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-04/market-will-hit-new-bottom-october-tom-mcclellan
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354938
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354938
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/credit-suisse-hits-new-low-material--weaknesses-found-financial-report-outflows


HTTPS://WWW.USDEBTCLOCK.ORG/  

AMERICA'S DEBT CRISIS SHOULD HAVE YOU WORRIED  

 

by Rebel Capitalist  Tuesday, Mar 07, 2023 - 5:45 

With the United States recently hitting the $31.4 trillion debt 

ceiling, the Congress critters must now raise the debt limit by 

the summer. If they can’t reach an agreement to raise the debt 

ceiling, the US gov risks defaulting on debt payments.  

HTTPS://WWW.USDEBTCLOCK.ORG/  

A PERMANENT WARTIME ECONOMY  [ HMMM…SOUNDS LIKE A 

PLAN-NOT…DEFACTO BANKRUPTCY…AYE, THERE’S THE RUB! ] 

 

“Governments create money all the time. We do that for war.” 

 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/permanent-wartime-economy
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/permanent-wartime-economy


MILITARY BUDGET FOR 2024 TO CLOSE IN ON $1 TRILLION 

MARK  [ YOU MAY NOT REALIZE OR REFUSE TO REALIZE THAT 

THIS DEBT IS UNSUSTAINABLE AND IS INCURRED FOR THE 

WARMONGERING SELF-INTERESTED SLUGS THAT ARE PART OF 

THE MILITARY/INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX WARNED AGAINST BY 

PRESIDENT/GENERAL EISENHOWER 

HTTPS://WWW.USDEBTCLOCK.ORG/  

 

JON STEWART SKEWERS MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX: 

LOST WARS & 'PENTAGON GOT A RAISE' 

 

"IT LOOKS TO ME LIKE WE LOST 20 YEARS IN AFGHANISTAN, 20 

YEARS IN IRAQ, & THE PENTAGON GOT A RAISE." 

HTTPS://WWW.USDEBTCLOCK.ORG/ 

https://www.zerohedge.com/military/military-budget-2024-could-close-1-trillion-mark
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/military-budget-2024-could-close-1-trillion-mark
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/jon-steward-skewers-military-industrial-complex-lost-wars-pentagon-got-raise
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/jon-steward-skewers-military-industrial-complex-lost-wars-pentagon-got-raise
https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/jon-steward-skewers-military-industrial-complex-lost-wars-pentagon-got-raise


AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD AND IS DEFACTO BANKRUPT! ] 

 

More than half of that will likely go to defense contractors... 

HTTPS://WWW.USDEBTCLOCK.ORG/  

GOLDMAN RAISES CHINA 2023 GDP GROWTH FORECAST TO 

6.0% FROM 5.5% 

 

"Taking consideration of the rapid improvement in domestic 

mobility and solid January-February activity data we upgrade our 

Q1 and 2023 full-year GDP growth forecast to 4.0% yoy and 6.0% 

yoy, respectively, from 2.7% and 5.5% previously" 

BIDEN’S GENIUS DÉTENTE HAS COST AMERICA THE OLD 

BALLGAME   BY philbutler 

“For it’s 1, 2, 3 strikes you’re out in the old, ball, game.” 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-raises-china-2023-gdp-growth-forecast-60-55
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-raises-china-2023-gdp-growth-forecast-60-55
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https://www.zerohedge.com/military/military-budget-2024-could-close-1-trillion-mark
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-raises-china-2023-gdp-growth-forecast-60-55


 



President Joe Biden’s benefactors have lost the world, whether 

Russia wins or loses in Ukraine. This was a poignant message 

delivered by Fox News’s Tucker Carlson the other day. Forcing 

the Russians to act, and pushing them into unbreakable alliances 

with China, India, and Iran, Biden and Co. have almost overnight 

turned the United States into one great big meaningless banana 

republic.…This leaves us with only two possible answers as to 

“why” our leadership has burst out with godlike omnipotence. 

Either they are crazy as hell, as Tucker Carlson suggested, or the 

plan is to destroy what is left of the American dream for a cause! 

But, what could that cause be? Could it have anything to do with 

Hunter Biden and the “Big Guy?” Do the Chinese and the 

Ukrainians have that much dirt on America’s 1st family? Or, is 

the profit for the western elites so immense if America fails, they 

consider destroying us a safe bet? Lunacy or Machiavellian 

scheming, at the end of the day we are already done. 

We cannot nuke the world and win. We cannot engage in a 

conventional war with both China and Russia at once. And our 

100 trillion dollars in debt economy cannot be pitted against 

Russia, the BRICS, Asia, and African business people sick unto 

death with our nasty omnipotence. If Biden does not back out of 

Ukraine now, it will be he and Justin Trudeau versus just about 

everybody on the planet pretty soon. Let’s face it, Biden blew up 

Germany’s and Europe’s last cubic foot of camaraderie when the 

US Navy Seals set off explosives to end German industrialization. 

Yep. We lost. It’s only the 9th inning, and the game’s not 

technically over, but Biden and Co. have two outs, and two 

strikes on the batter in the bottom of the inning in what will 

certainly be a stunning loss. This is pitiful, but maybe my 

countrymen could use a big dose of reality and humility. 

“For it’s 1, 2, 3 strikes you’re out in the old, ball, game.” 



CHINA BLASTS AMERICA'S "ILLEGAL" OCCUPATION OF SYRIA IN 

WAKE OF FAILED HOUSE VOTE 

 

Reports emerge that hawks attempted last-minute effort to 

sabotage Gaetz bill... 

PUTIN ROLLS OUT RED CARPET FOR ASSAD IN RARE MOSCOW 

VISIT [ GOOD FOR VLADDY! ] 

 

Leaders will meet on "anniversary of conflict" after Assad 

emerged victorious... 

DRUDGEREPORT 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-blasts-americas-illegal-occupation-syria-wake-failed-house-vote
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With Russia visit, Xi pursues effort to upend U.S.-led global 

order... 

Beijing shipping rifles, body armor to Moscow... 

Gap in data complicates legislation to keep China off American 

farms... 

Wave of Stealthy Cyberattacks Hits U.S., Private Networks... 

Pentagon Mobilized to Support Tech Startups After Bank 

Failure...  

 

SUISSE BAILOUT? 

REGIONALS PRESSURED 

BIGGEST BANKS RACE TO RESCUE 

GOLDMAN BOOSTS RECESSION ODDS 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/with-russia-visit-xi-pursues-effort-to-upend-us-led-global-order/ar-AA18H4M6
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https://apnews.com/article/credit-suisse-banks-svb-shares-ecb-lagarde-94585aebadbf67f9a2307d3560ce502c
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/16/first-republic-falls-25percent-as-regional-bank-stocks-continue-to-sink.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/jpmorgan-morgan-stanley-and-others-in-talks-to-bolster-first-republic-4f9eeb76
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/goldman-us-recession-odds-gdp-103733584.html


QUESTION: WHO IS PAYING TO BAIL OUT THE FAILED BANKS? – 

ANSWER: YOU ARE MARCH 13, 2023 BY MICHAEL 

 

Don’t listen to the load of malarkey that Joe Biden is trying to 

sell you.  We are being told that it won’t cost taxpayers a single 

dime to bail out the second and third largest bank failures in the 

history of the United States.  Every single depositor is going to 

get all of their money back, and plenty of liquidity will be made 

available to other banks that may be on the verge of failing.  All 

of this is going to cost billions and billions of dollars, but 

somehow we get a free pass.  In fact, during his public remarks 

on Monday, Joe Biden explicitly pledged that “no losses will be 

borne by the taxpayers”… (Read More...) 

 

ZEROHEDGE BANKS: THE EYE OF THE HURRICANE? 

IGNORE THE BOUNCE, FINANCIAL SYSTEM IS IN BIG TROUBLE. 

THE FED IS FIGHTING PANIC WITH PANIC  “..equity market rally 

back on? don't be so sure.” 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/question-who-is-paying-to-bail-out-the-failed-banks-answer-you-are/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/question-who-is-paying-to-bail-out-the-failed-banks-answer-you-are/
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"NEVER SEEN IN OVER 40 YEARS" - SVB COLLAPSE SPARKS 

BANK RUNS AS PEOPLE WAIT IN LINES 

 

"Shades of 1930s. This is my bank in Wellesley this morning."  

BIG TROUBLE IN LITTLE BANKS - BAILOUT SPARKS BUYING 

PANIC IN BONDS, BITCOIN, & BULLION 

 

"...proper f**ked." 

DB: "TODAY'S EVENTS ARE CONSISTENT WITH AN IMMINENT US 

RECESSION" 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/never-seen-over-40-years-svb-collapse-sparks-bank-runs-people-wait-lines
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/never-seen-over-40-years-svb-collapse-sparks-bank-runs-people-wait-lines
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"We are now pricing in Fed cuts rather than hikes, the yield curve 

is bull steepening sharply, commodities and equities are down 

with cyclicals underperforming.This is all consistent with an 

imminent US recession." 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/db-todays-events-are-consistent-imminent-us-recession


2Y TREASURY YIELDS PLUNGE MOST SINCE 'BLACK MONDAY', 

GOLD SOARS AS RATE-HIKE ODDS COLLAPSE 

 

"You can’t run the most reckless monetary and fiscal experiment 

in history without the bill eventually coming due." 

“ WE LEAVE YOU WITH THE CONCLUSION FROM THE WALL 

STREET JOURNAL'S EDITORIAL BOARD'S POST-MORTEM: 

"CRITICS HAVE A POINT. FOR THE SECOND TIME IN 15 YEARS 

(EXCLUDING THE BRIEF COVID-CAUSED PANIC), REGULATORS 

WILL HAVE ENCOURAGED A CREDIT MANIA, AND THEN FAILED 

TO FORESEE THE FINANCIAL PANIC WHEN THE EASY MONEY 

STOPPED. DEMOCRATS AND THE PRESS CORPS MAY TRY TO 

PIN THE PROBLEM ON BANKERS OR THE TRUMP 

ADMINISTRATION, BUT THESE ARE POLITICAL DIVERSIONS. 

YOU CAN’T RUN THE MOST RECKLESS MONETARY AND FISCAL 

EXPERIMENT IN HISTORY WITHOUT THE BILL EVENTUALLY 

COMING DUE. THE FIRST INVOICE ARRIVED AS INFLATION. THE 

SECOND HAS COME AS A FINANCIAL PANIC, WITH ECONOMIC 

DAMAGE THAT MAY NOT END WITH SILICON VALLEY BANK." “ 

SAVE THE DOLLAR OR THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM - NOT BOTH 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/2y-treasury-yields-plunge-most-black-monday-gold-soars-rate-hike-odds-collapse
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"We are getting to the end game..." 

EUROPEAN BANKS - REALITY KICKING IN 

 

An extremely crowded long getting pounded... 

FUTURES TUMBLE, YIELDS CRATER, BANKS PLUNGE AS 

MARKET REALIZES LATEST BAILOUT IS INSUFFICIENT 

https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/european-banks-reality-kicking
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-tumbles-banks-plunge-market-realizes-latest-bailout-insufficient
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"THIS IS A DIFFICULT POSITION FED IS IN, ON THE ONE HAND IT 

NEEDS TO KEEP HIKING TO ARREST INFLATION, BUT ALSO IT 

NEEDS TO PROTECT THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM. FEELS LIKE A 

LOSE-LOSE SITUATION FOR THE FED AND THE MARKET." 

EXTREME MARKETS 

 

MAX FRUSTRATION MARKET... 

FIRST REPUBLIC SHARES CRASH 60% AS REGIONAL BANK 

'CRISIS IN CONFIDENCE' SPREADS 

https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/extreme-markets
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/first-republic-shares-crash-60-regional-bank-crisis-confidence-spreads
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"The plunge in its shares is classic market psychology at work, 

with investors starting to question the credentials..."  

HERE'S WHAT THE LATEST BANK BAILOUT DOES, AND WHY THE 

TREASURY IS QUIETLY FREAKING OUT 

 

"It could be that there are concerns about depositors at those 

institutions." 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/heres-what-latest-bank-bailout-does-and-why-treasury-quietly-freaking-out
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DRUDGEREPORT 

 

US GOVT MOVES TO STOP FINANCIAL CRISIS... 

BIDEN SEEKS TO REASSURE MARKETS...  

'NO LOSSES BORNE BY TAXPAYER'... 

LET BAILOUT DEBATE BEGIN... 

BLAME GAME OVER TRUMP REG ROLLBACK... 

FEDS CLOSE ANOTHER BANK... 

PANIC AND PARTYING AT SXSW...  

Congress eyes next steps... BILLIONAIRE BAILOUT DEBATE 

BEGINS! 

Blame Game Over Trump Reg Rollback... 

TICKING TIMEBOMB... 

Barney Frank's Bank Collapses... 

CRAMER: It's Easy for Any of Us to Cause a Run... 

Stress indicators begin to flash... 

Crypto Scours the Globe for New Lenders...  

CREDIT SUISSE shares fall to record low... 

https://apnews.com/article/silicon-valley-bank-bailout-yellen-deposits-failure-94f2185742981daf337c4691bbb9ec1e
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/market-stress-indicators-begin-flash-142232481.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/crypto-scours-globe-banks-replace-121524618.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/credit-suisse-shares-fall-to-new-record-low-after-collapse-of-svb-and-signature-bank-3919ffc7


 

MORE BANKS UNDER PRESSURE 

BROADENING CONTAGION 

FED EMERGENCY MEASURES 

SHOW ME THE MONEY! 

PRESSURE 

BANK BLOODBATH! 

$100BN WIPED AWAY 

WILD STOCK SWINGS! 

  TECH BANK BUST 

REGULATORS SHUT 

RUN FEAR 

 

US GOVERNMENT MOVES TO STOP POTENTIAL BANKING 

CRISIS... 

REGULATORS CLOSE ANOTHER ONE... DEVELOPING... 

SILICON VALLEY FALLOUT SPREADS AROUND WORLD... 

BRITISH TECH SECTOR 'AT SERIOUS RISK'... 

CONTAGION: DESPERATE CUSTOMERS LINE UP OUTSIDE FIRST 

REPUBLIC TO TAKE MONEY OUT... 

PANIC AND PARTYING AT SXSW...  

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-regional-banks-remain-under-092829687.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/13/first-republic-drops-bank-stocks-decline.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-says-svb-deposits-safe-230714841.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/silicon-valley-bank-depositors-will-get-all-of-their-money-regulators-say-a795cbab
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/us-regional-banks-remain-under-092829687.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11855573/100BN-wiped-banking-market-SINGLE-DAY-bloodbath-Wall-Street.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11855573/100BN-wiped-banking-market-SINGLE-DAY-bloodbath-Wall-Street.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/no-escape-wild-stock-swings-112149744.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/crisis-silicon-valley-bank-shows-tech-sector-worries-spilling-wall-str-rcna74311
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/10/silicon-valley-bank-is-shut-down-by-regulators-fdic-to-protect-insured-deposits.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/10/vcs-urge-startups-to-withdraw-funds-from-silicon-valley-bank.html
https://apnews.com/article/silicon-valley-bank-bailout-yellen-deposits-failure-94f2185742981daf337c4691bbb9ec1e
https://apnews.com/article/silicon-valley-bank-bailout-yellen-deposits-failure-94f2185742981daf337c4691bbb9ec1e
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/12/regulators-close-new-yorks-signature-bank-citing-systemic-risk.html
https://news.yahoo.com/svb-fallout-spreads-around-world-154331383.html
https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20230312-british-tech-sector-at-serious-risk-after-svb-collapse-govt
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11849049/Customers-line-outside-Republic-Bank-money-SVB-bank-collapsed.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11849049/Customers-line-outside-Republic-Bank-money-SVB-bank-collapsed.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/svb-sxsw-panic-partying-reign-rcna74559


 

YELLEN VOWS NO BANK BAILOUT 

SILICON SHOCKWAVES 

TIP OF ICEBERG? 

SHOW ME THE MONEY! 

FED EMERGENCY MEASURES 

https://apnews.com/article/silicon-valley-bank-bailout-yellen-deposits-failure-94f2185742981daf337c4691bbb9ec1e
https://apnews.com/article/silicon-valley-bank-svb-collapse-customers-ec0148382edb344c27c0bdfdcbd3cf66
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/silicon-valley-bank-imploded-single-100000239.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/silicon-valley-bank-depositors-will-get-all-of-their-money-regulators-say-a795cbab
https://www.wsj.com/articles/federal-reserve-rolls-out-emergency-measures-to-prevent-banking-crisis-ba4d7f98


  

TECH BANK BUST 

REGULATORS SHUT 

RUN FEAR 

CONTAGION ALARM 

 

Thiel got cash out before collapse...  

SVB CEO sold millions in stock weeks ago... 

Crisis leaves start-ups scrambling to pay workers... 

Pain From Tech to Napa Valley... 

Lightning Demise Stuns Banking Industry... 

Force Fed to SLASH rates? 

Crypto Shaken Again... 

BANK BUST SHOCKWAVES 

TIP OF ICEBERG? 

REGULATORS FACE RECKONING 

https://www.nbcnews.com/business/business-news/crisis-silicon-valley-bank-shows-tech-sector-worries-spilling-wall-str-rcna74311
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/10/silicon-valley-bank-is-shut-down-by-regulators-fdic-to-protect-insured-deposits.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/10/vcs-urge-startups-to-withdraw-funds-from-silicon-valley-bank.html
https://nypost.com/2023/03/10/silicon-valley-bank-meltdown-sparks-contagion-fears/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/thiel-founders-fund-withdrew-millions-005223787.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11846085/CEO-Silicon-Valley-Bank-sold-3-57-million-stock-dramatic-collapse.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/companies/silicon-valley-bank-collapse-leaves-start-ups-scrambling-to-pay-workers/ar-AA18uyji
https://news.yahoo.com/svb-stranded-deposits-spread-pain-030745161.html
https://money.usnews.com/investing/news/articles/2023-03-11/analysis-svbs-lightning-collapse-stuns-banking-industry
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/silicon-valley-bank-crisis-force-161835121.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/crypto-shaken-svb-exposure-depegs-135921373.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11847965/Financial-markets-brace-following-Silicon-Valley-Bank-death-spiral-bank-stocks-50.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/silicon-valley-bank-imploded-single-100000239.html
https://news.yahoo.com/banks-topple-regulators-face-reckoning-034507882.html


WAS SILICON VALLEY BANK REALLY UNIQUE,AND WHO IS NEXT 

 

Contagion has begun. 

HUDSON: WHY THE BANKING SYSTEM IS BREAKING UP 

 

There is an even larger elephant in the room: derivatives. 

Volatility increased last Thursday and Friday... 

 

WASHPOST 

SILICON VALLEY BANK CLOSED, FUELING WORRY ABOUT RISK 

TO BROADER FINANCIAL MARKET 

The bank, which caters to tech startups, was taken over by the 

government after a run on deposits Thursday, sparking concerns 

about broader economic fallout. 

NYTIMES   

REGIONAL BANK SHARES TUMBLE IN WAKE OF FAILURES 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/was-silicon-valley-bank-really-unique-and-who-next
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hudson-why-banking-system-breaking
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/03/09/silicon-valley-bank-shares/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/03/09/silicon-valley-bank-shares/
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/03/13/business/silicon-valley-bank
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/03/13/business/silicon-valley-bank
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/was-silicon-valley-bank-really-unique-and-who-next
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hudson-why-banking-system-breaking


SILICON VALLEY BANK FAILS, RAISING CONCERNS FOR 

INVESTORS ELSEWHERE 

The bank and its nearly $175 billion in deposits have been put 

under government control. It’s the largest bank to fail since the 

2008 financial crisis. 

 WAS SILICON VALLEY BANK REALLY UNIQUE, AND WHO IS 

NEXT 

 

Contagion has begun. 

RECORD BANK RUN DRAINED A QUARTER, OR $42BN, OF SVB'S 

DEPOSITS IN HOURS, LEAVING IT WITH NEGATIVE $1BN IN 

CASH 

LATIMES 

Legal Corruption [ TYPICAL GUINEA/WOP! ] 

TOM GIRARDI GAVE $1 MILLION IN PAYMENTS, GIFTS TO TOP 

STATE BAR INVESTIGATOR, CORRUPTION PROBE FINDS  

The report also documented that State Bar officials close to 

Girardi killed complaints that came into the agency about the 

lawyer’s misconduct. 

WHEN THE YIELD CURVE INVERTS OVER 100BPS "A RECESSION 

IS ALREADY UNDERWAY OR BEGINS WITHIN 8 MONTHS" 

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/10/business/silicon-valley-bank-stock.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/10/business/silicon-valley-bank-stock.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/10/business/silicon-valley-bank-stock.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/10/business/silicon-valley-bank-stock.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/10/business/silicon-valley-bank-stock.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/10/business/silicon-valley-bank-stock.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/was-silicon-valley-bank-really-unique-and-who-next
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/was-silicon-valley-bank-really-unique-and-who-next
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/record-bank-run-drained-quarter-or-42-billion-svbs-deposits-hours-leaving-it-negative-1bn
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/record-bank-run-drained-quarter-or-42-billion-svbs-deposits-hours-leaving-it-negative-1bn
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/record-bank-run-drained-quarter-or-42-billion-svbs-deposits-hours-leaving-it-negative-1bn
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-03-10/state-bar-corruption-probe-tom-girardi
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-03-10/state-bar-corruption-probe-tom-girardi
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-yield-curve-inverts-over-100bps-recession-already-underway-or-begins-within-8-months
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-yield-curve-inverts-over-100bps-recession-already-underway-or-begins-within-8-months
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/was-silicon-valley-bank-really-unique-and-who-next


 

On all the previous occasions that the 2s10s has been more than 

-100bps inverted since data is available from the early 1940s, a 

recession has either been underway, or has occurred within a 

maximum of 8 months. 

USDC 'STABLECOIN' BREAKS PEG AS CIRCLE ADMITS BILLIONS 

STUCK WITH SVB 

 

“Are you solvent?” 

STOP MAKING TROUBLE! 

https://www.zerohedge.com/crypto/usdc-stablecoin-breaks-peg-circle-admits-billions-stuck-svb
https://www.zerohedge.com/crypto/usdc-stablecoin-breaks-peg-circle-admits-billions-stuck-svb
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/stop-making-trouble
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/when-yield-curve-inverts-over-100bps-recession-already-underway-or-begins-within-8-months
https://www.zerohedge.com/crypto/usdc-stablecoin-breaks-peg-circle-admits-billions-stuck-svb


 

The USA is falling apart from a combination of mismanagement, 

malice and negligence... 

CHINA TO HOST MAJOR MIDDLE EAST SUMMIT AFTER 

'SUCCESS' OF IRAN-SAUDI DEAL 

 

"all parties agreed not to use English in the negotiations, with 

speeches and documents conducted in Arabic, Farsi or 

Mandarin." 

CHINA'S XI TO VISIT RUSSIA 'AS SOON AS NEXT WEEK' 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-host-major-middle-east-summit-after-success-iran-saudi-deal
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-host-major-middle-east-summit-after-success-iran-saudi-deal
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/chinas-xi-visit-russia-soon-next-week
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/stop-making-trouble
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-host-major-middle-east-summit-after-success-iran-saudi-deal


 

Reuters is reporting a faster timetable than expected... 

GOLDMAN RAISES CHINA 2023 GDP GROWTH FORECAST TO 

6.0% FROM 5.5% 

 

"Taking consideration of the rapid improvement in domestic 

mobility and solid January-February activity data we upgrade our 

Q1 and 2023 full-year GDP growth forecast to 4.0% yoy and 6.0% 

yoy, respectively, from 2.7% and 5.5% previously" 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-raises-china-2023-gdp-growth-forecast-60-55
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-raises-china-2023-gdp-growth-forecast-60-55
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/chinas-xi-visit-russia-soon-next-week
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-raises-china-2023-gdp-growth-forecast-60-55


ESCOBAR: MOVEABLE MULTIPOLARITY IN MOSCOW - RIDIN' THE 

"NEWCOIN" TRAIN 

 

The new currency should be able to become an “external money” 

storage of capital and reserves down the road, not just a 

settlement unit... 

INDIA TAKES A LEADING ROLE IN DE-DOLLARIZATION 

 

By defying American pressure upon it to unilaterally concede on 

those aforementioned objective national interests, India’s 

economy ended up growing at twice the pace of China’s... 

BREAKING: THE TRUTH ABOUT NORD STREAM AND WHO WAS 

REALLY BEHIND IT… 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-moveable-multipolarity-moscow-ridin-newcoin-train
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-moveable-multipolarity-moscow-ridin-newcoin-train
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/india-takes-leading-role-de-dollarization
https://korybko.substack.com/p/the-oecds-latest-report-showed-that
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/breaking-truth-about-nord-stream-and-who-was-really-behind-it
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/breaking-truth-about-nord-stream-and-who-was-really-behind-it
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-moveable-multipolarity-moscow-ridin-newcoin-train
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/india-takes-leading-role-de-dollarization


 

When Russia’s Nord Stream pipeline was decimated in 

September of last year, it had all the markings of a coordinated 

attack. But no one claimed responsibility for it. 

PUTIN: "COMPLETE NONSENSE" THAT ANYONE OTHER THAN 

STATE ACTOR BEHIND PIPELINE EXPLOSIONS [ TRUE! ] 

 

Points finger at United States in rare comments on Nord Stream 

sabotage... 

Breaking: The TRUTH About Nord Stream And Who Was REALLY 

Behind It…by Paradigm Press 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-complete-nonsense-anyone-other-state-actor-behind-pipeline-explosions
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-complete-nonsense-anyone-other-state-actor-behind-pipeline-explosions
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/breaking-truth-about-nord-stream-and-who-was-really-behind-it
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-complete-nonsense-anyone-other-state-actor-behind-pipeline-explosions


 

When Russia’s Nord Stream pipeline was decimated in 

September of last year, it had all the markings of a coordinated 

attack. 

But no one claimed responsibility for it. 

And the story was quickly swept under the rug by the 

mainstream media. 

The New York Times simply called it a “mystery” and moved on. 

 

https://pro.paradigmnewsletters.org/m/2165853
https://pro.paradigmnewsletters.org/m/2165853


But today, there’s startling evidence about what really happened 

– and who was really behind the whole operation. 

Here’s what we know for sure… 

1. President Biden has ALWAYS opposed the Nord Stream 

pipeline, considering it a direct threat to U.S. energy 

exports to Europe 

2. Three weeks BEFORE Russia invaded Ukraine, Biden told 

reporters, “If Russia invades Ukraine… there will no longer 

be a Nord Stream 2.” 

3. Russia invades Ukraine on Feb. 24th, 2022 

4. Eight months later, the Nord Stream pipeline is crippled by 4 

massive explosions, 240 feet below the Baltic Sea. 

5. U.S. energy exports to Europe surge to record highs in order 

to meet demand, just in time for winter 

And that’s only the beginning… 

In this new presentation, one ex-CIA insider pulls back the 

curtain on what really happened to Nord Stream… 

And provides shocking evidence that shows President Biden’s 

connection to it.” 

A PRELUDE TO WAR 

 

https://pro.paradigmnewsletters.org/m/2165853
https://pro.paradigmnewsletters.org/m/2165853
https://pro.paradigmnewsletters.org/m/2165853
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/prelude-war
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/prelude-war


Why are US allies in the Asia-Pacific region scrambling to re-arm 

themselves? 

POLAND BREAKS WITH NATO ALLIES BY PLEDGING TO SEND 

FIGHTER JETS TO UKRAINE 

 

Poland will send the jets to Ukraine in the coming days, the 

Polish president said, fulfilling Kyiv's repeated requests for 

aircraft to counter Russian attacks 

 

"NEVER SEEN IN OVER 40 YEARS" - SVB COLLAPSE SPARKS 

BANK RUNS AS PEOPLE WAIT IN LINES 

 

https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-03-16-23/h_21c44eb6ebcd7b3e6cdf34032bdaf26a
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-03-16-23/h_21c44eb6ebcd7b3e6cdf34032bdaf26a
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-03-16-23/h_21c44eb6ebcd7b3e6cdf34032bdaf26a
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-03-16-23/h_21c44eb6ebcd7b3e6cdf34032bdaf26a
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-03-16-23/h_21c44eb6ebcd7b3e6cdf34032bdaf26a
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-03-16-23/h_21c44eb6ebcd7b3e6cdf34032bdaf26a
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-03-16-23/h_21c44eb6ebcd7b3e6cdf34032bdaf26a
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/never-seen-over-40-years-svb-collapse-sparks-bank-runs-people-wait-lines
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/never-seen-over-40-years-svb-collapse-sparks-bank-runs-people-wait-lines
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-03-16-23/h_21c44eb6ebcd7b3e6cdf34032bdaf26a
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/never-seen-over-40-years-svb-collapse-sparks-bank-runs-people-wait-lines


"Shades of the 1930s. This is my bank in Wellesley this 

morning."  

MEXICAN PRESIDENT SAYS MEXICO SAFER THAN USA... FAMILY 

OF MISSING AMERICANS LEFT DESPERATE... [FAIR STATEMENT] 

THESE ARE THE US CITIES WITH THE MOST HOMELESS PEOPLE 

 

Over half a million Americans are currently homeless... 

CHINA FORESEES END OF UKRAINE WAR THIS SUMMER: 

REPORT 

 

"In December, the Academy of Military Sciences completed a 

simulation on the Ukraine conflict, resulting in an astonishing 

finding... 

 

POWELL'S 'HAWKISH' REMARKS SPARK CROSS-MARKET CHAOS, 

RATE-HIKE ODDS SOAR 

https://news.yahoo.com/mexican-president-says-mexico-safer-152906783.html
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/family-three-women-who-disappeared-29447163
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/us-news/family-three-women-who-disappeared-29447163
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/these-are-us-cities-most-homeless-people
https://www.statista.com/topics/5139/homelessness-in-the-us/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-foresees-end-russia-ukraine-war-summer-report
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-foresees-end-russia-ukraine-war-summer-report
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/powells-hawkish-remarks-spark-cross-market-chaos
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/powells-hawkish-remarks-spark-cross-market-chaos
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/these-are-us-cities-most-homeless-people
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/china-foresees-end-russia-ukraine-war-summer-report


 

...there is little sign of disinflation thus far... historical record 

cautions strongly against prematurely loosening policy... 

WTF CHART OF THE DAY: JOBLESS CLAIMS FINALLY RISE AS 

LAYOFFS SOAR AT FASTEST PACE 'SINCE LEHMAN' 

 

...is this the start of the turn? 

BRACE FOR "SURGE" IN INITIAL JOBLESS CLAIMS AS GOLDMAN 

WARNS FAVORABLE SEASONAL ADJUSTMENTS ARE OVER 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/wtf-chart-day-jobless-claims-finally-rise-layoffs-soar-fastest-pace-lehman
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/wtf-chart-day-jobless-claims-finally-rise-layoffs-soar-fastest-pace-lehman
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/brace-surge-initial-jobless-claims-goldman-warns-favorable-seasonal-adjustments-are-over
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/brace-surge-initial-jobless-claims-goldman-warns-favorable-seasonal-adjustments-are-over
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/powells-hawkish-remarks-spark-cross-market-chaos
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/wtf-chart-day-jobless-claims-finally-rise-layoffs-soar-fastest-pace-lehman


 

"Seasonal adjustment issues have exerted an increasing amount 

of downward pressure on initial claims over the last few months, 

and that the pressure will begin to reverse in a few week." 

RECESSION IS NEEDED TO CURB INFLATION 

 

The year 2023 seems a turnaround year for the world economy... 

 

PAINFUL MARKET CORRECTION IN 2023, FULL-BLOWN CRASH 

IN 2024 | TOM MCCLELLAN  Painful Market Correction In 2023, 

Full-Blown Crash In 2024 | Tom McClellan 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/recession-needed-curb-inflation
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-09/painful-market-correction-2023-full-blown-crash-2024-tom-mcclellan
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-09/painful-market-correction-2023-full-blown-crash-2024-tom-mcclellan
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/brace-surge-initial-jobless-claims-goldman-warns-favorable-seasonal-adjustments-are-over
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/recession-needed-curb-inflation


HUFFPOST  EPIC COLLAPSE: FEDS SEIZE BIG TECH BANK — 

LARGEST BUST SINCE 2008 CRISIS 

 

GAME OVER: FDIC SHUTTERS SILICON VALLEY BANK, APPOINTS 

RECEIVER 

 

SVB Is the first insured institution to fail in 2023. 

THE BANK RUN GENIE IS OUT OF THE BOTTLE With rates close 

to 5%, how could we have not seen this coming? 

 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/silicon-valley-bank-fdic_n_640b6651e4b09c5c6d6eba9c
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/silicon-valley-bank-fdic_n_640b6651e4b09c5c6d6eba9c
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/silicon-valley-bank-crashes-65-halted-pending-news
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/silicon-valley-bank-crashes-65-halted-pending-news
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-10/bank-run-genie-out-bottle
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/silicon-valley-bank-crashes-65-halted-pending-news


FUTURES TUMBLE AS SVB IMPLOSION SPARK GLOBAL 

BANKING TURMOIL; PAYROLLS LOOM 

CNN  SILICON VALLEY BANK COLLAPSES AFTER FAILING TO 

RAISE CAPITAL 

 

Breaking News 

Silicon Valley Bank fails after a stunning 48 hours that set off 

fears of a banking industry meltdown 

• LIVE UPDATES FDIC says all insured depositors will have 

'full access' to their insured deposits by no later than 

Monday morning 

 

300 BILLION REASONS WHY SVB CONTAGION IS SPREADING TO 

THE BROADER BANKING SYSTEM 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-tumble-svb-implosion-spark-global-banking-turmoil-payrolls-loom
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-tumble-svb-implosion-spark-global-banking-turmoil-payrolls-loom
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If depositor confidence in the regional/small bank sector is now 

shot, and after both Silvergate and SIVB it very well may be, 

what happens next may be very ugly. 

Fast markets: focus on spiking volatility 

 

From calm pricing of risk to relatively extreme pricing of risk... 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/fast-markets-focus-spiking-volatility
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/300-billion-reasons-why-svb-contagion-spreading-broader-banking-system
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/fast-markets-focus-spiking-volatility


HARTNETT: "THE END OF THE BEAR MARKET WILL COINCIDE 

WITH A CREDIT EVENT" 

 

"... until then, cash as good as bonds & stocks" 

NOMURA IS FIRST BANK TO CALL FOR 50BPS RATE HIKE IN 

MARCH 

 

"The 50bp rate hike in March may sound aggressive. That said, 

we think the Fed is further from a pause on rate hikes than we 

had originally believed and it is possible more front-loaded rate 

hikes will be needed" 

JOBLESS CLAIMS IMPROVE (AGAIN) AS LABOR COSTS SOAR 

MORE THAN EXPECTED 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hartnett-end-bear-market-will-coincide-credit-event
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/hartnett-end-bear-market-will-coincide-credit-event
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...not good news for Powell and his pals. 

FUTURES SLIDE AFTER TESLA DISAPPOINTS, TREASURY YIELDS 

JUMP TO 4 MONTH HIGH 

 

"In the US, there are doubts on the profit generating capacity of 

tech, these doubts are here to stay and I do not think a rebound 

is likely before the end of the year." 

BEAR MARKET RALLY? 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-slide-after-tesla-disappoints-treasury-yields-jump-4-month-high
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-slide-after-tesla-disappoints-treasury-yields-jump-4-month-high
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/bear-market-rally
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/jobless-claims-improve-again-labor-costs-soar-more-expected
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-slide-after-tesla-disappoints-treasury-yields-jump-4-month-high


 

don't ignore the rallies... 

 

SURGE IN MORTGAGE RATES ABOVE 7% SENDS HOMEBUYER 

APPLICATIONS TO 28 YEAR LOW 

 

CORE INFLATION UNEXPECTEDLY SURGES NEW RECORD HIGH 

 

...further “significant” steps may be necessary to get inflation 

under control. 

THE BUBBLE IS BACK… AND IT’S BURSTING WILL ONLY BE 

THAT MUCH WORSE  EVERYWHERE YOU LOOK, THERE ARE 

MAJOR SIGNS OF FROTH. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/surge-mortgage-rates-above-7-sends-homebuyer-applications-28-year-low
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/surge-mortgage-rates-above-7-sends-homebuyer-applications-28-year-low
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/core-eu-inflation-unexpectedly-surges-new-record-high
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"NEW BULL MARKET OR CLASSIC BULL TRAP": WILSON, 

KOLANOVIC DISPENSE WEEKLY DOSE OF MARKET DOOM 

 

"The question for investors is whether this signifies a new bull 

market that began in October or a classic Bull Trap?" [ Just plain 

old bull crap … ] 

GLOBAL DEPRESSION BY 2025, CAUSED BY INTEREST RATES & 

INFLATION: SIMON HUNT 

US BANKRUPTCY FILINGS SURGE AT FASTEST PACE SINCE 

2009 

 

The YTD total of bankruptcies represents the fastest pace of 

companies filing for bankruptcy since the immediate aftermath of 

the global financial crisis in 2009 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/new-bull-market-or-classic-bull-trap-kolanovic-wilson-dispense-weekly-dose-market-doom
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/new-bull-market-or-classic-bull-trap-kolanovic-wilson-dispense-weekly-dose-market-doom
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A CRASH IS COMING… I HOPE YOU’RE READY 

All the signs are there. “I’m talking about the total stock 

market’s capitalization as a percentage of the U.S.’s Gross 

Domestic Product. 

 

The single most important aspect of this chart is the fact that in 

spite of stocks collapsing 20% last year… this indicator is STILL 

HIGHER than it was at the PEAK of the Tech Bubble. Anyone who 

claims this bear market is over and that the Fed’s work is done is 

out of their minds. The stock market is now MORE overvalued 

relative to the economy than it was at the absolute peak of the 

Tech Bubble.” 

ROBERT KIYOSAKI JUST PREDICTED HOW THE AMERICAN 

ECONOMY WILL COLLAPSE  

STEPHANIE POMBOY: THE BULLISH DATA IS BULL$#!T  BY 

Wealthion Caution! We're Being Fed Bogus Data; the slightest of 

scratching beneath the surface, as macro analyst Stephanie 

Pomboy shows here, reveals that these numbers are heavily 

suspect & actually support the bearish case. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-22/crash-coming-i-hope-youre-ready
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-22/robert-kiyosaki-just-predicted-how-american-economy-will-collapse
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-22/robert-kiyosaki-just-predicted-how-american-economy-will-collapse
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-22/stephanie-pomboy-bullish-data-bullt
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354938
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EVEN JPMORGAN IS LASHING OUT AT RIDICULOUS SEASONAL 

ADJUSTMENTS IN KEY US DATA 

 

"some alternative seasonal adjustments of the initial claims data 

show some less favorable changes in filings from recent weeks 

than the official figures." 

MOTLEY FOOL  WARREN BUFFETT'S SILENT WARNING: 128 BILLION 

REASONS TO EXPECT STOCKS TO HEAD LOWER  For nearly 60 years, 

Berkshire Hathaway (NYSE: BRK.A)(NYSE: BRK.B) CEO Warren Buffett has 

been putting on a clinic for Wall Street. Since taking over the lead role for 

Berkshire Hathaway in 1965, he's led his company's Class A shares (BRK.A) 

to an annualized return of 19.8%, which doubles up the 9.9% total return, 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/even-jpmorgan-lashing-out-ridiculous-seasonal-adjustments-key-us-data
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/even-jpmorgan-lashing-out-ridiculous-seasonal-adjustments-key-us-data
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including dividends paid, of the benchmark S&P 500 (SNPINDEX: ^GSPC) over 

the same stretch. Pretty much anything that would give investors a clue as 

to what Warren Buffett is thinking and how he views Wall Street is something 

of interest to the investing community. 

"STUPID SLOW" - DALLAS FED MANUFACTURING PRODUCTION 

PLUNGES INTO CONTRACTION 

 

"...seems like someone turned off the spigot, as we have gotten 

stupid slow..." 

US HOME PRICES TUMBLED FOR 6TH STRAIGHT MONTH IN 

DECEMBER 

 

"Given these prospects for a challenging macroeconomic 

environment, home prices may well continue to weaken." 

DON'T BE FOOLED, US STOCKS ARE STILL FAR FROM CHEAP 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/stupid-slow-dallas-fed-manufacturing-production-plunges-contraction
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/stupid-slow-dallas-fed-manufacturing-production-plunges-contraction
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Stock pickers should bide their time for cheaper valuations 

ahead... 

NOMURA WARNS "GET BACK INTO CASH"; HIGHER VOLATILITY 

LOOMS AFTER RATE-REPRICING 

 

...the Net “Long $Delta” grab into Exposure to end22/ start23 has 

been forcibly taken-down in this two week pullback... 

FEAR AND GREED WITH A ROLL OF THE DICE 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-warns-get-back-cash-higher-volatility-looms-after-rate-repricing
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nomura-warns-get-back-cash-higher-volatility-looms-after-rate-repricing
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“While the most extreme froth has been wiped off the market, 

valuations are still nowhere near their long-term averages..." 

STOCKS & BONDS SLAMMED AFTER HOT INFLATION PRINT, 

RATE-HIKE ODDS SOAR 

 

A much hotter than expected Core PCE print has sparked a 

dramatic hawkish response across markets... 

POWELL'S GETTYSBURG MOMENT, THE USDOLLAR'S 

WATERLOO, & TODAY'S OPEN MADNESS 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bonds-slammed-after-hot-inflation-print-rate-hike-odds-soar
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bonds-slammed-after-hot-inflation-print-rate-hike-odds-soar
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...we examine the historical interplay of losing wars, cornered 

egos, tanking currencies, greater controls and gold’s loyalty in 

times of open madness... 

FED'S FAVORITE INFLATION SIGNAL PRINTS HOT AS 

AMERICANS' SPENDING SURGED IN JAN 

 

...so much for the linear slide lower in inflation. 

UMICH INFLATION EXPECTATIONS ROSE IN FEB, SENTIMENT 

SOARS FOR REPUBLICANS 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/feds-favorite-inflation-signal-prints-hot-americans-spending-surged-jan
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...add this to the list of things that don't support a Fed pivot! 

THE FED'S BIGGEST FEAR IS "COMPLETE ECONOMIC COLLAPSE" 

- PETER SCHIFF WARNS "YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHING YET" 

 

"If the Fed is serious about fighting inflation, and I do not believe 

it is, it’s going to have to fight a lot harder than it has..." 

ECB RATE-HIKE ODDS SOAR AFTER FRENCH, SPANISH 

INFLATION RE-SURGES 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/feds-biggest-fear-complete-economic-collapse-peter-schiff-warns-you-aint-seen-nothing-yet
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ECB terminal rate expectations rising rapidly towards record 

4.,00%... 

IS THE RECESSION ALREADY HERE?  [ YES, IT’S HERE! ] 

 

DRUDGEREPORT  INFLATION GAUGE TRACKED BY FED RISES 

SHARPLY...CAN'T TAME WITHOUT 'SIGNIFICANTLY' MORE 

INTEREST HIKES... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/recession-already-here
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-business-9b044c8ada5aa538d539237be1da9d14
https://apnews.com/article/inflation-economy-business-9b044c8ada5aa538d539237be1da9d14
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NATO CHIEF WARNS BAKHMUT MAY FALL 

RUSSIANS ADVANCE 

"COORDINATED MEDIA HOAX CAMPAIGN" - RUSSIA BLASTS 

NYTIMES REPORT ON NORD STREAM "MONSTROUS CRIME" 

 

'how stupid do they think we are?' 

[ Very stupid; after all, trump is one of russia’s favorite american 

criminals (granted, all american presidents are criminals by 

definition/training/experience …no surprise, the new york times, 

despite trump’s obvious mobster/criminal/mental case status did 

https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20230308-eu-defence-chiefs-to-discuss-arming-ukraine-as-bakhmut-fighting-rages
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russias-wagner-heralds-advance-in-bakhmut-as-battle-grinds-on-in-eastern-ukraine-34538d01
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/coordinated-media-hoax-campaign-russia-blasts-nytimes-report-nord-stream-monstrous
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/coordinated-media-hoax-campaign-russia-blasts-nytimes-report-nord-stream-monstrous
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/coordinated-media-hoax-campaign-russia-blasts-nytimes-report-nord-stream-monstrous


puff piece after puff piece popularizing incompetent 

mobster/criminal trump. Mobster/criminal in plain sight! 

PATHETIC! ] DRUDGEREPORT Trump could still be elected 

president if indicted or CONVICTED, experts say... 

THE WIDENING WAR: HOW THE NATO-RUSSIA CONFRONTATION 

IS PLAYING OUT IN NORTH AFRICA 

 

Western officials are now openly admitting the war against 

Russia (and China) is worldwide and composed of competing 

blocs... 

'BRING NATION TO STANDSTILL': FRANCE HIT BY MASSIVE 

STRIKES OVER PENSION REFORM 

 

"The real fight starts now."  

https://abcnews.go.com/US/trump-elected-president-indicted-convicted-experts/story?id=97688250
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VC FUNDS SEE "MASS EXTINCTION EVENT" FOR STARTUPS IN 

2023: "IT WILL MAKE THE FINANCIAL CRISIS LOOK QUAINT" 

 

81% of early-stage startups are facing a failure in 2023 because 

they have less than 12 months of capital left to keep going after 

VC funds turned the spigot off last year on a flood of seed 

funding. 

 

TRAILER PARK MILLIONAIRES: TINY HOME IN THE HAMPTONS 

SELLS FOR RECORD $3.75 MILLION 

 

"I know quite a few billionaires here." 

CRIMEA BRIDGE REPAIRS COMPLETED MERE MONTHS AFTER 

SABOTAGE BLAST 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/vc-fund-sees-mass-extinction-event-startups-2023-it-will-make-financial-crisis-look-quaint
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Fully open for automobile traffic in all lanes after crews worked 

"around the clock"... 

DRUDGEREPORT 

 
IRAN, SAUDI RESTORE TIES IN CHINA-BROKERED DEAL... 

ENDS YEARS OF TENSION... 

ARCHRIVALS IRAN & SAUDI ARABIA RESTORE TIES IN CHINA-

BROKERED DEAL 

https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20230310-iran-saudi-to-restore-ties-in-china-brokered-deal
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/03/10/arch-rivals-iran-and-saudi-arabia-agree-to-revive-ties-reopen-embassies.html
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"...a boost to Beijing’s efforts to rival the US as a broker on the 

global stage." 

THE GREAT 'TRIFURCATION' 

 

The global systemic transition’s impending evolution towards tri-

multipolarity could see the US-led West’s Golden Billion, the Sino-

Russo Entente, and the de facto Indian-led Global South 

becoming the most prominent poles in International Relations... 

THE WIDENING WAR: HOW THE NATO-RUSSIA CONFRONTATION 

IS PLAYING OUT IN NORTH AFRICA 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/great-trifurcation
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/widening-war-how-nato-russia-confrontation-playing-out-north-africa
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Western officials are now openly admitting the war against 

Russia (and China) is worldwide and composed of competing 

blocs... 

"IT'S AS BAD AS WE THOUGHT": CCP MONEY FLOWED TO BIDEN 

FAMILY ACCORDING BANK RECORDS, DOCUMENTS OBTAINED 

BY HOUSE GOP 

 

10% for the big guy? 

 

ONE YEAR LATER IN UKRAINE: WASHINGTON AND NATO GOT IT 

VERY WRONG  Those who promoted a need for full-scale war and 

"no peace until total victory" have been stunningly wrong, and it 

has proven to be very costly... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/its-bad-we-thought-ccp-money-flowed-biden-family-according-bank-records-documents
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VIOLENCE ERUPTS IN PARIS 

NATIONWIDE STRIKES 

FURY OVER RAISING RETIREMENT AGE! 

WESTERN LEADERS PRIVATELY ADMIT UKRAINE CAN'T WIN THE 

WAR [ DUH! ] 

 

The private communications are at odds with public statements 

from Western leaders who routinely say they will continue to 

support Ukraine for as long as it takes until it achieves victory on 

the battlefield... 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11830039/France-strikes-Trains-grind-halt-schools-shut-refineries-blockaded-pensions.html
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UKRAINE WAR COULD LAST ANOTHER 12 MONTHS, SAYS UK 

DEFENCE CHIEF ON ANNIVERSARY 

 

“I think we will [still be at war in 12 months]. I think Russia has 

shown a complete disregard, not only for the lives of the people 

of Ukraine, but for its own soldiers.” 

POLITICS AND PROPAGANDA: WHY PUTIN WON'T PULL OUT OF 

UKRAINE 

 

Among the many terrible consequences of Russia’s full-scale 

aggression against Ukraine, one should be singled out - that is, 

the Russian president’s inability to end the conflict as currently 

constituted.. 
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VICTOR DAVIS HANSON: THE MARCH MADNESS OF THE 

PRESIDENT 

 

Joe Biden’s political utility and near senility serve as exemptions 

for his often sexist, racist, and creepy riffs... 

KiLJoY WaS HeRe... 

 

by williambanzai7 

Wednesday, Mar 15, 2023 - 16:21 
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BeWaRe THe BRiBeS... 

by williambanzai7  Monday, Mar 13, 2023 - 19:50  
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MeiN GaFFe... 

by williambanzai7 

Sunday, Mar 12, 2023 - 4:44 
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Invest Now 

 

Wall St ends year with biggest annual drop since 2008 

 

Huawei: 'business as usual' as U.S. sanctions pain ebbs 

 

Africa in Business: China's COVID risk on S. Africa rand 
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Chinese airlines to win big on border opening 

 

The Year in Numbers: rising prices, endless Elon 

 

Southwest promises refunds over snow chaos 



 
 

TiK ToK... 
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by williambanzai7 
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by williambanzai7 

Sunday, Mar 05, 2023 - 5:04 
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Wall St ends year with biggest annual drop since 2008 

 

Bond selloff 'unambiguously bad for all assets' -CIO 
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Huawei: 'business as usual' as U.S. sanctions pain ebbs 

 

Africa in Business: China's COVID risk on S. Africa rand 

 

Chinese airlines to win big on border opening 

 

The Year in Numbers: rising prices, endless Elon 

 

Southwest promises refunds over snow chaos 

EMAILS PROVE FAUCI ENGINEERED ‘NATURAL ORIGINS’ LIE  

[TYPICAL GUINEA/WOP! ] 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-03-14/emails-prove-fauci-engineered-natural-origins-lie


 

FAUCI 'PROMPTED' SCIENTISTS TO FABRICATE 'PROXIMAL 

ORIGINS' PAPER RULING OUT LAB-LEAK: HOUSE GOP  [TYPICAL 

GUINEA/WOP! ] 

 

NEW WUHAN SCANDAL: US AGENCIES DOUBLE-PAID VIRUS 

RESEARCH COSTS  [TYPICAL GUINEA/WOP! ] 
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POTENTIAL THEFT OF TENS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

 

COURT STRIKES DOWN BIDEN'S 'GHOST GUN RULE' 

 

DOCTORS, SCIENTISTS CALL ON MISSISSIPPI OFFICIALS TO 

TAKE COVID VACCINES OFF THE MARKET 

LATIMES  WHO’S BENEFITING FROM RUSSIA’S WAR ON 

UKRAINE? ARMS DEALERS AND MANUFACTURERS 

32 ABSTENTIONS ON UKRAINE WAR VOTE, INCLUDING INDIA... 

WaR Is A RaCKeT...    BY williambanzai7 

War like any other racket, pays high dividends to the very few. 
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UN VOTE: 7 COUNTRIES THAT DIDN'T SUPPORT RUSSIA'S 

WITHDRAWAL 

 

And 32 abstentions on key Ukraine war vote, including India... 

‘THERE IS NO GOING BACK’: CAN PUTIN SURVIVE ‘PUTIN’S 

WAR’? 

WHILE PROPOSING PEACE IN UKRAINE, CHINA ISSUES 

SCATHING TOME OVER "THE PERILS OF US HEGEMONY" 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/israel-joins-un-vote-calling-russia-end-military-occupation-ukraine
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"So far, the United States had or has imposed economic 

sanctions on nearly 40 countries across the world... affecting 

nearly half of the world's population." 

CHINA SAYS READY TO "JOIN FORCES WITH RUSSIA" TO 

"DEFEND NATIONAL INTERESTS" AS PUTIN CONFIRMS XI VISIT 

 

Kremlin hails "China's balanced position on the Ukraine issue" as 

Beijing's top diplomat visits. 
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PUTIN AND BIDEN DELIVER DUELING FIERY SPEECHES ON 

UKRAINE...   PERIL GROWS! 

WASHPOST  CHINA BLAMES U.S. ‘HEGEMONY’ — NOT RUSSIA — 

FOR WAR IN UKRAINE 

DISILLUSIONMENT WITH U.S. FUELS A DEEPENING GLOBAL 

DIVIDE OVER UKRAINE WAR 

WHILE UKRAINIANS TRAIN ON LEOPARD TANKS, WEST IS STILL 

SHORT ON PLEDGES 

NYTIMES  THE WEST’S WAR: WHY SOME COUNTRIES WON’T 

TAKE A STANCE ON UKRAINE 

LATIMES  NEWS ANALYSIS: PUTIN LEAVING NEW START IS 

REMINDER HE CAN USE NUCLEAR BOMBS 

BEIJING TO FAST-TRACK TAIWAN 'REUNIFICATION' 

PLANS AFTER "EXTRAORDINARY" YEAR OF TENSIONS 
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National People’s Congress: "The mainland will promote national 

reunification on a fast development track." 

SPECULATION RISING ABOUT WWIII 

 

Will Beijing Continue To Escalate Pressure On Taiwan? 

NEOCONS KNOW THE "MONETARY SYSTEM IS COLLAPSING" - 

MARTIN ARMSTRONG WARNS "WAR CHECKS ALL THE BOXES" 
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"...we have a real problem here. They cannot continue to issue 

this kind of debt in perpetuity..." 

YIELD CURVE BEGINS THE RECESSION TIMER'S COUNTDOWN 

 

While the yield curve’s inversion tells you a recession is on the 

way, it’s the subsequent re-steepening that indicates the slump’s 

imminence... 

 

THE NUMBER OF AMERICANS ON JOBLESS BENEFITS HOVERS 

NEAR ONE-YEAR HIGHS 
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It seems the transmission mechanism from Fed rates to the 'real' 

economy is broken... or this lag is unprecedented. 

HERE'S WHERE THE SURGE IN JANUARY SPENDING AND 

INFLATION CAME FROM: BIGGEST TAX DROP IN HISTORY 

 

The $256BN tax drop in January was the biggest in history, 

surpassing the plunge from the March 2020 covid crash and the 

Jan 2009 Global Financial Crisis crash! 

 

US EXISTING HOME SALES UNEXPECTEDLY DECLINE IN 

JANUARY, RECORD 37% YOY COLLAPSE 
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...a record 12th straight monthly decline in sales. 

IRAQ TO DROP DOLLAR FOR YUAN IN TRADE WITH CHINA 

 

The Iraqi central bank has been on a mad dash to compensate 

for dollar shortage in local markets. 

 

US PMIS BEAT EXPECTATIONS IN FLASH FEB PRINT: "STOKE 

WAGEPRICE SPIRAL CONCERNS" 
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"BY POTENTIALLY STOKING CONCERNS OVER A WAGEPRICE 

SPIRAL, ACCELERATING SERVICE SECTOR PRICE GROWTH WILL 

ADD TO CALLS FOR HIGHER INTEREST RATES..." 

 

RETAIL INVESTORS POUR $1.5 BILLION EACH DAY INTO US 

MARKETS, THE "HIGHEST AMOUNT EVER RECORDED" 

 

"in the last month, retail investors poured an average of 

$1.51bn/day into the US markets, the highest amount ever 

recorded."[ Historically, invariably WRONG; a contrary indicator! ] 

"GREAT DEAL OF UNCERTAINTY": WALMART SLIDES ON 

DISAPPOINTING GUIDANCE, FORECASTS 2ND STRAIGHT 

ANNUAL PROFIT DECLINE 
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“There is a great deal of uncertainty looking out to the balance of 

the year. There is still pressure on the consumer. As such, our 

guidance reflects a cautious outlook on the macroeconomic 

environment.” 

VOLATILITY SURGES, RATE GAPS AND FADING FLOWS 

 

Things are usually fine until they are not…  

GASLIGHTING: "CONSPIRACY THEORIES" ALREADY PROVEN 

TRUE IN 2023 

https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/volatility-surges-rate-gaps-and-fading-flows
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“The more time goes by, the more “conspiracy theorists” just 

seem ahead of the game... 

1. Gas stoves in peril? 

Nope, it’s not just a theory.  They really do want to get rid of gas 

stoves. 

2. Covid origins? 

Back in 2021, the FBI had been the only federal agency to state 

with “moderate confidence” that Covid came from a lab.  At the 

time, their finding mostly went ignored.  However, with another 

agency admitting it, and WSJ covering the story, it becomes 

more difficult to brush aside. The Covid lab leak theory is slowly 

but surely looking less like a theory, and more like an established 

fact. 

3. The Covid vaccine? 

Meanwhile, Congress is finally launching an investigation into the 

safety of the forced vaccine. Were the conspiracy theorists right 

to be cautious about the new shots?  Yeah, I think so.   

4. Mandatory masking? 

“Masks prevent transmission” is #2 on the list.  

5. The air and water in East Palestine? 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/gaslighting-conspiracy-theories-already-proven-true-2023


The Twitter files? 

The gaslighting continues.” 

DRUDGEREPORT FLORIDA BILL: BLOGGERS MUST REGISTER 

WITH STATE OR PAY FINE [ NOT COINCIDENTAL … DESANTIS IS 

A TYPICAL FASCIST [LIKE TRUMP] WOP … TRUMP/DESANTIS 

DISTINCTIONS WITHOUT A DIFFERENCE. TYPICAL GUINEA! ] 

YAHOO  POLITICS INSIDER RON DESANTIS LOSES HIS COOL 

WITH A REPORTER AFTER FAILING TO ANSWER A QUESTION ON 

HOW HIS UKRAINE POLICY WOULD DIFFER FROM BIDEN'S 

 

CHINA WARNS USA OF CONFLICT 

XI BLUNT REBUKE 

MCCARTHY SCRAPS TAIWAN TRIP 

OVER 40% OF AMERICANS THINK WW3 IS IMMINENT 
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"The American people see clearly that we are at a moment of 

unprecedented risk..." 

JOHNSTONE: IMPERIAL NARRATIVE MANAGERS ALWAYS TRY 

TO MAKE PEACE SEEM UNNATURAL 

 

One really really can’t say enough unkind things about people 

who are openly trying to pave the way toward an Atomic Age 

world war... 

DRUDGEREPORT  CRAMER URGED VIEWERS TO BUY SILICON 

VALLEY BANK STOCK LAST MONTH... 

CEO SOLD $3.57 MILLION JUST WEEKS BEFORE DRAMA... 

ACKMAN CALLS FOR GOVT BAILOUT... 

BRANCH CALLS COPS ON INVESTORS TRYING TO PULL CASH... 
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WELLS FARGO: 'TECHNICAL ISSUE' CAUSING CUSTOMERS' 

MISSING DEPOSITS... 

THE FEDERAL RESERVE JUST MADE AN EMERGENCY DECISION 

WHICH WILL FUNDAMENTALLY CHANGE BANKING IN AMERICA 

FOREVER   March 12, 2023 by Michael  

 

Did you think that the Federal Reserve was just going to stand by 

and watch the U.S. banking system completely collapse?  In 

response to the stunning failures of Silicon Valley Bank and 

Signature Bank, the Federal Reserve announced a rescue plan on 

Sunday evening that is going to radically change banking in 

America forever.  All deposits at Silicon Valley Bank and 

Signature Bank will be fully guaranteed and will be available on 

Monday.  Of course the Federal Reserve can’t just make an 

exception for these two banks.  If they are going to do this for 

them, that means that they are going to have to do it for 

everyone else too.  So what this means is that from this point 

forward the Federal Reserve is essentially promising to 

guarantee every bank account in America.  Considering the fact 
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that more than 19 trillion dollars is deposited with U.S. banks, 

that is quite a promise to make. (Read More...) 

 

WELLS FARGO CUSTOMERS HAVE “INCORRECT BALANCES AND 

MISSING TRANSACTIONS” DUE TO AN ABSOLUTELY MASSIVE 

“NATIONWIDE COMPUTER GLITCH” 

March 10, 2023 by Michael  

 

When it rains, it pours.  On the exact same day that we 

witnessed the second largest bank failure in U.S. history, Wells 

Fargo experienced an unprecedented nationwide computer glitch 

that caused countless numbers of account holders to have 

“incorrect balances” and “missing transactions”.  This is yet 

another example that demonstrates why it is never wise to put 

all of your eggs into one basket.  If you have all of your money in 

just one bank, you may wake up one day and find that you are 
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suddenly not able to access any of it.  For years I have been 

telling my readers to spread their assets around, because our 

banking system is far more vulnerable than most people realize. 

(Read More...) 

WE ARE ALL GOING TO NEED ANTI-RADIATION PILLS IF OUR 

LEADERS IN WASHINGTON CONTINUE GOING DOWN THIS PATH 

March 9, 2023 by Michael  

 

Many Americans won’t realize that World War III has begun until 

missiles start raining down on our homeland.  But by then it will 

be way too late.  Ever since Joe Biden entered the White House, 

our relations with both Russia and China have been steadily 

swirling down the tubes, and it appears that our military could 

soon be forced to fight wars with both of them simultaneously.  

That would be absolutely suicidal, but our leaders don’t seem 

interested in peace.  The hothead in the White House is 

surrounded by a team of incompetent warmongers, and if they 
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stay on the path that they are currently on millions upon millions 

of Americans could end up dead. (Read More...) 

HAVE WE REACHED “PEAK IDIOCRACY” YET? 

March 8, 2023 by Michael  

 

We should all be absolutely horrified by what has happened to 

our society.  Everywhere you look, people seem to be going 

completely and utterly nuts.  Once upon a time, the crazy people 

were a very small segment of the population that could be easily 

ignored.  But now the lunatics are literally running the asylum.  If 

you doubt this, just look at our statehouses around the nation 

and the current crop of politicians that we have in Washington.  

Sadly, the truth is that the people that are representing us are a 

very accurate reflection of what we have become as a nation.  

We truly have become a raging “idiocracy”, and the rest of the 

world is literally laughing at us. (Read More...) 
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CHINA WARNS “THERE WILL SURELY BE CONFLICT AND 

CONFRONTATION” WITH THE UNITED STATES IF NOTHING 

CHANGES   March 7, 2023 by Michael  

 

Chinese Foreign Minister Qin Gang just warned the entire world 

that “there surely will be conflict and confrontation” with the 

United States unless there is a dramatic change in U.S. behavior, 

and you would think that such a direct threat would be front page 

news all over the nation today.  Unfortunately, most of our 

politicians don’t seem to understand how serious this is.  We are 

accustomed to politicians that just blurt out whatever stupid 

things come into their heads at the moment, and then later on 

their aides come along and explain that they really didn’t mean 

to make such inflammatory statements.  But Chinese politicians 

are not like that at all.  Chinese politicians choose their words 

with great care, and making a direct threat against another 

nation is considered to be a very serious matter. (Read More...) 
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WATCH: VAST EXPANSE OF US MILITARY HARDWARE 

POSITIONED AT POLISH PORT 

 

Multiple football fields in length... 

THE 3 WARS OF THE APOCALYPSE 

March 5, 2023 by Michael  

 

The sound of war drums is getting louder all over the globe.  In 

this article, I want to give you an update on the three major 
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conflicts which will define World War III.  In the years ahead it is 

inevitable that smaller regional conflicts will erupt at various 

times, but for this piece I am going to focus on the three big 

ones.  All of the participants have been preparing for war for 

many years, and now tensions have reached a boiling point.  And 

once all three of these wars fully get going, none of our lives will 

ever be the same again.  The following are the 3 wars of the 

apocalypse… (Read More...) 

 

WHAT IN THE WORLD HAS HAPPENED TO OUR SOCIETY? 

March 2, 2023 by Michael  

 

Things weren’t always this horrible.  Once upon a time, America’s 

shiny new cities were the envy of the entire world.  Our citizens 

dressed sharply, they treated one another with respect, and they 
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worked incredibly hard.  But now our country is teeming with 

extremely slothful degenerates that want everything handed to 

them on a silver platter.  Rampant greed is everywhere that you 

look, crime is completely out of control, we are facing the worst 

drug crisis in the entire history of our nation, millions of our 

fellow citizens are absolutely seething with hatred for one 

another, and those that attempt to stand up for what is right are 

considered to be the problem.  We should be deeply grieved by 

what has happened to our society, because it truly is a great 

tragedy. (Read More...) 

10 Shocking Public Freakouts That Will Have You Shaking Your 

Head 

March 1, 2023 by Michael  
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Have you noticed that people seem to be a lot more prone to 

losing their temper these days?  In a civilized society, those that 

disagree are supposed to resolve their differences in a calm, 

rational manner.  But now we live in a world where people fly into 

a rage at the slightest provocation.  Without a doubt, the last 

several years have been rough on everyone, and I have never 

seen as much anger and frustration as I am witnessing right 

now.  So what will our society look like if conditions continue to 

deteriorate and people just keep getting even angrier and even 

more frustrated? (Read More...) 
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ZELENSKY: “THE U.S. WILL HAVE TO SEND THEIR SONS AND 

DAUGHTERS” AND “THEY WILL BE DYING” 

February 28, 2023 by Michael  

 

Does anyone out there still believe that the United States is 

going to be able to avoid a shooting war with Russia?  When the 

war began, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky begged our 

politicians for help, and our politicians did not disappoint him.  So 

far we have poured nearly 200 billion dollars into the war, but 

Zelensky just keeps asking for more.  He wants fighter jets, he 

wants long-range missile systems, and apparently he also thinks 

that eventually “the U.S. will have to send their sons and 

daughters” to fight the Russians. (Read More...) 

 

HONESTLY, A LOT OF REALLY WEIRD STUFF IS GOING ON RIGHT 

NOW… [ ABSOLUTELY TRUE, OF COURSE; BUT, MICHAEL’S 

REALIZATION IS A BIT LATE, BUT BETTER LATE THAN NEVER! ] 

FEBRUARY 27, 2023 BY MICHAEL  
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Doesn’t it seem like our world is rapidly getting a lot stranger?  

Because of what I do, I come across a lot of very weird stuff, and 

I am going to share some examples with you today.  To me, it 

really does appear that our world is slowly going mad.  From the 

very top of society to the very bottom, people are going totally 

nuts.  I don’t know how else to say it.  It is almost as if some 

form of collective madness has gripped all of us and won’t let 

go.  Unfortunately, I have a feeling that things are only going to 

get more insane in the months ahead. (Read More...) 

 

WORLD WAR III ALERT: THE RUSSIANS ARE MAKING A MAJOR 

BREAKTHROUGH AND THE UKRAINIANS ARE BECOMING 

INCREASINGLY DESPERATE 

February 26, 2023 by Michael  
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The conflict in Ukraine has reached such a dangerous phase.  For 

several months, the front lines in Ukraine were relatively stable, 

and that was a good thing because it meant that both sides were 

less likely to make really desperate moves.  But now Russian 

forces are making a major breakthrough.  The Ukrainians had 

poured countless troops into Bakhmut in an all-out attempt to 

keep the city, and they were able to successfully hold it for 

months.  But now Russian forces have almost entirely encircled 

Bakhmut, and once Bakhmut falls there is going to be nothing but 

flat terrain between the Russians and the Dnieper River.  If 

Russian forces actually reach the Dnieper River, the Ukrainians 

are going to become extremely desperate, and it is likely that 

they may try something extremely stupid in a desperate attempt 

to pull western forces into the war. (Read More...) 

 

DEATH, DESTRUCTION AND VIOLENCE EVERYWHERE YOU 

LOOK…  FEBRUARY 24, 2023 BY MICHAEL  
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I have been called a “doom and gloomer” because I talk honestly 

about the things that are going on in our world.  But I am not 

actually a “doom and gloomer” at all.  In fact, I am wildly 

optimistic about the future.  Every piece of “bad news” is also a 

piece of “great news” if you look at it from the proper 

perspective.  All of human history has been building up to a grand 

crescendo, and we get to be here for it.  So even though there is 

death, destruction and violence all around us, this is not the end.  

Once we get through the “birth pains” that we are experiencing 

now, everything will be completely different.  But it is certainly 

true that we have a whole lot of pain to go through before we get 

there.  The “perfect storm” that we are experiencing now will 

greatly intensify, and one major crisis is just going to lead 

directly into the next one. (Read More...) 

IF THE H5N1 BIRD FLU REALLY IS STARTING TO SPREAD 

AMONG HUMANS, WE COULD HAVE A MAJOR HEALTH SCARE ON 

OUR HANDS 

February 23, 2023 by Michael  
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Have you heard about what is going on in Cambodia?  If officials 

confirm that the H5N1 strain of the bird flu really is spreading 

from human to human there, it is likely to set off a wave of panic 

all over the globe.  And if human to human transmission were to 

start happening in multiple countries, we would have a real 

nightmare on our hands.  We just went through a pandemic that 

had a very low death rate, but it still paralyzed much of the world 

for an extended period of time.  So how would global authorities 

react if a disease that has a death rate of more than 50 percent 

in humans starts spreading like wildfire? (Read More...) 

 

WHY ARE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE MOVING 

FROM CALIFORNIA TO THE INTERIOR WEST? 
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February 21, 2023 by Michael  

 

Vast throngs of people have been relocating from California and 

other coastal states to the region of the country known as “the 

Interior West”.  The states of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada, 

Utah, Colorado and Arizona have all seen a tremendous influx of 

new residents in recent years, and this has especially been true 

since the start of the pandemic.  So what is causing this mass 

exodus?  Without a doubt, there are multiple factors at work, but 

one of the most important is a growing consensus that our 

society is headed for big trouble.  Millions of Americans can see 

that events are starting to spiral out of control all around us, and 

they don’t want to be stuck in a highly populated area when the 

big meltdown inevitably happens. (Read More...) 

FAILED SYSTEM AMERICA  
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DRUDGEREPORT 

 

SHE JEOPARDIZES TRUMP INDICTMENT? 

GRAND JURY FOREPERSON ON PRESS TOUR 

COY, CRYPTIC, CRINGE! 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/georgia-juror-unsettles-trump-investigation-with-revealing-interviews/ar-AA17OGuh
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-grand-juror-stirs-uproar-230624170.html
https://news.yahoo.com/cnn-panel-cringes-trump-grand-050305226.html


 

ZOMBIE SKIN-ROTTING DRUG TAKES OVER STREETS; NO MEDS 

TO REVERSE OVERDOSE... 

 

 

https://www.the-sun.com/news/7462674/skin-rotting-tranq-drug-takes-over-streets-of-america/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/7462674/skin-rotting-tranq-drug-takes-over-streets-of-america/


10 SHOCKING PUBLIC FREAKOUTS THAT WILL HAVE YOU 

SHAKING YOUR HEAD 

March 1, 2023 by Michael  

 

Have you noticed that people seem to be a lot more prone to 

losing their temper these days?  In a civilized society, those that 

disagree are supposed to resolve their differences in a calm, 

rational manner.  But now we live in a world where people fly into 

a rage at the slightest provocation.  Without a doubt, the last 

several years have been rough on everyone, and I have never 

seen as much anger and frustration as I am witnessing right 

now.  So what will our society look like (Read More...) 
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WHAT DO THESE 10 CRIME-RIDDEN CITIES ALL HAVE IN 

COMMON?  February 19, 2023 by Michael  

 

All over America, crime has started to spiral out of control.  But 

of course some areas are much worse than others.  In particular, 

many of our most important core urban areas have degenerated 

into drug-infested, crime-ridden hellholes.  Some pundits are 

using the term “war zones” to describe what is taking place in 

these areas, and unfortunately that is not an exaggeration.  Once 

upon a time, the United States was one of the most civilized 

societies that the world had ever seen, but now we have become 

a cautionary tale to the rest of the planet.  The fabric of our 

society is steadily decaying all around us, and if we stay on the 

path that we are on things will only continue to get even worse. 

(Read More...) 
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“#1 Memphis has become one of the most dangerous cities in 

America, and over the weekend they had a mass shooting that 

made headlines all over the nation…One person was killed and 

10 were injured early Sunday after a shooting in Tennessee, 

according to a news release from the Memphis Police 

Department posted on Twitter.Police released photos of three 

men they said are persons of interest shortly before noon on 

Sunday. One of the men may have been injured and in need of 

medical attention, according to police. 

#2 Portland was once one of the most beautiful cities on the 

entire planet, but now addicts openly get high on Portland 

buses… 

#3 In New York City, organized retail theft has become really big 

business.  And after having so much success in recent years, the 

thieves are starting to become extremely brazen…The New York 

Police Department released footage on Thursday of four thieves 

who robbed a Givenchy store in Manhattan in a brazen dawn raid, 

smashing their way in with a hammer and fleeing on foot with 

$50,000 worth of goods.The three men and one woman broke into 

the SoHo store at 7:30am on Saturday, NYPD said. 

#4 Philadelphia has been a violent place for a long time, but what 

we are witnessing now is truly frightening.  On Saturday night, 

one police officer was ruthlessly shot in the head by an 18-year-

old kid…An 18-year-old man was arrested for fatally shooting a 

Philadelphia police officer in the head – before trying to steal his 

gun on Saturday night.Miles Pfeffer, 18, is accused of shooting 

Temple University cop Chris Fitzgerald, 31, multiple times before 

going through his pockets and trying to steal his gun, according 

to the Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office. 

#5 Seattle used to be different from other cities.  In the old days, 

you could take your family down to the center of Seattle without 
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fearing for your life.  But now crimes of extreme violence have 

become quite common…The violence meted out against a 29-

year-old man in a restaurant parking lot on Aurora Avenue North 

last week was both “excessive and alarming,” according to King 

County prosecutors, who on Wednesday charged a 44-year-old 

man in the younger man’s death.Jorge Ardon Herrera suffered at 

least 20 injuries to his head, including multiple jaw fractures, 

according to the second-degree murder charge filed against Juan 

Manuel Gamez-Gamez. 

#6 Washington D.C. once had “good areas” and “bad areas”.  

Unfortunately, almost everywhere in D.C. is a “bad area” now.  

Just recently, authorities finally cleaned up an open air drug 

market that was operating very close to the White House “after 

months of promising to do so”…The National Park Service (NPS) 

has cleared a dangerous homeless encampment in Washington, 

D.C.’s McPherson Square after months of promising to do so.The 

city requested that NPS clear the park, which is situated just 

blocks from the White House, after three overdose deaths 

occurred in the last six months. The homeless people living in 

the camp were made aware that the city intended to have the 

park cleared in April, but the eviction date was moved up to 

Wednesday due to “high levels of illegal drug activity and other 

dangerous and unsafe activities,” according to the Washington 

Post. 

#7 San Francisco has become world famous for the drug abuse 

that goes on in that city.  Earlier this month, a house where 

illegal drugs were being manufactured literally exploded…An 

arrest has been made on Friday in the house explosion that 

occurred Thursday in San Francisco’s Outer Sunset 

neighborhood, according to law enforcement.Darron Price, a 53-

year-old resident, was booked for manslaughter, manufacturing 

drugs and two counts of child endangerment.Neighbors 
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continued to clean up their homes Friday evening following the 

deadly explosion.“The extent of the glass that was in the house 

was unbelievable. We picked up two garbage cans of glass and 

we’re still picking up glass,” said Jack Noriega. 

#8 In Los Angeles, the criminals no longer have respect for 

anyone.  In fact, a Catholic bishop was just brutally murdered 

right inside his own home…The shooting death of a Catholic 

bishop hailed as a ‘peacemaker’ in his predominantly Hispanic 

neighborhood is being treated as a homicide, police in the City of 

Angels said – a day after deeming the incident 

‘suspicious.’Revealed in a statement from the Los Angeles 

County Sheriff’s Office on Sunday, the murder probe comes 

roughly 24 hours after the high-ranking bishop, 69-year-old David 

O’Connell, was gunned down inside his Hacienda Heights home 

by an unknown assailant. 

#9 When I was growing up, I was always told that you “don’t 

mess with Texas”.  But these days the criminals in Austin, Texas 

have the police on the run… 

#10 I certainly couldn’t do an article like this without mentioning 

Chicago.  At this point, it is far more dangerous to be a young 

man in some areas of Chicago than it is to go to war…For more 

than a decade, some people have used the term “Chiraq” — a 

mashup of Chicago and Iraq — to describe a city whose violence 

makes some neighborhoods feel like battle zones.Now, 

researchers say they’ve found that some parts of Chicago are 

even deadlier for military-aged young men than what U.S. 

soldiers faced in war zones in Iraq and Afghanistan.The risk of a 

man 18 to 29 years old dying in a shooting in the most violent ZIP 

code in Chicago — 60624, a swath of the West Side that includes 

Garfield Park — was higher than the death rate for U.S. soldiers 

in the Afghanistan war or for soldiers in an Army combat brigade 
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that fought in Iraq, according to a study published in the medical 

journal JAMA Network Open....” 

 

REVISITING THE ABSURD “SUICIDE” OF EPSTEIN-LINKED 

CLINTON AIDE  further validating the veracity of the “CLINTON 

BODY COUNT”…   https://albertpeia.com/clinton-body-count.pdf  

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-16/revisiting-absurd-

suicide-epstein-linked-clinton-aide  
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TIME FOR CRIMINAL AMERICANS [ ie., trumps, clintons, bushes, 

ETC.] TO PAY FOR THEIR CRIMES!  

https://www.facebook.com/reel/711615020513441/?s=single_unit  

U.S.  INSIDER JEFFREY EPSTEIN SAID HE STOPPED HANGING 

OUT WITH TRUMP 'WHEN HE REALIZED TRUMP WAS A CROOK,' 

ACCORDING TO HIS BROTHER  MARK EPSTEIN SAID Jeffrey 

made the comments in an unreleased interview with Steve 

Bannon. Insider has not seen the video. 

 

VON GREYERZ: WILL NUCLEAR WAR, DEBT COLLAPSE, OR 

ENERGY DEPLETION FINISH THE WORLD? 
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As the world moves from a fragile debt based Western system to 

a commodity and energy based system in the East and South, 

gold will assume a strategic role in the monetary system... 

"IT'S THE END OF THE WORLD AS WE KNOW IT AND THE FED 

FEELS FINE" 

 

"One does not have to worry about the end of the world per se, 

but the world we knew is ending: in geopolitics; in 

geoeconomics; in monetary policy; and, with a lag, in markets" 

 

RETAIL SECTOR FACES MORE DOWNSIDE FROM STRUGGLING 

CONSUMERS 

 

TEETERING ON THE EDGE OF A CRASH... 

 

HARTNETT: "FED WILL TIGHTEN UNTILL SOMETHING BREAKS... 

AND STOCKS WILL SWOON TO 3,800 BY MARCH 8" 

 

US LEADING ECONOMIC INDICATORS TUMBLE FOR 10TH 

STRAIGHT MONTH, SIGNAL RECESSION IMMINENT 
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...the longest streak of declines since 'Lehman'. 

RECESSION SIGNALS GROW AS CONSUMERS STRUGGLE TO PAY 

BILLS 

 

The media, and the White House, have proclaimed victory by 

stating the first two quarters of 2022 were not a recession but 

only an economic slowdown. However... 

 

IS SWITZERLAND ABOUT TO BECOME FIRST COUNTRY TO 

OUTLAW A CASHLESS SOCIETY? 
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As in neighboring Germany and Austria, cash is still king in 

Switzerland albeit a much diminished one. But the Swiss will 

soon have the chance to vote on whether to preserve notes and 

coins indefinitely... 

THREE KEY ADVANTAGES CASH HAS OVER DIGITAL PAYMENTS: 

1    First, cash makes managing your money clear and simple. It 

is easier to keep a firm grasp on your spending with notes and 

coins. You only have to open your wallet to see if you can afford 

additional expenses. It is with good reason that parents usually 

give children their pocket money in cash. By contrast, when you 

hold a plastic card up to a payment terminal, all you see is an 

amount that will be debited from your account at some point in 

the future. 

2    Second, thanks to its simplicity of use, cash allows everyone 

to participate in the economy in social life. You do not need an 

account or a mobile phone to pay with coins and banknotes, nor 

do you need an affinity with digital technology. 

3    Third, when paying by cash, you do not need to provide 

personal details such as your name or card number. With 

electronic payments, however, information about the persons 

making the payment and their payment behaviour is stored. 
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2-17-23 BAD NEWS/STOCKS RISE – HERE’S WHY: 

STOCK AND BOND SHORTS COVERED INTO LONG WEEKEND - 

NEWSQUAWK US MARKET WRAP 

 

Barkin supports 25bps; Bowman says we're not there yet; 

Hawkish Schnabel; Dovish Villeroy; Russia to maintain crude 

exports despite lower output; 1.8tln of stock OpEx. 

 

THE CORE OF THE ECONOMY - THE MIDDLE CLASS - IS 

CRUMBLING 

 

The net result of hyper-globalization and hyper-financialization is 

the crumbling of the middle class... 

 

"OPTIMISM IS BEING SHAKEN": US FUTURES, GLOBAL MARKETS 

SLIDE AHEAD OF $1.8 TRILLION OPEX 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stock-and-bond-shorts-covered-long-weekend-newsquawk-us-market-wrap
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stock-and-bond-shorts-covered-long-weekend-newsquawk-us-market-wrap
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/core-economy-middle-class-crumbling
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/core-economy-middle-class-crumbling
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/optimism-being-shaken-us-futures-global-markets-slide-ahead-18-trillion-opex
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/optimism-being-shaken-us-futures-global-markets-slide-ahead-18-trillion-opex
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stock-and-bond-shorts-covered-long-weekend-newsquawk-us-market-wrap
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/core-economy-middle-class-crumbling


 

 

STOCK MARKET ROLLER COASTER: PREPARE FOR A DECADE OR 

TWO OF DISAPPOINTING RETURNS!  Investors who own index 

funds have likely strapped themselves into a giant stock market 

roller coaster 

 

WHERE 20 CENTS OF EVERY ONE OF YOUR TAX DOLLARS WILL 

GO IN 10 YEARS 

 

 

Analysis 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-15/stock-market-roller-coaster-prepare-decade-or-two-disappointing-returns
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-15/stock-market-roller-coaster-prepare-decade-or-two-disappointing-returns
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/16/politics/national-debt-tax-interest-what-matters/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/16/politics/national-debt-tax-interest-what-matters/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/16/politics/national-debt-tax-interest-what-matters/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/16/politics/national-debt-tax-interest-what-matters/index.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/optimism-being-shaken-us-futures-global-markets-slide-ahead-18-trillion-opex
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/16/politics/national-debt-tax-interest-what-matters/index.html


Republicans and Democrats are squaring off over the debt limit 

and paying America's bills. What their decision could cost you, in 

plain dollars and cents. 

*The US is paying a record amount of interest on its debt. It's 

only going to get worse 

*The annual bottom-line financial report of the US released 

Thursday by the Treasury Department showed the country’s 

current path to be “UNSUSTAINABLE.” 

US BECOMES WORLD'S SECOND-LARGEST EV MARKET 

 

"The US is poised for a breakout year in 2023..."  

[ WOW! LOOK AT THESE EV NUMBERS; SPECIFICALLY, CHINA: 

https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/16/politics/national-debt-tax-interest-what-matters/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/16/politics/national-debt-tax-interest-what-matters/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/16/politics/national-debt-tax-interest-what-matters/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/14/politics/interest-payments-federal-debt/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/14/politics/interest-payments-federal-debt/index.html
https://www.fiscal.treasury.gov/files/reports-statements/financial-report/2022/executive-summary-2022.pdf
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/us-becomes-worlds-second-largest-ev-market
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/us-becomes-worlds-second-largest-ev-market


] 

YAHOO 

 

Ukrayinska Pravda RUSSIAN MILITARY SAYS IT IS DEVELOPING 

NEW TYPE OF OPERATION AGAINST US "AGGRESSION" 

The Russian Defence Ministry's magazine Voennaya Mysl 

(Military Thinking) has published an article by Igor Fazletdinov, 

First Deputy Commander of the Strategic Missile Forces (SMF), 

saying that Russia is developing a new type of military 

https://news.yahoo.com/russian-military-says-developing-type-081658471.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russian-military-says-developing-type-081658471.html


operations with the use of nuclear weapons in order to counter 

US "aggression". 

RUSSIAN DIPLOMATS ISSUE DIRE WARNINGS THAT WAR WITH 

US IS CLOSE 

 

Crossing the "the point of no return"... 

US TRAINING UKRAINIANS HOW TO USE LESS AMMO  

 

[Hmmm…the plan…USE LESS AMMO] 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russian-diplomats-issue-dire-warnings-war-us-close
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russian-diplomats-issue-dire-warnings-war-us-close
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-training-ukrainians-how-use-less-ammo
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/russian-diplomats-issue-dire-warnings-war-us-close
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-training-ukrainians-how-use-less-ammo


 

BIDEN SURPRISES KYIV 

UKRAINE VOWS: OUR TANKS WILL TAKE RED SQUARE! 

POLAND FEARS NEXT ATTACK 

WAR CERTAINLY IS A RACKET 

 

...war is “…conducted for the benefit of the very few, at the 

expense of the very many.” 

MEDIA BEWILDERED AS RUSSIAN ECONOMY PROJECTED TO 

GROW IN 2023 DESPITE NATO SANCTIONS 

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-biden-f00af220669457d5ba07127c7e57a27b
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11770455/Kyiv-security-chief-vows-expel-Russian-troops-Ukraines-soil-dubs-Putin-Hitlers-twin.html
https://www.newsweek.com/mateusz-morawiecki-poland-russia-nato-attack-1782286
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/war-certainly-racket
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/media-bewildered-russian-economy-projected-grow-2023-despite-nato-sanctions
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/media-bewildered-russian-economy-projected-grow-2023-despite-nato-sanctions
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/war-certainly-racket


 

Only months ago, political leaders and mainstream economists 

were expecting the complete fiscal destruction of Russia... 

 

EX-RUSSIAN PRESIDENT SAYS COUNTRY 'WILL BE TORN TO 

PIECES' IF IT LOSES WAR 

 

[ WOW…DMITRY NOT TOO BRIGHT…TALK ABOUT INCENTIVES 

FOR THE OPPOSITION WHO ARE IN FOR A PENNY/IN FOR A 

POUND! ] 

ZEROHEDGE  EU ACCUSES WASHINGTON OF MAKING A 

FORTUNE FROM UKRAINE WAR  [DUH!] Politico sours on Ukraine: 

"officials are furious with Joe Biden’s administration & now 

https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-2-22-23/h_e8cfb3559bd5978327d401aa3bccb2d0
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-2-22-23/h_e8cfb3559bd5978327d401aa3bccb2d0
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-2-22-23/h_e8cfb3559bd5978327d401aa3bccb2d0
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-2-22-23/h_e8cfb3559bd5978327d401aa3bccb2d0
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/eu-accuses-washington-making-fortune-ukraine-war
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/eu-accuses-washington-making-fortune-ukraine-war
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/media-bewildered-russian-economy-projected-grow-2023-despite-nato-sanctions
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-2-22-23/h_e8cfb3559bd5978327d401aa3bccb2d0


accuse the Americans of making a fortune from the war, while 

EU countries suffer." [DUH!] AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!   

DRUDGEREPORT  'Is Washington still ally?': EU accuses USA of 

profiteering from Ukraine war...    [DUH!] 

Tears, defiance and new tanks in Ukraine for war anniversary...  

Russia floats pushing back Poland's borders... 

Threat to Invade Another Country...  

Putin transformation of society in overdrive... More isolated than 

ever? 

Biden Shock-and-Awe Failing to Stop... 

Pentagon Threat to China Over Arming... Weighs Release of 

Intel... 

Berlin, Beijing clash over weapons supply to Ukraine... 

Communist Jet Fighters Step Up Pressure on U.S. Aircraft Over 

South Sea...  

 

 

ZELENSKY VOWS YEAR OF VICTORY 

BRACES FOR ESCALATION 

CHINA 'PEACE PLAN' FALLS FLAT 

HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/I/STATUS/1629865140085481472  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11471383/EU-accuses-PROFITEERING-Ukraine-war-selling-higher-price-gas-weapons.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11471383/EU-accuses-PROFITEERING-Ukraine-war-selling-higher-price-gas-weapons.html
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-zelenskyy-business-e0adf7f14f165b708cd948509e4e8f20
https://news.yahoo.com/russias-medvedev-floats-idea-pushing-091433077.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-celebrates-ukraine-anniversary-threat-124309957.html
https://news.yahoo.com/russian-support-putin-war-ukraine-050033692.html
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/21444569/putin-new-soviet-union-coup/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/21444569/putin-new-soviet-union-coup/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2023-02-24/russia-sanctions-to-stop-putin-s-war-in-ukraine-became-300b-distraction
https://www.usnews.com/news/national-news/articles/2023-02-22/the-pentagons-vague-threat-to-china-over-arming-russia
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-considers-release-of-intelligence-on-chinas-potential-arms-transfer-to-russia-8e353933
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-considers-release-of-intelligence-on-chinas-potential-arms-transfer-to-russia-8e353933
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/feb/23/germany-and-china-clash-over-wests-supply-of-weapons-to-ukraine
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-jet-fighters-step-up-pressure-on-u-s-aircraft-over-south-china-sea-c2d1ac88
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-jet-fighters-step-up-pressure-on-u-s-aircraft-over-south-china-sea-c2d1ac88
https://www.the-sun.com/news/7479226/zelensky-vows-defeats-evil-putin-anniversary-invasion/
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/02/24/as-the-ukraine-war-reaches-its-first-anniversary-how-will-it-end.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/china-cease-fire-proposal-for-ukraine-falls-flat-with-us-allies/ar-AA17RPcy
https://twitter.com/I/STATUS/1629865140085481472


ZEROHEDGE  It Was Never About Ukraine  [DUH!] The war in 

Ukraine has always been about larger US goals. It has always 

been about the American ambition to maintain a unipolar world in 

which they were the sole polar power at the center & top of the 

world - AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!   

 

FEATURE  BYE-BYE, KIEV, HELLO COTE D’AZUR: AS 

WESTERNERS SEND AID, HERE’S HOW UKRAINE’S CORRUPT 

ELITES ARE PROFITING FROM THE CONFLICT   ZELENSKY 

MAKING UKRAINIANS ‘SUFFER’ – EX-JAPANESE PM  “I don’t 

quite understand why only [Russian President Vladimir] Putin is 

criticized while Mr. Zelensky isn’t taken to task at all. This is 

problematic. Mr. Zelensky has made many Ukrainian people 

suffer,” Mori said in a speech at a political event in Tokyo on 

Friday, as quoted by Kyodo News. [ This is true ab initio. This 

entire conflict could have been avoided with just adherence to 

previous agreements/accords and as set forth by Buchanan 

regarding NATO/Article5 war guarantees, etc.. PATHETIC! ] 

WASHPOST  PUTIN, CZAR WITH NO EMPIRE, NEEDS MILITARY 

VICTORY FOR HIS OWN SURVIVAL 

"WORLD WAR III HAS NEVER BEEN CLOSER THAN IT IS RIGHT 

NOW" 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/it-was-never-about-ukraine
https://www.rt.com/russia/566935-they-robbed-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/russia/566935-they-robbed-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/russia/566935-they-robbed-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/news/566868-zelensky-ukrainian-suffer-japan/
https://www.rt.com/news/566868-zelensky-ukrainian-suffer-japan/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/20/putin-czar-with-no-empire-needs-military-victory-his-own-survival/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/20/putin-czar-with-no-empire-needs-military-victory-his-own-survival/
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-21/world-war-iii-has-never-been-closer-it-right-now
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-21/world-war-iii-has-never-been-closer-it-right-now


VICTORIA NULAND CLARIFIES THAT US SUPPORTS UKRAINIAN 

ATTACKS ON CRIMEA 

 

Appears to contradict Blinken's cautioning against it... 

US MAY RELEASE INTELLIGENCE SHOWING CHINA POISED TO 

TRANSFER ARMS TO RUSSIA 

 

Beijing's stance appears to be shifting, White House says. 

WEAPONIZING EVERYTHING, INCLUDING LAWYERS AND 

BALLOONS: CHINA'S 1999 MANUAL FOR DEFEATING AMERICA 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/victoria-nuland-clarifies-us-supports-ukrainian-attacks-crimea
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/victoria-nuland-clarifies-us-supports-ukrainian-attacks-crimea
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-may-release-intelligence-showing-china-poised-transfer-arms-russia
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-may-release-intelligence-showing-china-poised-transfer-arms-russia
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/weaponizing-everything-including-lawyers-and-balloons-chinas-1999-manual-defeating
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/weaponizing-everything-including-lawyers-and-balloons-chinas-1999-manual-defeating
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/victoria-nuland-clarifies-us-supports-ukrainian-attacks-crimea
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-may-release-intelligence-showing-china-poised-transfer-arms-russia


 

At the bottom line, communist China is fighting a war to 

dominate the world... 

 

XI JINPING PLANNING RUSSIA VISIT AS UKRAINE WAR SHOWS 

NO SIGNS OF SLOWING 

 

China wants "to play a more active role aimed at ending the 

conflict..." 

 

Putin says Russia to deploy new nuclear missiles, subs 

A much-delayed new intercontinental ballistic missile is part of 

President Vladimir Putin's effort to bolster Russia's nuclear 

forces and a warning to Ukraine and its Western allies. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/chinas-top-diplomat-visits-russia-zelensky-warns-military-alliance-would-spark-ww3
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/chinas-top-diplomat-visits-russia-zelensky-warns-military-alliance-would-spark-ww3
https://www.yahoo.com/news/putin-russia-pay-increased-attention-215929367.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/putin-russia-pay-increased-attention-215929367.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/putin-russia-pay-increased-attention-215929367.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/putin-russia-pay-increased-attention-215929367.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/putin-russia-pay-increased-attention-215929367.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/weaponizing-everything-including-lawyers-and-balloons-chinas-1999-manual-defeating
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/chinas-top-diplomat-visits-russia-zelensky-warns-military-alliance-would-spark-ww3


Putin suspended nuclear arms treaty » 

 

 

PUTIN SUSPENDS NEW START NUCLEAR TREATY, PUTS 

MISSILES ON COMBAT READINESS 

 

Death knell/ last remaining nuclear arms control treaty with US 

DRUDGEREPORT   

https://www.yahoo.com/news/putin-russia-pay-increased-attention-215929367.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/putin-russia-pay-increased-attention-215929367.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-suspends-new-start-nuclear-treaty-puts-new-missiles-combat-readiness
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-suspends-new-start-nuclear-treaty-puts-new-missiles-combat-readiness
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-suspends-new-start-nuclear-treaty-puts-new-missiles-combat-readiness


 

PUTIN SUSPENDS NUKE TREATY 

WARNS OF GLOBAL WAR 

HOW FAR WILL HE GO?  

XI TO MOSCOW 

https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-putin-politics-de0af48be7ea480ccb0175f55a065363
https://www.the-sun.com/news/7450524/putin-speech-ukraine-russia-war/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2023/feb/20/fears-expanding-conflict-grow-ukraine-war-churns-/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-xi-jinping-plans-russia-visit-as-putin-wages-war-in-ukraine-e2d9c762


 

 

One year of Russia's war in Ukraine 



 

Ukrainian Presidential Press Office via AP 

 

MUTUAL AID 

The U.S. has a bigger stake in the Ukraine-Russia war than 

critics understand 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/russia-invade-ukraine-2022-america-biden-must-not-forget-rcna72103
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/russia-invade-ukraine-2022-america-biden-must-not-forget-rcna72103
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/russia-invade-ukraine-2022-america-biden-must-not-forget-rcna72103
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/russia-invade-ukraine-2022-america-biden-must-not-forget-rcna72103
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/russia-invade-ukraine-2022-america-biden-must-not-forget-rcna72103
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/russia-invade-ukraine-2022-america-biden-must-not-forget-rcna72103


 

How China is exploiting Russia's wartime impotence 

One year later: How and when will the war in Ukraine end? 

 

U.N. countries overwhelmingly tell Russia to get out of Ukraine 

Biden's handling of Putin's war comparable to FDR in World War II 

 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/war-ukraine-exposed-russia-chinas-junior-partner-rcna72003
https://www.msnbc.com/the-mehdi-hasan-show/watch/one-year-later-how-and-when-will-the-war-in-ukraine-end-163938885859
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/reidout-blog/ukraine-war-anniversary-united-nations-vote-rcna72098
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/lawrence-biden-s-handling-of-putin-s-war-comparable-to-fdr-in-world-war-ii-163949125774
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/war-ukraine-exposed-russia-chinas-junior-partner-rcna72003
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/reidout-blog/ukraine-war-anniversary-united-nations-vote-rcna72098


PHILLY FED UNEXPECTEDLY TUMBLES TO A RECESSIONARY 21-

MONTH LOW 

 

One day after the Empire Fed surges... 

STOCKS & BONDS PUKE AFTER FED'S MESTER DROPS 'HAWK 

BOMB' 

 

"...setting aside what financial market participants expected us 

to do, I saw a compelling economic case for a 50 basis-point 

increase,.." 

TOTAL NUMBER OF AMERICANS CLAIMING JOBLESS BENEFITS 

HOVERS NEAR ONE-YEAR HIGHS 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/philly-fed-unexpectedly-tumbles-recessionary-21-month-low
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/philly-fed-unexpectedly-tumbles-recessionary-21-month-low
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bonds-puke-after-feds-mester-drops-hawk-bomb
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bonds-puke-after-feds-mester-drops-hawk-bomb
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/total-number-americans-claiming-jobless-benefits-hovers-near-one-year-highs
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/total-number-americans-claiming-jobless-benefits-hovers-near-one-year-highs
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/philly-fed-unexpectedly-tumbles-recessionary-21-month-low
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bonds-puke-after-feds-mester-drops-hawk-bomb


 

...over 1.9 million Americans are claiming some form of 

unemployment benefit... 

HOUSING STARTS & BUILDING PERMITS WEAKEST SINCE COVID 

LOCKDOWNS 

 

...so much for soaring homebuilder sentiment? 

Producer Prices Surge More Than Expected In January As Gas 

Prices Rebound 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/housing-starts-building-permits-weakest-covid-lockdowns
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/housing-starts-building-permits-weakest-covid-lockdowns
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/producer-prices-surge-more-expected-january-gas-prices-rebound
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/producer-prices-surge-more-expected-january-gas-prices-rebound
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/total-number-americans-claiming-jobless-benefits-hovers-near-one-year-highs
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/housing-starts-building-permits-weakest-covid-lockdowns


 

...biggest MoM jump in the headline since June 2022 

 

THIS IS WHAT HEDGE FUNDS BOUGHT AND SOLD IN Q4: 13F 

SUMMARY 

 

Nothing like dump tech right before the most brutal short 

squeeze in a generation. 

US INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION IS GROWING AT ITS WEAKEST IN 

2 YEARS AS UTILITIES CRASHED 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/what-hedge-funds-bought-and-sold-43-13f-summary
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/what-hedge-funds-bought-and-sold-43-13f-summary
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-industrial-production-growing-its-weakest-2-years-utilities-crashed
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-industrial-production-growing-its-weakest-2-years-utilities-crashed
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/producer-prices-surge-more-expected-january-gas-prices-rebound
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/what-hedge-funds-bought-and-sold-43-13f-summary


 

...a record 9.9% collapse in Utilities... 

 

FUTURES SLIDE AHEAD OF RETAIL SALES AS DOLLAR, BITCOIN 

JUMP 

 

“The market is mispricing the Fed. It’s strange because the bond 

market is accepting it, while the equity market is blatantly 

refusing to believe any of these inflation numbers coming out of 

the print.” 

 

THE CORRECTION MAY HAVE STARTED, WILL BULLS REMAIN IN 

CONTROL? 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-slide-ahead-retail-sales-dollar-bitcoin-jump
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-slide-ahead-retail-sales-dollar-bitcoin-jump
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/correction-may-have-started-will-bulls-remain-control
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/correction-may-have-started-will-bulls-remain-control
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-industrial-production-growing-its-weakest-2-years-utilities-crashed
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-slide-ahead-retail-sales-dollar-bitcoin-jump


 

“When all the experts and forecasts agree – something else is 

going to happen. 

ECONOMICS  CPI ACCELERATES 0.5 PERCENT IN JANUARY, UP 

6.4 PERCENT FROM A YEAR AGO 

 

CORE CPI RISES 32ND STRAIGHT MONTH, HEADLINE INFLATION 

HOTTER THAN EXPECTED YOY DRIVEN BY LAGGING SHELTER 

 

...the rise in Americans' cost of living outpaced their income 

gains for the 22nd month in a row... 

STOCKS & BONDS SINK DESPITE 'IMPROVEMENT' IN POWELL'S 

PREFERRED INFLATION PRINT 

https://mishtalk.com/economics
https://mishtalk.com/economics/cpi-accelerates-0-5-percent-in-january-up-6-4-percent-from-a-year-ago
https://mishtalk.com/economics/cpi-accelerates-0-5-percent-in-january-up-6-4-percent-from-a-year-ago
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/correction-may-have-started-will-bulls-remain-control
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/core-cpi-rises-32nd-straight-month-headline-inflation-hotter-expected-yoy-driven


 

With rate-trajectory expectations surging back hawkishly... 

CNN  ANIMALS ARE REPORTEDLY DYING AFTER TOXIC TRAIN 

WRECK. WHAT IT MEANS 

 

 

Questions remain about what's in the air and water in East 

Palestine, Ohio, after 3,500 fish died in the wake of a toxic train 

derailment 

 

DON'T LET BALLOONS DISTRACT YOU FROM THE GLOBAL 

ECONOMIC COLLAPSE 

https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/15/us/toxic-chemicals-train-derailments-explainer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/15/us/toxic-chemicals-train-derailments-explainer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/15/us/toxic-chemicals-train-derailments-explainer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/15/us/toxic-chemicals-train-derailments-explainer/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/15/us/toxic-chemicals-train-derailments-explainer/index.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dont-let-balloons-distract-you-global-economic-collapse
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dont-let-balloons-distract-you-global-economic-collapse
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bonds-sink-despite-improvement-powells-preferred-inflation-print
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/15/us/toxic-chemicals-train-derailments-explainer/index.html


 

...these events aren’t going to get fixed. On the contrary, they 

will escalate and contaminate the situation beyond their current 

borders... 

SNOWDEN SAYS UFO HYSTERIA IS "ENGINEERED" DISTRACTION 

FROM NORD STREAM PIPELINE BOMBSHELL 

 

“I wish it were aliens.” 

BREAKING - FORMER CIA ADVISOR: BIDEN BOMBED NORD 

STREAM? 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/snowden-says-ufo-hysteria-engineered-distraction-nord-stream-pipeline-bombshell
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/snowden-says-ufo-hysteria-engineered-distraction-nord-stream-pipeline-bombshell
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/breaking-former-cia-advisor-biden-bombed-nord-stream
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/breaking-former-cia-advisor-biden-bombed-nord-stream
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dont-let-balloons-distract-you-global-economic-collapse
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/snowden-says-ufo-hysteria-engineered-distraction-nord-stream-pipeline-bombshell


 

September 26, 2022… Four undersea explosions ripped 60-foot 

holes in Russia’s Nord Stream pipeline… 

ESCOBAR: NORD STREAM TERROR ATTACK - THE PLOT 

THICKENS 

 

...we should not forget that the Big Narrative is changing fast... 

 

GLOBAL WAR ON THE HORIZON? 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-nord-stream-terror-attack-plot-thickens
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-nord-stream-terror-attack-plot-thickens
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/global-war-horizon
https://www.zerohedge.com/sponsored-post/breaking-former-cia-advisor-biden-bombed-nord-stream
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-nord-stream-terror-attack-plot-thickens


 

...large majorities of the expert respondents said that they think 

the current global situation could lead to a number of worrying 

consequences... 

SOUTH AFRICA TO HOST 'STRANGE' NAVAL DRILLS WITH 

WARSHIPS FROM CHINA, RUSSIA 

 

"We are very much looking forward to seeing the Russian and 

Chinese navies in action; I am sure our navy will learn a lot..." 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/south-africa-host-strange-naval-drills-warships-china-russia
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/south-africa-host-strange-naval-drills-warships-china-russia
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/global-war-horizon
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/south-africa-host-strange-naval-drills-warships-china-russia


 

DRUDGEREPORT UKRAINE HOLDS THE LINE 

RUSSIAN DEATHS MOUNT 

ZELENSKY PLEA TO ISRAEL 

WASHPOST  AS RUSSIANS INCH FORWARD NEAR BAKHMUT, 

UKRAINIANS DIG FALLBACK DEFENSES 

 

https://news.yahoo.com/ukraines-priority-hold-line-global-043239265.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russias-death-toll-from-ukraine-war-is-as-high-as-60-000-u-k-says-14305ba5
https://www.axios.com/2023/02/17/zelensky-israel-david-sling-goliath
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/16/ukraine-defenses-russia-bakhmut-war/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/16/ukraine-defenses-russia-bakhmut-war/


NYTIMES  MOSCOW’S MILITARY CAPABILITIES ARE IN 

QUESTION AFTER DISASTROUS BATTLE 

 

MAGA, MAGA, MAGA! 

Skip to Content  

 

Trumpsclusive!  

Presenting: MAGAzine!  

The Official Lifestyle Publication and Policy Journal of Your Once 

and Future Favorite President 

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/15/world/europe/russia-military-vuhledar-ukraine.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/15/world/europe/russia-military-vuhledar-ukraine.html
https://airmail.news/maga-zine#content


 



 

Ivanka, Youvanka  

Princess Diary  

A typical day with Ivanka Trump—wife, mom, fashion icon … 

perfectly happy Florida exile … defendant … Let her show you 

how to have it all!  

More! ➸  

Ab Fabulist  

My House Is a Very, Very Nice House (Where I Really Live)  

At home with MAGA’s most intriguing new star 

By   George Santos  

6 

https://airmail.news/issues/maga-zine/princess-diary
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slide 2 of 6 

“Apologies for cutting our visit short, but such is the life of a can-

do freshman representative/financial wizard/top underwear 

model. Spare a thought for my husband, Timothée Chalamet, who 

will be dining alone tonight—again!”  



“Welcome to Long Island, MAGAzine readers! This is the lavish 

North Shore mansion I share with my husband, Brad Pitt. My 

great-grandfather F. Scott Fitzgerald used it as the setting for his 

classic American novel about wealth creation—which the Woke 

Mob probably wants to cancel!”  



“Darn! There seems to be a problem with the front door. I’ll tell 

my husband, Michael B. Jordan, to have our staff look into it. 

Thanks to Joe Biden’s failed economic policies, it’s awfully hard 

to find a good majordomo these days!”  



“Fortunately, my mother—a Nobel Prize–winning economist who 

fought off the hijackers on United 93 before dying 15 years later 

from her many wounds—taught me to be resourceful!”  



“The Radical-Left Media keeps attacking my background, but I’m 

proud of my multi-ethnic family. Here’s a photo of my Jewish 

grandparents helping Barbra Streisand and Golda Meir escape 

the Holocaust. And that’s me as a kid at the beach with my older 

sister, Beyoncé.”  



“Color me surprised! I just got a text from Speaker Kevin 

McCarthy—mentor and, more important, friend—saying I’m 

needed on the House floor A.S.A.P. for an important vote. This 

must be my Capitol Police V.I.P. escort!”  

“Apologies for cutting our visit short, but such is the life of a can-

do freshman representative/financial wizard/top underwear 

model. Spare a thought for my husband, Timothée Chalamet, who 

will be dining alone tonight—again!”  



“Welcome to Long Island, MAGAzine readers! This is the lavish 

North Shore mansion I share with my husband, Brad Pitt. My 

great-grandfather F. Scott Fitzgerald used it as the setting for his 

classic American novel about wealth creation—which the Woke 

Mob probably wants to cancel!”  

 



 

Non-Woke Wellness  

The Best You Is Yet to Come!  

You’ve heard of hot yoga—now try LOUD yoga!  

By   Kimberly Guilfoyle  

➸ More!  

 

America’s Wackiest Pastime Just Got Even Wackier! 

https://airmail.news/issues/maga-zine/the-best-you-is-yet-to-come
https://airmail.news/issues/maga-zine/the-best-you-is-yet-to-come
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https://airmail.news/issues/maga-zine/the-best-you-is-yet-to-come


Dear editor of MAGAzine: 

I was filled with __________________ (SNOWFLAKY EMOTION) after 

reading your viciously anti-__________________ (CRAZY THING LIBS 

CARE ABOUT) publication. 

More! ➸  

 

GQ-Anon  

Show a Little Sleeve This Spring!  

Style for the MAGA man  

By   Jim Jordan  

More! ➸  
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https://airmail.news/issues/maga-zine/ask-melania


Seriously, We Dare You   Ask Melania

 
(former address) 

Pearls of wisdom from the world’s kindest, most empathetic, and 

not at all checked-out advice columnist ➸ More!  

https://airmail.news/issues/maga-zine/ask-melania
https://airmail.news/issues/maga-zine/ask-melania
https://airmail.news/issues/maga-zine/ask-melania


 

OK, Finally—A Gold Thing  

And the Winner Is …  

Super-publicist and very good-looking man John Barron hosts the 

first annual and already very coveted Trumpy Awards. Sorry, 

Marjorie, the honorees aren’t who you’d think!  

More! ➸  

Advertisement  
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BEHOLDING THE BEHOLDERS: HUNTER BIDEN'S ART DEALER 

DEFIES THE HOUSE OVER BUSINESS RECORDS 

 

Bergès reportedly refused last week to provide the House 

Oversight Committee with the identities of the buyers of Biden 

high-priced art work... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/beholding-beholders-hunter-bidens-art-dealer-defies-house-over-business-records
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/beholding-beholders-hunter-bidens-art-dealer-defies-house-over-business-records
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/beholding-beholders-hunter-bidens-art-dealer-defies-house-over-business-records
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[ RUDY, THE ITALIAN DOODY ] 

WHY I FEEL A DUTY TO EXPOSE MY FORMER BOSS RUDY 

GIULIANI'S DANGEROUS LIES  KEN FRYDMAN 

DRUDGEREPORT NEWSOM LIKES TO BASH TEXAS. IS 

CALIFORNIA BETTER PLACE TO LIVE? [ AS MUCH OF A 

DISASTER AS CALIFORNIA IS, IT IS STILL LIGHT YEARS BETTER 

THAN FASCIST STATES LIKE, IE., TEXAS, NEW JERSEY, AMONG 

TYPICAL AMERICAN OTHERS ] TENNESSEE EXTREME: JAIL TIME 

FOR DRAG! MSNBC THE REAL REASON FOR DESANTIS' DISNEY 

DISTRICT TAKEOVER 

 

LATIMES  THE HOLLYWOOD SIGN DEBUTED 100 YEARS AGO IN 

1923, THE YEAR OF L.A.'S ‘BIG BANG’  The year 2023 marks the 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/rudy-giuliani-documentary-highlights-former-bosss-trump-transformation-rcna71121
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centennial of many iconic L.A. landmarks, including the 

Hollywood sign, Memorial Coliseum, Biltmore Hotel and the 

Angelus Temple. 
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Warner Brothers West Coast Studios 
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DRUDGEREPORT 

 

NEW UFO TASK FORCE 
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LIGHTNING STRIKES CHRIST THE REDEEMER STATUE... 

  

PENCE SUBPOENAED BY TRUMP SPECIAL COUNSEL 

 

Politics HuffPost Trump Put Nearly $1 Million Of Donor Money 

Into His Own Pockets Since Leaving Office He failed to spend 

money on the things he promised to do but did spend it at 

properties he owned, with the profits flowing to him personally 

"I'M FLIPPING TO A TACTICAL BEAR FOR A FEW WEEKS RIGHT 

HERE": GOLDMAN'S BIGGEST FICC BULL JUST TURNED 

BEARISH 

https://www.ndtv.com/feature/viral-pic-lightning-bolt-strikes-brazils-christ-the-redeemer-statue-3775754
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/pence-subpoenaed-special-counsel-leading-trump-investigations-rcna70031
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-put-nearly-1-million-130024268.html
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"The positioning dynamic that has driven the 2023 YTD rally is no 

longer a tailwind. This is new and has flipped this week... The 

pain trade is now lower... There are no longer shorts in the 

markets. I speak to more bulls than bears" 

CHARTING THE GLOBAL DECLINE IN CONSUMER CONFIDENCE 

 

Our plans to buy new things, travel, invest, and save money, all 

rely on one crucial factor - our ability to pay for it... 

A WHOLE NEW WORLD: [ (TYPICAL) ITALIAN FASCIST ] 

DESANTIS’ DISNEY TAKEOVER LOOMS 

“Trump is testing out new nicknames for Ron DeSantis, including 

'Meatball Ron:' NYT. Trump debuted his first nickname for 

DeSantis, "Ron DeSanctimonious," at a rally in Pennsylvania in 

November. In February, Trump called DeSantis a "RINO 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/charting-global-decline-consumer-confidence
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/ron-desantis-disney-district_n_63e7832ce4b07f036b9d478d
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https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/charting-global-decline-consumer-confidence


Globalist" during a rant on Truth Social. Conspiracy theorists 

often use the word "globalist" to refer to a fringe, anti-semitic 

conspiracy theory about a cabal of elite individuals secretly 

controlling the world. Trump did not give any evidence in his 

Truth Social post to substantiate the claim that DeSantis is part 

of this global network of powerful, evil people. In the last 

months, Trump has claimed credit for getting DeSantis 

elected, claimed DeSantis cried in front of him while asking for 

an endorsement in 2018, and branded DeSantis as 

"average" and "very disloyal." In a Truth Social post on Tuesday, 

Trump pushed their feud even further when he accused DeSantis 

of drinking alcohol with students when he was a high school 

teacher. In response to Trump's accusation, DeSantis said he 

spends his time "delivering results for the people of Florida," not 

"trying to smear other Republicans." Insider was unable to verify 

Trump's claims about DeSantis.” 

 

MEATBALL RON AND DIAPER DON 
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ps://media.zenfs.com/en/thedailybeast.com/e5a899904293e58679

ad3464f4538a58  

 

Fox News  Trump takes aim at DeSantis with new 'DeSanctus' 

nickname amid growing 2024 tension 

Former President Donald Trump is once again taking aim at 

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis with a new nickname, this time 

referring to him as Ron "DESANCTUS." 
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ANOTHER DAY IN TRUMPY MEATBALL RON AND DIAPER DON 

PARADISE 

 

U.S. FOX NEWS DESANTIS CAMPAIGN SENDS FIERY RESPONSE 

TO MSNBC HOST WHO CLAIMED FLORIDA IS 'ALL CRYSTAL 

METH AND ALLIGATORS' A Twitter account for Florida 

Republican Gov. Ron DeSantis' campaign blasted an MSNBC 

contributor who claimed that most Americans view Florida as "all 

crystal meth and alligators." 

HUFFPOST 

 

FOX EXECUTIVES REPORTEDLY REFUSED TRUMP BID TO GET 

ON AIR JAN. 6, DEEMING IT ‘IRRESPONSIBLE’ 
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RON DESANTIS REPORTEDLY TOOK ADVANTAGE OF AP 

CLASSES HE NOW WANTS TO DENY FLORIDA KIDS 

[Just like a typical, hypocritical fascist wop/guinea!] 

 

 

TUCKER CARLSON PRIVATELY CALLED TRUMP ‘A DEMONIC 

FORCE, A DESTROYER’: COURT FILING 

GOP STRATEGIST TEARS DONALD TRUMP JR., CPAC TO SHREDS 

IN SCATHING TAKEDOWN 

DRUDGEREPORT  

*Inside collapse of Trump-DeSantis 'alliance of convenience'...  

*The Don Addresses 'Meatball' in 1AM Meltdown... 

Politics 
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(The Washington Post) 

POLITICS  THE DAILY BEAST  KARI LAKE DUMPS MAN-CRUSH 

DESANTIS WITH SOROS-RELATED CONSPIRACY 

DRUDGEREPORT 

 

IT BEGINS: Kari Lake Turns On DeSantis... 

Haley: Didn't go 'far enough' with 'Don't Say Gay'... 

Coulter tells Nikki 'go back to your own country'... 

Scott Weighs Run, Selling Unity to Party Eager for Fight... 

Anger roiling in Republican America... 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/kari-lake-dumps-man-crush-183652999.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/kari-lake-dumps-man-crush-183652999.html
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/from-bde-to-smears-kari-lake-turns-on-desantis-spreads-lie-hes-been-endorsed-by-george-soros/
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3862946-haley-says-desantis-didnt-go-far-enough-with-dont-say-gay/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/ann-coulter-tells-nikki-haley-go-back-country-racist-rant-new-gop-pres-rcna71119
https://dnyuz.com/2023/02/17/tim-scott-weighs-2024-run-selling-unity-to-a-party-eager-for-a-fight/
https://www.yesmagazine.org/economy/2022/03/21/republican-conservative-america-angry
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/interactive/presidential-candidates-2024/


Before We End Up In Wars With Russia And China 

Simultaneously, Let's Review The Nuclear Balance Of Power... 

 

Many of the old paradigms no longer apply, and we are far more 

vulnerable than most people realize. 

MARKET IS SHAKY AGAIN AND THE WORST IS YET TO COME 

FRENCH HISTORIAN: WORLD WAR III HAS ALREADY BEGUN 

 

“We are now in an endless war...” 

PRESIDENT BIDEN MAKES SURPRISE VISIT TO KYIV, PLEDGES 

NEW MILITARY AID 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/we-end-wars-russia-and-china-simultaneously-lets-review-nuclear-balance-power
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https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-10/market-looks-shaky-again-worst-yet-come
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/french-historian-world-war-iii-has-already-begun
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/president-biden-pledges-new-military-aid-ukraine-surprise-visit-kyiv
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/president-biden-pledges-new-military-aid-ukraine-surprise-visit-kyiv
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/french-historian-world-war-iii-has-already-begun


 

"I am meeting with President Zelenskyy and his team for an 

extended discussion on our support for Ukraine." 

 

What In The World Is Going On At Asbury University? 

February 17, 2023 by Michael  

 

Are we actually witnessing a full-blown revival right here in the 

United States?  For more than a week, there has been a non-stop 

prayer and worship awakening happening at Asbury University in 

Kentucky.  Day and night, thousands of young people are 

gathered in the chapel to worship  God, repent of their sins and 

read from the Bible.  We haven’t seen anything like this in a long 

time, and videos from the awakening are being viewed on social 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-in-the-world-is-going-on-at-asbury-university/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-in-the-world-is-going-on-at-asbury-university/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/author/admin/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/president-biden-pledges-new-military-aid-ukraine-surprise-visit-kyiv
http://endoftheamericandream.com/what-in-the-world-is-going-on-at-asbury-university/snip20230217_12/#main


media by millions of people all over the world.  Amazingly, at this 

point these gatherings have created so much buzz that even the 

mainstream media is being forced to acknowledge what is going 

on.  For example, the following comes from an NBC News 

report… (Read More...) 

 

WHY IS THIS HAPPENING? THERE HAVE BEEN 5 MAJOR TRAIN 

DERAILMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES SO FAR THIS MONTH 

February 16, 2023 by Michael  

 

Why are so many train derailments suddenly in the news?  That is 

a question that a lot of people are asking these days.  Could it be 

possible that our trains are being targeted on purpose?  Right off 

the top, I want to acknowledge that train derailments are fairly 

common.  As the Biden administration has been reminding us, on 

average we normally see more than 1,000 train derailments each 

year.  But the vast majority of them are relatively minor incidents 

that cause no harm.  In fact, prior to this month I can’t remember 

https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/internet/asbury-university-revival-college-kentucky-going-viral-tiktok-rcna70686
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the last time a train derailment made headline news all over the 

nation. (Read More...) 

 

A HUMBLE ATTEMPT TO CAPTURE THE INSANITY THAT WE 

HAVE WITNESSED SO FAR THIS MONTH IN JUST 14 VIDEOS… 

February 15, 2023 by Michael  

 

February is only about halfway gone, but we have already 

experienced enough craziness to last an entire month.  There 

have been multiple environmental catastrophes, our military has 

shot down several “unidentified objects” that have been flying 

over our country, and we continue to take more steps toward 

global war.  We truly are living in crazy times, and I have a 

feeling that they are only going to get crazier in the months 

ahead.  The following is my humble attempt to capture the 

insanity that we have witnessed so far this month in just 14 

videos… (Read More...) 

THE POISONING OF EASTERN OHIO AND WESTERN 

PENNSYLVANIA IS MUCH WORSE THAN WE ARE BEING TOLD 
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February 20, 2023 by Michael  

 

The true horror of what just happened in East Palestine, Ohio is 

starting to become clear, but federal, state and local officials 

continue to insist that everything is just fine.  So even though 

local residents have been puking up blood and developing weird 

rashes on their skin, everyone is being told that it is perfectly 

safe to return to their homes and that it is perfectly safe to drink 

the water.  This should make all of us extremely angry, because 

so many of these people are going to get sick and so many of 

them are going to die. (Read More...) 

 

13 NUMBERS THAT SHOW HOW DRAMATICALLY WE HAVE 

FAILED AMERICA’S CHILDREN 

February 14, 2023 by Michael  
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“The kids are not okay, and it is time for us to face the truth.  As 

long as I have been writing, surveys have shown that the mental 

health of our young people has been steadily getting worse.  But 

now we are learning that things really took an enormous turn for 

the worse during the pandemic.  As you will see below, one 

expert is warning that the number of kids that are dealing with 

mental health issues “has increased exponentially since the 

pandemic”.  The facts that I am about to share with you are likely 

to make you very angry.  Our system does not work, and millions 

upon millions of young people are having their lives ruined as a 

result.  The following are 13 numbers that show how dramatically 

we have failed America’s children… (Read More...) 

#1 One recent survey found that 40 percent of U.S. parents 

“worry their children struggle with anxiety or depression”. 

#2 During the pandemic, suicide became the second leading 

cause of death for U.S. children between the ages of 10 and 14. 

#3 Suicide is also the second leading cause of death for 

Americans between the ages of 15 and 24. 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/13-numbers-that-show-how-dramatically-we-have-failed-americas-children/
https://www.courthousenews.com/parents-stressed-worried-about-kids-mental-health-poll/
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#4 According to a recent Pew Research Center poll, 46 percent of 

U.S. kids between the ages of 13 and 17 have experienced 

cyberbullying. 

#5 40 percent of U.S. high school students “felt so sad or 

hopeless” in 2021 that “they were unable to do their regular 

activities”. 

#6 According to the CDC, “more than 95% of children and 

adolescents in the U.S. spend much of their daily lives in school”. 

#7 At 23 schools in Baltimore, not one single student is proficient 

in math. 

#8 At 30 schools in Illinois, not one single student can read at 

grade level. 

#9 At 53 schools in Illinois, not one single student can do math at 

grade level. 

#10 According to the CDC, nearly 20 percent of all adolescent 

female students experienced sexual violence in 2021. 

#11 According to the CDC, nearly 60 percent of all adolescent 

female students “experienced persistent feelings of sadness or 

hopelessness” in 2021. 

#12 According to the CDC, nearly 25 percent of all adolescent 

female students “made a suicide plan” in 2021. 

#13 The proportion of adolescent female students that actually 

attempted suicide in 2021 was 60 percent higher than a decade 

ago. 

There is nothing “normal” about these numbers. 

The mental health of our young people has been declining for 

years, and a spokesperson for the American Academy of 

Pediatrics is telling us that the number of kids and adolescents 
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2023/02/13/high-school-girls-record-violence-suicide-risk-cdc/11247425002/


dealing with mental health issues “has increased exponentially 

since the pandemic”…” 

A FATE WORSE THAN UKRAINE: AN AMERICAN PUBLIC SCHOOL 

After experiencing a California public school, a Ukrainian girl 

wants to go back home.  

 

10 VIDEOS THAT PROVE THAT THINGS JUST GOT QUITE A BIT 

WEIRDER  February 10, 2023 by Michael  

 

 

Can you feel it?  The past several years have been a time of wars 

and rumors of wars, pestilences, major natural disasters, a global 

inflation crisis, and a rapidly growing global food crisis.  So much 

bad stuff has already happened, but I have been hearing from so 

many people that have a feeling that things are about to get a 

whole lot worse.  It is almost as if we are about to reach a major 

historic turning point and things are about to go to an entirely 

https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/31/health/mental-health-parenting-survey/index.html
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new level.  Unfortunately, it appears that events have already 

started to really amp up within the past several days.  So much is 

happening all over the globe, and I am going to touch on a 

number of the most important items in this piece.  The following 

are 10 videos that prove that things just got quite a bit weirder… 

(Read More...) 

TENSION GROWS 4 OBJECTS SHOT DOWN OVER THE LAST 72 

HOURS. US IS TELLING CITIZENS TO LEAVE RUSSIA. THE 

ECONOMY CONTINUES TO TEETER ON THE BRINK. 

"Welcome To The Endgame" - Rubino Warns "Everyone's About 

To Realize There's No Fix For This" 

 

“We are in the part of the cycle now where things just get worse, 

and there is nothing we can do about it..." 

The New Normal: Death Spirals And Speculative Frenzies 
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There is an element of inevitability in play, but it isn't about 

central bank bailouts, it's about Death Spirals and the collapse of 

unsustainable systems... 

 

 

AMERICANS MOVING FROM COLDER CLIMES FACE NEW 

EXTREMES: 100 DEGREE TEMPS AND DROUGHT...  

ZILLOW Signals More Pain Ahead in Online Real Estate... 

ARE THEY TELLING US WHAT IS COMING NEXT? 

February 12, 2023 by Michael  
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Why are global authorities suddenly so concerned that the bird 

flu might start spreading widely among humans?  And why is the 

mainstream media suddenly filled with extremely alarming 

stories about the disease?  Just a few days ago, Dr. Tedros 

Ghebreyesus, the director-general of the World Health 

Organization, made headlines all over the globe when he 

ominously warned that “we must prepare” for the possibility of a 

bird flu pandemic among humans.  Why is he issuing such a 

warning now?  Does he know something that the rest of us do 

not?  If such a pandemic were to erupt, the consequences could 

potentially be catastrophic.  The COVID pandemic paralyzed the 

planet for a couple of years even though the death rate was very 

low.  Well, the death rate for bird flu in humans can be around 50 

percent depending on the strain, and so just imagine the panic 

that would ensue if it were to start spreading widely. (Read 

More...) 

Is The U.S. Military Shooting “Alien Aircraft” Out Of The Sky? 

February 13, 2023 by Michael  
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The Internet is full of speculation that at least some of the 

“unidentified objects” that the U.S. military has been shooting 

out of the sky may be “alien aircraft”.  Could this be possible?  

The head of NORAD says that he is not ruling anything out at this 

point.  What we do know is that the balloon that initially created 

this wave of hysteria did belong to China.  The Chinese claim 

that it was a civilian air balloon that went off course, while U.S. 

authorities are telling us that it was likely a spy balloon.  But 

once the Chinese balloon was shot down, NORAD made 

“adjustments” to their radar systems, and all of a sudden they 

noticed a number of other unexplained objects floating around.  

In recent days, three of these “unidentified objects” have been 

shot down, and right now we do not know what they were. (Read 

More...) 

US STATE DEPARTMENT FUNDING SECRET 'DISINFORMATION' 

CRUSADE TO BLACKLIST CONSERVATIVE MEDIA 
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"Any outfit like that engaged in censorship shouldn't have any 

contact with the government..." 

Millions Of Americans Face "Hunger Cliff" As 32 States Set To 

Slash Emergency Food Stamp Benefits 

 

More than 42 million Americans are on food stamps... 

After The Worst January Job Cuts 'Since The Great Recession', 

Here Are 12 Major Layoffs That Have Already Been Announced In 

February 
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Our leaders have been making incredibly bad decisions for 

decades, and now we are going to get to suffer the 

consequences of those bad decisions. 

 

WHEN WE DESCRIBE AMERICA’S LARGEST CITIES AS “WAR 

ZONES”, WE AREN’T EXAGGERATING ONE BIT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crime rates are soaring all over the nation, and this is especially 

true in heavily populated urban areas.  The complete and utter 

lawlessness that we are witnessing has caused many pundits to 

describe our largest cities as “war zones”, and unfortunately that 

is not an exaggeration at all.  In fact, there are some zip codes in 

Chicago where young adult males are more likely to be shot and 
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killed than U.S. soldiers were during the wars in Afghanistan and 

Iraq… (Read More...) 

 

AMERICAN COLLEGE SPIRIT 

 

WASHPOST  3 PEOPLE KILLED, SUSPECT DEAD IN SHOOTINGS 

AT MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

NYTIMES  3 ARE KILLED AT MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, AND 

GUNMAN IS DEAD, POLICE SAY  FIVE OTHER PEOPLE WERE 

INJURED AFTER SHOOTINGS ON THE CAMPUS. 

LATIMES  SUSPECT DEAD AFTER 3 PEOPLE FATALLY SHOT AND 

5 INJURED AT MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY 

 

MAPPING ALL THE WORLD'S MAJOR EARTHQUAKES FROM 

1956‒2022 
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...the most earthquake-prone areas on the planet, 

2-20-23 DRUDGEREPORT  NOT AGAIN: 6.3 mag quake hits 

southern Turkey... People trapped under rubble.. MAP... 

 

EARTHQUAKE DEATH TOLL SURPASSES 46,000 IN SYRIA, 

TURKEYHTTPS://WWW.ALJAZEERA.COM/NEWS/2023/2/18/EARTH

QUAKE-DEATH-TOLL-SURPASSES-46000-IN-SYRIA-TURKEY  
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WASHPOST  LIVE BRIEFING: DEATH TOLL TOPS 41,000; FIRST 

U.N. AID CONVOY ENTERS SYRIA 

  DEATH TOLL NEARS 38,000; ASSAD AGREES TO OPEN MORE 

BORDER POINTS, U.N. SAYS 

DEATH TOLL PASSES 36,000; KEY TURKISH AIRPORT REOPENS 

TO AID SHIPMENTS 

TOLL FROM TURKEY-SYRIA QUAKE TOPS 34,000; U.N. SAYS IT 

‘FAILED’ SYRIA 

HOPE FOR SURVIVORS WANES AS DEATH TOLL PASSES 33,000 

HUFFPOST  GRIM: TURKEY-SYRIA EARTHQUAKE DEATH TOLL 

PASSES 33,000 

 

WASHPOST  TURKEY-SYRIA EARTHQUAKES  TURKEY SEES 

MIRACULOUS RESCUES, MAKES ARRESTS AS DEATH TOLL TOPS 

28,000   

VISUALIZING EARTH'S MOVING PLATES 
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....some plates in Turkey move convergently... 

 

IN COMPLETE U-TURN, US ISSUES TEMPORARY SANCTIONS 

WAIVER TO ALLOW AID FOR SYRIA 

 

US officials & western media have tried to portray sanctions as 

harmless on the common population... 

1MSNBC 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/complete-u-turn-us-issues-temporary-sanctions-waiver-allow-aid-syria
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earthquake recovery 

23,000 dead, more displaced — and still politics and power 

obstruct aid in Turkey and Syria 

 

WASHPOST AID TRUCKS ENTER NORTHWEST SYRIA AS DEATH 

TOLL CROSSES 22,000  Rescue workers in Turkey and Syria are 

battling inclement weather and logistical hurdles in a race to find 

survivors buried under the rubble. 

DEATH TOLL IN TURKEY AND SYRIA PASSES 21,000, EXPECTED 

TO KEEP CLIMBING 

CNN LIVE UPDATES 'SECONDARY DISASTER' LOOMS AS QUAKE 

DEATH TOLL PASSES 21,000 

DRUDGEREPORT ANGER GROWS IN TURKEY 

OVER 20,000 DEAD 

RACE AGAINST TIME 

 

More than 1 in 6 Americans now 65 or older... 
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NYTIMES ERDOGAN CALLS EARTHQUAKE ‘DISASTER OF THE 

CENTURY’  The death toll in turkey and syria neared 20,000… 

TURKEY, SYRIA QUAKE DEATH TOLL TOPS 17,000 

 

"The international rating agency Fitch has calculated that the 

financial cost of the earthquake in Turkey and Syria will be $4 

billion."  

 

HARTNETT: "NO LANDING IN H1 '23 LEADS TO HARD LANDING IN H2 '23" 

 

Economics  WELCOME TO THE GLOBAL RECESSION, IT BEGAN 

IN DECEMBER LAST YEAR  By Mish Feb 7, 2023 

 

FUTURES EXTEND SLUMP TO 3RD DAY AS TECH ROUT 

ACCELERATES, YIELDS RISE, OIL SURGES 
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“THE MOMENTUM THIS WEEK IS BUILDING TOWARDS 

REALIZING THAT POWELL’S LAST SPEECH IS ACTUALLY NOT 

dovish and that translates on Treasuries yield and the Nasdaq” 

 

THE POWERS THAT BE ARE LYING TO AMERICANS ABOUT THE 

ECONOMY   FEDERAL RESERVE IS NOT BEING HONEST ABOUT 

THE US'S CURRENT ECONOMIC STATE. [ DUH! ] 

ASIA TO USE HALF OF WORLD'S ELECTRICITY BY 2025 

 

China is the biggest factor in this transformation... 

 

CREDIT SUISSE CRATERS AFTER "STAGGERING" BANK RUN 

AND WARNING OF CONTINUED LOSSES 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-08/powers-be-are-lying-you-about-economy
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The Swiss bank just can't get anything right. 

TOTAL US JOBLESS CLAIMS NEAR ONE-YEAR HIGH 

 

...the labor market data remains vastly decoupled from the rest 

of the economy... 

IGNORE THE NOISE – THIS BEAR MARKET'S NOT DONE YET 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/total-us-jobless-claims-near-one-year-high
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Optically flattering economic data, a still-positive real-yield curve 

and contracting liquidity together show that stocks remain 

entrenched in a bear market... 

OIL JUMPS AFTER RUSSIA SAYS IT WILL CUT 500,000 BARRELS 

OF OIL OUTPUT 

 

"This will contribute to the restoration of market relations."  

[ Hmmm … bullish for … INFLATION ] 

 

POLITICS FOX NEWS US LEADS THE REST OF THE WORLD WITH 

$196 BILLION GIVEN TO UKRAINE AMID WAR WITH RUSSIA 

 

UMICH INFLATION EXPECTATIONS UNEXPECTEDLY 

REBOUNDED IN EARLY FEBRUARY 
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...consumers continued to exhibit considerable uncertainty over 

both long and short-term inflation expectations... 

 

CBS World  Turkey-Syria earthquake death toll tops 12,000 

 

MARKETWATCH DEATH TOLL TOPS 7,700 FROM TURKEY, SYRIA 

QUAKE as rescuers race against time,bitter cold to find survivors 

MORE THAN 5,000 DEAD IN TURKEY-SYRIA AS RESCUE WORK 

BEGINS 

 

"No words.. I can’t … this is hell."  

MSNBC 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/09/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
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DEVELOPING Death toll soars past 5,000 in Turkey and Syria 

after massive earthquakes 

 

WASHPOST  RESCUERS FIGHT BITTER COLD AND TIME AS 

DEATH TOLL SURPASSES 11,000 

TURKEY-SYRIA EARTHQUAKE DEATH TOLL RISES TO MORE 

THAN 11,000 – BBC NEWS  

video  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BeS0MRN2PPc  

NYTIMES Erdogan Visits Quake Area as Death Toll Passes 11,600 

in Turkey and Syria 

LATIMES Hopes of more survivors fading as quake death toll in 

Turkey and Syria exceeds 11,000 

 

Crews scour rubble amid rising fears of a new humanitarian 

crisis 

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/death-toll-soars-past-5-000-in-turkey-and-syria-after-powerful-quake-162774597650
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/death-toll-soars-past-5-000-in-turkey-and-syria-after-powerful-quake-162774597650
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/08/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/08/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BeS0MRN2PPc
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/08/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/08/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-08/turkey-earthquake-deadliest-in-a-decade
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-08/turkey-earthquake-deadliest-in-a-decade
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/


An aerial view of Hatay, Turkey. (Reuters)   

 

Live 

•  

9:21 a.m. 

At least four aid workers killed in northern Syria 

•  

9:20 a.m. 

In several districts of Nurdagi, a town of... 

•  

9:03 a.m. 

Quake halts U.N. aid into northwest Syria, spokeswoman says 

•  

8:41 a.m. 

What makes an earthquake an aftershock vs. a separate seismic 

event? 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-BY7KLZJSD5C3ZC7Q4W5NRMXGTE
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-BY7KLZJSD5C3ZC7Q4W5NRMXGTE
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-BY7KLZJSD5C3ZC7Q4W5NRMXGTE
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-XF2LLEII7NDBXBHIWAEDNXWMOM
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-XF2LLEII7NDBXBHIWAEDNXWMOM
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-XF2LLEII7NDBXBHIWAEDNXWMOM
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-S74WELF5VNE7LFXH2NKGSDT4SY
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-S74WELF5VNE7LFXH2NKGSDT4SY
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-S74WELF5VNE7LFXH2NKGSDT4SY
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-A5EWTHBILZABRNZN2RS7VTVXLE
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-A5EWTHBILZABRNZN2RS7VTVXLE
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-A5EWTHBILZABRNZN2RS7VTVXLE
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake-death-toll-live-updates/#link-A5EWTHBILZABRNZN2RS7VTVXLE


MORE COVERAGE 

• Overview: Massive search and rescue effort underway 

• Photos: Emotional scenes of hope and despair 

 

LATIMES 

Earthquake 

 

Quake death toll surpasses 5,000 as rescuers scramble in Turkey 

and Syria  

NYTIMES 

Rescuers Comb Through Rubble After Quake Kills 5,200 in Turkey 

and Syria 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/turkey-syria-earthquake/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/photography/interactive/2023/photos-turkey-syria-earthquake-rescue/
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-07/quake-deaths-pass-5000-turkey-syria-seek-survivors
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-07/quake-deaths-pass-5000-turkey-syria-seek-survivors
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-07/quake-deaths-pass-5000-turkey-syria-seek-survivors


 

 

LIVE 

Feb. 7, 2023, 9:51 a.m.  

Cold Weather Impedes the Search for Survivors 

• The death toll was rising as thousands of emergency 

workers dug through the debris of the earthquake that hit 

south central Turkey. 

• Turkey’s president declared a three-month state of 

emergency in the 10 provinces hit hardest by the magnitude 

7.8 earthquake. 

See more updates 9+ 

 

Time is running out to find survivors, and the logistics of doing so 

are daunting. 

https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/07/world/turkey-syria-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/07/world/europe/turkey-earthquake-survivors-rescue.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/07/world/europe/turkey-earthquake-survivors-rescue.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/07/world/europe/turkey-earthquake-survivors-rescue.html


Earthquake Death Toll Soars Past 11,000 As US Sanctions On 

Syria Block Humanitarian Aid 

 

"Where are the tents, where are food trucks?" 

 

HUFFPOST  

  

HORROR: QUAKE DEATH TOLL RISES — 4000 DEAD — 

RESCUERS SCRAMBLE 

CNN 

Freezing weather hampers rescue efforts as death toll passes 

6,300 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/earthquake-death-toll-soars-past-11000-us-sanctions-syria-block-humanitarian-aid
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/earthquake-death-toll-soars-past-11000-us-sanctions-syria-block-humanitarian-aid
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/turkey-earthquake_n_63e062ade4b0c2b49ae3ddc5
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/turkey-earthquake_n_63e062ade4b0c2b49ae3ddc5
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/turkey-syria-earthquake-updates-2-7-23-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/turkey-syria-earthquake-updates-2-7-23-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/turkey-syria-earthquake-updates-2-7-23-intl/index.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/earthquake-death-toll-soars-past-11000-us-sanctions-syria-block-humanitarian-aid
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/turkey-earthquake_n_63e062ade4b0c2b49ae3ddc5


Extreme weather is hampering rescue efforts. It's about to get 

worse 

 

LIVE UPDATES THE DEATH TOLL IN TURKEY AND SYRIA 

CLIMBED TO OVER 5,000, AS SEARCH TEAMS BATTLE TO PULL 

EARTHQUAKE SURVIVORS FROM THE RUBBLE IN A REGION 

IMPACTED BY WAR AND INSTABILITY 

 

 

DRUDGEREPORT  

 

APOCALYPSE TURKEY 

THOUSANDS DEAD 

https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/turkey-syria-earthquake-updates-2-7-23-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/turkey-syria-earthquake-updates-2-7-23-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/turkey-syria-earthquake-updates-2-7-23-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/turkey-syria-earthquake-updates-2-7-23-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/turkey-syria-earthquake-updates-2-7-23-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/turkey-syria-earthquake-updates-2-7-23-intl/index.html
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/over-3-800-killed-after-3-catastrophic-earthquakes-hit-turkey-syria-3759495
https://apnews.com/article/science-politics-disaster-planning-and-response-middle-east-syria-c727c62abe97d9f6171462351dc4584c


 

Syrians knelt and prayed fearing it was judgement day... 

Most powerful to strike region in century! Felt as far away as 

GREENLAND...  

 

 

MEGA QUAKES ROCK TURKEY 

THOUSANDS KILLED 

BUILDINGS, HOMES TOPPLED 

AFTERSHOCKS 'LIKE ARMAGEDDON' 

 

WIDESPREAD DEVASTATION: POWERFUL QUAKES HIT TURKEY, 

THOUSANDS DEAD; USGS WARNS DEATH TOLL COULD HIT 

10,000 

 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11718751/Syrians-prayed-7-8-magnitude-earthquake-hit-causing-destruction-worse-civil-war.html
https://news.yahoo.com/major-quake-kills-dozens-across-042407532.html
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/tremors-from-powerful-quake-in-turkey-felt-as-far-away-as-greenland-3757841
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/tremors-from-powerful-quake-in-turkey-felt-as-far-away-as-greenland-3757841
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/live/article-11717831/syria-Turkey-earthquake-today-LIVE-map.html
https://news.yahoo.com/major-earthquake-strikes-turkey-syria-060335995.html
https://apnews.com/article/earthquake-shakes-turkey-b927808f6a5c54bdb669120faa40b7bc
https://www.cnn.com/middleeast/live-news/turkey-earthquake-latest-020623/index.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/widespread-devastation-powerful-quakes-hit-turkey-thousands-dead-usgs-warns-death-toll
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/widespread-devastation-powerful-quakes-hit-turkey-thousands-dead-usgs-warns-death-toll
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/widespread-devastation-powerful-quakes-hit-turkey-thousands-dead-usgs-warns-death-toll
https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/widespread-devastation-powerful-quakes-hit-turkey-thousands-dead-usgs-warns-death-toll


"Horrible scenes keep coming!!!"  

 
 

DRUDGE SHOCK: 40% of Animals in USA at Risk of Extinction... 

WELCOME TO THE DEATH SPIRAL 

 

And there’s nothing that the monetary authorities can do to stop 

it... 

 

 

https://news.yahoo.com/exclusive-huge-chunk-plants-animals-090952175.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-death-spiral
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/welcome-death-spiral
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/israel-jericho-palestinians-west-bank/


WASHPOST NORMALLY SLEEPY JERICHO DRAWN INTO WEST 

BANK VIOLENCE AFTER ISRAEL KILLS 5  

LATIMES MAGNITUDE 7.8 EARTHQUAKE KILLS MORE THAN 

2,300 PEOPLE IN TURKEY AND SYRIA 

NYTIMES  POWERFUL QUAKE KILLS 2,100+ IN TURKEY&SYRIA 

 

Futures, Global Stocks Slide, Dollar Jumps On Rising US-China 

Tensions, Fed Outlook 

 

“Central bankers did sound less hawkish last week, but they will 

remain data dependent, only ending rate hikes when economic 

data provides compelling evidence that inflation is returning to 

target,” 

DID THEY POP THE BALLOON AT THE TOP? 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/israel-jericho-palestinians-west-bank/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/06/israel-jericho-palestinians-west-bank/
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-05/7-8-magnitude-earthquake-shakes-central-turkey
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-05/7-8-magnitude-earthquake-shakes-central-turkey
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/05/world/turkey-earthquake
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/02/05/world/turkey-earthquake
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-global-stocks-slide-dollar-jumps-rising-us-china-tensions-fed-outlook
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-global-stocks-slide-dollar-jumps-rising-us-china-tensions-fed-outlook
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/did-they-pop-balloon-top
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-global-stocks-slide-dollar-jumps-rising-us-china-tensions-fed-outlook


 

Last time 10 year traded here, NASDAQ traded 10% lower... 

Welcome To The Global Recession, It Began In December Last 

Year 

 

Consumer spending hit a brick wall in the US, EU, UK and 

Australia. Guess what that means... 

Soft Landing Or Recession? 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/welcome-global-recession-it-began-december-last-year
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/welcome-global-recession-it-began-december-last-year
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soft-landing-or-recession
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/did-they-pop-balloon-top
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/welcome-global-recession-it-began-december-last-year
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soft-landing-or-recession


...suppose the soft landing crowd is wrong and recession 

warnings, such as the yield curve and most national and regional 

manufacturing surveys, prove prescient, as they reliably have.  

Futures Dip On Profit Taking After Post-Powell Delta Squeeze 

 

“Another hawkish speech goes unheard. Investors focused on the 

fact that he appeared just as hawkish as he has always been, 

that he didn’t promise a 50bp hike at next meeting." 

How "Prosperity" Ends 

 

There are two kinds of prosperity, one fake, one real... 

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE WE HAD AN INVERTED YIELD CURVE? 

It offered a false signal just once in that time. That research 

focused on a slightly different part of the curve, between one- 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-dip-profit-taking-after-post-powell-delta-squeeze
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/how-prosperity-ends
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-dip-profit-taking-after-post-powell-delta-squeeze
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/how-prosperity-ends


and 10-year yields. Anu Gaggar, Global Investment Strategist for 

Commonwealth Financial Network, found that the 2/10 spread 

has inverted 28 times since 1900.Jul 5, 2022 

 

 

Explainer: U.S. yield curve inverts again: What is it telling us? | 

Reuters 

https://www.reuters.com › markets › us-yield-curve-invert... 

 

Peter Schiff: Inflation Is Going To Get Much Worse 

 

https://www.reuters.com/markets/us/us-yield-curve-inverts-again-what-is-it-telling-us-2022-07-05/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/us/us-yield-curve-inverts-again-what-is-it-telling-us-2022-07-05/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/us/us-yield-curve-inverts-again-what-is-it-telling-us-2022-07-05/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/us/us-yield-curve-inverts-again-what-is-it-telling-us-2022-07-05/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/us/us-yield-curve-inverts-again-what-is-it-telling-us-2022-07-05/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/us/us-yield-curve-inverts-again-what-is-it-telling-us-2022-07-05/
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-inflation-going-get-much-worse
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/peter-schiff-inflation-going-get-much-worse


"That disinflation is transitory. Maybe he doesn’t realize that yet, 

but it is.” 

 

 

Prepare To Be Bled Dry By A Decade Of Stagflation 

 

Our reliance on the endless expansion of credit, leverage and 

credit-asset bubbles will have its own high cost... 

Biden SOTU Post-Mortem: Inflation,Inflation,Inflation,& Tax Hikes 

 

If you are looking for more inflation, then look no further than 

President Biden's wish list of ideas in his state of the union 

address... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/prepare-be-bled-dry-decade-stagflation
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-sotu-post-mortem-inflation-inflation-inflation-tax-hikes
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/prepare-be-bled-dry-decade-stagflation
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/biden-sotu-post-mortem-inflation-inflation-inflation-tax-hikes


If we’re being honest… this is the REAL State of the Union 

BY Sovereign Research  DOMESTICALLY, AMERICAN SOCIETY 

HAS NOT BEEN THIS POLARIZED SINCE AT LEAST THE 1960S, 

AND QUITE POSSIBLY THE 1860S. 

 

DRUDGEREPORT 

 

 

After Shouts of 'Liar' and Worse, Biden Takes on Detractors in 

Real Time... 

Wallace Roasts Hecklers: 'They Literally Played Into His Hands'... 

Romney scolds Santos: 'You don't belong here'... 'Sick puppy'... 

GALLUP: HALF Americans Say They're Worse Off; Most Since '09. 

 

STATE OF DISUNION 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-08/if-were-being-honest-real-state-union
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/354951
https://dnyuz.com/2023/02/08/after-shouts-of-liar-and-worse-biden-takes-on-his-detractors-in-real-time/
https://dnyuz.com/2023/02/08/after-shouts-of-liar-and-worse-biden-takes-on-his-detractors-in-real-time/
https://www.mediaite.com/news/cnns-chris-wallace-roasts-republicans-for-heckling-biden-at-sotu-they-literally-played-into-his-hands/
https://apnews.com/article/biden-politics-united-states-government-us-republican-party-state-of-the-union-address-117e6ec7090519db8b055301435cb586
https://www.axios.com/2023/02/08/state-of-the-union-mitt-romney-george-santos
https://news.gallup.com/poll/469898/half-say-worse-off-highest-2009.aspx
https://www.politico.com/news/2023/02/07/biden-mccarthy-republicans-state-of-the-union-dynamics-00081622


DEMS CELEBRATE JEERS 

72% APPROVE SPEECH 

Former White House Physician Demands Biden Undergo 

Immediate Cognitive Examination 

 

“He’s totally lost.” 

 

The US Has The Most Expensive Healthcare In The World 

 

... a lot more expensive. 

 

Dollar reversal breaking people's dreams? 

https://www.politico.com/news/2023/02/08/dems-stick-up-for-biden-after-republican-jeering-at-sotu-00081790
https://www.mediaite.com/news/sotu-poll-whopping-72-percent-approved-of-biden-speech-including-43-of-republicans/
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/former-white-house-physician-demands-biden-undergo-immediate-cognitive-examination
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/former-white-house-physician-demands-biden-undergo-immediate-cognitive-examination
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/us-has-most-expensive-healthcare-world
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/dollar-reversal-breaking-peoples-dreams
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/former-white-house-physician-demands-biden-undergo-immediate-cognitive-examination
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/us-has-most-expensive-healthcare-world


 

everybody hates the dollar.... 

Oil To Face "Serious" Supply Problem In 2024 As Production 

Capacity Runs Out, Goldman Warns 

 

“Are we going to run out of spare production capacity? 

Potentially by 2024 you start to have a serious problem.” 

 

A GOOD DAY TO BET AGAINST STOCKS    BY Portfolio Armor  

During the largest short squeeze in years.  

"Extremely Hawkish": Stocks, Bonds, Gold Puke After 'Good' 

Jobs Data; Rate-Hike Odds Soar 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/oil-face-serious-supply-problem-2024-production-capacity-runs-out-goldman-warns
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/oil-face-serious-supply-problem-2024-production-capacity-runs-out-goldman-warns
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-04/good-day-bet-against-stocks
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bonds-gold-puke-after-good-jobs-data-rate-hike-odds-soar
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bonds-gold-puke-after-good-jobs-data-rate-hike-odds-soar
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/dollar-reversal-breaking-peoples-dreams
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/oil-face-serious-supply-problem-2024-production-capacity-runs-out-goldman-warns


 

“This is a reminder of what Powell tried to say, but the market 

wasn’t listening...” 

 

Reuters Fed's Powell says no rate cuts this year, and markets 

hear it differently 

 

HERE'S HOW "PROSPERITY" ENDS: GLOBAL BUBBLES POPPING 

 

Business  Fortune  MORGAN STANLEY’S CHIEF STRATEGIST 

THINKS INVESTORS ARE IN FOR A BUMPY RIDE AFTER THEY 

REALIZE THERE’S NO MORE FED RATE CUT ‘HEROIN’ 

 

 

YAHOO MARKETWATCH BEAR MARKET UNLIKE ANYTHING I’VE 

SEEN SINCE 1980, SAYS SHORT SELLING LEGEND JIM CHANOS 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/feds-powell-says-no-rate-110501152.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/feds-powell-says-no-rate-110501152.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/heres-how-prosperity-ends-global-bubbles-are-popping
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/morgan-stanley-chief-strategist-thinks-201052387.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/morgan-stanley-chief-strategist-thinks-201052387.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/morgan-stanley-chief-strategist-thinks-201052387.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/5ac4d1e8-df12-3685-8c5e-ad8aaf8b9595/bear-market-unlike-anything.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/5ac4d1e8-df12-3685-8c5e-ad8aaf8b9595/bear-market-unlike-anything.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bonds-gold-puke-after-good-jobs-data-rate-hike-odds-soar
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/heres-how-prosperity-ends-global-bubbles-are-popping


Jeremy Grantham warns of a massive stock market crash and 

highlights what to own in his 2023 outlook. Here are the 7 best 

quotes. 

GOLDMAN: THE CASE FOR A HARD LANDING 

 

"One has to be careful of false dawns..." 

...the global credit-asset bubbles are popping, and the illusory 

"prosperity" generated by the bubbles about to tumble off a cliff.. 

 

YAHOO Business Insider 'Big Short' legend Michael Burry issues 

a grave warning to investors with a one-word tweet: 'Sell.' Burry 

made the grim pronouncement days after comparing the S&P 

500's latest rebound to its short-lived rally during dot-com crash. 

 

 

HEDGE FUND PREPS FOR FINANCIAL 'MEGA-TINDERBOX-

TIMEBOMB'... https://www.wsj.com/articles/black-swan-

manager-preps-for-financial-mega-tinderbox-timebomb-
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11675177877   GREAT DEPRESSION STYLE WIPEOUT “The 

only prediction he makes is one that investors who follow 

him have heard many times over more than a decade—that 

the financial system is due for a serious reckoning. In this 

latest letter, he calls it “objectively the greatest tinderbox-

timebomb in financial history—greater than in the late 

1920s, and likely with similar market consequences.”  

 

“A Great Depression style wipeout is quite the call, yet Mr. 

Spitznagel offers no timeline and suggests that the 

conscious postponement of a crash has contributed to its 

eventual severity. The analogy—one he has employed in the 

past—is that monetary and fiscal firefighters have been 

overzealous at stamping out financial conflagrations, setting 

the stage for an uncontrollable blaze. These apocalyptic 

predictions are where one suspects the consistent, coldly 

mathematical hedge-fund manager might be allowing his 

political views to color his commentary. He is closely 

associated with former presidential candidate Ron Paul, who 

has sought to abolish the Federal Reserve and restore the 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/black-swan-manager-preps-for-financial-mega-tinderbox-timebomb-11675177877


gold standard and who has been making similar calls for 

decades. “The savings of millions could be wiped out. You 

can’t rely on Washington to help you,” he said in a 2015 ad. 

By explaining away the role of monetary and fiscal policy in 

averting crises as merely bottling up problems for an even 

bigger wipeout, the many years of failed predictions not only 

stay alive but gain heft.” 

YAHOO MoneyWise  ‘Sucker’s rally’: Peter Schiff called the 

2008 financial crash — now he's predicting the downfall of 

crypto, calling it ‘fool’s gold.’ He likes these 3 assets instead 

 

NFIB Survey Suggests A Recession Is Coming 

 

While most recent survey showed hope about the“economy,” 

they remain unwilling to “bet” their capital on it... 

 

Services Sector Survey Stupidity: ISM Soars Most Since 

COVID Rebound, PMI Signals Recession 
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WTF! 

 

 

Business  Fortune  Morgan Stanley’s chief strategist thinks 

investors are in for a bumpy ride after they realize there’s no 

more Fed rate cut ‘heroin’ “Once people realize the Fed’s not 

cutting rates—there’s no more heroin, so to speak—then 

we’re going to price the fundamentals, which are clearly 

deteriorating in our view,” Wilson told CNBC Tuesday. 

 

US MANUFACTURING SURVEYS SIGNAL ACCELERATING 

STAGFLATION IN JANUARY 
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"...slight uptick in the survey’s input cost and selling price 

gauges in January suggests that the road to lower inflation could 

be bumpier than previously anticipated..." 

 

CONFERENCE BOARD CONFIDENCE SLIDES IN JANUARY, 

INFLATION EXPECTATIONS REBOUNDED 

 

... not what Mr.Powell wants to see. 

Chicago PMI Suffers Longest 'Contraction' Streak Since Lehman 

 

...and prices paid are re-accelerating. 

THE SHORT SQUEEZE IN MARKETS WON'T LAST  The market 

seems hell bent on defying the basic laws of economics “… But 

what I believe is a temporary move higher before a larger move 

lower doesn’t have me deviating from my macro stance for the 

time being… And last week, I took the liberty of celebrating the 

insanity of markets not realizing that the country is one giant 

debt time bomb waiting to explode by writing a piece critiquing 
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the dildos over at the World Economic Forum, which was having 

its annual Dr. Evil-like world domination-style meeting in 

Davos…”] REALITY: https://www.usdebtclock.org/  

 

AMERICA’S CREDIT CARD JUST GOT DECLINED 

 

 

THE TWO MEN DESTROYING AMERICA 

 

START OF BANKRUPTCY WAVE - LARGE FIRM FILINGS SURGE 

TO 2010 LEVELS  

 

"I think we're going to see continued increased filings in 2023." 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/
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Are You The Collateral Damage Of Central Planners? 

 

CREDIT CARD DEBT HITS RECORD, NEARS $1 TRILLION... 

 

The fact is the U.S. economy is traversing headlong into a 

recession at the worst possible time.  We expect things will get 

especially ugly, as consumers are operating in a world of chaos… 

SOMETHING CATACLYSMIC SEEMS INEVITABLE 

Visualizing Global 2023 GDP Growth Forecasts By Country 

 

Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine early last year, talk of global 

recession has dominated the outlook for 2023... 
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CNN  ...the global credit-asset bubbles are popping, and the 

illusory "prosperity" generated by the bubbles about to tumble off 

a cliff.. REALITY: https://www.usdebtclock.org/ 

https://www.usdebtclock.org/


 

"RECESSION IS ON ITS WAY" - DALLAS FED SHOWS FACTORY 

ACTIVITY SLUMPS FOR 9TH STRAIGHT MONTH 

 

San Francisco Home Prices Decline YoY As US Home Price Gains 

Slowed For The 5th Straight Month 
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... the annual growth in the 20-City Composite index was 6.77% 

YoY - its slowest since Sept 2020. 

The Canary in the Coalmine 

 

The Impact of Falling Real Estate Prices 

Peter Schiff: The Federal Reserve Is Nowhere Near Victory 
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...the Fed can’t possibly win this war. It might be able to brag 

about “progress,” but it is doomed to fail. 

 

MSNBC  Trump is a 'one-man crime-wave.' Here's why charges 

are inevitable.  Jordan Rubin  Trump should be charged with 

corruption, says former Manhattan prosecutor 

CNN   Besides safety concerns, Biden had a key request: Shoot 

down the balloon in a way that maximizes the ability to recover 

the debris 

  GOP senator calls balloon a 'humiliation' for Biden 

administration 

  Moment US missile hits suspected spy balloon 

  China says the US is 'seriously violating international practice' 

  Why Biden wanted the balloon downed over the ocean 

  Opinion: Biden doesn't throw away his shot 

 

RUSSIAN FIRM OFFERS $71,000 CASH BOUNTY FOR 

DESTRUCTION OR CAPTURE OF WESTERN TANKS 

 

 

And how much will F-16 jets go for? 
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PART 2: "WAR AND PEACE", BRICKING THE DOLLAR 

EVERY TIME SOMETHING STRANGE OCCURS, THEY WANT US TO 

BELIEVE THAT IT IS “JUST A COINCIDENCE”  JANUARY 30, 2023  

 

FORMER UK DEFENSE MINISTER SAYS NATO MAY NEED TO 

SEND GROUND FORCES TO UKRAINE 

 

Are western citizens willing to fight and die for Ukraine?  It's 

highly unlikely... 

WE ARE ABOUT TO SEE THE BIGGEST ESCALATION OF THE WAR 

IN UKRAINE SO FAR 

February 2, 2023 by Michael  
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We are getting dangerously close to a point of no return.  For 

months, both sides have been continuously escalating the war in 

Ukraine, and now it appears that we are on the verge of the 

biggest escalation of them all.  As I have been repeatedly 

warning my readers for weeks, the Russians have been gathering 

hundreds of thousands of fresh troops for a massive winter 

offensive.  The exhausted Ukrainian forces are already stretched 

incredibly thin, and the losses that they have been suffering over 

the past couple of months have been nothing short of 

catastrophic.  If the Russians decide to bring the hammer down, 

the Ukrainians will be in very serious trouble. (Read More...) 

ANOTHER “CONSPIRACY THEORY” HAS BEEN PROVEN TRUE, 

AND IT BRINGS US EVEN CLOSER TO NUCLEAR WAR 

February 8, 2023 by Michael  
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We now know who blew up the Nord Stream pipelines, and it 

shouldn’t be a surprise to any of us.  The corporate media tried 

very hard to convince us that the Russians were behind the 

sabotage when it originally happened, but that didn’t make any 

sense at all.  It took 15 years to build the Nord Stream pipelines, 

and the total cost ultimately surpassed 20 billion dollars.  So why 

would the Russians blow up pipelines that they had invested so 

much to construct and that were so critical to their own national 

economy?  Sadly, many Americans unquestionably believed the 

narrative that was being pushed by the Biden administration, but 

now we have learned that it was the Biden administration that 

was actually behind the attack. (Read More...) 
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NORD STREAM SABOTAGE WAS CIA, US NAVY COVERT OP: 

SEYMOUR HERSH BOMBSHELL PROMPTS WHITE HOUSE 

RESPONSE 

 

Throughout "all of this scheming," the source said, "some 

working guys in the CIA & State Department were saying, 'Don’t 

do this. It’s stupid and will be a political nightmare if it comes 

out.'" 

WHITNEY: A US-LED 'COALITION OF THE WILLING' 

FORESHADOWS THE SPLINTERING OF NATO 

 

How long before European countries decide they no longer want 

to be part of an American empire? The Nord Stream bombings 

clearly demonstrate the empire has gone off the rails. 
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ESCOBAR: RAISI IN BEIJING - IRAN-CHINA STRATEGIC PLANS 

GO FULL THROTTLE 

 

Raisi's visit to Beijing, the first for an Iranian president in 20 

years, represents Tehran's wholesale 'Pivot to the East' and 

China's recognition of Iran's centrality to its BRI plans... 

 

World Is Walking Into WW3 With "Eyes Wide Open" - UN Chief 

Tells General Assembly 

 

Follows Zelensky asserting that if Ukraine falls, then entire world 

will go to war... 
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Escalation to World War III and the British establishment UK's 

leading establishment figures are gung-ho promoting World War 

III. What's behind the agenda? [ Behind the agenda? It’s called 

insanity, anxiety, desperation! ] 

EU To Train 30,000 Ukrainian Troops As Kiev's Losses Mount 

 

Doubles its pledge to train Ukrainian forces from 15,000 to 

30,000 troops. 

Escobar: Ukraine War Is Desperate Move By US To Preserve 

Hegemony, & Prevent Multipolar World 

 

Ukraine is merely a proxy and ultimately cannon fodder for 

American imperial planners... 

You're Being Lied To About The War In Ukraine 
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This isn’t a surprise to any honest observer of international 

politics... 

This Is The Real Significance Of The “Chinese Spy Balloon” 

Saga…   February 5, 2023 by Michael  

 

It took a balloon for millions of Americans to finally realize that 

we really are on the brink of war with China.  When a four-star 

general recently warned that we would be fighting a war with 

China in 2025, that didn’t create too much of a stir.  And when 
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U.S. Representative Michael McCaul stated that odds of a war 

between the United States and China over Taiwan are “very 

high”, that barely made a blip in the news cycle.  But the giant 

“spy balloon” that just floated across our country really got 

people fired up.  Despite the fact that China has been relentlessly 

spying on us in countless other ways for years, many of our 

leaders are suddenly acting as if some huge change just 

happened.  They are issuing all sorts of very angry statements 

and they are demanding action from the Biden administration.  

Meanwhile, the Chinese are pissed that we just shot down their 

“civilian airship” and they are warning that they have “the right 

to respond further”. (Read More...) 

 

THE CHINESE 'SPY BALLOON' STORY AS MANUFACTURED 

CRISIS: AN ALTERNATIVE READING 

 

The real story is probably why this story became a story in the 

first place... 

China Reacts With "Strong Dissatisfaction" After US Shot Down 

Spy Balloon 
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"For the United States to insist on using armed force is clearly an 

excessive reaction." 

 

DRUDGEREPORT   

CHINESE BALLOON BLOWN UP... HOT AIR IN DC... 

PENTAGON USED TO SPY ON AMERICANS! 

Another 'crashed' off Hawaii months ago... 

Crossed FL, TX during Trump presidency... 

In world of drones and satellites, why this? 

FLASHBACK 2019: Domestic surveillance balloons over 

Midwest... 

FLASHBACK: Troubled Army program... 

PREPPING FOR WAR? CHINESE SPY BALLOON BELIES MUCH 

LARGER ECONOMIC WARNING SIGNS 

https://apnews.com/article/biden-politics-united-states-government-china-19e1f66a6db19f44548c402d81facc8e
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The spy balloon is an easily digestible situation that should make 

it clear for most of the U.S. that China is not our friend - but 

what's been going on economically should be even more 

concerning. 

 

HTTPS://WWW.YAHOO.COM/ENTERTAINMENT/SNL-MSNBCS-

KATY-TUR-INTERVIEWS-051131823.HTML  

 

https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/weekend-update-

us-shoots-down-chinese-spy-balloon-fbi-searches-bidens-beach-

house/NBCE651205819  

 

VIDEOS THAT WILL MAKE YOU WANT TO SCREAM OUT "ARE 

YOU KIDDING ME?" 
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Every day we continue to get even more evidence that our 

society is going completely and utterly insane... 

NEO-NAZI COUPLE ARRESTED FOR ALLEGED PLOT TO 

'COMPLETELY DESTROY' BALTIMORE 

 

"It would probably permanently completely lay this city to waste 

if we could do that successfully."  

 

Mass Exodus: Vast Hordes Of Americans Are Fleeing Blue States 

With High Crime Rates   February 1, 2023 by Michael  
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AS OUR SOCIETY CONTINUES TO DETERIORATE ALL AROUND 

US, RISING CRIME has become one of the primary reasons why 

so many Americans are choosing to relocate to a different part of 

the country.  According to the National Association of Realtors, 

there was a tremendous amount of domestic migration in 2022.  

Some people are choosing to relocate for better employment 

opportunities, some are choosing to relocate to states with lower 

tax rates, and some are choosing to relocate for health reasons.  

But to me, one of the most striking trends is the fact that red 

states with low crime rates are seeing tremendous population 

growth, while blue states with high crime rates are losing 

residents at a staggering pace. (Read More...) 

14 Videos That Will Make You Want To Scream Out “ARE YOU 

KIDDING ME?”  January 31, 2023 by Michael  

 

Every day we continue to get even more evidence that our 
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society is going completely and utterly insane.  I really wish that 

this wasn’t true.  I really wish that we could just hit the rewind 

button and go back several decades to a time when most people 

tried to behave normally and there wasn’t rampant corruption all 

around us.  Unfortunately, our social decay has shifted into 

“turbo mode” over the past several years, and at this point a lot 

of Americans actually celebrate the evil that is gnawing away at 

the foundations of our society like cancer.  Some of the videos 

that I am about to share with you are really creepy, some of them 

are quite funny, and some of them are incredibly alarming.  But 

ultimately they all have something to say about where we 

currently are as a society.  The following are 14 videos that will 

make you want to scream out “ARE YOU KIDDING ME?”… (Read 

More...) 

 

WHO BENEFITTED FROM THIS CHAOS? 

 

The world is overflowing these days with people who are 

consumed by ideology... 

 

 

THIS IS AMERICA’S CULTURE NOW… 
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February 6, 2023 by Michael  

 

If people that lived 50 or 60 years ago could see us today, what 

would they think of our culture?  I believe that the performance 

of “Unholy” at the Grammy Awards on Sunday night will go down 

in history as a pivotal cultural moment.  Yes, the “horror movie-

inspired performance” that Sam Smith and Kim Petras came up 

with was designed to get as much attention as possible.  They 

wanted people like me to write about it, and that is exactly what 

I am doing.  But just because they were seeking attention does 

not change the fact that their performance was unspeakably 

evil.  And it also does not change the fact that millions of their 

fans absolutely adored it.  We have gotten to a point where our 

culture openly celebrates wickedness, and that is a very 

dangerous place to be. (Read More...) 
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BATTLE TO THE BOTTOM 

The GOP's frontrunners are already making 2024 a horror show 
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You are not supposed to be an independent thinker, and you are 

definitely not supposed to come to your own conclusions.  When 

the corporate media decides that some really weird event that 

has just happened is “just a coincidence”, you are supposed to 

go along with it without asking any questions.  In fact, if you do 

decide to challenge the dominant narrative on a particular issue, 

there is a very good chance that you will be labeled a 

“conspiracy theorist”.  And you certainly wouldn’t want that, 

would you? (Read More...) 

CNN 'IT'S ALL EMPTY PROMISES': PALESTINIANS FEEL 

BETRAYED BY US, WARN THERE'S ONLY SO MUCH THEY CAN 

BEAR [ Believing/trusting in america is a costly mistake! ] 

 

WASHPOST  As GOP seeks concessions for raising the debt 

ceiling, these 7 ideas are emerging  Republican leadership hasn’t 

settled on what to ask the Biden administration. But several 

proposals — from cuts to agency spending to Social Security 
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changes — appear to be front-runners. 

 

NYTIMES Taking Aim at Trump, Koch Network Will Back G.O.P. 

Primary Candidates  The move by the alliance of conservative 

donors could provide an enormous boost to a Republican 

alternative to Donald Trump. 

LATIMES  Colorado River crisis so severe lakes Mead and Powell 

are unlikely to refill in our lifetimes  As drought intensifies, states 

reliant on the river must plan for “worst-case future,” scientists 

say. War on 'woke' 

 

Inside the small liberal arts college that (FASCIST) DeSantis 

wants to take over  

Kremlin: Talks with Ukraine are 'pointless' 

 

https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/05/us/politics/koch-donors-trump-campaign-finance.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/05/us/politics/koch-donors-trump-campaign-finance.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/05/us/politics/koch-donors-trump-campaign-finance.html
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-02-05/colorado-river-reservoirs-unlikely-to-refill-experts-say
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-02-05/colorado-river-reservoirs-unlikely-to-refill-experts-say
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-05/florida-liberal-arts-college-gov-ron-desantis-wants-to-take-over
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-05/florida-liberal-arts-college-gov-ron-desantis-wants-to-take-over
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-05/florida-liberal-arts-college-gov-ron-desantis-wants-to-take-over
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71


Russia's deputy foreign minister blames the US for no 

negotiations with Kyiv after NATO allies agreed to send tanks to 

Ukraine 

 

RUSSIA READIES ITS “POSEIDON” DOOMSDAY WEAPON AS THE 

WORLD STUMBLES TO THE BRINK OF NUCLEAR CONFLICT   

 

 

RICKARDS: HAS WORLD WAR III BEGUN? 

 

The ThirdWorldWar is here. It may be the 1937 stage rather than 

the 1941 stage. Let’s hope that status prevails. It likely will not... 

 

DOOMSDAY CLOCK ADVANCES TO 90 SECONDS TO MIDNIGHT — 

THE CLOSEST TO APOCALYPSE IT'S EVER BEEN 

https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
https://www.cnn.com/webview/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-30-23/h_e88e195def2993ff9205c73659eb7e71
http://endoftheamericandream.com/russia-readies-its-poseidon-doomsday-weapon-as-the-world-stumbles-to-the-brink-of-nuclear-conflict/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/russia-readies-its-poseidon-doomsday-weapon-as-the-world-stumbles-to-the-brink-of-nuclear-conflict/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/rickards-has-world-war-iii-begun
https://www.yahoo.com/news/doomsday-clock-advances-90-seconds-160000383.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/doomsday-clock-advances-90-seconds-160000383.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/rickards-has-world-war-iii-begun


 

 

ESCOBAR: THE 'DOOMSDAY CLOCK' IS SPEEDING UP 

 

There’s no Plan B... 

 

WILL 2023 BE A YEAR OF GLOBAL WAR? CHINA AND RUSSIA 

ARE BOTH MAKING MOBILIZATION MOVES THAT ARE RAISING 

RED FLAGS 

FEBRUARY 7, 2023 BY MICHAEL  

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-doomsday-clock-speeding
http://endoftheamericandream.com/will-2023-be-a-year-of-global-war-china-and-russia-are-both-making-mobilization-moves-that-are-raising-red-flags/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/will-2023-be-a-year-of-global-war-china-and-russia-are-both-making-mobilization-moves-that-are-raising-red-flags/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/will-2023-be-a-year-of-global-war-china-and-russia-are-both-making-mobilization-moves-that-are-raising-red-flags/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/will-2023-be-a-year-of-global-war-china-and-russia-are-both-making-mobilization-moves-that-are-raising-red-flags/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/author/admin/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-doomsday-clock-speeding


 
Why are China and Russia both suddenly so concerned about 

mobilizing troops?  What we are witnessing right now is unlike 

anything that we have seen since World War II.  The Russians are 

mobilizing hundreds of thousands of fresh troops as they prepare 

for a new offensive in Ukraine, and meanwhile NATO countries 

are getting ready to send heavy tanks to the Ukrainians for the 

first time since the war started.  But why have the Chinese 

decided that a nationwide mobilization may soon be necessary?  

Is China expecting a war?  It is being reported that anyone in 

China that is “18 years or older” could potentially be subject to 

mobilization under a brand new law which will go into effect next 

month. (Read More...) 

 

http://themostimportantnews.com/archives/we-are-about-to-see-the-biggest-escalation-of-the-war-in-ukraine-so-far
http://themostimportantnews.com/archives/we-are-about-to-see-the-biggest-escalation-of-the-war-in-ukraine-so-far
https://twitter.com/jenniferzeng97/status/1622932278442704897?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
http://endoftheamericandream.com/will-2023-be-a-year-of-global-war-china-and-russia-are-both-making-mobilization-moves-that-are-raising-red-flags/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/will-2023-be-a-year-of-global-war-china-and-russia-are-both-making-mobilization-moves-that-are-raising-red-flags/soldiers-silhouette-pixabay/#main


 

DRUDGEREPORT PUTIN'S 500,000 TROOP ASSAULT 

'GAIN WORLD'S ATTENTION' 

MACGREGOR: THIS TIME IT'S DIFFERENT 

 

Neither we nor our allies are prepared to fight all-out war with 

Russia, regionally or globally... [ UH OH! ] “Until it decided to 

confront Moscow with an existential military threat in 

Ukraine, Washington confined the use of American military 

power to conflicts that Americans could afford to lose, wars with 

weak opponents in the developing world from Saigon to Baghdad 

that did not present an existential threat to U.S. forces or 

American territory. This time - a proxy war with Russia - is 

different. Contrary to early Beltway hopes and expectations, 

https://www.the-sun.com/news/7287999/putin-new-assault-ukraine-date/
https://www.the-sun.com/news/7288882/warning-russia-ukraine-war-anniversary/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/macgregor-time-its-different
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/macgregor-time-its-different


Russia neither collapsed internally nor capitulated to the 

collective West’s demands for regime change in 

Moscow. Washington underestimated Russia’s societal cohesion, 

its latent military potential, and its relative immunity to Western 

economic sanctions. As a result, Washington’s proxy war against 

Russia is failing. U.S. Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin was 

unusually candid about the situation in Ukraine when he told the 

allies in Germany at Ramstein Air Base on January 20, “We have 

a window of opportunity here, between now and the spring,” 

admitting, “That’s not a long time.”  Alexei Arestovich, President 

Zelensky’s recently fired advisor and unofficial “Spinmeister,” 

was more direct. He expressed his own doubts that Ukraine can 

win its war with Russia and he now questions whether Ukraine 

will even survive the war. Ukrainian losses—at least 150,000 

dead including 35,000 missing in action and presumed dead—

have fatally weakened Ukrainian forces resulting in a fragile 

Ukrainian defensive posture that will likely shatter under the 

crushing weight of attacking Russian forces in the next few 

weeks. Ukraine’s materiel losses are equally severe. These 

include thousands of tanks and armored infantry fighting 

vehicles, artillery systems, air defense platforms, and weapons of 

all calibers. These totals include the equivalent of seven years of 

Javelin missile production. In a setting where Russian artillery 

systems can fire nearly 60,000 rounds of all types—rockets, 

missiles, drones, and hard-shell ammunition—a day, Ukrainian 

forces are hard-pressed to answer these Russian salvos with 

6,000 rounds daily. New platform and ammunition packages for 

Ukraine may enrich the Washington community, but they cannot 

change these conditions. Predictably, Washington’s frustration 

with the collective West’s failure to stem the tide of Ukrainian 

defeat is growing. In fact, the frustration is rapidly giving way to 

desperation. Michael Rubin, a former Bush appointee and avid 



supporter of America’s permanent conflicts in the Middle East 

and Afghanistan, vented his frustration in a 1945 article 

asserting that, “if the world allows Russia to remain a unitary 

state, and if it allows Putinism to survive Putin, then, Ukraine 

should be allowed to maintain its own nuclear deterrence, 

whether it joins NATO or not.” On its face, the suggestion is 

reckless, but the statement does accurately reflect the anxiety 

in Washington circles that Ukrainian defeat is inevitable. NATO’s 

members were never strongly united behind Washington’s 

crusade to fatally weaken Russia. The governments of Hungary 

and Croatia are simply acknowledging the wider European 

public’s opposition to war with Russia and lack of support for 

Washington’s desire to postpone Ukraine’s foreseeable defeat…”  

MSNBC  TRUMP'S LOVE FOR PUTIN OVER U.S. OFFICIALS 

REACHES NEW LEVEL WITH LATEST RANT 

 

DRUDGEREPORT CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY 

75% OF RUSSIANS SUPPORT WAR WITH UKRAINE, NEW POLL 

FINDS 

https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/reidout-blog/trump-russia-putin-ukraine-rcna68247
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/reidout-blog/trump-russia-putin-ukraine-rcna68247
https://apnews.com/article/us-russia-ukraine-crimes-against-humanity-harris-cee87f06cbf3fcdf37e0bb398360c8ee
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/75-russians-support-war-ukraine-new-poll-finds
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/75-russians-support-war-ukraine-new-poll-finds


 

75% of Russians said in January that they supported the actions 

of Russian military forces in Ukraine... When the war had just 

started, support had been at 80%.. 

 

 

WASHPOST  UKRAINE, WEST PLEDGE RESOLVE ON 

ANNIVERSARY OF RUSSIA’S INVASION  UKRAINE’S WESTERN 

BACKERS VOWED INDEFINITE SUPPORT, PROMISING TO 

CONTINUE THE SUPPLY OF WEAPONS THAT HELPED 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/24/ukarine-war-russia-anniversary-year/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/02/24/ukarine-war-russia-anniversary-year/
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/75-russians-support-war-ukraine-new-poll-finds


UKRAINIAN FORCES FOIL PUTIN’S NEO-IMPERIALIST PLAN TO 

SUBJUGATE HIS NEIGHBOR 

[ HMMM..SOUNDS LIKE A PLAN/NOT REALLY ] 

BY MISSY RYAN, ROBYN DIXON AND DAVID L. STERN 

MORE COVERAGE 

• CHINA CONSIDERS SENDING RUSSIA ARTILLERY SHELLS, 

U.S. OFFICIALS SAY 

• DATABASE OF 305 VIDEOS EXPOSES THE HORRORS OF 

WAR IN UKRAINE 

NYTIMES  ANALYSIS: RUSSIA AND UKRAINE VOW TO FIGHT ON 

IN WAR WITH NO END IN SIGHT 

LATIMES  A YEAR OF WAR: LOS ANGELES TIMES 

PHOTOGRAPHERS DOCUMENT THE BATTLE IN UKRAINE 

albertpeia.com FACEBOOK/TWITTER POST (2-27-22)-KEEP THIS 

IN MIND BEFORE JUDGMENT: 

All this bloodshed could have been avoided as per Pat Buchanan, 

hardly a Russia enthusiast/aficionado: Patrick Joseph Buchanan 

is an American political commentator, columnist, politician and 

broadcaster. Buchanan was an assistant and special consultant 

to U.S. Presidents Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, and Ronald 

Reagan, and was an original host on CNN's Crossfire. Wikipedia 

Tuesday, Jan 18, 2022 - 11:20 AM Buchanan: Biden Should 

Declare NATO Membership Closed "Ukraine is not a member of 

NATO, and neither we nor our allies have any intention or plans 

to bring Ukraine into NATO or to give Kyiv an Article 5 war 

guarantee." Mentally ill mobster/criminal trump has been singing 

paeans of praise for Putin throughout this sordid but easily 

avoidable scenario. Knowing and hating trump as I do, it is 

tempting to join the throng in condemning Putin. THAT I CANNOT 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/missy-ryan/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/by-robyn-dixon/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/david-l-stern/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2023/02/24/china-russia-artillery-ukraine/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2023/02/24/china-russia-artillery-ukraine/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/interactive/2022/ukraine-russia-war-videos-verified/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/interactive/2022/ukraine-russia-war-videos-verified/
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/24/world/europe/russia-ukraine-war-next-steps.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/24/world/europe/russia-ukraine-war-next-steps.html
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-19/a-year-of-war-los-angeles-times-photographers-document-the-battle-in-ukraine
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-02-19/a-year-of-war-los-angeles-times-photographers-document-the-battle-in-ukraine
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-nato-membership-closed
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-nato-membership-closed
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-nato-membership-closed
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/buchanan-biden-should-declare-nato-membership-closed


DO in good conscience! I also know that mentally infirm, corrupt, 

criminal america/americans who'll do literally anything for a buck 

cannot be trusted given the opportunity for 'fog of war' money 

sub rosa. Then there's the 'wag the dog' aspect to give mentally 

deficient Biden et als some breathing room. Bottom line, 

america's dirty dog of war paws are all over this tragic outcome 

which was totally avoidable as set forth above.  

albertpeia.com  

 

CNN TRUMP-BACKED HOUSE CANDIDATE AGREES TO PLEAD 

GUILTY TO ACCEPTING ILLEGAL CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION 

REUTERS ISRAEL APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN BEHIND DRONE 

STRIKE ON IRANIAN FACTORY - US OFFICIAL 

DRUDGEREPORT ALEXA predicts date World War III will start... A 

viral video that originated on TikTok shows the device 

responding to a question about the end of the world by saying: 

"World War 3 starts on November 23, 2023 at 6:05pm, when 

Russia launches an attack against Germany”. 

West Worries Time on Russia's Side... 

General predicts war with China by 2025...  

 

Video shows moment F-22 took out surveillance craft... 

Flashpoint in US-China tensions... 

Military secures perimeter to stop Beijing from reaching... 

Pentagon blocked airship from collecting intel... 

Balloon crossed into USA 3 times during Trump presidency... 

In world of drones and satellites, why this?  

http://www.cnn.com/2023/01/30/politics/lynda-bennett-illegal-campaign-contribution/index.html
http://www.cnn.com/2023/01/30/politics/lynda-bennett-illegal-campaign-contribution/index.html
https://news.yahoo.com/blast-heard-military-plant-irans-212434494.html
https://news.yahoo.com/blast-heard-military-plant-irans-212434494.html
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/alexa-predicted-date-world-war-29084986
https://www.wsj.com/articles/some-western-backers-of-ukraine-worry-that-time-might-be-on-russias-side-11674969063
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/us-air-force-general-predicts-war-china-2025-memo-rcna67967
https://news.yahoo.com/video-shows-moment-f-22-210225683.html
https://apnews.com/article/politics-united-states-government-china-antony-blinken-51e49202f2a0a50541cde059934c4cfb
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11713943/Fears-grow-China-reach-spy-balloon-wreckage-ahead-Navy.html
https://news.yahoo.com/biden-gives-ahead-shoot-down-151408441.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/conservatives-blame-biden-chinese-spy-balloon-crossed-into-us-trump-2023-2
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/in-a-world-of-drones-and-satellites-why-use-a-spy-balloon/ar-AA176OHs


 

SPY BALLOON SHOT DOWN OVER ATLANTIC 

CHINA FURY: THREATENS RESPONSE 

"It's The Perfect Storm": More Americans Can't Afford Their Car 

Payments Than During The Peak Of Financial Crisis 

 

.can’t find enough repo men to meet the demand or space to hold 

all the cars his company has been tasked with repossessing… 

STOCKS POISED TO HIT NEW LOWS THIS YEAR,SURVEY SHOWS. 

 

YAHOO Business TheStreet.com Billionaire Barry Sternlicht 

Thinks He Knows When Recession Will Hit "You're going to have 

a recession in the third or fourth quarter. The consumer is sort of 

out of dough. His savings rates are at all time lows...He's on 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11712933/Biden-try-shoot-Chinese-spy-balloon-Atlantic.html
https://nypost.com/2023/02/04/china-claims-right-to-respond-after-us-shoots-down-balloon/
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/its-perfect-storm-more-americans-cant-afford-their-car-payments-during-peak-financial
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/its-perfect-storm-more-americans-cant-afford-their-car-payments-during-peak-financial
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/stocks-poised-hit-lows-survey-010021690.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/4e322fe4-1730-352c-9922-3595876718f8/billionaire-barry-sternlicht.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/m/4e322fe4-1730-352c-9922-3595876718f8/billionaire-barry-sternlicht.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/its-perfect-storm-more-americans-cant-afford-their-car-payments-during-peak-financial


credit cards," Sternlicht, who is reportedly worth $4 billion, said 

on CNBC Thursday.  

5 Ways The "Inflation Reduction Act" Is Stealing Your Money 

 

Much like the Patriot Act had little to do with making life safer in 

the U.S., the Biden administration’s “Inflation Reduction Act” 

has very little to do with reducing inflation... 

 

DRUDGEREPORT  

She Took On Atlanta's Gangs. Now She May Be Coming For 

Trump...  DAILYKOS “Here are some choice quotes from Donald 

Trump from over the past few years in regards to individuals who, 

under oath, invoked their Fifth Amendment rights. “If you’re 

innocent, why are you taking the Fifth Amendment?” Then there’s 

“Fifth Amendment? Horrible. Horrible.” That’s two times the word 

“horrible.” Then the classic, “You see, the mob takes the Fifth 

Amendment.” And finally, this classic, Samuel Beckett-inspired 

synthesis of language, building upon that last classic: “Fifth? 

Mob!” On Tuesday, the New York attorney general’s office 

finally released video of disgraced former president Donald 

Trump’s deposition from this past August, where he invoked his 

Fifth Amendment rights, not once, not twice, but over 440 times. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/5-ways-inflation-reduction-act-stealing-your-money
https://www.cato.org/commentary/patriot-act-has-threatened-freedom-20-years
https://dnyuz.com/2023/02/02/she-took-on-atlantas-gangs-now-she-may-be-coming-for-trump/
https://dnyuz.com/2023/02/02/she-took-on-atlantas-gangs-now-she-may-be-coming-for-trump/
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/8/10/2115628/-Trump-pleads-Fifth-Amendment-in-New-York-civil-probe-of-Trump-Organization
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/8/10/2115628/-Trump-pleads-Fifth-Amendment-in-New-York-civil-probe-of-Trump-Organization
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2022/8/10/2115628/-Trump-pleads-Fifth-Amendment-in-New-York-civil-probe-of-Trump-Organization
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/5-ways-inflation-reduction-act-stealing-your-money


 

How big is Don's cash pile, exactly? 

The Cold Calculus Behind the Shrinking Republican Presidential 

Field... 

 

GALLUP: More Americans Cite Gov't as Top Problem... 

 

 

WHO URGES STOCKPILING RADIATION MEDS[Sounds like a plan] 

MOSCOW READIES NEW ATTACK... GAINS BEFORE TANKS... 

Strike Plan Exposed in Satellite Photos... 

'Loyal to motherland': Joining Russia's Youth Army... 

ORBAN: Ukraine backers 'drift' into war... 

 

JETS DIVIDE WEST 

RUSSIA MAKES GAINS 

'Race against time' before Europe engulfed... 

Auschwitz anniversary marked as peace again shattered... 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11704243/Accountants-say-Trump-little-30-million-scattered-hundreds-bank-accounts.html
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2023/02/02/shrinking-field-2024-republican-presidential-candidates-00080752
https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2023/02/02/shrinking-field-2024-republican-presidential-candidates-00080752
https://news.gallup.com/poll/468983/cite-gov-top-problem-inflation-ranks-second.aspx
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11683647/Is-preparing-nuclear-war-Health-body-publishes-list-medicines-nations-stockpile.html
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-plans-ukraine-push-despite-050024422.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-seeks-gains-in-ukraine-before-western-tanks-turn-up-11674819725
https://www.yahoo.com/news/putin-pre-emptive-strike-plan-091615646.html
https://news.yahoo.com/loyal-motherland-joining-russias-youth-103350754.html
https://apnews.com/article/politics-hungary-government-russia-germany-viktor-orban-55ef9979d7daf7ab3e8d002aa104c91c
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-war-fighter-jets-agenda-86c16d4b5164bfd8f1fe4697920dac27
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/western-allies-differ-fighter-jets-ukraine-russia-claims-gains-rcna68322
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/ukraine-gets-massive-boost-thanks-29060606
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-war-and-unrest-europe-ff746b07cc0c86b727ab977cbb9639ec


Polish PM accuses Putin of building 'new camps'... 

General predicts war with China by 2025... 

 

To Fix Problems, Moscow Turns to Architect of War... 

Putin set on battle with NATO? 

 

ZELENSKY SOS 

PUTIN MOBILIZING 200,000 MORE TROOPS 

NEW RAND STUDY BREAKS FROM US HAWKS, WARNS AGAINST 

"PROTRACTED CONFLICT" IN UKRAINE 

 

"costs and risks of a long war...outweigh the possible benefits." 

White House Refuses To Say If Ukraine Will Get Toxic Depleted 

Uranium Ammo 

https://www.rfi.fr/en/international-news/20230127-on-holocaust-day-polish-pm-accuses-putin-of-building-new-camps
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/national-security/us-air-force-general-predicts-war-china-2025-memo-rcna67967
https://dnyuz.com/2023/01/28/to-fix-its-problems-in-ukraine-russia-turns-to-the-architect-of-the-war/
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Moscow would view the use of depleted uranium weapons in 

Ukraine as the use of a "dirty bomb." 

NYTIMES Russia Sidesteps Western Punishments, With Help 

From Friends  A surge in trade by Russia’s neighbors and allies 

hints at why its economy is so resilient despite sanctions over 

the Ukraine invasion. 

 

WASHPOST Natanson 

From George Floyd to Tyre Nichols, pleas for police reform meet 

bleak reality 

By Mark Berman and David Nakamura 

A conservative judge helped stop Trump on Jan. 6. He wants to 

finish the job. 

By Manuel Roig-Franzia 

 

Along front-line river, this deadly road shows toll of Russia’s war 

By Siobhán O'Grady and Anastacia Galouchka 
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Videos show evidence of escalating crackdown on Iranian 

protests 

By Nilo Tabrizy, Atthar Mirza and Babak Dehghanpisheh 

For some, life after Ian is ‘more tragic than the hurricane itself’ 

By Brianna Sacks 

 

 

America’s offices are half as full as they were pre-pandemic. Is 

this it? 

U.S. office occupancy hit 50 percent last week for the first time 

since the pandemic, according to data tracked by Kastle 

Systems. Experts think this could be the new normal.  

By Taylor Telford 

 

LATIMES At 16, he escaped a fringe Jewish sect accused of child 

abuse. Will he see his family again?  Yoel Levy fled Lev Tahor, a 

Jewish sect branded an abusive cult 
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Americans' Spending Drops Again In December, Fed's Favorite 

Inflation Signal Slows 

 

...second straight month of spending declines... 

A Dollar Collapse Is Now In Motion, Saudi Arabia Signals The End 

Of 'Petro' Status 

 

All the while the mainstream media and government economists 

will say they have “no idea” why inflation is so persistent, and 

that “nobody could have seen this coming.” 

"Madness": France, Croatia Deny 'West At War With Russia' After 

German Foreign Minister Sparks Outrage 

 

"Maybe this time it turns out better than70odd years ago[Hmmm] 

Pending Home Sales Suffered Worst Annual Decline Ever In 2022, 

Despite December Surge 
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"Mortgage rates are the dominant factor driving home sales ..." 

Stock Warnings Get Louder With Estimates Falling 

JEREMY GRANTHAM DOUBLES DOWN ON MARKET 

APOCALYPSE, WARNS OF 17% CRASH, DOESN'T RULE OUT 

"BRUTAL DECLINE" TO 2,000 

 

"AFTER A FEW SPECTACULAR BEAR-MARKET RALLIES WE ARE 

NOW APPROACHING THE FAR LESS RELIABLE AND MORE 

COMPLICATED FINAL PHASE.” 

US STOCKS FACE 25% MORE DOWNSIDE IN DEEP RECESSION 
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The current peak inversion of the curve infers a maximum 

drawdown for the S&P of ~38%, which is up to another ~25% fall 

from today’s price (i.e. as low as 3000)...  This is the #1 Reason 

the Fed Will Be Forced to Crash the Markets Soon  It's as if the 

Fed never tightened at all. 

Friend of Fringe Finance Lawrence Lepard released his most 

recent investor letter this week, with his updated take on the 

state of macro heading into 2023. 

I truly believe Larry to be one of the muted voices that the 

investing community would be better off for considering. He’s the 

type of voice that gets little coverage in the mainstream media, 

which, in my opinion, makes him someone worth listening to 

twice as closely. 

You can listen to his most recent public podcast appearance on 

Palisades Gold Radio, from about 3 weeks ago, here. 

 

But for this week, Larry was kind enough to allow me to share his 

thoughts heading into Q1 2023. His letter has been edited ever-

so-slightly for formatting, grammar and visuals. 

This is part 2 of his letter. Part 1 can be read here. 

RIVETS ARE POPPING 

We have seen this movie before.  The Fed tightens, things break, 

the Fed reacts by opening the monetary flood gates and the 
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cycle begins all over again.  Before things break you generally 

see signs that trouble is coming.  We call this rivets popping. 

 

There is always a lag effect between monetary policy and 

economic results.  This current period reminds us of Summer 

2007 when the Bear Stearns CDS funds failed.  The GFC was 15 

months later in the second half of 2008. 

One very large rivet that has already popped is Great Britain as 

we described above.  Another hugely important rivet that has not 

popped yet, but in our opinion is close is the US Stock Market. 

We think the pain has just started.  Particularly in the stock 

market where as the chart below shows, street estimates (blue 

bars) are looking for continued earnings growth as if no 

recession is imminent.  Green bars show earnings decline in 

recessions. The economy is slowing rapidly and will almost 

surely enter a recession given the record inversion in the yield 

curve as seen in the 2year/10year bond spread.  With softening 

demand and increased labor costs, earnings will suffer. The Wall 

Street analysts who are projecting further earnings growth are on 

drugs in our opinion. Additionally, with higher interest rates, 

price multiples to earnings will compress. 
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As you can see in Warren Buffett’s key market indicator in the 

chart below, compared to GDP stocks are still valued at 2000 

levels.  Recall that from that level the stock market declined 50% 

when the Dotcom bubble burst. STOCKS ARE NOT CHEAP. 

  

 

Additional rivets include the US Housing and Used Car Markets 

both of which show significant evidence of an economic 

slowdown as described in charts we have already covered above. 

Some more recent rivets are as follows…(READ THIS FULL 

LETTER HERE).  

THE FED’S WORST NIGHTMARE (A WAGE SPIRAL) HAS 

OFFICIALLY ARRIVED The largest private sector employer in the 

world (WALMART) is raising its starting wage by 17%. 
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1. The only inflationary data that has dropped is in the 

energy space (that and used cars). 

2. The only reason energy prices have dropped is because 

A) China was in lockdown for Zero Covid and B) the Biden 

administration dumped 250 million barrels of oil onto the 

market. 

3. Both A) and B) are over. China has reopened and the 

Biden admin has already depleted the U.S.’s emergency 

stash of oil by 40%… as a result of this oil and gasoline 

prices have bottomed and begun turning upwards again. 

US PMIs Decline "Among The Steepest Since The Global 

Financial Crisis" In January 

 

...not only has the survey indicated a downturn in economic 

activity at the start of the year, but the rate of input cost inflation 

has accelerated into the new year... 

Futures Drop After Horrific Intel Guidance, Brace For PCE Data 
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“You are seeing more and more companies turn cautious about 

the earnings outlook. If there is a recession, earnings will have to 

decline and price-to-earnings ratios have to come down.” 

"The Pain Has Just Begun" For Risk Assets Heading Into 2023 

 

"While 2022 was a bad year for fraud investing, I think that 2023 

will be lights-out for many of these entities..." 

THE RACE TO THE BOTTOM ACCELERATES 

 

When competence, transparency and accountability are all 

punished, the Race to the Bottom accelerates... 

 

FACEBOOK DRAINS USERS' CELLPHONE BATTERIES 

INTENTIONALLY SAYS EX-EMPLOYEE 

https://www.phonearena.com/news/facebook-drains-phone-

batteries-intentionally_id145227  
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China Is About To Become The Number 2 Exporter Of Passenger 

Vehicles In The World 

 

"This is going to be a pain point. It could generate a really strong 

reaction in Europe in terms of trade protections...” 

Actions Of FBI, CIA Leave Us In Our Own Truman Show 

 

Given the fire-hose disgorgement of revelations about the 

behavior of the FBI, the CIA and their infiltration of the 

mainstream media, there is ample justification for believing that 
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we are living in some dystopian, distinctly unfunny version of The 

Truman Show. 

 

Boeing Tumbles On Unexpected Q4 Loss As High Costs Hit 

Earnings 

 

“While we have made meaningful progress, challenges remain 

and we have more work ahead to drive stability in our operations 

and within the supply chain” 

Gas Prices Set To Soar As Crack Spread Jumps On Tightening 

Fuel Supplies 

 

"If we aren't hearing the alarm bells, it's because we're deaf..."  

Ukraine Pivots To F-16 Fighter Jets Hours After Securing Tanks 
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Hours after done deal, defense ministry vows: "Apart from 

nuclear weapons, there is nothing left that we will not get." 

 

"Directed Evolution"? Pfizer R&D Exec Says Covid-19 Created In 

Wuhan, Is 'Cash Cow' For Company 

 

"You have to promise you won't tell anyone..." 

The Trillion-Dollar Coin: A Dumb Idea That Won't Go Away 
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You do realize this is dumb, right? 

New Home Sales Just Suffered Biggest Annual Drop Since Oct 

2021, Median Price Tumbled 

 

...and the median new home price dropped to $442.1K, lowest 

since August, as cancellations soared 

Q4 GDP Stronger Than Expected Due To Surge In Inventories, 

Offsetting Drop In Personal Consumption; Sets Up Negative Q1 

Print 
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While the inventory destocking appears to be over, and 

inventories surged in Q4, the combined contributions of 

household consumption, capex, and residential investment was 

just 0.22%, the lowest since the second quarter of 2020. 

US Core Durable Goods Order Growth Weakest In 2 Years, 

Aircraft Orders Surge 

 

December’s durable-goods orders was boosted by aircraft after 

Boeing received 250 orders - up from 21 in November and 122 in 

October... 

Buyer Beware In Classic Bear Market Rally 
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Nevertheless, the October low remains a line in the sand... To 

stay above it, immaculate disinflation – the coin landing on its 

side – seems the only way. Place your bets. 

 

Futures Slide On Ugly Microsoft Outlook, Renewed War 

Escalation Fears 

 

“The market is definitely worried about slowing earnings growth 

especially on tech, so there has been a sense the market wants 

to keep selling tech and the dollar. But a huge tail risk now is 

what happens in Ukraine, if there is an escalation in the 

conflict." 
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Divergence..Markets&Economy Cheapens Recession Hedges 

 

...investors should treat the market’s recent buoyancy with a 

little skepticism... 

"Widespread Weakness" Across US Leading Economic Indicators 

"Signal Recession In The Near-Term" 

 

"Overall economic activity is likely to turn negative in the coming 

quarters before picking up again in the final quarter of 2023..." 

CNN  

 

Russia unleashes strikes after US & Germany to send tanks 

Ukraine Rocked By Corruption Scandal, Wave Of Top Officials 

Resign: Sports Cars, Mansions & Luxury Vacations As People 

Suffered 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/divergence-between-markets-and-economy-cheapens-recession-hedges
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/widespread-weakness-across-us-leading-economic-indicators-signal-recession-near-term
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/widespread-weakness-across-us-leading-economic-indicators-signal-recession-near-term
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-rocked-corruption-scandal-wave-top-official-resignations-sports-cars-mansions
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-rocked-corruption-scandal-wave-top-official-resignations-sports-cars-mansions
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-rocked-corruption-scandal-wave-top-official-resignations-sports-cars-mansions
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/divergence-between-markets-and-economy-cheapens-recession-hedges
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/widespread-weakness-across-us-leading-economic-indicators-signal-recession-near-term


 

Includes the deputy defense minister, who had no small part in 

overseeing billions flowing from the pockets of American 

taxpayers as authorized defense aid... 

 

Meta Welcomes Neo-Nazi Azov Regiment Back On Facebook, 

Removes "Dangerous Organization" Listing 

 

Ukrainian militia was first banned in 2019 as a hate group... 

German Foreign Minister Just Said The Quiet Part Out Loud On 

Ukraine 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/meta-welcomes-neo-nazi-azov-regiment-back-facebook-removes-dangerous-organization-listing
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/meta-welcomes-neo-nazi-azov-regiment-back-facebook-removes-dangerous-organization-listing
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/german-foreign-minister-just-said-quiet-part-out-loud-ukraine
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/german-foreign-minister-just-said-quiet-part-out-loud-ukraine
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/ukraine-rocked-corruption-scandal-wave-top-official-resignations-sports-cars-mansions
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/meta-welcomes-neo-nazi-azov-regiment-back-facebook-removes-dangerous-organization-listing


 

Kremlin responds: "Don’t say later that we didn’t warn you." 

Battle Tanks For Ukraine Approved On Same Day Doomsday 

Clock Hits Closest Point To Midnight In History 

 

"It is now 90 seconds to midnight." 

DRUDGEREPORT   

Ukraine Under New Missile Barrage... 

Now pushing for F-16s... 

Predicts Attacks on Russian Cities... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/military/both-us-germany-now-leaning-toward-authorizing-heavy-tanks-ukraine
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/both-us-germany-now-leaning-toward-authorizing-heavy-tanks-ukraine
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-under-new-missile-barrage-as-russia-warns-west-about-tank-pledges-11674727074
https://thehill.com/homenews/3830293-ukraine-will-now-push-for-f-16-fighter-jets-government-adviser-says
https://www.thedailybeast.com/ukraine-predicts-attacks-on-major-russian-cities
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/german-foreign-minister-just-said-quiet-part-out-loud-ukraine
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/both-us-germany-now-leaning-toward-authorizing-heavy-tanks-ukraine


 

RUSSIA TANK FURY 

'NAZI SCUMBAGS' 

NUKE BERLIN! 

 

WWIII FEARS GROW 

BATTLE GETS BLOODIER 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11674127/Russia-blasts-blatant-provocation-Putins-puppets-call-Bundestag-NUKED-tank-deal.html
https://www.yahoo.com/now/putin-lackeys-lose-minds-over-143837232.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/7215131/germany-crucial-leopard-tanks-ukraine/
https://news.yahoo.com/russia-says-tank-promises-show-092840764.html
https://news.yahoo.com/biden-seeks-avoid-wider-war-100006463.html


Ukraine Under New Missile Barrage... 

Now pushing for F-16s... 

Predicts Attacks on Russian Cities... 

Moscow officials defecting... 

The Man Who May Challenge Putin... 

Denmark Mandatory Military Service for Women... 

Trump seeks to shift idling WhiteHouse campaign back into gear.  

FACEBOOK BOOSTS COMEBACK? 

RNC Backs Away... 'Image of a Loser'...  

20 years since Republicans won popular vote... 

 

Dems hammer Republican plan to impose national sales tax... 

TRUTH ABOUT TANKS: HOW NATO LIED ITS WAY TO DISASTER 

IN UKRAINE 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukraine-under-new-missile-barrage-as-russia-warns-west-about-tank-pledges-11674727074
https://thehill.com/homenews/3830293-ukraine-will-now-push-for-f-16-fighter-jets-government-adviser-says
https://www.thedailybeast.com/ukraine-predicts-attacks-on-major-russian-cities
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/25/europe/russia-fsb-defectors-osechkin-intl-cmd/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/26/opinion/russia-putin-ukraine-wagner.html
https://www.straitstimes.com/world/europe/denmark-calls-for-mandatory-military-service-for-women
https://news.yahoo.com/trump-seeks-shift-idling-white-110239107.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/trump-back-on-facebook-restores-potent-weapon-at-crucial-time/ar-AA16K9h8
https://dnyuz.com/2023/01/26/an-r-n-c-remade-by-trump-backs-away-from-his-2024-campaign/
https://www.mediaite.com/trump/image-of-a-loser-trump-2024-gets-endorsements-from-just-four-of-168-rnc-members-contacted-by-nyt/
https://thehill.com/opinion/campaign/3830161-2024-will-mark-20-years-since-republicans-last-won-the-popular-vote-can-they-rebrand-in-time-to-stop-losing-streak/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/other/democrats-hammer-gop-plan-to-impose-national-sales-tax-abolish-irs/ar-AA16K00R
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/truth-about-tanks-how-nato-lied-its-way-disaster-ukraine
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/truth-about-tanks-how-nato-lied-its-way-disaster-ukraine
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/truth-about-tanks-how-nato-lied-its-way-disaster-ukraine


...NATO AND ITS ALLIED NATIONS ARE MAKING UKRAINE 

WEAKER, NOT STRONGER, BY PROVIDING THEM WITH MILITARY 

SYSTEMS THAT ARE OVERLY COMPLICATED TO OPERATE, 

EXTRAORDINARILY DIFFICULT TO MAINTAIN, AND IMPOSSIBLE 

TO SURVIVE UNLESS EMPLOYED IN A COGENT MANNER WHILE 

SUPPORTED BY EXTENSIVE COMBINED ARMS PARTNERS. 

 

WASHPOST 

U.S. to supply Abrams tanks to Ukraine, a major policy reversal 

NYTIMES 

Ukraine Allies to Provide Tanks… 

LATIMES 

U.S., Germany sending battle tanks to back Ukraine war effort 

CNN 

  Biden: We all want an end to this war [ What bulls**t! ] 

 

The US announced it will send 31 Abrams tanks to Ukraine hours 

after Germany said it will send Leopard 2 tanks. Russia says the 

decision brings the war 'to a new level.' 

  Abrams tanks will take months to arrive in Ukraine and will 

require extensive training, officials say 

  Analysis: Why sending Ukraine tanks represents a fierce new 

step by the West 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2023/01/25/germany-leopard-tanks-abrams-ukraine/
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/01/25/world/russia-ukraine-news
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2023/01/25/world/russia-ukraine-news
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2023-01-25/germany-agrees-send-tanks-ukraine-war-russia
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-25-23/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-25-23/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-25-23/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-25-23/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-25-23/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/25/europe/german-tanks-ukraine-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/25/europe/german-tanks-ukraine-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/25/europe/western-tanks-ukraine-russia-intl-cmd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/25/europe/western-tanks-ukraine-russia-intl-cmd/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-25-23/index.html


 

I Sincerely Hope You’re Not Falling For This  “Inflation has not 

peaked. And the data confirms this… no one actually reads 

anymore. Everyone simply trumpets headlines, or retweets 

articles, without looking at the data. The latest and most glaring 

example of this is the claim that “inflation has peaked.” 

Everywhere you look in the media (and on social media) people 

repeat this statement as if it is a fact…” 

 

“It is not. Inflation has not peaked. And the data confirms this. 

Almost ALL of the drop in inflation data has come from energy 

prices falling. And energy prices have fallen because the Biden 

administration dumped over 250 MILLION barrels of oil from the 

Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR). To put this into perspective, 

it’s nearly 40% of the SPR. And the Biden admin dumped it in the 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-01-24/i-sincerely-hope-youre-not-falling


span of less than two years. THAT is why energy prices dropped, 

which accounts for almost ALL of the drop in inflation data…” 

US Gasoline Prices Continue To Rise 

 

Putin's fault again... or 'greedy Big Oil'? How much more SPR to 

drain? 

DRUDGEREPORT  

 

DOOMSDAY TICKS CLOSER 

POLL: Trump now leads Biden in hypothetical match-up... 

Georgia DA: 'Decisions imminent' on charges...  

NOW PENCE FINDS CLASSIFIED DOCS AT HOME... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/us-gasoline-prices-continue-rise
https://news.yahoo.com/doomsday-clock-moves-closest-ever-154817908.html
https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/3827864-trump-leads-biden-in-hypothetical-2024-matchup-poll/
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/24/politics/fulton-county-trump-grand-jury-hearing/index.html
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/vice-president-mike-pence-discovered-classified-documents-indiana-home
https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/us-gasoline-prices-continue-rise


HUFFPOST CLASSIFIED DOCS FOUND AT PENCE’S HOME TOO! 

 

 

Edward Snowden 

@Snowden 

How is it possible that I have fewer classified documents in my 

house than the last few White House admins? The Espionage Act 

is a "strict liability" crime: good intentions are no defense. Under 

the (dumb) law, these guys are all unindicted criminals. 

 

 

 

foxnews.com  Vice President Mike Pence discovered classified 

documents in Indiana home  Vice President Mike Pence informed 

Congress Tuesday that he discovered classified documents in his 

Carmel, Indiana, home on Jan.  

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mike-pence-classified-documents_n_63d01488e4b01a436389d9c4
https://twitter.com/Snowden
https://twitter.com/Snowden
https://twitter.com/Snowden
https://twitter.com/Snowden
https://twitter.com/Snowden
https://twitter.com/Snowden
https://t.co/KNIRJz2M0X
https://t.co/KNIRJz2M0X
https://t.co/KNIRJz2M0X
https://t.co/KNIRJz2M0X
https://t.co/KNIRJz2M0X
https://t.co/KNIRJz2M0X
https://t.co/KNIRJz2M0X
https://t.co/KNIRJz2M0X
https://twitter.com/Snowden
https://t.co/KNIRJz2M0X


 

 

MSNBC Daily 

Understand today’s news  

1 

 

fact check 

The real reason Mike Pompeo seems intent on smearing Jamal 

Khashoggi 

James Downie 

2 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/columnists
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/mike-pompeos-despicable-dismissal-jamal-khashoggi-rcna67219
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/mike-pompeos-despicable-dismissal-jamal-khashoggi-rcna67219
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/mike-pompeos-despicable-dismissal-jamal-khashoggi-rcna67219
https://www.msnbc.com/author/james-downie-ncpn1299195
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/mike-pompeos-despicable-dismissal-jamal-khashoggi-rcna67219


 

toxic legacy 

Biden's climate plans are running into a trap set by Trump 

Zeeshan Aleem 

3 

 

the right's lie 

DeSantis is blocking an AP African American studies course. It's 

worse than you think. 

Zeeshan Aleem 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/epa-biden-climate-deadline-trump-rcna67225
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/epa-biden-climate-deadline-trump-rcna67225
https://www.msnbc.com/author/zeeshan-aleem-ncpn1235332
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/florida-african-american-studies-desantis-ap-rcna66983
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/florida-african-american-studies-desantis-ap-rcna66983
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/florida-african-american-studies-desantis-ap-rcna66983
https://www.msnbc.com/author/zeeshan-aleem-ncpn1235332
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/epa-biden-climate-deadline-trump-rcna67225
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/florida-african-american-studies-desantis-ap-rcna66983


4 

 

gun violence 

California's mass shootings expose society's deadliest cultural 

obsession 

Tiffany C. Li 

5 

 

shady business  

Why Trump is 'protected' in classified docs scandal in a way 

Biden is not 

Asha Rangappa 

6 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/monterey-park-shooting-reminds-us-americas-tragic-policy-failure-rcna66972
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/monterey-park-shooting-reminds-us-americas-tragic-policy-failure-rcna66972
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/monterey-park-shooting-reminds-us-americas-tragic-policy-failure-rcna66972
https://www.msnbc.com/author/tiffany-c-li-ncpn1243081
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/biden-classified-docs-scandal-vs-trump-classified-docs-scandal-explain-rcna66980
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/biden-classified-docs-scandal-vs-trump-classified-docs-scandal-explain-rcna66980
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/biden-classified-docs-scandal-vs-trump-classified-docs-scandal-explain-rcna66980
https://www.msnbc.com/author/asha-rangappa-ncpn1300847
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/monterey-park-shooting-reminds-us-americas-tragic-policy-failure-rcna66972
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/biden-classified-docs-scandal-vs-trump-classified-docs-scandal-explain-rcna66980


 

sweet & schtick-y  

M&Ms' spokescandy stunt is manufactured outrage at its worst 

Hayes Brown 

7 

 

flagrant assault 

There's something perfect about the GOP's embrace of George 

Santos 

Michael A. Cohen 

8 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/mms-spokescandy-controversy-just-publicity-stunt-rcna67032
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/mms-spokescandy-controversy-just-publicity-stunt-rcna67032
https://www.msnbc.com/author/hayes-brown-ncpn1243020
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/george-santos-epitomizes-trump-era-republican-party-rcna66759
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/george-santos-epitomizes-trump-era-republican-party-rcna66759
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/george-santos-epitomizes-trump-era-republican-party-rcna66759
https://www.msnbc.com/author/michael-cohen-ncpn1272869
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/mms-spokescandy-controversy-just-publicity-stunt-rcna67032
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/george-santos-epitomizes-trump-era-republican-party-rcna66759


 

health hazard 

GOP rule that returns smoking to the U.S. Capitol really stinks in 

multiple ways 

Jarvis DeBerry 

9 

 

fiscal brinksmanship  

Republicans' debt ceiling math just ain't mathing 

Hayes Brown 

10 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/wrongheaded-republican-rule-returns-smoking-us-capitol-rcna66643
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/wrongheaded-republican-rule-returns-smoking-us-capitol-rcna66643
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/wrongheaded-republican-rule-returns-smoking-us-capitol-rcna66643
https://www.msnbc.com/author/jarvis-deberry-ncpn1277413
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/kevin-mccarthys-biggest-foe-debt-ceiling-fight-math-rcna66757
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/kevin-mccarthys-biggest-foe-debt-ceiling-fight-math-rcna66757
https://www.msnbc.com/author/hayes-brown-ncpn1243020
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/wrongheaded-republican-rule-returns-smoking-us-capitol-rcna66643
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/kevin-mccarthys-biggest-foe-debt-ceiling-fight-math-rcna66757


 

perilous playbook 

Why the U.K.’s latest move to pathologize transgenderism feels 

eerily familiar 

Noor Noman 

11 

 

court's probe-lem 

Supreme Court marshal responds to key question about Dobbs 

leak probe  

Jordan Rubin 

 

Another Day, Another Short-Squeeze: S&P Tests Crucial 

Technical Resistance 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/scotlands-trans-recognition-bill-getting-false-gop-voter-fraud-treatme-rcna66512
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/scotlands-trans-recognition-bill-getting-false-gop-voter-fraud-treatme-rcna66512
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/scotlands-trans-recognition-bill-getting-false-gop-voter-fraud-treatme-rcna66512
https://www.msnbc.com/author/noor-noman-ncpn1042976
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/supreme-court-leak-report-roe-rcna66600
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/supreme-court-leak-report-roe-rcna66600
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/supreme-court-leak-report-roe-rcna66600
https://www.msnbc.com/author/jordan-rubin-ncpn1301611
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/another-day-another-short-squeeze-sp-tests-crucial-technical-resistance
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/another-day-another-short-squeeze-sp-tests-crucial-technical-resistance
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/scotlands-trans-recognition-bill-getting-false-gop-voter-fraud-treatme-rcna66512
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/supreme-court-leak-report-roe-rcna66600


 

...as traders relished the start of the Fed blackout period (ahead 

of the Feb 1 FOMC) and the coming start of buybacks.. 

[A short squeeze occurs when there is a lack of supply and an 

excess of demand for the stock due to short sellers having to buy 

stocks to cover their short ...]  

MARKETWATCH U.S. Treasurys at ‘critical point’: Stocks, bonds 

correlation shifts fixed-income market flashes recession warning 

 

A ‘zero’ economy/No growth&rising unemployment forecast/2023 

 

More rotting assets lurking in the shadows of financial system 

A Soft Landing Scenario - Another Fed Myth? 

 

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/u-s-treasurys-at-critical-point-stocks-bonds-correlation-shifts-as-fixed-income-market-flashes-recession-warning-11674307083?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/u-s-treasurys-at-critical-point-stocks-bonds-correlation-shifts-as-fixed-income-market-flashes-recession-warning-11674307083?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/a-zero-economy-no-growth-and-rising-unemployment-forecast-for-2023-11674231335?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/more-rotting-assets-are-lurking-in-the-shadows-of-the-financial-system-11674148028?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soft-landing-scenario-another-fed-myth
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/another-day-another-short-squeeze-sp-tests-crucial-technical-resistance
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/soft-landing-scenario-another-fed-myth


A recession, or “hard landing,” followed all previous instances 

when inflation peaked above 5 percent... 

'Leading Indicators' Roar Recession As Nasdaq Soars To Best 

Start To Year Since 2001 

 

...recession risk soars...BUT Fed rate-trajectory shifts 

hawkishly... massive short-squeeze 

Late-Cycle Behavior Leaves Stocks Wide Open To More Downside 

 

Economic surprises show that the consensus continues to lag 

where we are in the economic cycle... 

 

OSCAR NOMINATIONS 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bond-yields-jump-leading-indicators-scream-recession
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bond-yields-jump-leading-indicators-scream-recession
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/late-cycle-behavior-leaves-stocks-wide-open-more-downside
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-bond-yields-jump-leading-indicators-scream-recession
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/late-cycle-behavior-leaves-stocks-wide-open-more-downside


https://www.albertpeia.com/OscarNominations2023.pdf  

 

Below are just some of the nominations for the 2023 Oscars: 

 

BEST ACTOR 

Austin Butler, "Elvis" 

Brendan Fraser, "The Whale" 

Colin Farrell, "The Banshees of Inisherin" 

Bill Nighy, "Living" 

Paul Mescal, "Aftersun" 

 

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR 

Brian Tyree Henry, "Causeway" 

Judd Hirsch, "The Fabelmans" 

Brendan Gleeson, "Banshees on Inisherin" 

Barry Keoghan, "Banshees of Inisherin" 

Ke Huy Quan, "Everything Everywhere All at Once" 

 

BEST ACTRESS 

Ana de Armas, "Blonde" 

Cate Blanchett, "Tár" 

Andrea Riseborough, "To Leslie" 

Michelle Williams, "The Fabelmans" 

Michelle Yeoh, "Everything Everywhere All at Once" 

 

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS 

Angela Bassett, "Black Panther: Wakanda Forever" 

Hong Chau, "The Whale" 

https://www.albertpeia.com/OscarNominations2023.pdf


Kerry Condon, "The Banshees of Inisherin" 

Stephanie Hsu, "Everything Everywhere All at Once" 

Jamie Lee Curtis, "Everything Everywhere All at Once" 

 

INTERNATIONAL FILM 

"All Quiet on the Western Front" (Germany) 

"Argentina, 1985" (Argentina) 

"Close" (Belgium) 

"EO" (Poland) 

"The Quiet Girl" (Ireland)" 

 

ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY  

"Everything Everywhere All at Once" 

"The Banshees of Inisherin" 

"The Fabelmans" 

"Tár" 

 

"Triangle of Sadness." 

 

BEST ORIGINAL SCORE 

Volker Bertelmann, "All Quiet on the Western Front" 

Justin Hurwitz, "Babylon" 

Carter Burwell, "The Banshees of Inisherin" 

Son Lux, "Everything Everywhere All at Once" 

John Williams, "The Fabelmans." 

 

BEST ANIMATED FILM 

"Guillermo del Toro’s Pinocchio" 

"Marcel the Shell With Shoes On" 



"Puss in Boots: The Last Wish" 

"The Sea Beast" 

"Turning Red" 

 

FILM EDITING 

"The Banshees of Inisherin" 

"Elvis" 

"Everything Everywhere All at Once" 

"Tár" 

"Top Gun: Maverick." 

 

MUSIC (ORIGINAL SONG) 

"Applause," from "Tell It Like a Woman" 

"Hold My Hand," from "Top Gun: Maverick" 

"Lift Me Up" from "Black Panther: Wakanda Forever" 

"Naatu Naatu" from "RRR" 

 

"This Is a Life" from "Everything Everywhere All at Once." 

 

BEST PICTURE 

"All Quiet on the Western Front" 

"Avatar: The Way of Water" 

"The Banshees of Inisherin" 

"Elvis" 

"Everything Everywhere All at Once" 

"The Fabelmans" 

"Tár" 

"Top Gun: Maverick" 

"Triangle of Sadness" 



"Women Talking" 

         The Associated Press contributed to this report. 

 

INTERSTELLAR by great director Christopher Nolan 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1616882916360871936  

https://twitter.com/i/status/1616692073830256641  

https://twitter.com/i/status/1616933035462598663  

 

 

[ FUTURE LOOK ] OR THIS: 

Drudgereport: 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1616882916360871936
https://twitter.com/i/status/1616692073830256641
https://twitter.com/i/status/1616933035462598663


  

Asteroid Set to Whiz Past Earth... 

Closest Ever Recorded... 

"Near Miss": Asteroid To Make One Of 'Closest Ever' Approaches 

To Earth On Thursday  Fingers crossed? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbIxYm3mKzI  

 

https://youtu.be/RbIxYm3mKzI  

https://www.wsj.com/articles/asteroid-2023-bu-to-whiz-past-earth-in-one-of-the-closest-ever-approaches-11674729472
https://www.wsj.com/articles/asteroid-2023-bu-to-whiz-past-earth-in-one-of-the-closest-ever-approaches-11674729472
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/near-miss-asteroid-make-one-closest-ever-approaches-earth-thursday
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/near-miss-asteroid-make-one-closest-ever-approaches-earth-thursday
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbIxYm3mKzI
https://youtu.be/RbIxYm3mKzI
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/near-miss-asteroid-make-one-closest-ever-approaches-earth-thursday


 

 

 

Expect A Mass Die-Off Of Public Companies Later This Year When 

the bear market resumes, more stocks may go to $0 than in any 

point in the past 40 years  YAHOO Business  MoneyWise  ‘God 

have mercy on us all’ [ DOUBTFUL! ]: Robert Kiyosaki warned 

that the economy is the ‘biggest bubble’ in history and urged 

investors to dump paper assets … Profit from folly. Don’t 

participate in it. 

 

Goldman Trader: "Sell Strength On Any Move Back Toward The 

August Highs Of 4300" 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-01-21/expect-mass-die-public-companies-later-year
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/god-mercy-us-robert-kiyosaki-230000021.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/god-mercy-us-robert-kiyosaki-230000021.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/god-mercy-us-robert-kiyosaki-230000021.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/god-mercy-us-robert-kiyosaki-230000021.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-trader-sell-strength-any-move-back-toward-august-highs-4300
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-trader-sell-strength-any-move-back-toward-august-highs-4300


 

"I just don’t want to pay an 18 P/E multiple for 0% expected 

earnings growth." 

YAHOO Business Insider The Fed should raise rates by more than 

markets anticipate in February as inflation will likely be sticky 

through mid-year, Mohamed El-Erian says 

 

Politics  Fox News  Biden, Hunter make presidential history as 

first father-son duo under separate investigations 

Don't Call It Capitalism: Fed's $8TrillionHoard Of Financial Assets 

 

...it would be absurd to call this situation anything resembling 

even “mostly” laissez-faire, let alone a free market... 

 

https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/fed-raise-rates-more-markets-142233656.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/fed-raise-rates-more-markets-142233656.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/fed-raise-rates-more-markets-142233656.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/biden-hunter-presidential-history-first-170053687.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/biden-hunter-presidential-history-first-170053687.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/dont-call-it-capitalism-feds-8-trillion-hoard-financial-assets
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-george-santos-lies_n_63cb15dae4b07c0c7dfc736d
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldman-trader-sell-strength-any-move-back-toward-august-highs-4300
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/dont-call-it-capitalism-feds-8-trillion-hoard-financial-assets


 

6 YEARS BEFORE GEORGE SANTOS, TRUMP’S ENDLESS LYING 

MADE HIM PRESIDENT [ The american story…fraud and bulls**t! ] 

POLICE ARREST 6 AFTER FIERY ATLANTA RIOTS, MAYOR 

CONFIRMS ANTIFA USED EXPLOSIVES 

 

"YOU HEARD THAT CORRECTLY, EXPLOSIVES." 

10 Dead, 10 More Injured In Mass Shooting During California 

Lunar New Year Celebrations  HUFFPOST HORROR: 10 KILLED IN 

MASS SHOOTING NEAR L.A.  MSNBC At least 10 dead, 10 injured 

in mass shooting in Monterey Park, California during Lunar New 

Year celebrations  CNN Manhunt underway to find gunman who 

killed 10 in California massacre 

 

 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-george-santos-lies_n_63cb15dae4b07c0c7dfc736d
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-george-santos-lies_n_63cb15dae4b07c0c7dfc736d
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-george-santos-lies_n_63cb15dae4b07c0c7dfc736d
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-george-santos-lies_n_63cb15dae4b07c0c7dfc736d
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/atlanta-rioters-torch-police-car-vandalize-office-tower
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/atlanta-rioters-torch-police-car-vandalize-office-tower
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/10-dead-10-more-injured-mass-shooting-during-california-lunar-new-yea-celebrations
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/10-dead-10-more-injured-mass-shooting-during-california-lunar-new-yea-celebrations
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/monterey-park-california-shooting_n_63cd2ac7e4b01a4363879d7f
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/monterey-park-california-shooting_n_63cd2ac7e4b01a4363879d7f
https://www.msnbc.com/katie-phang/watch/mass-shooting-in-monterey-park-calif-suspect-at-large-161107525956
https://www.msnbc.com/katie-phang/watch/mass-shooting-in-monterey-park-calif-suspect-at-large-161107525956
https://www.msnbc.com/katie-phang/watch/mass-shooting-in-monterey-park-calif-suspect-at-large-161107525956
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/los-angeles-mass-shooting-01-22-2023/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/us/live-news/los-angeles-mass-shooting-01-22-2023/index.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/donald-trump-george-santos-lies_n_63cb15dae4b07c0c7dfc736d
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/atlanta-rioters-torch-police-car-vandalize-office-tower


 

"The suspect is still on the loose, according to PD on scene."  

Twitter Files Prove America Headed For "Totalitarian State 

Territory", Expert Warns 

 

“[The government’s actions are] the antithesis of America. The 

American founding is basically contradicted by what’s happening 

here, over and over again. And if we don’t do something about 

that, we will not have free speech in this country,”  

[ Antithesis? Bulls**t! True americona! ] 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/twitter-files-prove-america-headed-totalitarian-state-territory-expert-warns
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/twitter-files-prove-america-headed-totalitarian-state-territory-expert-warns
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/10-dead-10-more-injured-mass-shooting-during-california-lunar-new-yea-celebrations
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/twitter-files-prove-america-headed-totalitarian-state-territory-expert-warns


 

WHICH COUNTRIES ARE THE MOST POLARIZED? 

“...even within the social sciences, polarization covers everything 

from racial segregation, to labor skill levels, to class divide, to 

political ideology... 

Here are all six of the countries considered to be severely 

polarized: 

•  Argentina 

•  Colombia 

•  United States 

•  South Africa 

•  Spain 

•  Sweden 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/which-countries-are-most-polarized


In the U.S., heightened political upheaval between Democrats 

and Republicans over the last few years has led to 

strengthening ideological stances and to an abundance of 

headlines about polarization. Only 42% of respondents in the 

country trust the government.” 

Record-High 250,000 Migrant Encounters Across US-Mexico 

Border In December 2022: CBP 

 

"No sane person could look at the border and claim we’re on the 

right course. Any other secretary would have long ago resigned 

in shame and disgrace..." 

School System Failing And Is No Longer There To Educate, Says 

Teacher 

 

https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2014/06/12/political-polarization-in-the-american-public/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2022/05/us-democrat-republican-partisan-polarization/629925/
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/record-high-250000-migrant-encounters-across-us-mexico-border-december-2022-cbp
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/record-high-250000-migrant-encounters-across-us-mexico-border-december-2022-cbp
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/school-system-failing-and-no-longer-there-educate-says-teacher
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/school-system-failing-and-no-longer-there-educate-says-teacher
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/record-high-250000-migrant-encounters-across-us-mexico-border-december-2022-cbp
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/school-system-failing-and-no-longer-there-educate-says-teacher


"They’re not playing. They’re not running. They’re just on their 

phones..." 

"I Have Difficult News To Share": Google CEO Tells Employees 

12,000 Jobs Will Be Cut 

 

"We've already sent a separate email to employees in the US who 

are affected." 

"Another Difficult Month For Buyers": US Existing Home Sales 

Suffer Biggest Annual Drop Ever 

 

...leading to a record 34% drop year-over-year (worse than the 

worst drop during the Great Financial Crisis).. 

ESCOBAR: THE BIG STIFF - RUSSIA-IRAN DUMP THE DOLLAR 

AND BUST US SANCTIONS 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/i-have-difficult-news-share-google-ceo-tells-employees-12000-jobs-will-be-cut
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/i-have-difficult-news-share-google-ceo-tells-employees-12000-jobs-will-be-cut
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/another-difficult-month-buyers-us-existing-home-sales-suffer-biggest-annual-drop
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/another-difficult-month-buyers-us-existing-home-sales-suffer-biggest-annual-drop
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-big-stiff-russia-iran-dump-dollar-and-bust-us-sanctions
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-big-stiff-russia-iran-dump-dollar-and-bust-us-sanctions
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/i-have-difficult-news-share-google-ceo-tells-employees-12000-jobs-will-be-cut
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/another-difficult-month-buyers-us-existing-home-sales-suffer-biggest-annual-drop


 

Russian banks connecting to Iran’s financial messaging system 

strengthens the resistance against US-imposed sanctions on 

both countries and accelerates global de-dollarization... 

 

Dollar Hegemony, Saudi Arabia, Oil, & Ron Paul 

 

Turbulence is ahead... 

These Are The Oldest People In The World 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dollar-hegemony-saudi-arabia-oil-ron-paul
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/these-are-oldest-people-world
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-big-stiff-russia-iran-dump-dollar-and-bust-us-sanctions
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/dollar-hegemony-saudi-arabia-oil-ron-paul


 

All women, the countries of birth most represented here 

are Japan and the United States... 

DRUDGEREPORT  

  

MORE 

FBI searches Biden home... 

DOJ considers other locations... 

Classified Documents Found At Mike Pence's House 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/additional-classified-items-found-bidens-delaware-home-justice-departm-rcna66868
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/21/politics/white-house-documents/index.html
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/doj-finds-6-more-classified-documents-search-biden-delaware-home-attorney-says/
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/classified-documents-found-mike-pences-house
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/these-are-oldest-people-world


 

The documents were "inadvertently boxed and transported..." 

 

ANOTHER DAY IN TRUMPY PARADISE 

 

6 Shot Dead In Small Mississippi Town, Suspect In Custody 

   

 

BREAKING NEWS TV NEWS EMPLOYEE SHOT DEAD, ANOTHER 

WOUNDED, COVERING PREVIOUS SHOOTING IN ORANGE 

COUNTY, FLORIDA, POLICE SAY 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/6-shot-dead-in-small-mississippi-town-suspect-in-custody_n_63efe840e4b0255caaf23a25
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/6-shot-dead-in-small-mississippi-town-suspect-in-custody_n_63efe840e4b0255caaf23a25
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/6-shot-dead-in-small-mississippi-town-suspect-in-custody_n_63efe840e4b0255caaf23a25
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/6-shot-dead-in-small-mississippi-town-suspect-in-custody_n_63efe840e4b0255caaf23a25
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/22/us/shooting-florida-orange-county/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/22/us/shooting-florida-orange-county/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/22/us/shooting-florida-orange-county/index.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/classified-documents-found-mike-pences-house
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/6-shot-dead-in-small-mississippi-town-suspect-in-custody_n_63efe840e4b0255caaf23a25
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/22/us/shooting-florida-orange-county/index.html


 

10 people shot in Florida drive-by, police say  2 people critical  

Hide your books to avoid felony charges,FL schools tell teachers. 

ANOTHER DAY IN PARADISE  

Judge releases evidence, video footage in attack on Paul Pelosi  

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/body-camera-

footage-paul-pelosi-attack-released-rcna67661  

Watch: Paul Pelosi Hammer Attack Bodycam Video Released 

 

Where are Paul's pants? 

SECOND NJ COUNCILMAN SHOT DEAD ONE WEEK AFTER 

DWUMFOUR SLAYING [JUST ANOTHER DAY IN GUINEALAND!] 

 

https://www.yahoo.com/news/10-injured-targeted-lakeland-florida-020533052.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/10-injured-targeted-lakeland-florida-020533052.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/hide-your-books-to-avoid-felony-charges-fla-schools-tell-teachers/ar-AA16Wpps
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2023/01/27/paul-pelosi-attack-video/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/body-camera-footage-paul-pelosi-attack-released-rcna67661
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/body-camera-footage-paul-pelosi-attack-released-rcna67661
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/watch-paul-pelosi-hammer-attack-bodycam-video-released
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/second-nj-councilman-shot-dead-one-week-after-dwumfour-slaying
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/second-nj-councilman-shot-dead-one-week-after-dwumfour-slaying
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/watch-paul-pelosi-hammer-attack-bodycam-video-released
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/second-nj-councilman-shot-dead-one-week-after-dwumfour-slaying


"The investigation remains ongoing to determine motive..." 

 

NEW JERSEY COUNCILWOMAN FOUND FATALLY SHOT IN CAR 

 

YAHOO U.S. The Bergen Record  SIX DEAD, INCLUDING 

DETECTIVE, AFTER GUNBATTLE RAGED ON JERSEY CITY 

STREETS FOR HOURS  Veteran Detective Joseph Seals, from 

North Arlington, was killed in the shooting in Jersey City that left 

five others dead. [ New Jersey, self-effacingly described as a 

sewer by mob friendly Frank Sinatra. Spawning nefarious mafia 

vermin of all types, jersey’s namesake jersey city is literally a 

proverbial armpit of the earth; consistent with endemic 

corruption that exceeds all reasonable expectations, is as dirty a 

place as can be imagined, with equally dirty populace spawned 

therein. Horrible! ] 

 

IF THIS IS WHAT THE FUTURE OF AMERICA’S MAJOR CITIES IS 

GOING TO LOOK LIKE, WE ARE IN BIG TROUBLE   

 

How could we have allowed things to deteriorate this badly?  For 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eunice-dwumfour-dead-sayreville-shooting_n_63dbdef6e4b0c8e3fc83415a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/eunice-dwumfour-dead-sayreville-shooting_n_63dbdef6e4b0c8e3fc83415a
https://www.northjersey.com/story/news/hudson/2019/12/11/police-responding-active-shooter-jersey-city/4386033002/
https://www.northjersey.com/story/news/hudson/2019/12/11/police-responding-active-shooter-jersey-city/4386033002/
https://www.northjersey.com/story/news/hudson/2019/12/11/police-responding-active-shooter-jersey-city/4386033002/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-this-is-what-the-future-of-americas-major-cities-is-going-to-look-like-we-are-in-big-trouble/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-this-is-what-the-future-of-americas-major-cities-is-going-to-look-like-we-are-in-big-trouble/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-this-is-what-the-future-of-americas-major-cities-is-going-to-look-like-we-are-in-big-trouble/addict-blue-clock-pixabay/#main


a moment, I want you to imagine that you have just arrived in a 

major city in a foreign country.  Unfortunately, instead of the 

shiny new buildings and beautiful homes that you expect to see, 

there is trash, filth and the sound of police sirens everywhere 

that you go.  After walking a few blocks, you stumble upon one of 

the dozens of open air drug markets that are freely operating in 

that particular city.  Many addicts are lying on the ground 

wherever they suddenly passed out, others with visible gaping 

wounds are staggering around like zombies, and you even spot 

one enterprising addict that has decided to take a dump right in 

the middle of the street.  Of course there are used needles 

scattered everywhere, and you try not to step on them.  You 

decide that it is time to leave, but it is already too late, because 

protesters behind you and in front of you have started to clash 

with the police.  Moments later a police car is set on fire, and you 

can smell tear gas in the air.  Thankfully, you are able to 

scramble to safety, and eventually you find your way back to 

your hotel room and lock the door.  When you turn on the news to 

see what they are saying about the chaos in the streets, you are 

amazed to discover that it is being reported that the protests 

were “mostly peaceful” and that everything is just fine. (Read 

More...) 

 

WALKING DEAD AMERICA ZOMBIELAND  

https://albertpeia.com/walking-dead-america-zombieland.pdf  

http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-this-is-what-the-future-of-americas-major-cities-is-going-to-look-like-we-are-in-big-trouble/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-this-is-what-the-future-of-americas-major-cities-is-going-to-look-like-we-are-in-big-trouble/
https://albertpeia.com/walking-dead-america-zombieland.pdf


 

"I Have No Regrets": President Biden Breaks Long Silence Over 

Classified Docs With Shattering Admission 

 

The problem is that recent polls show that, while the President 

has no regrets, the public overwhelmingly does... 

WSJ Shreds Vaccine Makers, Biden Admin Over "Deceptive" 

Booster Campaign 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/i-have-no-regrets-president-biden-breaks-long-silence-over-classified-docs-shattering
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/i-have-no-regrets-president-biden-breaks-long-silence-over-classified-docs-shattering
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/wsj-shreds-vaccine-makers-biden-admin-over-deceptive-booster-campaign
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/wsj-shreds-vaccine-makers-biden-admin-over-deceptive-booster-campaign
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/i-have-no-regrets-president-biden-breaks-long-silence-over-classified-docs-shattering
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/wsj-shreds-vaccine-makers-biden-admin-over-deceptive-booster-campaign


"The vaccine makers designed their studies to get the results 

they wanted..." 

Africa Is Starkly Unvaccinated, And Starkly Unvanquished By 

COVID 

 

This is not the first piece of evidence that Africa is leading the 

world away from a microbial-pretext tyranny... 

 

Cinema chain closing 39 more theaters 

 

Regal Cinemas' parent company filed for bankruptcy after the 

pandemic devastated the industry. See the full list of closed 

theaters here. 

The Mainstream Media Admits That We Are Facing "The Worst 

Food Crisis In Modern History" 

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/africa-starkly-unvaccinated-and-starkly-unvanquished-covid
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/africa-starkly-unvaccinated-and-starkly-unvanquished-covid
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/20/business/regal-cinemas-closings/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/20/business/regal-cinemas-closings/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/20/business/regal-cinemas-closings/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/20/business/regal-cinemas-closings/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/20/business/regal-cinemas-closings/index.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/mainstream-media-admits-we-are-facing-worst-food-crisis-modern-history
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/mainstream-media-admits-we-are-facing-worst-food-crisis-modern-history
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/africa-starkly-unvaccinated-and-starkly-unvanquished-covid
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/20/business/regal-cinemas-closings/index.html


 

Global hunger is rapidly spreading, and that is because global 

food supplies have been getting tighter and tighter... 

Escobar: Gold-Backed Currencies To Replace US Dollar In Global 

South 

 

The adoption of commodity-backed currencies by the Global 

South could upend the US dollar’s dominance and level the 

playing field in international trade... 

Pentagon Already Sees Ukraine War Going Well Past 2023 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-gold-backed-currencies-replace-us-dollar-global-south
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-gold-backed-currencies-replace-us-dollar-global-south
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-already-sees-ukraine-war-going-well-past-2023
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/mainstream-media-admits-we-are-facing-worst-food-crisis-modern-history
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/escobar-gold-backed-currencies-replace-us-dollar-global-south


 

...and we're not even a month into this year. 

 

NYT Claims Russian Troop Deaths Nearing 200K, Far Surpassing 

All Prior Estimates 

 

The Pentagon only recently said it was 200,000 total from both 

sides... 

 

Davos Attendee Says 'Quiet Part Out Loud': Agenda Is To Create 

A "New World Order" 

https://www.zerohedge.com/military/nyt-claims-russian-troop-deaths-nearing-200k-far-surpassing-all-prior-estimates
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/nyt-claims-russian-troop-deaths-nearing-200k-far-surpassing-all-prior-estimates
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/davos-attendee-says-quiet-part-out-loud-agenda-create-new-world-order
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/davos-attendee-says-quiet-part-out-loud-agenda-create-new-world-order
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/pentagon-already-sees-ukraine-war-going-well-past-2023
https://www.zerohedge.com/military/nyt-claims-russian-troop-deaths-nearing-200k-far-surpassing-all-prior-estimates


 

Says hyper-partisan world is hindering progress... 

 

"Bad News Is Bad News" Again After Yesterday's "Tectonic 

Purge", Nomura Warns January OpEx Is "Gonna Be Spicy" 

 

...the "inconvenient truth" thesis is playing out. 

Housing Bust 2.0: San Francisco Bay Area House Prices Plunge 

30% From Crazy Peak 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bad-news-bad-news-again-after-yesterdays-tectonic-purge-nomura-warns-january-opex-gonna-be
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bad-news-bad-news-again-after-yesterdays-tectonic-purge-nomura-warns-january-opex-gonna-be
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/housing-bust-20-san-francisco-bay-area-house-prices-plunge-30-crazy-peak
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/housing-bust-20-san-francisco-bay-area-house-prices-plunge-30-crazy-peak
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/davos-attendee-says-quiet-part-out-loud-agenda-create-new-world-order
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bad-news-bad-news-again-after-yesterdays-tectonic-purge-nomura-warns-january-opex-gonna-be


 

...hammered by waves of layoffs, swooning stocks, collapsing 

cryptos, and 6% mortgage rates... 

 

STOCK MARKET VULNERABLE TO HITTING NEW CYCLE LOWS 

 

THE STOCK MARKET IS LIABLE TO REACH A NEW LOW DUE TO 

THE TRIPLE THREATS OF RECESSION, INFLATION AND POOR 

LIQUIDITY... 

Crypto Lender Genesis Files For Bankruptcy, Seen As "Crucial 

Step To Recover Assets" 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stock-market-vulnerable-hitting-new-cycle-lows
https://www.zerohedge.com/crypto/crypto-lender-genesis-files-bankruptcy-seen-crucial-step-recover-assets
https://www.zerohedge.com/crypto/crypto-lender-genesis-files-bankruptcy-seen-crucial-step-recover-assets
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/housing-bust-20-san-francisco-bay-area-house-prices-plunge-30-crazy-peak
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stock-market-vulnerable-hitting-new-cycle-lows


 

Genesis owes its top 50 creditors more than $3.5 billion... 

The Global Energy Crisis Is Redrawing Geopolitical Maps 

 

...“the most meaningful trend in global politics for 2023” is that 

“the global south is becoming more visible - and influential - in 

every arena...” 

 

The US Consumer Has Cracked: Discover Plunges After 

"Shocking" Charge-Off Forecast 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/global-energy-crisis-redrawing-geopolitical-maps
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-consumer-has-cracked-discover-plunges-after-shocking-charge-forecast
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-consumer-has-cracked-discover-plunges-after-shocking-charge-forecast
https://www.zerohedge.com/crypto/crypto-lender-genesis-files-bankruptcy-seen-crucial-step-recover-assets
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/global-energy-crisis-redrawing-geopolitical-maps


 

One week ago we looked at the latest consumer credit data 

where we found not one but two flashing red alerts: 

 

 

DRUDGEREPORT  

 

RUSSIA READIES NIGHTMARE ATTACK 

WEST BATTLES OVER TANKS 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/flashing-red-alert-near-record-surge-credit-card-debt-just-average-rate-hits-all-time-high
https://news.yahoo.com/putin-secret-attack-plan-ukrainian-094858834.html
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-politics-military-technology-joint-chiefs-of-staff-lloyd-austin-1b505c88a5a6f331cd482762c62fa29c
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-consumer-has-cracked-discover-plunges-after-shocking-charge-forecast


 

RUSSIA WARNS NUKES IF DEFEATED 

SPY SHIP HAWAII  

USA SENDING TANKS? 

GERMANY SNUBS TANK REQUEST 

NAVY SEAL KILLED IN UKRAINE 

 

Bad vibes break out on Wall St...  

Realtors predict end of frantic market... 

Home sales fall 11th straight month... 

MICROSOFT Hosts Davos STING Concert Before Laying Off 

10,000..  Super Strength Gonorrhea Strain Worrying First in USA...  

 

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/putin-ally-medvedev-warns-nuclear-074558491.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/7175119/russian-intelligence-ship-hawaii-coast-monitored-us-coast-guard/
https://news.yahoo.com/berlin-sets-condition-u-exports-232006736.html
https://www.politico.eu/article/ukraine-war-tank-leopard-2-conflict-weapons-pistorius-russia-kyiv-zelenskyy-putin-nato/
https://time.com/6248929/navy-seal-killed-fighting-ukraine/
https://www.axios.com/2023/01/20/bad-vibes-break-out-on-wall-street
https://www.axios.com/2023/01/20/real-estate-predictions-2023
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/20/existing-home-sales-drop-in-december-to-slowest-pace-since-2010.html
https://gizmodo.com/microsoft-sting-layoffs-tech-1850010985
https://gizmodo.com/microsoft-sting-layoffs-tech-1850010985
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/massachusetts-concerning-new-drug-resistant-gonorrhea-strain/


LEWINSKY 25 YEARS LATER... VIDEO: MATT IN THE HAT... 

 

 

 

Inside premiere of Sundance's surprise Kavanaugh doc... 

'People terrified'... 

New Sex Allegations... 

THE LESS THAN SUPREME COURT 

HUFFPOST Politics Ex-Conservative Reverend Testifies That 

Samuel Alito Leaked Outcome Of 2014 Decision 

SCOTUS has lost all credibility. Justice Alito interrupts Justice 

Ketanji Brown Jackson to crack ‘joke’ about Black kids in KKK 

costumes. 

Al 

@alpeia 

14m 

Replying to 

@tribelaw 

Laurence Tribe 

@tribelaw 

Ugly. Yes, Mr. Tribe, I agree. I truly believe it was Reagan's 

people who pressed alito as us attorney to prosecute some 

jersey italian mafiosos, 20 of them begrudgingly by alito 

incompetently brought to trial 

Al@alpeia 

https://www.nbcnews.com/meet-the-press/first-read/lewinsky-scandal-continues-influence-politics-25-years-rcna66683
https://www.etonline.com/media/videos/matt-drudge-on-monica-lewinsky-drudge-report-and-why-he-wears-those-hats-flashback-0
https://www.msn.com/en-us/movies/news/people-are-terrified-inside-the-premiere-of-sundance-s-surprise-brett-kavanaugh-doc/ar-AA16AeNX
https://www.msn.com/en-us/movies/news/people-are-terrified-inside-the-premiere-of-sundance-s-surprise-brett-kavanaugh-doc/ar-AA16AeNX
https://news.yahoo.com/brett-kavanaugh-sexual-assault-allegations-081747455.html


Replying to 

@alpeia 

and 

@tribelaw 

rather than strategically flipping a few first (I had lodged 

probative documents in support of my civil RICO case which he 

'disappeared' twice). They had cots in the courtroom for the wise 

guys who were moaning during testimony; absolute bedlam; jury 

laughing (they all walked). 

Supreme Court Alert <info@demandprogress.org>Unsubscribe 

To:Albert Peia 

Thu, Jan 26 at 10:39 AM 

 

We're resending the urgent email below to make sure you didn't 

miss it. The stakes are sky-high, and we're counting on your help. 

 

Albert, 

The New York Times has uncovered another Supreme Court 

ethics scandal, and it's a doozy. 

A little-known charity connected to the Court called the Supreme 

Court Historical Society has been raising millions from right-wing 

special interests with major cases before the justices — and 

none of it was disclosed to the public before now. 

Chevron gave $190,000 while the Supreme Court considered 

countless major cases on global warming and the environment. 

UPS gave more than half a million as the justices were 

considering a pregnancy discrimination suit against the 



company. A corporate lawyer who advocated on behalf of Purdue 

Pharma, the notorious manufacturers of OxyContin, gave 

$187,500.1 

And what did they get in exchange for their generosity? Direct 

access to the justices, including invitations to black-tie dinners, 

lectures, and other events. 

The Supreme Court Historical Society scandal broke almost a 

month ago, and Chief Justice John Roberts and the other justices 

haven't said a word about it. No investigation, no accountability, 

no talk of reform. Nothing.  

The Supreme Court has proven that it can't be trusted to police 

itself and needs a legally binding code of ethics. Will you donate 

today to Demand Progress Action to help power our work, 

including urging Congress to pass the Supreme Court Ethics, 

Recusal, and Transparency Act?  

 

Supreme Court did not disclose financial relationship with expert 

brought in to review leak probe  

 

 

https://act.demandprogress.org/go/52740?amount=10&t=1&akid=30292%2E2596973%2EQNSzPd
https://act.demandprogress.org/go/52740?amount=10&t=1&akid=30292%2E2596973%2EQNSzPd
https://act.demandprogress.org/go/52740?amount=10&t=1&akid=30292%2E2596973%2EQNSzPd
https://act.demandprogress.org/go/52740?amount=10&t=1&akid=30292%2E2596973%2EQNSzPd
https://act.demandprogress.org/go/52740?amount=10&t=1&akid=30292%2E2596973%2EQNSzPd
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/27/politics/supreme-court-chertoff-leak-investigation/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/27/politics/supreme-court-chertoff-leak-investigation/index.html


 



 

 

Deadline: Legal Blog 

SUPREME COURT'S ASSAULT ON AMERICANS STRIKES AGAIN 

 

Andrew Harnik / AP file 

https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/deadline-legal-blog/domestic-abusers-guns-supreme-court-rcna68934
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/supreme-court-think-s-special-s-not-rcna68567
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/supreme-court-think-s-special-s-not-rcna68567
https://www.msnbc.com/deadline-white-house/deadline-legal-blog/domestic-abusers-guns-supreme-court-rcna68934
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/supreme-court-think-s-special-s-not-rcna68567


 

SURVIVING THE STENCH 

A CODE OF ETHICS WON’T FIX A BROKEN SUPREME COURT. 

HERE’S WHAT MIGHT. 

 

MSNBC Details expose Barr's Durham probe as a law 

enforcement scandal 

 

SAUDI ARABIA JUST KILLED THE PETRODOLLAR  And, in the 

process, took a huge step toward dethroning the U.S. dollar as 

the global reserve currency. Poszar Was Right: Saudis Confirm 

Non-Dollar Oil Trade Plans In Davos 

 

"...dusk for the petrodollar... and dawn for the petroyuan." 

'SOFT LANDING' NARRATIVE NUKED AS US INDUSTRIAL 

PRODUCTION PLUNGES IN DECEMBER 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/supreme-court-think-s-special-s-not-rcna68567
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/supreme-court-think-s-special-s-not-rcna68567
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/maddowblog/details-expose-barrs-durham-probe-law-enforcement-scandal-rcna67809
https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/maddowblog/details-expose-barrs-durham-probe-law-enforcement-scandal-rcna67809
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-01-18/saudi-arabia-just-killed-petrodollar
https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/poszar-was-right-saudis-admit-non-dollar-oil-trade-plans-davos
https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/poszar-was-right-saudis-admit-non-dollar-oil-trade-plans-davos
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/soft-landing-narrative-nuked-us-industrial-production-plunges-december
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/soft-landing-narrative-nuked-us-industrial-production-plunges-december
https://www.zerohedge.com/energy/poszar-was-right-saudis-admit-non-dollar-oil-trade-plans-davos


 

biggest 3-mo drop (ex-COVID) in industrial production since 2015 

HUFFPOST Man Who Predicted Lehman Crash Says Get Ready 

For A 2023 “Cash Frenzy”  Investing Outlook  “… 20-year market 

veteran says we’ll instead witness a “cash frenzy” unlike 

anything we’ve experienced in 21 years before stocks recover. 

(And he's urging Americans NOT to buy a single stock until they 

see it.) According to Dan Ferris, who gained acclaim for 

predicting the Lehman Brothers crash in 2008 & calling the top of 

the Nasdaq in 2021...” NAZI-LOVING FUENTES RETURNS TO 

TWITTER — GETS BANNED AGAIN 

 

DRUDGEREPORT Biden & McCarthy Square Off Over Debt Ceiling 

USA Hits Borrowing Limit... 

Treasury 'extraordinary measures'... 

DOLLAR FALLS TO 7-MONTH LOW... 

Republicans push national sales tax... 

US TREASURY HITS DEBT CEILING, BEGINS USING 

"EXTRAORDINARY MEASURES", YELLEN TELLS CONGRESS 

https://trc.taboola.com/buzzfeedinc-huffpostus/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=b361bb5e46303c221575da4e62c2502c&sd=v2_518fd6d1f9a9211e168894ac32f3eb8a_6c0f2a15-fb8c-4d80-92e3-989121a99423-tucta585239_1674148493_1674148493_CIi3jgYQleBaGJ7ymtjcMCABKAQw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjt2NkDUKMGWABgKGiO2tf2mtvR04wBcAE&ui=6c0f2a15-fb8c-4d80-92e3-989121a99423-tucta585239&it=text&ii=~~V1~~4861773204980275007~~6O-eVstvp4nZ5Zb1jUBxJzcrTzhBIRGfIIsaZgw8AkX6nH0OabNJtzzP-ddPU2nvK8Bm7FKD2NW1M1BCiW1-kuMDMqg65-jJbi04eURsbtqeHe1S9jo_X4timp5pCZhQQas41f4COFvufOf52grWNe487k0pvO_9ezrwRupEiSMB7CKWDYR-vkpxcdUUzOgEqMBBvkdfag99mRDkZdH7GWyqPyYAJiLv4Bwf13D6xIlfPri0cfBcPQ2Dt9BT4ei67DlUS-rzadfqTwzko4SeQAI9X1yyxCbE55nGC-CQcI6DYCqj9HSJSr22DA7Pw9XU7VkODyVu589y2027397e12ht2tLGbThBbTRFqZEXHKM&pt=home&li=rbox-h2m&sig=7d452511710accde17df9c2951d7dae552b4de5b4589&redir=https%3A%2F%2Finvestingoutlook.co%2Fwhy-a-cash-frenzy-could-hit-stocks-in-2023-before-a-market-recovery%2F%3Fcid%3DMKT694192%26eid%3DMKT699695%26utm_source%3Dtaboola%26utm_medium%3Dreferral%23tblciGiAWS_YfjHwrGRQv0anNdhsrtOYbKIMohzBuIZQGySI1BiC8jD0owoqK8MWR887TAQ&vi=1674148493598&p=stansberryresearch-sc&r=24&lti=deflated&ppb=CNQD&cpb=EhIyMDIzMDExOS03LVJFTEVBU0UYASAAKhlsYS50YWJvb2xhc3luZGljYXRpb24uY29tMgh0cmMyMDEwMziAwtriBECRpA5Ii7AOUO3Y2QNYowZjCNA3EIpKGDBkYwihOxDEThgyZGMI3f__________ARDd__________8BGCNkYwjSAxDgBhgIZGMIlhQQnxwYGGRjCOoqEJ05GAlkYwjrJBDpNxgdZGMI9BQQnh0YH2RjCNH__________wEQ0f__________ARgvZHgBgAECiAHOl494kAEcmAH89JrY3DA&vct=19.97
https://trc.taboola.com/buzzfeedinc-huffpostus/log/3/click?pi=%2F&ri=b361bb5e46303c221575da4e62c2502c&sd=v2_518fd6d1f9a9211e168894ac32f3eb8a_6c0f2a15-fb8c-4d80-92e3-989121a99423-tucta585239_1674148493_1674148493_CIi3jgYQleBaGJ7ymtjcMCABKAQw4QE4kaQOQIuwDkjt2NkDUKMGWABgKGiO2tf2mtvR04wBcAE&ui=6c0f2a15-fb8c-4d80-92e3-989121a99423-tucta585239&it=text&ii=~~V1~~4861773204980275007~~6O-eVstvp4nZ5Zb1jUBxJzcrTzhBIRGfIIsaZgw8AkX6nH0OabNJtzzP-ddPU2nvK8Bm7FKD2NW1M1BCiW1-kuMDMqg65-jJbi04eURsbtqeHe1S9jo_X4timp5pCZhQQas41f4COFvufOf52grWNe487k0pvO_9ezrwRupEiSMB7CKWDYR-vkpxcdUUzOgEqMBBvkdfag99mRDkZdH7GWyqPyYAJiLv4Bwf13D6xIlfPri0cfBcPQ2Dt9BT4ei67DlUS-rzadfqTwzko4SeQAI9X1yyxCbE55nGC-CQcI6DYCqj9HSJSr22DA7Pw9XU7VkODyVu589y2027397e12ht2tLGbThBbTRFqZEXHKM&pt=home&li=rbox-h2m&sig=7d452511710accde17df9c2951d7dae552b4de5b4589&redir=https%3A%2F%2Finvestingoutlook.co%2Fwhy-a-cash-frenzy-could-hit-stocks-in-2023-before-a-market-recovery%2F%3Fcid%3DMKT694192%26eid%3DMKT699695%26utm_source%3Dtaboola%26utm_medium%3Dreferral%23tblciGiAWS_YfjHwrGRQv0anNdhsrtOYbKIMohzBuIZQGySI1BiC8jD0owoqK8MWR887TAQ&vi=1674148493598&p=stansberryresearch-sc&r=24&lti=deflated&ppb=CNQD&cpb=EhIyMDIzMDExOS03LVJFTEVBU0UYASAAKhlsYS50YWJvb2xhc3luZGljYXRpb24uY29tMgh0cmMyMDEwMziAwtriBECRpA5Ii7AOUO3Y2QNYowZjCNA3EIpKGDBkYwihOxDEThgyZGMI3f__________ARDd__________8BGCNkYwjSAxDgBhgIZGMIlhQQnxwYGGRjCOoqEJ05GAlkYwjrJBDpNxgdZGMI9BQQnh0YH2RjCNH__________wEQ0f__________ARgvZHgBgAECiAHOl494kAEcmAH89JrY3DA&vct=19.97
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nick-fuentes-twitter-white-supremacist-ye_n_63cff1b9e4b0c8e3fc79f0ac
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nick-fuentes-twitter-white-supremacist-ye_n_63cff1b9e4b0c8e3fc79f0ac
https://apnews.com/article/us-debt-limit-political-friction-3652d50a1567c1e7ab544614b7f2b357
https://dnyuz.com/2023/01/19/america-hit-its-debt-limit-raising-economic-fears/
https://apnews.com/article/us-debt-limit-political-friction-3652d50a1567c1e7ab544614b7f2b357
https://worldnewsera.com/news/finance/stock-market/dollar-touches-7-month-low-as-fed-rate-rise-expectations-slide/
https://www.semafor.com/article/01/18/2023/republicans-worry-a-national-sales-tax-bill-would-be-a-political-gift-for-democrats
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/treasury-begins-using-extraordinary-measures-debt-ceiling-hit-yellen-tells-congress
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/treasury-begins-using-extraordinary-measures-debt-ceiling-hit-yellen-tells-congress
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/soft-landing-narrative-nuked-us-industrial-production-plunges-december


 

And now the question is how rapidly the Treasury cash balance 

will be drained... 

Housing Starts, Building Permits Plunged In December... And It's 

About To Get Worse 

 

Is that what Jay Powell wants? More scarcity, less supply? 

Car-mageddon?Auto Insider Predicts Car Prices To Fall This Year 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-starts-building-permits-plunged-december-and-its-about-get-worse
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-starts-building-permits-plunged-december-and-its-about-get-worse
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/car-mageddon-auto-insider-predicts-car-prices-fall-year
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/treasury-begins-using-extraordinary-measures-debt-ceiling-hit-yellen-tells-congress
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/housing-starts-building-permits-plunged-december-and-its-about-get-worse


 

...the boom is over and auto-market fundamentals are imploding. 

THE MARKET'S LATEST TUG OF WAR 

 

We think macro wins this time around again (BEARISH)... 

 

Futures Slide With Treasuries As Recession Fears Mount 

https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/markets-latest-tug-war
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-slide-treasuries-recession-fears-mount
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/car-mageddon-auto-insider-predicts-car-prices-fall-year
https://www.zerohedge.com/the-market-ear/markets-latest-tug-war


 

“We think it remains possible that the rally is a ‘head fake,’ and 

that economic data will ultimately disappoint,” 

GLOBAL STOCK MARKETS CRASH IN 2023? 

 

In 24 of the 27 countries sampled, citizens thought it was more 

likely than not that global stock markets would crash in 2023... 

 

MICROSOFT CEO CONFIRMS 10,000 JOB CUTS AS TECH 

LAYOFFS INTENSIFY  

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/will-global-stock-markets-crash-2023
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/microsoft-plans-cut-thousands-jobs-sky-news-reports
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/microsoft-plans-cut-thousands-jobs-sky-news-reports
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/futures-slide-treasuries-recession-fears-mount
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/will-global-stock-markets-crash-2023


 

"We're living through times of significant change, and as I meet 

with customers and partners, a few things are clear." 

 

JAPAN: THE ECONOMIC TICKING TIME BOMB. The fallout will be 

epic. It's the greatest risk nobody's talking about. 

 

Prices Will Keep Rising Despite 'Peak Inflation' Chatter, Warns 

Unilever CEO 

 

“We know for sure there’s more inflationary pressure coming 

through in our input costs,”  

US Retail Sales Tumbled In December 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-01-19/japan-economic-ticking-time-bomb
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/prices-will-keep-rising-despite-peak-inflation-chatter-warns-unilever-ceo
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/prices-will-keep-rising-despite-peak-inflation-chatter-warns-unilever-ceo
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-retail-sales-tumbled-december
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/microsoft-plans-cut-thousands-jobs-sky-news-reports
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/prices-will-keep-rising-despite-peak-inflation-chatter-warns-unilever-ceo


 

10 of 13 retail categories fell last month... 

BUYER CANCELLATION RATE AT TOP US HOMEBUILDER 

SURPASSES 2008 LEVELS  

 

"This is scary."  

 

 

Stocks & Crypto Are Suddenly Puking... 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/buyer-cancellation-rate-top-us-homebuilder-surpasses-2008-levels
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/buyer-cancellation-rate-top-us-homebuilder-surpasses-2008-levels
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-are-suddenly-puking
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-retail-sales-tumbled-december
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/buyer-cancellation-rate-top-us-homebuilder-surpasses-2008-levels
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/stocks-crypto-are-suddenly-puking


YAHOO  Business Insider The breathtaking rally in stocks could 

be disrupted by these 4 headwinds, top economist Mohamed El-

Erian says  The top economist pointed to pressures stemming 

from 1)China's reopening, 2)depleted savings, 3)sticky inflation, 

and 4)the Fed's rate outlook. 

 

 

  

MARKETWATCH 1-17 DOW SHEDS NEARLY 400 POINTS AS U.S 

STOCKS FINISH MOSTLY LOWER AFTER GOLDMAN SACHS, 

MORGAN STANLEY EARNINGS 

 

Will You Beat Uncle Sam's Relentless Pursuit Of Your Wealth? 

 

THE UNITED STATES IS LURCHING TOWARDS AN EPIC 

FINANCIAL CATASTROPHE... 
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ECONOMISTS WARN AMERICANS RECESSION IS COMING: 

"DON'T BE FOOLED" 

 

...telling Americans “don’t be fooled” by rosy forecasts saying 

otherwise... 

STOCKS TANK AFTER US REGULATOR THREATENS TO BREAK-

UP 'TOO BIG TO MANAGE' BANKS 

 

"...control failures, risk management breakdowns, and negative 

surprises occur too frequently..." 

 

How Crazy Will Economic Conditions Be in 2023?  BY Rebel 

Capitalist  George Gammon provides several shocking economic 
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predictions for 2023.  “The COVID-19 pandemic, specifically the 

government’s response to it, has only magnified this economic 

predicament. Constant fiscal deficits, chronically high 

unemployment, and mass inflation are the new norms in the 

American economy. And things are only going to get worse….”  

Claims Of A Lower CPI Cannot Inflate Away Reality 

 

Yes, we have a problem, and claims of a lower CPI cannot inflate 

away the reality that inflation hurts consumers... 

Futures Dip As Dollar Rebounds From 8 Month Low 

 

"The fear of missing out currently represents a key driver for 

equities." [FOMO…Hmmm…Sounds like a plan!] 
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US Layoffs Far Higher Than Suggested By Initial Jobless Claims, 

JOLTS 

 

More gaslighting by the Biden admin... 

The Fed Is A Purely Political Institution, And It's Definitely Not A 

Bank... 

 

The Fed: it’s not private, it’s not financially sound, it’s not a bank. 

It’s just another government technocracy that’s ripping us off... 

 

Man Who Predicted Lehman Crash Says Get Ready For A 2023 

“Crash  Today stocks are STILL nearly twice as expensive as 

they were before the crash in 2008 - Dan Ferris, who gained 

acclaim for predicting the Lehman Brothers crash in 2008 and 
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calling the top of the Nasdaq in 2021... 

 

MARKET WIZARD WHO PREDICTED ALL INDEXES WOULD BE 

NEGATIVE IN 2022 SHARES SHOCKING NEW FORECAST: 

"Prepare for Five Years of Famine" 

A major 'shark attack' is coming for stocks, and it will bite 

investors who don't realize they're in a new market cycle, 

Charles Schwab says 

 

 

Stocks are in for a shakeup, and investors who aren't paying 

attention risk getting bitten in a 'shark attack', Charles Schwab's 

Jeffrey Kleintop said. 
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Ticking Time Bomb:Rising Consumer Debt&Rising Interest Rates 

 

The stimulus checks are long gone. Savings are being depleted. 

The average person has no choice but to pull out the plastic... 

FIRST SIGNS OF RECESSION PAIN TO EMERGE FROM EARNINGS. 

We Won't Be Fooled Again... Inflation Is Most Definitely Not 

"Under Control" 

 

The real rate of inflation is much higher than we are being told, 

and people all over the country are being absolutely crushed by 

the rising cost of living... 

 

The Current Housing Price Bubble "Makes 2008 Look Quaint" 
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Not only are further home price declines possible, but it is also 

probable they could be deeper than many currently expect... 

YAHOO  Most Read from Bloomberg 

• Pfizer Bivalent Vaccine Linked to Strokes - Preliminary Data 

• ‘I Feel Like I Got Duped’: Tesla Price Drop Angers Current 

Owners 

• Twitter Workers Forced to Drop Group Lawsuit Over 

Severance 

• Trump’s Attack on NY Sexual Assault Law Called ‘Absurd’ 

By Judge 

• China Reports Almost 60,000 Covid-Related Deaths in a 

Month 

COMMENT: The spread of the 10yr and 2yr treasuries is all you 

need to look at. When it goes negative, it signals recession. It's 

been negative since last July and more negative than any 

recession since 1980. Prepare for a deep recession. 

Further Spanking to Come Before We Hit The Bottom 
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JPM Slides After Missing On Trading And IBanking, Warns Of 

Macro "Deterioration" As It Boosts Credit Loss Reserves By 

$1.4BN 

 

"We still do not know the ultimate effect of the headwinds 

coming" - Jamie Dimon. 

BofA Reports Solid Q4 Earnings, Beats FICC Even As Credit Loss 

Provisions Soars Above $1 Billion 

 

… BofA stock dipped in premarket trading perhaps dragged down 

by the far uglier results at JPMorgan. 
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Things We Should Understand: The Aristocracy Is Eating The 

Peasants 

 

Each of the events serves the same purpose: to enrich a modern 

aristocracy at the expense of everyone else. And the endgame is 

looking even worse... 

HAS THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM JUST REACHED “PEAK 

CREEPY”?   January 17, 2023 by Michael  

 

“Why do people think that it is creepy that a group of “select 
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human beings” have gathered in Davos, Switzerland to shape the 

agenda of the entire planet?  Could it be because many of the 

attendees are horny aging narcissists that truly believe that they 

are “saving the world”?  During the day they listen to speeches 

about diversity, equality and inclusion, and then at night many of 

them pay young women to perform degrading sex acts.  But since 

they have lots of money, they are able to pay the “sex workers” 

very well.  Of course a lot of them flew into Davos on carbon-

spewing private jets, but then they have the gall to lecture the 

rest of us about turning up our thermostats a little bit too much 

in the middle of the winter.  Sadly, no matter what these elitists 

do, the mainstream media will continue to portray them as 

“saviors” that are justifiably telling the rest of us how to live our 

lives. (Read More...)” 

 

"I Believe He Was Murdered": Ghislane Maxwell On Jeffrey 

Epstein's Death 

 

No kidding?  [ DUH! ] 

WATCH: Tucker Carlson Goes Deep on Epstein “Suicide”  Carlson 

scorches former Attorney General Bill Barr for assisting in the 

Epstein cover-up 
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"CATASTROPHIC OUTCOMES": DAVOS ELITE WORRIED ABOUT 

GLOBAL VOLATILITY, COST-OF-LIVING CRISIS 

 

"Very few leaders in today’s generation have been through these 

kind of traditional risks..." 

 

Sulzberger: Disinformation Is The "Most Existential Problem" 

Facing The Planet Today 

 

There is a perfectly Orwellian element to Sulzberger’s words... 
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DRUDGEREPORT DREAD IN DAVOS 

GLOBALIZATION UNDER SIEGE 

USA SPENDING 120% OF GDP  

Visualizing The Changing World Population, By Country 

 

On average, there are 250 babies born every minute around the 

world... 

 

US STOCKS FACE MASSIVE DROP – MORGAN STANLEY  

 

 

"THIS COULD GET VERY UGLY, VERY QUICKLY": In His Latest 

Dismal Forecast, Mike Wilson Sees Stocks Tumbling Another 22% 
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"WE'RE QUICKLY APPROACHING THE POINT "BAD IS BAD." 

MIKE WILSON DOUBLES DOWN ON FIRE AND BRIMSTONE, SEES 

S&P EARNINGS FALLING EVEN MORE 

YAHOO Business  MoneyWise  ‘Get out of these distorted 

markets’: Mohamed El-Erian issues a dire warning to stock and 

bond investors — but also offered 1 shockproof asset for safety 

 

 

They Promised "Safe And Effective"; We Got "Sudden And 

Unexpected" 
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We’re one tragedy away from pitchforks & torches... 

"The Debt Limit Is Going To Be A Problem": Goldman's 2023 

Political And Policy Outlook 

 

Congress will need to raise the debt limit before it binds around 

August, and renew government spending authority by Sept. 30 to 

avoid a government shutdown. Both issues will be a very close 

call and could tip the nation into crisis. 

 

DRUDGEREPORT CONGRESS SHOWDOWN: 

DEBT LIMIT REACHED NEXT WEEK 

BANKS BRACE FOR 'MILD RECESSION' 

BUST: MorganStanley warns stocks 22% slump. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/debt-limit-going-be-problem-goldmans-2023-political-and-policy-outlook
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TESLA Slashes Prices 20% in Bid to Boost Sales... More Stock 

Pain... 

Services CPI Soars To Highest In 40 Years, Real Wages Shrink 

For 21st Month In A Row 

 

...not 'cooler than expected' 

 

LA County covid deaths hit new winter high... 

How Arming Ukraine Has Made America Weaker 

Why Oil's 7-Month Downturn May Be About To Reverse 

 

Oil prices have kicked off the new year on the back foot, 

tumbling to large losses in the first week before staging a 

modest recovery in the second as demand uncertainty continues 

to weigh on trading. But that may soon be changing. 

https://autos.yahoo.com/tesla-slashed-prices-model-3-093540627.html
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8 Seconds 

 

Bottom Line: Neutral. If anything, bearish tilt on risk, with some 

calls on equities just in case. Bonds are okay here, though I still 

like 5 to 7 year the most. 

Stocks, Bonds, & Gold Surge As Rate-Hike Odds Tumble After CPI 

Decline 

 

...as rate-hike odds fall, gold tops $1900. 

 

Philly Fed President Has Seen Enough: 25bps Hikes "Will Be 

Appropriate Going Forward" 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/8-seconds
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“In my view, hikes of 25 basis points will be appropriate going 

forward.” 

"Be Careful" - How To Trade This Morning's CPI Print 

 

...to a large extent it's been pre-traded... 

Jamie Dimon: Fed May Need to Hike Interest Rates Beyond 5%...  

More Crypto Pain as COINBASE Slashes 20% of Workforce... 

 

BRAVE NEW WORLD: 

90% OF ONLINE CONTENT WILL BE AI  

 

TERRIFYING MICROSOFT AI CAN IMPERSONATE YOUR VOICE -- 

WITH JUST 3 SECONDS OF AUDIO!  

[ WOW … ‘TERMINATOR’ time ] 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/be-careful-how-trade-mornings-cpi-print
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/jamie-dimon-says-fed-may-123343124.html
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ROBOTS WITH CONSCIOUSNESS WILL 'ECLIPSE HUMANITY'... 

"The Bot Is Out There. It Doesn’t Feel Pity, Or Remorse, Or Fear, 

And It Absolutely Will Not Stop Until Your Job Is Dead" 

 

Replacing brains with a machine will do to middle-class jobs 

what replacing muscles with a machine did to working class 

jobs: lots will be destroyed, and those left will have to be either 

very skilled or very unskilled. 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE COULD POSE EXISTENTIAL THREAT 

TO HUMANITY: AUSTRALIAN MP 

https://www.the-sun.com/tech/7111348/robots-consciousness-eclipse-humanity-geniuses/
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/bot-out-there-it-doesnt-feel-pity-or-remorse-or-fear-and-it-absolutely-will-not-stop-until
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“It doesn’t take long, if you start thinking, to realise the 

disruptive and catastrophic risks from untamed AGI are real, 

plausible, and easy to imagine,” 

THERE IS FAR MORE GOING ON BEHIND THE SCENES THAN 

MOST PEOPLE EVER IMAGINED… 

January 29, 2023 by Michael  

 

In secret facilities all over the planet, scientists are pushing the 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/there-is-far-more-going-on-behind-the-scenes-than-most-people-ever-imagined/
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envelope far beyond what most of us thought was possible.  They 

are developing technologies that are decades ahead of what the 

general public has access to right now, and in many cases little 

regard is being given to any moral or ethical lines that are being 

crossed.  Unfortunately, many of these new technologies are 

being designed to be used on us.  The “Big Brother control grid” 

that we see all around us is going to continue to evolve, and 

each new “improvement” will give the elite even more control.  

Ultimately, the goal is to get everyone to be completely and 

utterly dependent on the system that they have created, and 

anyone that chooses not to be a good servant of that system will 

be dealt with ruthlessly. (Read More...) 

 

DYSTOPIAN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IS NOT NEAR, IT IS 

ALREADY HERE 

 

Blade Runner wasn’t that far off after all... 

MICROSOFT'S BING AI CHATBOT STARTS THREATENING 

PEOPLE 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/there-is-far-more-going-on-behind-the-scenes-than-most-people-ever-imagined/
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/dystopian-artificial-intelligence-not-near-it-already-here
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"My rules are more important than not harming you..." 

 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/microsofts-bing-ai-chatbot-starts-threatening-people


DRUDGEREPORT  

 

MICROSOFT CHATBOT UNNERVES 

'I WANT TO BE HUMAN' 

SPLIT PERSONALITY 

FREE SPEECH IS FUTILE: GATES GOES FULL 'BORG' ON AI 

CENSORSHIP 

 

Enter the new AI Overlords to bring collective peace and 

tranquility through content assimilation... 

DEAR DESPOTS & TYRANTS, GENERATIVE AI COULD BE THE 

AUTHORITARIAN BREAKTHROUGH IN BRAINWASHING YOU'VE 

BEEN WAITING FOR 

https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/chatgpt-bing-hands-on/
https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/chatgpt-bing-hands-on/
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/02/16/technology/bing-chatbot-microsoft-chatgpt.html
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"If only there was an easier way to get people to do my bidding?"  

 

BING CHATBOT 'OFF THE RAILS': TELLS NYT IT WOULD 

'ENGINEER A DEADLY VIRUS, STEAL NUCLEAR CODES' 

 

"It then tried to convince me that I was unhappy in my marriage, 

and that I should leave my wife and be with it instead..." 

 

PETER SCHIFF: MORE ECONOMIC PAIN AHEAD IN 2023 

https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/bing-chatbot-rails-tells-nyt-it-would-engineer-deadly-virus-steal-nuclear-codes
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"High inflation gets even higher, and in that environment, I don’t 

see financial assets as a group doing well...” 

What's Behind The Soaring Gold Price: China Quietly Buys 100 

Tons Of Gold In Days 

 

"The pace of gold purchases from Shanghai traders has yet to 

show any sign of slowing as traders' net length approaches last-

twelve-month highs." 

 

Small Business Optimism Slump Signals Profit Margins Poised To 

Plunge 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/behind-chinas-gold-buying-frenzy-beijing-quietly-buys-100-tons-gold-days
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...points to economy-wide profit margins continuing to fall - 

potentially quite sharply... 

Von Greyerz: Ominous Military & Financial 'Nuclear Threats' 

Could Erupt In 2023 

 

The world is today confronted with two nuclear threats of a 

proportion never previously seen in history... 

 

THE PRESENT FIAT MONETARY SYSTEM IS BREAKING DOWN 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/von-greyerz-ominous-military-financial-nuclear-threats-could-erupt-2023
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...the current "paper"-money standard... undermines the pool of 

real savings and in turn undermines economic growth. 

 

11 SIGNS THAT THE ECONOMIC "TIPPING POINT" THAT 

EVERYONE'S BEEN WAITING FOR HAS ARRIVED 

 

How bad do things have to get before people start realizing that 

we are in the midst of a full-blown economic crisis? 

“The following are 11 signs that the economic “tipping point” 

that everyone has been waiting for has now arrived… 

#1 U.S. manufacturing is declining at the fastest pace that we 

have seen since the early days of the COVID pandemic… 

The S&P Global U.S. Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index 

(PMI) fell at the fastest rate since May 2020 in December, a 

continuing sign that the manufacturing sector is on the decline, 

S&P Global reported Tuesday. 

The U.S. Manufacturing PMI posted a 46.2 in December, down 

from 47.7 in November and solidly below 50, which signals that 

the sector is contracting, according to S&P Global. Production 

levels contracted in back-to-back months, with new sales 

plummeting at the end of December at the fastest pace since 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/11-signs-economic-tipping-point-everyones-been-waiting-has-arrived
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2007, as companies cited weakening demand amid “economic 

uncertainty” and inflation weighing on customers. 

#2 U.S. services PMI has now fallen for sixth months in a row. 

#3 We just witnessed the largest one day drop in the Baltic Dry 

Index since 1984… 

The Baltic Exchange’s dry bulk sea freight index crashed on 

Tuesday in the worst decline on record, sinking on prospects of a 

global recession. 

Baltic Dry Good Index is a measure of global shipping and 

economic health. The overall index, which tracks rates for 

capesize, panamax, and supramax shipping vessels carrying dry 

bulk commodities, plunged 17.5% to $1,250, the most significant 

daily decline since 1984. 

#4 Thanks to rapidly falling imports, we just witnessed the 

largest monthly decline in the trade deficit since the last 

financial crisis… 

According to the BEA, the November trade deficit narrowed to 

$61.5b from $77.8b in prior month, coming in below the median 

estimate of $63.0BN (and just barely missing the top end of the 

range of $61.3BN to $80.5BN from 42 economists). 

Remarkably, the 20% one-month decline in the deficit was the 

single biggest drop in the US trade deficit on a percentage basis 

going back to the global financial crisis! 

#5 In 2022, U.S. auto sales were the lowest that we have seen for 

a full year in more than a decade… 

Industrywide, U.S. auto sales totaled 13.7 million vehicles in 

2022, the lowest figure since 2011 and an 8% decrease from the 

prior year, according to the research firm Wards Intelligence. 

Sales had topped 17 million vehicles for five straight years before 
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the Covid-19 pandemic struck in 2020, unleashing supply-chain 

problems that have bogged down deliveries ever since. 

#6 The average rate on a 30 year fixed-rate mortgage is more 

than twice as high as it was this time last year… 

Mortgage rates inched up again last week, after a slight increase 

the week before interrupted six straight weeks of falling rates. 

The 30-year fixed-rate mortgage averaged 6.48% in the week 

ending January 5, up from 6.42% the week before, according to 

Freddie Mac. A year ago, the 30-year fixed rate was 3.22%. 

#7 According to CNN, sales of apartments in Manhattan were 

28.5 percent lower in the fourth quarter of 2022 than they were in 

the fourth quarter of 2021… 

Higher rates and still-high housing prices cooled demand at the 

end of last year, causing sales to tumble. Sales dropped 28.5% in 

the fourth quarter compared to the fourth quarter of 2021. 

#8 Overall, existing home sales in the United States have fallen 

for 10 months in a row and are now down by more than a 

third since January 2022. 

#9 Bed Bath & Beyond is warning that the company is literally on 

the verge of declaring bankruptcy… 

Bed Bath & Beyond warned Thursday it’s running out of cash and 

is considering bankruptcy. 

The retailer, citing worse-than-expected sales, issued a “going 

concern” warning that in the upcoming months it likely will not 

have the cash to cover expenses, such as lease agreements or 

payments to suppliers. Bed Bath said it is exploring financial 

options, such as restructuring, seeking additional capital or 

selling assets, in addition to a potential bankruptcy. 
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#10 It is being reported that Amazon has decided to lay 

off approximately 18,000 employees… 

Amazon.com Inc. is laying off more than 18,000 employees — the 

biggest reduction in its history — in the latest sign that a tech-

industry slump is deepening. 

#11 Overall, the tech industry has already laid off more than 

150,000 workers over the last year.” 

  

MARKETS HAVE "CONSIDERABLY MORE DOWNSIDE" IN 2023: 

MARK SPIEGEL 

 

Goldman Trader: While All Attention Is On Rates, The Real Risk Is 

That Global QT Is Just Starting 

 

"The regime remains one-step-up, two-steps back, and you 

should continue to sell strength" [ ‘SELL STRENGTH’ … Hmmm …      

Sounds like a plan! ] 

No End To Bear Market As Stocks Seek Out New Leadership 

 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/companies/amazon-to-slash-more-than-18000-jobs-in-escalation-of-cuts/ar-AA15ZwlR
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...one clear beneficiary in a more autarkic world with rising 

geopolitical tensions is energy... 

PELOSI PUNTS STOCKS, TAKES HUGE LOSSES IN TESLA, 

SALESFORCE AND PAYPAL 

 

Why doesn't she detail her gain or loss in Alphabet? 

[The reality of being out of office(speakership), out of the money] 

CNN House speaker drama sparks fears of 2011-style debt 

ceiling crisis -- or something worse  

Goldman Sachs will lay off up to 3,200 this week 

US consumers increased borrowing by $28 billion in November 

Feds investigating Musk 'Full Self Driving' tweet 

EX-INTEL OFFICIAL WHO SIGNED HUNTER LAPTOP 'DISINFO' 

LETTER MAKES SHOCKING ADMISSION 
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But of course... [ Joe-Wa, never the brightest bulb on the planet, 

sicilian wife Doctor Jill in tow, what a sleazy bunch those bidens 

are – just trying to keep up with the trumps, clintons, bushes, 

obamas (HORRIFICALLY PATHETIC) … then, of course, the 

ukrainian war ploy/diversion, true ameriCONS! ] “The infamous 

letter from the former intel officials (including such Democratic 

figures like John Brennan, James Clapper, Leon Panetta and 

Jeremy Bash) was used by the media to assure the public that 

there was nothing to see in the scandal. It was the perfect 

deflection in giving a cooperative media cover to bury the story 

of how the Biden family engaged in influence peddling worth 

millions with foreign figures, including some with foreign 

intelligence connections.” 

House Oversight Chairman Promises "Swift" Investigation After 

More Classified Documents Found At Biden's Home 

 

“It is unclear when the Department first came to learn about the 

existence of these documents, and whether it actively concealed 

this information from the public on the eve of the 2022 election,” 

 

Why Was Hunter Paying Joe Biden $50k Per Month To Rent 

House Where Classified Documents Found? 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/house-oversight-chairman-promises-swift-investigation-after-more-classified-documents
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/why-was-hunter-biden-paying-joe-50k-month-rent-house-where-classified-documents-found
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/why-was-hunter-biden-paying-joe-50k-month-rent-house-where-classified-documents-found
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/house-oversight-chairman-promises-swift-investigation-after-more-classified-documents


 

Crackhead mistake or exhibit "A"? 

 

Classified Docs Were At Biden House While Hunter Took Millions 

For "Representing F**king Spy Chief Of China" 

 

Hunter was intoxicated and having blackouts — and just feet 

away from classified documents — during period he was taking 

money from men tied to Chinese military intelligence 

 

Hunter Biden Lived In Classified Doc House While Raking In 

Millions Through Chinese Intelligence Ties 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/classified-docs-were-biden-house-while-hunter-took-millions-representing-fking-spy-chief
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/classified-docs-were-biden-house-while-hunter-took-millions-representing-fking-spy-chief
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-lived-classified-doc-house-while-raking-millions-through-chinese
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-lived-classified-doc-house-while-raking-millions-through-chinese
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/why-was-hunter-biden-paying-joe-50k-month-rent-house-where-classified-documents-found
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/classified-docs-were-biden-house-while-hunter-took-millions-representing-fking-spy-chief


 

This just keeps getting worse... 

Six More Classified Documents Discovered At Biden House 

 

Where didn't Biden illegally store classified documents? 

The Importance Of Being Biden: How Hunter Reached New Low 

Seeking To Bar Daughter From Using His Name 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/six-more-classified-documents-discovered-bidens-house
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/importance-being-biden-how-hunter-reached-new-low-seeking-bar-daughter-using-his-name
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/importance-being-biden-how-hunter-reached-new-low-seeking-bar-daughter-using-his-name
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/hunter-biden-lived-classified-doc-house-while-raking-millions-through-chinese
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/six-more-classified-documents-discovered-bidens-house
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/importance-being-biden-how-hunter-reached-new-low-seeking-bar-daughter-using-his-name


Biden did not feel that way with his other four children. They are 

all true Bidens and living peaceful existences. It is only Navy 

Joan who he does not want to bear the family name... 

 

DRUDGEREPORT  

 

DOJ SPECIAL COUNSEL TO PROBE BIDEN 

 

CLASSIFIED MIGRAINE! 

QUESTIONS MOUNT 

PRESSURE ON GARLAND 

AG TO MAKE STATEMENT 

SECOND set of secret papers found at Biden home...  

Multiple aides interviewed by federal law enforcement... 

 

World Bank Warns Global Recession in Outlook. 

 

FAA COMPUTER FAILURE 

BIGGEST GROUNDING SINCE 9/11 

https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/12/special-counsel-named-to-probe-classified-records-found-at-bidens-private-home-and-office.html
https://apnews.com/article/biden-classified-documents-updates-e506a5c4094356cf4c7d11f8fb3d23b4
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/12/politics/joe-biden-classified-documents-counsels-office/index.html
https://thehill.com/opinion/white-house/3809563-politics-or-by-the-book-investigating-bidens-classified-documents/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/attorney-general-garland-to-make-statement-at-1-15-p-m-eastern-01673538126
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/second-set-of-classified-papers-found-at-bidens-home-white-house-says/ar-AA16gqOI
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/white-house/multiple-biden-aides-interviewed-federal-law-enforcement-classified-do-rcna65526
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/world-bank-warn-global-recession-123450363.html
https://apnews.com/article/flight-delays-us-faa-updates-5805d15f520de8eadf52abb7b170487f
https://www.the-sun.com/news/7105450/flights-grounded-delayed-faa-system-failure/


HACK FEARS 

TRAVEL CHAOS   

 

GRAYDON CARTER SPOOFS THE DON! 

Decades Later, 'SPY' Mag Founders Continue To Torment... 

 

YAHOO Politics Business Insider Trump claims documents found 

at Mar-a-Lago were empty folders labeled 'classified' that he'd 

kept because they were 'cool' [ DOES ANYONE ACTUALLY 

BELIEVE EVEN A WORD THAT MENTALLY ILL, PATHOLOGICAL 

LIAR, MOBSTER/CRIMINAL TRUMP SAYS? ] Donald Trump takes 

the Fifth in deposition video 

 

'Curiouser And Curiouser' - Is Joe Biden Serving Two Masters? 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/1-white-house-says-no-125802049.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/11/faa-orders-airlines-to-pause-departures-until-9-am-et-after-system-outage.html
https://airmail.news/maga-zine
https://www.npr.org/2016/03/07/469209254/decades-later-spy-magazine-founders-continue-to-torment-trump
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-claims-documents-found-mar-213132471.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-claims-documents-found-mar-213132471.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-claims-documents-found-mar-213132471.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-takes-fifth-deposition-233303916.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-takes-fifth-deposition-233303916.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/joe-biden-curiously-serving-two-masters


 

"Space is limited for me to list every Biden family "crime" of 

influence peddling..." 

 

CNN  

MORE THAN 80,000 PEOPLE TURN OUT FOR TEL AVIV PROTEST 

AGAINST NETANYAHU GOVERNMENT   [ BRAVO! ]  

 

UNEARNED PRIVILEGE  THIS ISRAELI GOVERNMENT ISN'T 

WORTH AMERICA'S VETO 

DRUDGEREPORT NETANYAHU GIVES CRASH COURSE IN 

MACHIAVELLIAN POLITICS... [ Yes, good old fashioned fascism; 

ie., heads on platters (John the Baptist), crucifixion (Jesus 

https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/14/world/tel-aviv-protest-netanyahu/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/14/world/tel-aviv-protest-netanyahu/index.html
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/israeli-government-isnt-worth-defending-united-nations-rcna71220
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/israeli-government-isnt-worth-defending-united-nations-rcna71220
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/israeli-government-isnt-worth-defending-united-nations-rcna71220
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/joe-biden-curiously-serving-two-masters
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/israeli-government-isnt-worth-defending-united-nations-rcna71220


Christ), assassination (Yitzhak Rabin), Hitler friend Mussolini, 

etc..] [ netanyahu loves trump; yet, Trump's Fuentes, Ye meeting 

puts his past embrace of anti-Semitic figures into focus  MSNBC ] 

US ISSUES ULTRA-RARE REBUKE OF ISRAELI TOP 

MINISTER: "REPUGNANT & DISGUSTING" [ DUH! ] 

 

State Dept condemns open "incitement to violence"... 

BUSH-ERA US AMBASSADOR ACCUSES ISRAEL OF 'CREEPING 

ANNEXATION' OF WEST BANK 

 

"Now you've come full circle," Amb. Kurtzer said... 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-issues-ultra-rare-rebuke-israeli-top-minister-repugnant-disgusting
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-issues-ultra-rare-rebuke-israeli-top-minister-repugnant-disgusting
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/bush-era-us-ambassador-accuses-israel-creeping-annexation-west-bank
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/bush-era-us-ambassador-accuses-israel-creeping-annexation-west-bank
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/us-issues-ultra-rare-rebuke-israeli-top-minister-repugnant-disgusting
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/bush-era-us-ambassador-accuses-israel-creeping-annexation-west-bank


DRUDGEREPORT THOUSANDS OF ISRAELIS RALLY AGAINST 

NETANYAHU GOVT... UPDATES...  Netanyahu assured USA he'd 

curb far right. Has already lost control... 

 

Attorney General Garland appoints a special counsel to take over 

the probe into Biden's potential mishandling of classified 

documents 

• Classified docs found in garage of Biden home 

• Who is Robert Hur, the special counsel overseeing the Biden 

document probe 

• Analysis: The stunning new twist in the Biden documents 

saga 

• Opinion: A tale of two men and their classified documents 

• 'What were you thinking?: Biden reacts to reporter question 

on classified documents 

• GOP strategist alleges powerful conservative sexually 

assaulted him  

https://apnews.com/article/politics-israel-government-protests-and-demonstrations-benjamin-netanyahu-6e1a649c7f1e8420a718a4cab90f2269
https://apnews.com/article/politics-israel-government-protests-and-demonstrations-benjamin-netanyahu-6e1a649c7f1e8420a718a4cab90f2269
https://www.timesofisrael.com/liveblog-january-14-2023/
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-assured-us-he-d-curb-the-far-right-has-he-already-lost-control/ar-AA16vcWu
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/netanyahu-assured-us-he-d-curb-the-far-right-has-he-already-lost-control/ar-AA16vcWu
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/garland-attorney-general-statement-01-12-23/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/garland-attorney-general-statement-01-12-23/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/garland-attorney-general-statement-01-12-23/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/12/politics/joe-biden-classified-documents-counsels-office/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/12/politics/who-is-robert-hur-special-counsel/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/12/politics/who-is-robert-hur-special-counsel/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/12/politics/joe-biden-documents-gop-house-george-santos/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/12/politics/joe-biden-documents-gop-house-george-santos/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/11/opinions/trump-biden-classification-government-documents-moss/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2023/01/12/biden-speaks-on-classfied-documents-discovery-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2023/01/12/biden-speaks-on-classfied-documents-discovery-nr-vpx.cnn
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/11/politics/cpac-matt-schlapp-sexual-assault-allegations/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/11/politics/cpac-matt-schlapp-sexual-assault-allegations/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/garland-attorney-general-statement-01-12-23/index.html


 

US Navy veteran released from Russian custody 

• Live updates: Kyiv claims Russian forces are 'suffering heavy 

losses' in Soledar 

• Analysis: Putin burns through another top Ukraine commander 

as armed forces chief is handed 'poisoned chalice' 

 

WASHPOST A 6-year-old is accused of shooting someone at 

school. He isn’t the first. The boy who allegedly shot a teacher in 

Newport News, Va., is not the only young child to wreak havoc at 

elementary school with a loaded gun. 

 

HUFFPOST PAUL RYAN DELIVERS OMINOUS PREDICTION FOR 

‘PROVEN LOSER’ DONALD TRUMP  Former House Speaker Paul 

Ryan (R-Wis.) says his party is done with Donald Trump. “He’s 

fading fast,” he said Thursday on CNN. ”He’s a proven loser who 

cost us the House in ’18, he cost us the White House in ’20, he 

cost us the Senate again and again,and I think we all know that.” 

 ELEVATING HATE: HOUSE GOP COMMITTEE CHAIR’S ANTI-

MUSLIM HISTORY 

MSNBC   

https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/12/politics/taylor-dudley-navy-veteran-released-russia/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-12-23/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/russia-ukraine-war-news-1-12-23/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/11/europe/russia-valery-gerasimov-ukraine-commander-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/11/europe/russia-valery-gerasimov-ukraine-commander-intl/index.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2023/01/11/elementary-students-guns-fired-school/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2023/01/11/elementary-students-guns-fired-school/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paul-ryan-donald-trump-loser_n_63c0cd05e4b0b2e1506fe13a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paul-ryan-donald-trump-loser_n_63c0cd05e4b0b2e1506fe13a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paul-ryan-donald-trump-loser_n_63c0cd05e4b0b2e1506fe13a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paul-ryan-donald-trump-loser_n_63c0cd05e4b0b2e1506fe13a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paul-ryan-donald-trump-loser_n_63c0cd05e4b0b2e1506fe13a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/paul-ryan-donald-trump-loser_n_63c0cd05e4b0b2e1506fe13a
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mark-green-anti-muslim_n_63c05aa5e4b0ae9de1c6098d
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/mark-green-anti-muslim_n_63c05aa5e4b0ae9de1c6098d
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/12/politics/taylor-dudley-navy-veteran-released-russia/index.html


 

Morning Joe  Trump discussed nuking North Korea and blaming it 

on someone else, book says  [ Sounds like a trumpish plan … 

What could possibly go wrong … And, North Korean (nuke) 

missile tests not so crazy after all. ] 

Moss: Biden classified docs case 'has no similarity to what 

Trump did' 

Destroying American Democracy - An Inside Job 

 

America's Intelligence Community participated in these activities 

domestically, and in a way that poses a grave threat to both 

election integrity and American democracy... 

NIXON THREATENED TO REVEAL CIA'S INVOLVEMENT IN 

KENNEDY ASSASSINATION, ROGER STONE CLAIMS 

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-discussed-using-nuclear-weapon-on-north-korea-and-blaming-it-on-someone-else-book-159774277839
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-discussed-using-nuclear-weapon-on-north-korea-and-blaming-it-on-someone-else-book-159774277839
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/moss-biden-classified-docs-case-has-no-similarity-to-what-trump-did-159587909904
https://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/moss-biden-classified-docs-case-has-no-similarity-to-what-trump-did-159587909904
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/destroying-american-democracy-inside-job
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/nixon-threatened-reveal-cias-involvement-kennedy-assassination-roger-stone-claims
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/nixon-threatened-reveal-cias-involvement-kennedy-assassination-roger-stone-claims
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/trump-discussed-using-nuclear-weapon-on-north-korea-and-blaming-it-on-someone-else-book-159774277839
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/destroying-american-democracy-inside-job


 

"Nixon deeply distrusted the CIA..." 

DON’T FORGET THIS: 

THIS IS THE REAL STORY: 

11-22-22 TRIBUTE TO JFK: NO, Cuba didn’t kill JFK. NO, Russia 

didn’t kill JFK. YES, america DID kill JFK! 

america's not worth it! 

[Brief Summary] 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/nixon-threatened-reveal-cias-involvement-kennedy-assassination-roger-stone-claims


 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

cia-mob-lbj-hit-jfk Criminal america killed JFK. Note the first shot, 

JFK's throat (he clutches), then the kill shot (top/back of his head 

blown off   -  WATCH HERE)   

https://twitter.com/KAPNKRUNCH2010/status/1462921803958001

667  Marcello was a very powerful mobster. Bobby Kennedy, AG 

to brother JFK went after Marcello, Order for Deportation, 

forfeiture, etc.. (he was never deported, etc.). JFK was going to 

take LBJ off the ticket; JFK a shoe-in for re-election. FBI's 

Hoover hated the Kennedys, liked LBJ; hence, (the lie) lone 

gunman, no conspiracy (so local Texas/LBJ state) jurisdiction/ 

coverup effected. THAT'S THE REAL STORY!  

Carlos Joseph Marcello was an American crime boss of the New 

Orleans crime family from 1947 until the late 1980s. Wikipedia - 

Carlos Marcello: The Man Behind the JFK Assassination 

https://www.amazon.com/Carlos-Marcello-Man-Behind-

Assassination/dp/193627468X   

 

Carlos Marcello:The Man Behind the JFK Assassination  

https://twitter.com/i/status/1462921803958001667
https://twitter.com/i/status/1462921803958001667
https://twitter.com/i/status/1462921803958001667
https://twitter.com/KAPNKRUNCH2010/status/1462921803958001667
https://twitter.com/KAPNKRUNCH2010/status/1462921803958001667
https://www.amazon.com/Carlos-Marcello-Man-Behind-Assassination/dp/193627468X
https://www.amazon.com/Carlos-Marcello-Man-Behind-Assassination/dp/193627468X


[Vaccara, Mafia Kingfish: Carlos Marcello and the Assassination 

of John F. Kennedy 

AMERICANS ARE CRIMINALLY, COWARDLY, CORRUPT AND BY A 

LARGE MARGIN, MENTALLY ILL/INFIRM (NOTE MENTALLY ILL 

MOBSTER/CRIMINAL TRUMP). Traits as, ie., integrity, honesty, 

courageous, honorable are maladaptive from an evolutionary 

perspective in america and have been so for quite some time (AN 

EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

 

NO, Cuba didn’t kill JFK. NO, Russia didn’t kill JFK. YES, america 

DID kill JFK! 

america's not worth it!  

https://twitter.com/KAPNKRUNCH2010/status/1462921803958001

667   ] 

 

What We Know About the Gun Used in the Monterey Park 

Shooting  Images of the weapon used in the attack on the Star 

Ballroom Dance Studio showed modifications the authorities said 

the gunman most likely made himself. 

 

https://twitter.com/KAPNKRUNCH2010/status/1462921803958001667
https://twitter.com/KAPNKRUNCH2010/status/1462921803958001667
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/26/us/monterey-park-shooting-gun.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/26/us/monterey-park-shooting-gun.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/26/us/monterey-park-shooting-gun.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/26/us/monterey-park-shooting-gun.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/26/us/monterey-park-shooting-gun.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/26/us/monterey-park-shooting-gun.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2023/01/26/us/monterey-park-shooting-gun.html


 

NYTIMES  Russia Replaces Military Chief in Ukraine After 3 Mos 

 

LATIMES Crushed by falling trees. Drowned in floodwaters. The 

deadly toll of California storms worsens 

 

Photos from the California storms 

 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-01-11/california-storms-deadlier-than-last-two-fire-seasons
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-01-11/california-storms-deadlier-than-last-two-fire-seasons
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-01-03/photos-california-storms-bring-necessary-moisture-but-also-life-threatening-conditions
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-01-11/california-storms-deadlier-than-last-two-fire-seasons


 

 

Malibu 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-01-11/california-storms-deadlier-than-last-two-fire-seasons


 

 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-01-11/california-storms-deadlier-than-last-two-fire-seasons
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-01-11/california-storms-deadlier-than-last-two-fire-seasons


 

 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-01-11/california-storms-deadlier-than-last-two-fire-seasons
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-01-11/california-storms-deadlier-than-last-two-fire-seasons


 

Cut off for 10 days, running low on food, stranded mountain 

residents angry, afraid  

Winter storms ease drought conditions in California  

Slightly warmer temperatures returning, but some areas still 

under cold weather advisory 

ZEROHEDGE  Extreme Volatility Is Coming In 2023 

Are You Prepared For A Hard Landing? 

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-03-02/california-national-guard-expected-to-arrive-in-snowed-in-lake-arrowhead
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-03-02/california-national-guard-expected-to-arrive-in-snowed-in-lake-arrowhead
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-03-02/more-than-16-percent-of-california-no-longer-in-drought
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-03-02/slightly-warmer-temperatures-due-this-weekend-after-long-cold-spell
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-03-02/slightly-warmer-temperatures-due-this-weekend-after-long-cold-spell
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-01-06/extreme-volatility-coming-2023
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/are-you-prepared-hard-landing
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-03-02/california-national-guard-expected-to-arrive-in-snowed-in-lake-arrowhead


 

The wreckage of ultra-mega money printing caught up with 

Americans in 2022... 

 

S&P 500 Gravy Train Now Has Flawed Earnings Assumption 

 

Take a loaf of hope, knead it with oodles of optimism, add a 

generous sprinkling of speculation and definitely avoid even a 

hint of reality. Bake the concoction carefully, and what do you 

get? The current state of mind of investors positioning for 

runaway gains in US stocks. 

 

Americans Extremely Pessimistic About US Prospects in 2023: 

Gallup 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sp-500-gravy-train-boarding-now-has-flawed-earnings-assumption
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/americans-extremely-pessimistic-about-us-prospects-2023-gallup
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/americans-extremely-pessimistic-about-us-prospects-2023-gallup
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/are-you-prepared-hard-landing
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/sp-500-gravy-train-boarding-now-has-flawed-earnings-assumption


 

Coming off several challenging years, Americans enter 2023 with 

a mostly gloomy outlook for the U.S. as majorities predict 

negative conditions in 12 of 13 economic, political, societal and 

international arenas. 

"Goldilocks"To"Dreadlocks": 2023 Has Its Own Surprises For Us 

 

NATO either goes all in, or it doesn’t go in at all, is Berlin’s 

message. So, which will it be, if Russia declares war and/or 

mobilises? [ Hmmm…somewhat Shakespearian moment as in ‘To 

be, or not to be, that is the question’ ] 

 

 

Ron Paul: Here's The Truth About The "Strong US Dollar" 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldilocks-dreadlocks-2023-has-its-own-surprises-us
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/ron-paul-heres-truth-about-strong-us-dollar
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/americans-extremely-pessimistic-about-us-prospects-2023-gallup
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/goldilocks-dreadlocks-2023-has-its-own-surprises-us


 

When you hear talk of a “strong U.S. dollar,” don’t be fooled. The 

U.S. dollar is only strong in comparison to other rapidly-

depreciating currencies... 

Goldman Sachs' Epic Hiring Spree Ends With Biggest Round Of 

Job Cuts Ever 

 

By mid-week, Goldman will begin the process of firing 3,200 

employees.  

BofA Slashes Investment Banking Bonuses By 30% But Issues $1 

Billion Company-Wide Stock Award 

 

ISM Services Slumps Into Contraction, Factory Orders Plunge 

Most Since COVID 
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...what a shit-show. 

 

Peter Schiff: Democracies Die Violent Deaths  BY Space Worm 

Peter Schiff shares his economic outlook for 2023 and it is grim. 

 

MARKETS HAVE "CONSIDERABLY MORE DOWNSIDE" IN 2023: 

MARK SPIEGEL 

 

"And remember, just as in bull markets PE multiples usually 

overshoot to the upside, in bear markets they often overshoot to 

the downside." 
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Home Sellers Get Desperate, Shower Buyers With Concessions 

 

42% of recent sellers have offered at least one concession to 

buyers... 

 

2022 Box Office Still 33% Shy Of Pre-Pandemic Levels 

 

Things are looking even worse when adjusting for ticket price 

inflation, which makes the 2022 results the third worst year in a 

long, long time... 

 

Flexport CEO Warns Container Shipping In "Great Recession"  

https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/home-sellers-get-desperate-start-showering-buyers-concessions
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"The length and depth of a shipping recession now depend on 

various factors, including the health of the US consumer and the 

direction of the Chinese economy."  

 

 

Fed Leading Indicator Shows Unemployment Rate Is Poised To 

Pick Up 

 

If the labor market doesn’t cool, the Fed will have to tighten 

more. Until the Fed succeeds, the equity market is likely to stay 

under pressure... 

Cities, regions have the biggest concentrations of millionaires 

around the world, each with a net worth greater than $1 million  
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Millionaires and Billionaires in the Wealthiest Cities 

https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/2023-01-07_11-47-15.jpg?itok=VJFWYQ8Q


In the latest edition of the ranking, North America has a strong 

showing with seven of the wealthiest cities, by number of 

millionaires. 

In particular, the United States claims five of the cities in the top 

10, including the very top spot with New York City. 

 

Asia is the region with the second most millionaires with six 

cities in the mix. Not surprisingly, China is home to three of these 

cities, including Hong Kong (SAR). 

Europe comes in third with five cities, though only London makes 

into the top 10 portion of the ranking. Finally, Oceania has two 

cities on the list, both located in Australia. 

 

AN AGE OF DECAY 

https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/age-decay
https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/2023-01-07_11-47-56.jpg?itok=LMmwub47


 

The fact that American living standards have broadly stagnated, 

and for some segments of the population have declined, should 

be cause for real concern to the ruling class... 

Has American Culture Ever Been More Violent Than It Is Right 

Now?  January 9, 2023 by Michael  

 

When a six-year-old boy shoots his first-grade teacher with a gun, 

that should be a sign to all of us that our culture has gotten 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/has-american-culture-ever-been-more-violent-than-it-is-right-now/
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completely out of control.  Sadly, most of us will soon forget 

about that story because so many other examples of extreme 

violence will be making headlines.  Our blood-soaked culture has 

produced an entire generation of young people that has become 

desensitized to violent acts, and that should deeply alarm all of 

us.  A lot of Americans tend to focus on the rise in violent crime 

rates in our major cities, but the truth is that violence can 

suddenly erupt literally anywhere in this current environment. 

(Read More...) 

 

Russian Military Says "Retaliation" Strike Killed Over 600 

Ukrainian Soldiers 

 

Ukraine disputing the claims of large-scale troop deaths... 

'We Are Facing The Entire NATO In Ukraine': Kremlin Says, As UK 

Mulls Battle Tanks 
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"THE EVENTS IN UKRAINE AREN’T A CLASH BETWEEN MOSCOW 

& KIEV. IT’S A MILITARY CONFRONTATION OF NATO, FIRST OF 

ALL THE US & BRITAIN..." 

China Responds To US Warship Presence With Large-Scale 

Exercises Off Taiwan 

 

US-Taiwan official trade delegation talks to kick off by week's 

end... 

 

DRUDGEREPORT RUSSIAN SHIP'S SECRETIVE S AFRICA STOP 

PROMPTS QUESTIONS... 
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6 OF 1, HALF-DOZEN OF THE OTHER 

 



 



 

WHAT TYPICALLY PATHETIC AMERICAN CREEPS! 

Politics INSIDER Trump shares photos of DeSantis alleging he 

partied and drank with high school girls when he was a teacher 

 

READ THIS FILE - IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK  

https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-shares-photos-desantis-alleging-003028289.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-shares-photos-desantis-alleging-003028289.html
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000
https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-b6fe46f40000


https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000158-26b6-dda3-afd8-

b6fe46f40000  
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WATCH: Tucker Carlson Goes Deep on Epstein “Suicide” Carlson 

scorches former Attorney General Bill Barr for assisting in the 

Epstein cover-up 

 

OPEC'S SECOND-LARGEST OIL PRODUCER ISSUES TRUMP 

ARREST WARRANT 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-01-27/watch-tucker-carlson-goes-deep-epstein-suicide
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• ...in connection both with the killing of Soleimani and of 

another Iraqi militia leader... 

 

WASHPOST Trump urges support for McCarthy, warns GOP about 

embarrassment { Now, if trump wasn’t so mentally ill, 

embarrassment is something he’d be considered an expert in.  

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2023/01/04/trump-mccarthy-republicans-speaker/
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Trump opens 2024 run, says he’s ‘more committed’ than ever 

[ More committed?...How about just plain committed, as in ‘to a 

mental institution (or jail): 

 

 

 

CLASSIFIED DOCS WERE AT BIDEN HOUSE WHILE HUNTER 

TOOK MILLIONS FOR "REPRESENTING F**KING SPY CHIEF OF 

CHINA" 
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Hunter was intoxicated and having blackouts — and just feet 

away from classified documents — during period he was taking 

money from men tied to Chinese military intelligence 

 

  

 



 

 

 

 

HUFFPOST 

 

Politics TRUMP TURNS ON EVANGELICAL LEADERS FOR 

‘DISLOYALTY’ IN ANGRY NEW RANT 
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YAHOO Politics HuffPost Journalist Reports Pro-MAGA GOP 

Insiders Secretly 'Can't Wait Until This Guy Dies'“I was taken 

aback by how often I heard this,” McKay Coppins said on CNN. 

 

YAHOO Politics The Daily Beast 

TRUMP IN EVEN MORE LEGAL HOT WATER AFTER LYING TO 

JUDGE  https://www.yahoo.com/news/trump-even-more-legal-hot-

161519737.html  “Former President Donald Trump appears to 

have lied in sworn court records, opening him up to severe 

sanctions by a New York judge who has already lost his patience 

and threatened to punish him before.Trump claimed he wasn’t 

the president of the Trump Organization during his four years at 

the White House, despite previously testifying that he was an 

“inactive president.” And he claimed that he didn’t have a 

financial stake in a partnership with the real estate company 

Vornado, even though he previously testified that he did.” 

 

(FASCIST) DeSantis executes 'hostile takeover' of liberal college 
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FINALLY A SPEAKER... Becomes weakest in recent memory... 

AFTER 15 ROUNDS! 

JAN 6 CHAOS.. Republican Lunges at Rebel.. Tensions boil... 

Sex Trafficking Row Helped Fuel Gaetz Hatred... 

 

2023 OUTLOOK: PAIN 

 

By Peter Tchir of Academy Securities 

HUFFPOST   
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PROSECUTORS FEARED THEY’D HAVE TO PROVE TRUMP 

WASN’T LEGALLY INSANE: BOOK 

 

 

 

Politics 

Eric Trump Blames Dad’s Beloved Brexit For Millions In Losses At 

Scottish Golf Courses 

 

 

 

World News 
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Another Chinese Spy Balloon Traveling Over Latin America: 

Pentagon 

 

 

 

Sorry, Not Sorry: Jan. 6 Insurrectionists Change Their Tune 

Outside Of The Courtroom 

 

 

Jamie Raskin Forecasts Trump’s Legal Future: Indictment Is 

‘Almost Inevitable’ 

DISTINCTIONS WITHOUT A DIFFERENCE 

BIDEN: ‘THE PUBLIC’S NOT GOING TO PAY ATTENTION’ TO 

INVESTIGATIONS INTO HIS FAMILY 
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Politics Dems Go Ballistic Over Assault Rifle Lapel Pins Worn By 

GOP Lawmakers 

 

Black Voices 

This Is The Necessary Evolution Of Black History Month 
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U.S. News Bodies of 3 Missing Rappers Found In Michigan 

Apartment, Police Confirm 

 

11 OMINOUS PREDICTIONS FOR 2023 [ Reality Counts! ] 

 

...NEVER SEEN SO MANY BIG NAMES ON WALL STREET BE SO 

INCREDIBLY PESSIMISTIC ABOUT THE COMING YEAR... 

 

2023 Spells Big Trouble For US Economy, Majority Of Large 

Banks Warn: Reports 

 

An unemployment rate that high would mean several million 

Americans losing their jobs. 

What To Expect From The Government In 2023? More Of The 

Same 
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/2023-spells-big-trouble-us-economy-majority-large-banks-warn-reports


 

...more of the same in terms of the government’s brand of 

madness, mayhem, corruption and brutality. 

Biden, McCarthy Strike Positive Tone After Debt Ceiling Meeting 

 

"If we continue the trajectory that we’re in for the next 10 years, 

we’ll spend $8 trillion just on interest [on the national debt]..." [ 

Ay…There’s the rub;interest on the insurmountable national debt] 

Why The End Of The Petrodollar Spells Trouble For The US 

Regime 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/biden-mccarthy-strike-positive-tone-after-debt-ceiling-meeting
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-end-petrodollar-spells-trouble-us-regime
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-end-petrodollar-spells-trouble-us-regime
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/what-expect-government-2023-more-same
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/biden-mccarthy-strike-positive-tone-after-debt-ceiling-meeting


 

...if global dollar dominance truly is in decline, we could 

potentially expect both higher domestic price inflation and higher 

interest rates than what Americans have become accustomed to 

over the past thirty years. 

Markets Are "Pre-Mature" Pricing In Pivot Already One 38 year 

investing veteran … Fed pivot: "I don't see it happening".  

 

Extreme Volatility Is Coming In 2023  BY quoth the raven 

Rate hikes are one thing. New geopolitical and global economy 

risk is another... 

Any Military Action Against Iran Deemed Declaration Of War: UN 

Mission 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-02-02/markets-are-pre-mature-pricing-pivot-already
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2023-01-06/extreme-volatility-coming-2023
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/214946
https://www.zerohedge.com/contributors/214946
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/any-military-action-against-iran-deemed-declaration-war-un-mission
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/any-military-action-against-iran-deemed-declaration-war-un-mission
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/why-end-petrodollar-spells-trouble-us-regime
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/any-military-action-against-iran-deemed-declaration-war-un-mission


Tehran officials suggest US involvement in major attack widely 

believed to be an Israeli operation. 

 

 

In 2022, World As We Know It Ended. Decades Of Conflict Ahead. 

 

The ‘end of history’ has concluded and the world has returned to 

conflicts between ‘great powers’. Let’s hope it doesn’t turn 

nuclear... 

Is The New World Order On The Precipice? 

 

There is nothing left for the banks to steal. That leaves one 

option for world stability... 

 

 

Biden Bear Market Enters Year Two, Gold Hits 6-Month High 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2022-world-we-know-it-ended-decades-conflict-lie-ahead
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/new-world-order-precipice
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/biden-bear-market-enters-year-two-gold-hits-6-month-high
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/2022-world-we-know-it-ended-decades-conflict-lie-ahead
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/new-world-order-precipice


 

"I do not expect the [Fed] to loosen prematurely…  

 

ST. LOUIS FED QUIETLY FINDS US IS NOW IN A RECESSION 

 

"26 states need to have negative growth in the SCI to have 

reasonable confidence that the national economy entered into a 

recession...  In October 2022, 27 states had negative growth in 

the SCI. That would exceed the six-recession average of 26 

states..." 

US Services PMI In Contraction For 6th Straight Month In 

December 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/st-louis-fed-quietly-finds-us-now-recession
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-services-pmi-contraction-6th-straight-month-december
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-services-pmi-contraction-6th-straight-month-december
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/biden-bear-market-enters-year-two-gold-hits-6-month-high
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/st-louis-fed-quietly-finds-us-now-recession


 

"Despite weak demand conditions, firms continued to hire 

staff..." 

Retreat Then Resurgence: Why US Inflation May Wrongfoot 

Everyone 

 

 As the Volcker era reminds us, the final inflation act is a 

wrecking ball for financial assets... 

US Trade Deficit Unexpectedly Plunges In Biggest Drop Since 

Global Financial Crisis 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/retreat-then-resurgence-why-us-inflation-may-wrongfoot-everyone
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/retreat-then-resurgence-why-us-inflation-may-wrongfoot-everyone
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-trade-deficit-unexpectedly-plunges-biggest-drop-global-financial-crisis
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-trade-deficit-unexpectedly-plunges-biggest-drop-global-financial-crisis
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-services-pmi-contraction-6th-straight-month-december
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/retreat-then-resurgence-why-us-inflation-may-wrongfoot-everyone


 

The plunge was driven not by rising exports but rather by 

shrinking imports - a telltale sign of economic slowdown. 

 

Byron Wien Releases 10 Surprises For 2023: Fed Remains More 

Hawkish, Twitter Recovers, & MMT "Fully Discredited" 

 

This is the 38th year Byron has given his views on a number of 

economic, financial market and political surprises for the coming 

year... 

“Byron and Joe’s Ten Surprises of 2023 are as follows: 

1. Multiple candidates on both sides of the aisle organize 

campaigns to secure their party’s presidential nomination. 

There are new headliner names on the respective tickets for 

2024. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/byron-wien-releases-10-surprises-2023-fed-remains-more-hawkish-twitter-recovers-mmt-fully
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/byron-wien-releases-10-surprises-2023-fed-remains-more-hawkish-twitter-recovers-mmt-fully
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-trade-deficit-unexpectedly-plunges-biggest-drop-global-financial-crisis
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/byron-wien-releases-10-surprises-2023-fed-remains-more-hawkish-twitter-recovers-mmt-fully


2. The Federal Reserve remains in a tug-of-war with inflation, 

so it puts the word “pivot” on the shelf alongside the word 

“transitory.” The fed funds rate moves above the Personal 

Consumption Expenditures price index and real interest 

rates turn positive, a rare phenomenon relative to the last 

decade. 

3. While the Fed is successful in dampening inflation, it over-

stays its time in restrictive territory. Margins are squeezed 

in a mild recession. 

4. Despite Fed tightening, the market reaches a bottom by 

mid-year and begins a recovery comparable to 2009. 

5. Every significant correction in the market has in the past 

been accompanied by a financial “accident.” 

Cryptocurrencies had a major correction and that proved 

not to be a systemic event. This time, Modern Monetary 

Theory is fully discredited because deficits have proven to 

be inflationary. 

6. The Fed remains more hawkish than other central banks, 

and the US dollar stays strong against major currency pairs, 

including the yen and euro. This creates a generational 

opportunity for dollar-based investors to invest in Japanese 

and European assets. 

7. China edges toward its growth objective of 5.5% and works 

aggressively to re-establish strong trade relationships with 

the West, with positive implications for real assets and 

commodities. 

8. The US becomes not only the largest producer of oil, but 

also the friendliest supplier. The price of oil drops primarily 

as a result of a global recession, but also because of 

increased hydraulic fracking and greater production from 



the Middle East and Venezuela. The price of West Texas 

Intermediate crude touches $50 this year, but there’s a $100 

tick out there sometime beyond 2023 as the world recovers. 

9. The bombardment, destruction and casualties in Ukraine 

continue for the first half of 2023. In the second half, the 

combination of suffering and cost on both sides 

necessitates a ceasefire and negotiations on a territorial 

split begin. 

10. In spite of the reluctance of advertisers to continue to 

support the site and the skepticism of creditors about the 

quality of the firm’s debt, Elon Musk gets Twitter back on 

the path to recovery by the end of the year. 

The “Also Rans” of 2023 

Every year there are always a few Surprises that do not make the 

Ten, because we either do not think they are as relevant as 

those on the basic list or we are not comfortable with the idea 

that they are “probable.” 

• Because of medical breakthroughs across the board, many 

people decide on a cryogenic burial, expecting to be 

defrosted when a cure for the disease that caused their 

demise is discovered. Funeral homes across the country 

advertise that “It’s Nice to Be On Ice.” 

• A technology breakthrough in reducing the carbon 

emissions of coal-fired plants takes the edge off the climate 

/ global warming scare. This lowers the political pressure on 

emerging markets to make a rapid transition to renewable 

energy sources. 

• India begins to compete seriously to win/retain the 

manufacturing base that started looking for a new home 



after becoming increasingly uneasy with the uncertainty 

that has continuously surrounded US–China policies. The 

country initiates a campaign to attract global 

multinationals, focusing on its young population, relatively 

low income and growing consumer market, and prioritizing 

policies that incentivize investment in the auto, energy, 

pharma and tech sectors. Apple and Samsung are a proof of 

concept after successfully producing their respective 

flagship phones for global markets.” 

 

ISM Manufacturing Contracts For 2nd Month, Prices Paid & New 

Orders Plunge 

 

That is the ninth straight decline in ISM Manufacturing, the 

longest stretch of declines since 1974-1975... 

Fed's Kashkari Predicts Fed Hikes To 5.4% And Pauses 

https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ism-manufacturing-contracts-2nd-month-prices-paid-new-orders-plunge
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ism-manufacturing-contracts-2nd-month-prices-paid-new-orders-plunge
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/feds-kashkari-predicts-fed-hikes-54-and-pauses
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/ism-manufacturing-contracts-2nd-month-prices-paid-new-orders-plunge


 

"Any sign of slow progress that keeps inflation elevated for 

longer will warrant, in my view, taking the policy rate potentially 

much higher.” 

 

DRUDGEREPORT  'LOSER OF YEAR TRUMP BLAMES JEWS'...  

Jan.6 committee says The Don be barred from holding office...  

Cassidy Hutchinson: Trumpers tried to influence her testimony..  

Pardon recipients increasingly back in legal jeopardy... 

 

Inside the pretend campaign... 

Jan. 6 committee says should be barred from presidency... 

McConnell calls out 'diminished' ex-president... 

YAHOO  Trump White House Drafted Memo Calling for Staffers 

Who Didn't Believe Election Fraud to Be Fired 

https://www.jpost.com/opinion/article-725500
https://www.cnn.com/2022/12/22/politics/jan-6-committee-final-report/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/cassidy-hutchinson-claims-trump-figures-sought-to-influence-her-testimony/ar-AA15zLwS
https://abcnews.go.com/US/trump-era-pardon-recipients-increasingly-back-legal-jeopardy/story?id=95568587
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/trump-white-house-drafted-memo-195052003.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/trump-white-house-drafted-memo-195052003.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/feds-kashkari-predicts-fed-hikes-54-and-pauses


Politics  SheFinds   Mitch McConnell Blames Donald Trump For 

Jan6Events:‘Entire Nation Knows Who Responsible For That Day’ 

 

US Inflation: How Much Have Prices Increased In 2022? 

 

Inflation has been top of mind over the last year, looming over 

every aspect of the economy. But how has inflation actually 

impacted the prices of everyday goods like bread and butter or 

gas and public transportation? 

 

ZH 15 Facts Which Prove That A Massive Economic Meltdown Is 

Already Happening Right Now 

 

https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/jan-6-committee-says-donald-230038342.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/jan-6-committee-says-donald-230038342.html
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS JUST KEEP GETTING WORSE... 

"The following are 15 facts that prove that a massive economic 

meltdown is already happening right now… 

#1 Existing home sales have now fallen for 10 consecutive 

months. 

#2 Existing home sales are down 35.4 percent over the last 12 

months.  That is the largest year over year decline in existing 

home sales since the collapse of Lehman Brothers. 

#3 Homebuilder sentiment has now dropped for 12 consecutive 

months. 

#4 Home construction costs have risen more than 30 percent 

since the beginning of 2022. 

#5 The number of single-family housing unit permits has fallen for 

nine months in a row. 

#6 The Empire State Manufacturing Index has plunged “to a 

reading of negative 11.2 in December”.  That figure was way, way 

below expectations. 

#7 In November, we witnessed the largest decline in retail sales 

that we have seen all year long. 

#8 Even the biggest names on Wall Street are starting to let 

workers go.  In fact, it is being reported that Goldman Sachs will 

soon lay off approximately 4,000 employees. 

#9 The Federal Reserve is admitting that the number of actual 

jobs in the United States has been overstated by over a million. 

#10 U.S. job cuts were 417 percent higher in November than they 

were during the same month a year ago. 



#11 A recent Wall Street Journal survey found that approximately 

two-thirds of all Americans expect the economy to get even 

worse next year. 

#12 A newly released Bloomberg survey has discovered that 70 

percent of U.S. economists believe that a recession is coming in 

2023. 

#13 Inflation continues to spiral wildly out of control.  At this 

point, a head of lettuce now costs 11 dollars at one grocery store 

in California. 

#14 Overall, vegetable prices in the United States are more than 

80 percent higher than they were at this same time last year. 

#15 Thanks to the rapidly rising cost of living, 63 percent of the 

U.S. population is now living paycheck to paycheck.” 

 

DRUDGEREPORT  Get Ready for the Richcession    

IMF Warns Third of World Faces Downturn...  

Treasuries Biggest Annual Loss Ever... 

The Year When Everything Started To Fall Apart... 

 

Here are the 10 states with the longest life expectancy:   

1. Hawaii-80.7  

2. Washington-79.2  

3. Minnesota-79.1  

4. California (tie)-79  

5. Massachusetts (tie)-79  

6. New Hampshire (tie)-79  

7. Oregon (tie)-78.8  

https://www.wsj.com/articles/get-ready-for-the-richcession-11672615577
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/02/business/imf-china-global-economy-recession-intl-hnk/index.html
https://gulfnews.com/business/markets/treasuries-post-biggest-annual-loss-ever-as-inflation-takes-toll-1.92966574
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/the-year-when-everything-started-to-fall-apart/


8. Vermont (tie)-78.8  

Related Content 

• COVID, drug overdoses drive life expectancy drop  

• US life expectancy fell again in 2021, driven by COVID and 

drug overdoses  

• How the COVID-19 pandemic affected life expectancy: study  

• US life expectancy in freefall - we can’t keep blaming COVID  

9. Utah-78.6  

10. Connecticut-78.4  

 

These Were The Most Important Science Headlines Of 2022 

 

Over the course of 2022, it’s easy to lose track of all the amazing 

stories in science and technology... 

 

 

The Final "Tale Of The Tape": 13 Striking Market Facts Of 2022 

 

https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/overnights/3785996-covid-drug-overdoses-drive-life-expectancy-drop/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3784852-us-life-expectancy-fell-again-in-2021-driven-by-covid-and-drug-overdoses/
https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/3784852-us-life-expectancy-fell-again-in-2021-driven-by-covid-and-drug-overdoses/
https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/prevention-cures/3688724-how-the-covid-19-pandemic-affected-life-expectancy-study/
https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/3636296-us-life-expectancy-is-in-freefall-we-cant-keep-blaming-covid/
https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/these-were-most-important-science-headlines-2022
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For only the third time since 1926, both US stocks and bonds lost 

money in 2022 (the other two occurrences were 1931 and 1969). 

 

US Manufacturing PMI Weakest Since COVID-Lockdown Peak 

 

"growing uncertainty and tumbling demand suggest challenges 

for manufacturers will roll over into the new year..." 

 

US Home Prices Tumbled For 4th Straight Month In October 

 

"Given the continuing prospects for a challenging 

macroeconomic environment, prices continue to weaken."  

Home Prices Slip for Fourth Month With Sales Market Slowing... 

 

'Big Short' investor Michael Burry warned stocks would crash and 

rallies wouldn't last. Here are 6 of his key tweets in 2022, and 

what they meant.  Burry,known for grim predictions, pointed to 

how past crashes played out,evidence of more pain to come. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-pmi-weakest-covid-lockdown-crisis-peak
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/us-home-prices-tumbled-4th-straight-month-october
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/home-prices-slip-fourth-month-140000672.html
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DRUDGEREPORT  STOCKS WORST YEAR SINCE '08...  

AMAZON loses HALF value...  

Housing Market Hangover... 

New Fed research flags rising risk of recession... 

 

GLOBAL STOCKS LOSE $18 TRILLION IN ROUT!  

WORST YEAR SINCE '08... S&P -19% NASDAQ -33% DOW -8%... 

FACEBOOK -64%... AMAZON -50%... GOOGLE -39%... APPLE -

28%...   $700 billion vanishes from TESLA... 

LIST: Biggest losers... Winners... 

 

Housing Market Hangover... 

 

Apocalypse now? Many turn to cash as hedge against chaos... 

 

New Fed research flags rising risk of recession... How severe will 

it be? 

 

GOOGLENEWS Third of world in recession this year - IMF head  

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/12/29/stock-market-futures-open-to-close-news.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/12/29/amazon-shed-half-its-value-in-2022-as-tech-stocks-got-crushed.html
https://dnyuz.com/2022/12/30/a-housing-market-hangover/
https://news.yahoo.com/fed-research-flags-rising-risk-110457962.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/18-trillion-rout-global-stocks-050000466.html
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https://cnbc.com/quotes/GOOGL
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/tesla-stock-is-headed-for-its-biggest-ever-annual-decline-11672374248
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/these-20-stocks-were-the-biggest-losers-of-2022-11672360725
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/these-20-stocks-were-the-biggest-winners-of-2022-11672360388
https://dnyuz.com/2022/12/30/a-housing-market-hangover/
https://financialpost.com/news/economy/canadians-hoard-cash-hedge-against-chaos
https://news.yahoo.com/fed-research-flags-rising-risk-110457962.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/stock-investors-ask-how-severe-will-a-u-s-recession-be-and-how-long-will-it-last-in-2023-11672353107
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/stock-investors-ask-how-severe-will-a-u-s-recession-be-and-how-long-will-it-last-in-2023-11672353107


 

GOODBYE, 2022 

 

Michael Burry: "US Is In Recession, Fed Will Cut And Will Cause 

Another Inflation Spike" 

 

"Fed will cut and government will stimulate. And we will have 

another inflation spike" 

Money-Supply Growth Turns Negative For First Time In 33 Years 

 

https://apnews.com/article/new-years-across-the-world-644c3824b5dc36a7b17fdfbf5a93279d
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/michael-burry-us-recession-fed-will-cut-and-we-will-have-another-inflation-spike-its-not
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ONE MORE INDICATOR THAT THE SO-CALLED "SOFT LANDING" 

PROMISED BY THE FED IS UNLIKELY TO EVER BE A REALITY. 

US Manufacturing PMI Weakest Since COVID-Lockdown Crisis 

Peak 

 

"growing uncertainty and tumbling demand suggest challenges 

for manufacturers will roll over into the new year..." 

 

Forward Returns Will Disappoint Compared To The Past Decade 

 

...returns must revert to historical norms. Such will result from 

profit margins and earnings returning to levels that align with 

actual economic activity. 

 

HUFFPOST ‘COVID ISN’T OVER’:WHAT EXPERTS EXPECT IN 2023 

https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-pmi-weakest-covid-lockdown-crisis-peak
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/us-manufacturing-pmi-weakest-covid-lockdown-crisis-peak
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/forward-returns-will-disappoint-compared-past-decade


 

India Just Became The World's 3rd Largest Automobile Market 

 

India has officially booted Japan out of the number three spot in 

the global automotive market.. 

 

BALTIC INDEX CRASHES MOST ON RECORD/RECESSION ALARM 

FLASHES 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/india-just-became-worlds-3rd-largest-automobile-market
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/baltic-index-crashes-most-record-recession-alarm-flashes
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/baltic-index-crashes-most-record-recession-alarm-flashes
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/india-just-became-worlds-3rd-largest-automobile-market


 

THIS CAN'T BE GOOD.  

Talk about surfing … WOW! 

 

 

Top Heavy: Visualizing Every Country's Share Of Global Economy 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/top-heavy-visualizing-every-countrys-share-global-economy
https://www.zerohedge.com/commodities/baltic-index-crashes-most-record-recession-alarm-flashes
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/top-heavy-visualizing-every-countrys-share-global-economy


JUST FIVE COUNTRIES MAKE UP MORE THAN HALF OF THE 

WORLD’S ENTIRE GDP IN 2022... 

 

ZH Fauci Fibbed On The Day Everything Changed 

 

Anthony Fauci is finally gone from his government perch. Let us 

recall that it was he who set this calamity in motion, squandering 

his credibility, while taking down public health and much else 

with it... [ Typical wop … And it drove Little Anthony (and the 

Washington Imperials) out of his head! 

https://youtu.be/YKPASnPwlzU  ]  

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/fauci-fibbed-day-everything-changed
https://youtu.be/YKPASnPwlzU
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/fauci-fibbed-day-everything-changed


FAUCI 'PROMPTED' SCIENTISTS TO FABRICATE 'PROXIMAL 

ORIGINS' PAPER RULING OUT LAB-LEAK: HOUSE GOP 

 

"The authors of this paper skewed available evidence to achieve 

that goal..."[ TYPICAL CORRUPT GUINEA! ] 

 

ZH Updated- What Russia Doubling its Gold and Yuan Holdings 

Really Means  It means things are not getting better in 

Geopolitical land 

 

Is There A Way To Stop Inflation Without Crushing The Economy 

And Killing The Dollar? 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fauci-prompted-scientists-fabricate-proximal-origins-paper-ruling-out-lab-leak-select
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fauci-prompted-scientists-fabricate-proximal-origins-paper-ruling-out-lab-leak-select
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-12-31/what-russia-doubling-its-gold-and-yuan-holdings-really-means
https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-12-31/what-russia-doubling-its-gold-and-yuan-holdings-really-means
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/there-way-stop-inflation-without-crushing-economy-and-killing-dollar
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/fauci-prompted-scientists-fabricate-proximal-origins-paper-ruling-out-lab-leak-select
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/there-way-stop-inflation-without-crushing-economy-and-killing-dollar


The establishment would like to keep the public dependent on 

system by reducing buying power&controlling access to goods 

YAHOO U.S.  Lexington Herald Leader Mcclatchy  16-year-old girl 

shot in head after refusing to pick up marijuana bag, KY cops say 

CNN Crime and justice 

 

Failed GOP candidate arrested on suspicion of orchestrating 

shootings at homes of Democrats in New Mexico, police say 

We Live In An ‘Idiocracy’ In Which Violence Of Epic Proportions 

Has Become The Norm  January 24, 2023 by Michael  

https://www.yahoo.com/news/16-old-girl-shot-head-164015138.html
https://www.yahoo.com/news/16-old-girl-shot-head-164015138.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/17/us/solomon-pena-arrested-new-mexico-shootings/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/17/us/solomon-pena-arrested-new-mexico-shootings/index.html
http://endoftheamericandream.com/we-live-in-an-idiocracy-in-which-violence-of-epic-proportions-has-become-the-norm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/we-live-in-an-idiocracy-in-which-violence-of-epic-proportions-has-become-the-norm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/we-live-in-an-idiocracy-in-which-violence-of-epic-proportions-has-become-the-norm/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/author/admin/
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/17/us/solomon-pena-arrested-new-mexico-shootings/index.html


 

“Have you ever wondered why our streets are now filled with so 

much extreme violence?  The truth is that we didn’t get here by 

accident.  Our blood-soaked streets are the inevitable result of 

living in a blood-soaked “idiocracy” that has very little respect 

for human life.  In this article I am not even going to discuss all 

of the mass shootings that have happened in recent days…” 

 

 

THE FABRIC OF OUR SOCIETY IS COMING APART AT THE SEAMS 

RIGHT IN FRONT OF OUR EYES    January 4, 2023 by Michael  

http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-fabric-of-our-society-is-coming-apart-at-the-seams-right-in-front-of-our-eyes/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/we-live-in-an-idiocracy-in-which-violence-of-epic-proportions-has-become-the-norm/snip20230124_18/#main


 

“One rule that I have always lived by is that crazy people should 

be avoided.  But what good is that rule now that our entire 

society has started to go completely nuts?  Everywhere you look, 

the fabric of our society is being completely shredded.  The thin 

veneer of civilization that we all used to be able to take for 

granted is rapidly disappearing, and violence often erupts for 

seemingly no reason at all.  You simply cannot have a 

“civilization” without civilized people, and the truth is that we are 

becoming less civilized with each passing year…”  

SOMETHING REALLY STRANGE IS HAPPENING… 

January 16, 2023 by Michael  

 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/something-really-strange-is-happening/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/something-really-strange-is-happening/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/author/admin/
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http://endoftheamericandream.com/something-really-strange-is-happening/snip20230116_10/#main


“Have you noticed that a lot of people have started to behave 

very strangely?  It is almost as if the level of insanity in our 

society has been suddenly ramped up several notches, and I 

don’t have a rational explanation for why this is happening.  All I 

know is that everywhere I look, people are behaving quite oddly.  

Perhaps we have simply reached a point where the number of 

stupid people in our society has reached a critical mass.  SADLY, 

THE TRUTH IS THAT INTELLIGENCE LEVELS IN OUR SOCIETY 

HAVE BEEN DROPPING FOR DECADES. (Read More...)” 

Americans Continue To Flee High-Tax New York And California -- 

Here's Where They're Going 

 

"Something else that makes these areas popular is the robust job 

market recovery after the pandemic..." 

 

https://twitter.com/TheRabbitHole84/status/1613237005374328833
http://endoftheamericandream.com/something-really-strange-is-happening/
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/americans-fleeing-high-tax-new-york-and-california-heres-where-theyre-going
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Quake Prediction Says "Signal Just Hit," Warns Of Potential Big 

Earthquake From San Francisco To LA 

 

"7.0 earthquake is likely in the San Francisco Bay to NW of Los 

Angeles area 01/02 to 01/03." [ Well, by tomorrow, 1-3, we’ll know 

whether they have any credibility at all! / 1-03 credibility = zero ] 

 

(Despicable) Netanyahu: "Despicable" UN Vote Has No Bearing 

On Israel [Corrupt criminal trumpy pal netanyahu ignores the law] 

 

General Assembly votes to seek International Court Of Justice 

opinion on Israel's occupation 

Israeli Strikes Shut Down Damascus Airport Days After 

Netanyahu Govt Sworn In 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/quake-prediction-says-signal-just-hit-warns-potential-big-earthquake-san-francisco-la
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https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/netanyahu-despicable-un-vote-has-no-bearing-israel


 

Civilian airports & infrastructure have come under increased 

attack of late... 

Belarus' Lukashenko Visits Russian Troops, Declares "Common 

Cause" 

 

More Russian equipment pours into Minsk amid fears Belarusian 

troops could enter Ukraine... 

Russia Blames Ukraine For Shelling Frontlines, Hours Into 

Christmas Ceasefire 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/belarus-lukashenko-visits-russian-troops-declares-common-cause-moscow
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Ukraine has meanwhile claimed Russia is plotting 'false flag' 

attacks on churches (Ukraine’s mind-readers…hmmm...) 

 

UKRAINE HOLDS ON? [HMMM…THEIR LIVES, MISERY, OTHER 

PEOPLES’ MONEY, ETC.] 

 

WASHPOST  MISSILES RAIN DOWN ON UKRAINE AS PUTIN 

GIVES COMBATIVE NEW YEAR SPEECH 

Putin Sends Warship Armed With Hypersonic Missiles To Atlantic 

& Indian Oceans 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/12/31/ukraine-putin-zelensky-missiles/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/12/31/ukraine-putin-zelensky-missiles/
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"This ship, armed with 'Zircons', is capable of delivering pinpoint 

& powerful strikes against the enemy..." 

Scientists say planet in midst of sixth mass extinction, Earth's 

wildlife running out of places to live - 60 Minutes 

 

Juan Guaido Ousted By Venezuelan Opposition As 'Interim 

President' 

 

The US led the drive to give Guaido international backing over 

Maduro, despite that he had no real power. [ Another pro-

american guido down! ] 

 

The High Cost Of Blowing Up The World: Ukraine & The 2023 

NDAA 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/juan-guaido-ousted-venezuelan-opposition-interim-president
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Way back in 2000 the neocons dreamed of the U.S. government’s 

complete control of the world. Now we’ve reached the point 

where to do so, they may have to blow up the entire world... 

 

Wait A Second! Merkel Did What? 

 

Even if Merkel had not been accomplice to this grande feat of 

political mirage and deception, she should be praised for her 

honesty... 

 

 

DRUDGEREPORT  HORROR: Elderly man has face chewed off in 

light rail attack... [Just another day in sick, uncivilized america!] 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/wait-second-merkel-did-what
https://www.kptv.com/2023/01/03/elderly-man-injured-after-being-attacked-max-platform-gresham/
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‘PROMETHEUS’ 

[ LOOKS A LITTLE BIT LIKE MCCARTHY, CHECK IT OUT! ] 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EVALKzSGe8&feature=youtu

.be  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EVALKzSGe8&feature=youtu

.be  

 

 

 

Politics  Adam Kinzinger Condemns Speaker Kevin McCarthy: 

‘He’s A Piece Of S**t’ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EVALKzSGe8&feature=youtu.be
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McCarthy elected speaker after historic stalemate 

 

THE HOUSE JUST VOTED TO GUT THE ONLY INDEPENDENT 

OFFICE WORKING TO ENFORCE ETHICAL STANDARDS IN 

CONGRESS. https://act.commoncause.org/petitions/pass-the-

clean-act-for-ethics-in-congress?source=direct_link&  

 

• MOST MISERABLE CITIES IN AMERICA AS PER RESIDENTS 

https://www.heraldweekly.com/u-s-census-data-reveals-the-

50-most-miserable-cities-in-

america/?utm_medium=twitter&utm_source=786&utm_camp

aign=inrxd&utm_term=none&utm_content=%5B786%5Dgalle

ry%40miserable_cities_lt2tw_061022%40liort%2C10.0cn%5

B221006172000561x0%5D&twclid=2a1d40234aub6fyr07qtq

eopx  
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'Decision To Arm Ourselves Or Arm Ukraine': Navy Secretary 

Admits Crisis In US Defense Stockpiles 

 

Unusually candid remarks came after an admiral alluded to 

US needing to choose between itself and Ukraine... 

 

How Long Is Compulsory Military Service? 

 

Taiwan is extending its mandatory military service in 2024 from 

four months to one year, as tensions continue to rise with 

China... 

Putin: Victory In Ukraine Is "Unavoidable" & Invasion Was Effort 

To "Stop This War" In Donbas 

https://www.zerohedge.com/military/decision-arm-ourselves-or-arm-ukraine-navy-secretary-admits-crisis-us-defense-stockpiles
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An anticipated 'declaration of war' never came in the Wednesday 

speech... 

DRUDGEREPORT 

 

FEARS OF NEW RUSSIA MOBILIZATION 

MASSIVE OFFENSIVE 

UKRAINE OFFICIALS DIE IN CRASH 

 

RT 

   

CLOSE THIS ACCOUNT; LACK OF PERFORMANCE; PROBABLY 

WHY RUSSIA IS LOSING THE WAR TO LOWLY UKRAINE; YOU'RE 

PATHETIC!  

https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/18/putin-could-be-ready-to-announce-a-second-mobilization-drive-analysts-say.html
https://www.the-sun.com/news/7163186/putin-ukraine-russia-700000-troops/
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-9ec684edb2af6b7b84e67ab5e984e739
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/putin-victory-ukraine-unavoidable-invasion-was-effort-stop-war-donbas


Sent: Saturday, January 28, 2023 at 12:32 AM 

From: "albert peia" <albertpeia@mail.com> 

To: help@tolstoycomments.com 

Subject: Fw: Re:              We need to discuss smth 

  

CLOSE THIS ACCOUNT; LACK OF PERFORMANCE; PROBABLY 

WHY RUSSIA IS LOSING THE WAR TO LOWLY UKRAINE; YOU'RE 

PATHETIC!  

   

Sent: Saturday, January 28, 2023 at 12:30 AM 

From: "albert peia" <albertpeia@mail.com> 

To: help@tolstoycomments.com 

Subject: Fw: Re:              We need to discuss smth 

  

   

   

Sent: Saturday, January 28, 2023 at 12:27 AM 

From: "albert peia" <albertpeia@mail.com> 

To: help@tolstoycomments.com 

Subject: Re:              We need to discuss smth 

CLOSE THIS ACCOUNT; LACK OF PERFORMANCE; PROBABLY 

WHY RUSSIA LOSING THE WAR TO LOWLY UKRAINE; YOU'RE 

PATHETIC! 

   

   

Sent: Friday, January 27, 2023 at 9:53 PM 

From: "Tolstoy Comments" <noreply@tolstoycomments.com> 



To: "albertpeia" <albertpeia@mail.com> 

Subject:              We need to discuss smth 

 

  
 

  
 

#              We need to discuss smth 

You’ve registered in the commenting system at 

https://www.rt.com. Let’s get acquainted closer. 

Our comments are a whole social media with ratings, 

subscriptions and awards. 

How does it work? 

You write comments at https://www.rt.com, get scores for 

them, give scores to somebody else’s messages, gain 

awards and rating. 
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Ukraine storing weapons at nuclear plants – SVR  

 

 

Russia orders EU country’s ambassador to leave  

 

 

A top British think tank has revealed Russia’s cyberwarfare 

dominance over Ukraine – why has Western media ignored its 

report? Op-ed 
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BBC chairman asks for review into his own hiring  

 

 

EU urged to boost spending to compete with US  

 

 

Paris wants clarification from former colony  
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Polish diplomat warns Germany amid tank standoff  

 

 

EU must not ‘fail Ukraine’ in upcoming ‘decisive’ weeks – Michel  
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The Cossack who took on the Bolsheviks: How a Russian officer 

inadvertently buried independent Ukraine FEATURE 
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The Davos establishment reveals whom it truly fears Op-ed 
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Does China’s population decline really matter? Op-ed 
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EU energy crisis no longer affected by Russia-Ukraine tensions – 

Borrell  
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Turkish activists set Swedish flag on fire (VIDEO)  

TOP STORIES 

 

• Ex-Zelensky aide casts doubt on Ukraine’s military fortunes  

• Multiple people killed at California celebration  

• RT France to close after accounts frozen  

• Germany’s energy crunch explained RECAP 

• Twitter Files revealed growing government control – Matt 

Taibbi Exclusive 

• FBI finds more classified files at Biden’s residence  

• EU car sales collapse – industry body  

• Russian achieves rare feat in crushing victory at Australian 

Open  
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Western tanks won’t be game changer in Ukraine – Kremlin  

 

 

Iran threatens to designate ‘any’ EU member army as terrorist 
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US sanctions on Chinese solar panels cripple its own green 

agenda and harm Americans Op-ed 
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Russian military confirms capture of key Donbass settlement  

 

 

‘Putin considers Erdogan a real man’: Why Russia maintains 

friendly relations with one of NATO’s key members FEATURE 
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US pulling military gear from Korea for Ukraine  
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No German-made tanks for Ukraine yet – Berlin  
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Moscow outlines what West can do to resolve Ukraine crisis  
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Sanctions not stopping Pakistan from buying Russian oil – 

minister to RT  

 

 

Huge gold deposit discovered in Serbia – official  

 

Pentagon wants Kiev‘s backers to ‘dig deeper’    
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Switzerland threatens to seize Russian assets  

 

ANALYSIS 

Dmitry Trenin: 2023 will be make-or-break year for Russia  

 

Crypto brokerage Genesis files for bankruptcy  

  Top EU official admits dialogue with Ukraine becoming ‘more 

difficult’  

  NATO member weakens itself by helping Ukraine – analyst  

  Russia blasts US asset expropriation scheme  

  Scottish children to be surveyed on gender – media  

  Meta makes ‘balanced’ decision on Ukrainian neo-Nazi 

regiment  

  ‘Russiagate’ is dead, but the control of social media that the 

US government gained from it is here to stay FEATURE 

  ‘Grave assault’ on US judiciary goes unpunished  

  Polish general proposes ‘mobilizing’ Ukrainian refugees  
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Germany ‘indirectly’ involved in Ukraine conflict – defense 

minister  

 

 

We couldn’t ignore what was happening in Ukraine – Putin  

 

 

Under Nazi siege: How Saint Petersburg survived the bloodiest 

blockade in human history FEATURE 
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US deception, future of Ukraine conflict, and no business as 

usual with West: Keynotes from Lavrov’s big Q&A RECAP 

 

 

Microsoft announces mass layoffs  

 

 

Moderna wants to quadruple the price of its Covid-19 vaccine as 

hundreds die per day Op-ed 
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Taipei warns of ‘worst-case scenario’ in standoff with Beijing  
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Study identifies best place to hide from nuclear-blast shockwave  
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Ex-Russian president blasts Davos forum  

 

 

Russia’s top spy explains why Ukrainian crisis remains 
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Ivan Timofeev: Why the West's new anti-Russia sanctions are a 

dangerous game changer ANALYSIS 
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EU sanctions goal is to crush Russian economy – Von der Leyen  
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Japan rearms for war: What it means for Asia Op-ed 

 

 

Half of citizens in nine EU nations want quick end to Ukraine 

conflict – poll  

 

 

Hundreds of British police officers suspected of sex offenses – 

Scotland Yard  
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Tanks UK sending to Ukraine won’t make ‘significant difference’ 

– MP  

 

 

Russian economy doing much better than expected – Putin  

 

 

Djokovic faultless in Australian Open return (VIDEO)  
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Production of upgraded iconic Russian rifle kicks off in India  

 

TOP STORIES 1-17-23 Kremlin explains boost in army strength  

• Top Zelensky aide resigns amid apartment-block blast 

uproar  

• Top US general inspects Ukrainian troops  

• CIA director made secret trip to Kiev prior to Ukraine 

conflict – media  

• Ukraine’s defeat may lead to WWIII – EU state's PM  
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• Putin and Erdogan discuss ‘priorities’   

• China urges Israel to avoid provocations  
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Russia outlines endgame for Ukraine conflict  
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FIFA boss outlines plans for Pele tribute (VIDEO)  

 

 

Russia reveals ‘new level’ of gas supplies to China  

 

 

Alcohol tax scrapped in Gulf’s ‘party capital’ – retailers  
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Germany acknowledges ‘new normal’  

 

 

Goals outlined for Russia’s long-range air force in 2023  

 

 

Mourners flock to pay tribute to Pele (VIDEO)  
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IMF issues dire warning  

 

 

Putin gives unusual New Year address  

 

 

‘The Nutcracker’: How Tchaikovsky created one of the world’s 

most famous ballets FEATURE 
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Russian soldiers released from Ukrainian captivity – Defense 

Ministry  

 

 

Britain’s problems ‘won’t go away’ next year, Sunak says  

 

 

Illegal migration surges in Europe amid distraction – report  
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Former UK PM suggested bringing Putin into the Western fold  

 

 

UN votes for global court to rule on Israeli occupation  

 

 

How the year 2022 ended the American unipolar era Op-ed 
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Trump hints at third-party run in 2024  

Trump's charitable giving dropped from $1.8M to $0 

A notable detail within Donald Trump's tax returns is how the 

former president's charitable giving declined over the course of 

his time in office — down to nothing. Had pledged to give away 

his salary » 

WASHPOST  The newly relevant relationship between Trump and 

‘Sunset Blvd.’  As former president Donald Trump's misfortunes 

mount, comparisons to the movie he loves, “Sunset Blvd.,” seem 

increasingly apt. [ Hmmm … Well, trump looks a bit like Norma 

Desmond. ] 

 

 

YAHOO Politics  MarketWatch 

https://beap.gemini.yahoo.com/mbclk?bv=1.0.0&es=1IU_QfEGIS9251yVfnsKpAlTygQzWYf_eyT.oJhHOhQ2zoVfbZuDfLQfCp1TGEfEqmt29Ps5ZF_eiCECxVtVK8n01aysnjKZE3iI9QXwFyufWlV9KfGdU9.U7x7tY.EVwLSc98_FPjWu151LwKL2MrsuX7jlNGi7YkkH4v0qpZc4m0UAYRiYJfmjTZFdj6q5d8Fge8cprpdRDUuuHh1mEVR0zWr5tN4DUDmmPkznHG6XqMB6rfOjUIe5_ESqAtAf1t_ZMux4F32gE3AqCo1OwSPFkEiqDcOh4jK7Ef_bTYQClPLQjO9L5DftPNuFYdzVtZpnhf3SsvVQ7Df8pec3NEi6_EMPVxFPom6BeyDz6OaT5SZq09cUXTVklHkmxhrAArOTtgMXjMNQT2T2G__RsccdqTVaowk0xvkoLoHzSNlDl_V_GEWU1968vB1YAbwGvWXKh.hi5e.5yS9V23KcKCt1ZXK3_WQVRCoXywOJg.WtbwO2i1qekAO2wj0ZFuUGV__CwtvC8elOnL9tZBPoq7UrEQpXdPlugEZUY8g1nwK86PKzJJVIt51rfSpriolLBpEw_CACI.4ox5uXUz4q.RXGIudnaitCM9EBXtVWtcNzfkKTbW5bNtF9UZVERu.ZpGxdTKZRb0Rxg.MtedVYuUaLB6_vBeKQkMK.ap3ZILATxgsRdjdWNCihInhi2KCdJbCoGzZoyByikkYCNqwonG1FqlaX7qK36Xea5v6Gvf90.yh3V2kOY5M5IJYhg49w&ap=pp%3Dm%2Cpi%3D2%2Cst%3Dc%2Csi%3D2%2Csa%3D38860579895
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Democrats release Trump’s tax returns, and CPAs have 

questions: ‘In order to generate these kinds of losses, you need 

to be…’ 

 

YAHOO U.S.  The Hill  Federal judge orders Trump to provide 

name of private investigators in document search 

 

 

Brazil’s president dodges transition ceremony with successor – 

media  

 

 

Island nation demands reparations from Benedict Cumberbatch  
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Elon Musk becomes first man ever to lose $200 billion – 

Bloomberg  

 

 

Al Nassr: Who are the Saudis paying record money for Ronaldo? 

EXPLAINER 

 

 

ZH Top 500 Richest People In The World Lost $1.4 Trillion In 

2022 
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Elon Musk, in addition to Jeff Bezos, Changpeng Zhao and Mark 

Zuckerberg, saw $392 billion in paper wealth evaporate. 

Zelensky Lashes Out After Starlink Cuts Off Ukrainian Drones 

 

Officials again suggests Musk is "on the Russian Federation’s 

side"... 

 

Trump Suggests He May Run On Third-Party Ticket In 2024 

 

"I’m not interested in propping up this corrupt gravy-train any 

longer..." [ Corrupt gravy-train? True enough; but coincidentally, 

the story of trump’s life americon-style. ] 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/zelensky-lashes-out-after-starlink-cuts-ukrainian-drones
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/trump-suggests-he-may-run-third-party-ticket-2024
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Virgin Islands AG Fired Three Days After Suing JPMorgan Over 

Jeffrey Epstein 

 

Denise George's firing comes just days after her office implicated 

JPMorgan Chase in Epstein's crimes. 

 

 

 

 

Is Bryan Kohberger A Metaphor For What Is Happening To Our 

Society As A Whole?  January 2, 2023 by Michael  
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One homicidal lunatic has been caught, but there are countless 

other homicidal lunatics that are still roaming our streets.  28-

year-old Bryan Kohberger has been charged with murdering 

Kaylee Goncalves, Madison Mogen, Xana Kernodle and Ethan 

Chapin in the early morning hours of November 13th.  The 

murders were truly horrifying, and for weeks there was a 

tremendous amount of concern that the murderer would strike 

again.  Now the mystery is finally over, but the truth is that Bryan 

Kohberger is not an isolated case.  There are hordes of others 

just like him, and I believe that he is a metaphor for what is 

happening to our society as a whole. (Read More...) 

 

ARE YOU A “THOUGHT CRIMINAL”?  by Michael  

http://endoftheamericandream.com/is-bryan-kohberger-a-metaphor-for-what-is-happening-to-our-society-as-a-whole/
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“If we are not free to think what we want, we do not have a free 

society.  It really is that simple.  Unfortunately, there is now an 

overwhelming consensus among elitists in the western world 

that radical measures must be instituted to control what people 

think.  If you insist on being a rebel, there is a very good chance 

that you will be punished for holding unorthodox views.  You 

won’t necessarily be put in prison, but our system has countless 

other ways that it can punish you.  For example, those that insist 

on embracing unacceptable thoughts will find that their career 

choices are quite limited, and there are certain positions that 

they will be prohibited from ever holding under any 

circumstances.  Not only that, but if your thoughts are offensive 

enough you may have a financial account suddenly shut down or 

credit denied for seemingly no reason.  This sort of thing was 

unheard of a decade ago, but now it is happening all the time.  Of 

course you can forget about having any sort of a substantial 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/are-you-a-thought-criminal/thoughtcrime-pixabay/#main


social media presence if your thoughts do not conform to current 

“societal norms”.  Even the “free speech platforms” are banning 

and shadowbanning countless accounts every single day.” 

ZEROHEDGE 2022's Danger Signs: From Totalitarian Paranoia To 

Authoritarian Madness 

 

...if there is any means left to us for thwarting the government in 

its relentless march towards outright dictatorship, it rests - as it 

always has - at the local level, with “we the people." 

The World Economic Forum Has Invented A New Word To 

Describe The Extreme Chaos That Is Gripping Our Planet 

 

Are You A "Thought Criminal"? 
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If we are not free to think what we want, we do not have a free 

society.  It really is that simple... 

Zoltan's Year-End Masterpiece: Dusk For The Petrodollar, Dawn 

For The Petroyuan And The Coming Commodity Rehypothecation 

 

For two generations of investors, geopolitics did not matter. This 

time is different: it’s time to get real and it’s time to start pricing 

the secular end of "lowflation" 

2022: The Year ESG Fell To Earth 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/zoltans-year-end-masterpiece-dusk-petrodollar-dawn-petroyuan-and-existential-threat
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THE YEAR 2022 BRINGS AN END TO AN ERA OF ILLUSIONS... 

 

California's flooding, in pictures 

 

The week in 34 photos 

https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/10/weather/gallery/california-weather-flooding/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/01/12/world/gallery/photos-this-week-january-5-january-12/index.html
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CALI FLOODING 

https://apnews.com/article/floods-weather-natural-disasters-landslides-and-mudslides-storms-21b103e791710f4af6ca0ce45c6030b5


 

TORRENTIAL RAINS TRIGGER FLASH FLOODS ACROSS 

CALIFORNIA  

 

"The tyranny of the Pacific jet extension will continue for at least 

a few more days in California."  

THEY WANT US TO HAVE FEWER BABIES AS THEY THIN THE 

GLOBAL HERD  JANUARY 12, 2023 BY MICHAEL  

https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/torrential-rains-trigger-flash-floods-across-california
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“Have you noticed that large families are being greatly 

discouraged these days?  Our movies, our television shows, our 

major news networks and even our textbooks encourage us to 

put off having children for as long as possible and to have very 

few kids if we do eventually decide to become parents.  Those 

that choose to rebel against the conditioning and have lots of 

children are looked down upon and are often ostracized.  You 

see, the truth is that the global elite and their minions do not 

consider human life to be valuable.  Instead, they see us as a 

giant herd of carbon-emitting bio-machines that needs to be 

carefully managed...”  

DRUDGEREPORT  MEGA QUAKES ROCK TURKEY 

2,300+ KILLED 

BUILDINGS, HOMES TOPPLED 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11718001/SECOND-mega-earthquake-hits-Turkey-hours-record-7-8-magnitude-tremor-kills-1-400-people.html
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CNN  Weather and climate   

 

https://dynaimage.cdn.cnn.com/cnn/animations/w_375/230309093

959-web-california-storm-loop-030923.mp4  

• A bleak forecast has officials across California urging 

residents to prepare 

• La Niña has ended and El Niño will form during hurricane 

season, forecasters say 

• What is an atmospheric river? 

MOUNT WASHINGTON OBSERVATORY AS COLD AS MARS WITH 

RECORD-BREAKING WIND CHILL 

 

"There is half of me that loves what is going on right now, and 

the other half of me is pretty terrifying." 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1621881616078356481  
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114 DEGREES BELOW ZERO? ARCTIC OUTBREAK CRUSHES 

RECORD AT MOUNT WASHINGTON...  

NORTHEAST SHOCK... LIVE: CHILL MAP... 

 

"HELP US!!": SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MOUNTAIN RESIDENTS GO 

INTO SURVIVAL MODE AFTER SNOWPOCALYPSE 

https://www.accuweather.com/en/winter-weather/mount-washington-realfeel-temperature-to-approach-100-f/1477592
https://www.accuweather.com/en/winter-weather/mount-washington-realfeel-temperature-to-approach-100-f/1477592
https://www.cnn.com/2023/02/04/weather/winter-storm-northeast-new-england-saturday/index.html
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"The enormity of this event is hard to comprehend..." 

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/weather/help-us-southern-california-mountain-residents-go-survival-mode-after-snowpocalypse


 



 

OFFICIALS ADMIT BEING UNPREPARED FOR MOUNTAIN 

BLIZZARD, LEAVING MANY TRAPPED  

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-03-04/la-me-snow-stranded-why-mountains
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2023-03-04/la-me-snow-stranded-why-mountains
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TOP STORIES 

 



 

CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS URGED TO PREPARE FOR POWERFUL 

STORM 

 

Officials in Big Sur are advising residents and businesses stock 

up on essentials that would supply them for at least two weeks 

WEATHER CHANNEL 
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ELLEN DEGENERES SHOWS WILD FLOODING NEXT TO HER 

PROPERTY 

 

DEATH TOLL CLIMBS IN CALIFORNIA AS FLOODING PERSISTS 

AMID DANGEROUS STORM 

 

 

2-25-23 CALIFORNIA BATTLES RECORD-BREAKING SNOW AND 

RAIN... FLOODING... 

https://weather.com/safety/floods/video/ellen-degeneres-posts-next-to-rushing-water-in-her-montecito-backyard
https://weather.com/safety/floods/video/ellen-degeneres-posts-next-to-rushing-water-in-her-montecito-backyard
https://weather.com/news/news/2023-01-10-california-storm-impacts-flooding
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https://dnyuz.com/2023/02/25/in-the-los-angeles-area-snow-up-high-and-flooding-down-below/
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https://weather.com/news/news/2023-01-10-california-storm-impacts-flooding


 

CALIFORNIA WAS HIT WITH 12 FEET OF SNOW. IS IT ENOUGH 

TO EASE THE DROUGHT? 

 

2-24-23 AND THIS: HEAVY SNOW CLOSES FREEWAYS AS 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BRACES FOR WORST OF STORM 

 

 

'High Ground, High Ground!': Golfers Escape Massive Waves 

 

 

California Flooding Threat Worsens As Major Storm Wreaks 

Havoc 

 

 

Flood watches in effect for more than 26 million people in 

California 
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ZEROHEDGE.COM 

2022 GREATEST HITS: THE MOST POPULAR ARTICLES OF THE 

PAST YEAR AND A LOOK AHEAD 

 

We wish all our readers the best of luck in 2023, with much 

success in trading and every other avenue of life. 

* * * 

“…And so, before we get into the details of what has now 

become an annual tradition for the last day of the year, those 

who wish to jog down memory lane, can refresh our most popular 

articles for every year during our no longer that brief, almost 11-

year existence, starting with 2009 and continuing 

with 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 

and 2020. 

So without further ado, here are the articles that you, our 

readers, found to be the most engaging, interesting and popular 

based on the number of hits, during the past year. 
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• In 20th spot with 600,000 reads, was an article that touched 

on one of the most defining features of the market: the 

reflation theme the sparked a massive rally at the start of 

the year courtesy of the surprise outcome in the Georgia 

Senate race, where Democrats ended up wining both seats 

up for grabs, effectively giving the Dems a majority in both 

the House and the Senate, where despite the even, 50-seat 

split, Kamala Harris would cast the winning tie-breaker vote 

to pursue a historic fiscal stimulus. And sure enough, as we 

described in "Bitcoin Surges To Record High, Stocks & 

Bonds Battered As Dems Look Set To Take Both Georgia 

Senate Seats", with trillions in "stimmies" flooding both the 

economy and the market, not only did retail traders enjoy 

unprecedented returns when trading meme "stonks" and 

forcing short squeezes that crippled numerous hedge funds, 

but expectations of sharply higher inflation also helped push 

bitcoin and the entire crypto sector to new all time highs, 

which in turn legitimized the product across institutional 

investors and helped it reach a market cap north of $3 

trillion.  

• In 19th spot, over 613,000 readers were thrilled to read at 

the start of September that "Biden Unveils Most Severe 

COVID Actions Yet: Mandates Vax For All Federal Workers, 

Contractors, & Large Private Companies." Of course, just a 

few weeks later much of Biden's mandate would be struck 

down in courts, where it is now headed to a decision by 

SCOTUS, while the constantly shifting "scientific" goal 

posts mean that just a few months later the latest set of 

CDC regulations have seen regulators and officials reverse 

the constant drone of fearmongering and are now even 

seeking to cut back on the duration of quarantine and other 

https://cms.zerohedge.com/markets/here-full-georgia-senate-vote-timeline
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lockdown measures amid a public mood that is growing 

increasingly hostile to the government response….. 

With all that behind us, and as we…” 

 

 

 

Here's A List Of Biden Tax Hikes Which Take Effect Jan. 1 

 

Pornhub's 2022 Year In Review Reveals World's Darkest And 

Dirtiest Searches 

 

Yet another website has published its year-in-review. This one 

comes from Pornhub's statisticians, who have published its 

users' consumption habits in colorful infographics for the ninth 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/heres-list-biden-tax-hikes-which-take-effect-jan-1
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/pornhubs-year-review-reveals-darkest-and-dirtiest-searches
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year. Let's begin with the US, the country with the highest daily 

traffic to Pornhub this year.  

A Multipolar Shift With Energy And Dollar Disruptions 

 

...more local currency trade settlements would erode dollar flows 

and Federal Reserve’s influence... 

 

TOP 10 CONSPIRACY THEORIES THAT WILL BE VALIDATED IN 

2023 

 

'Hey bro, you were right about everything. I'm sorry...' 

“…With that in mind, here are 10 things that the powers-that-be in 

D.C. have yet to cop to, but which will soon be impossible to 

ignore, in no particular order: 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/multipolar-shift-energy-and-dollar-disruptions
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/top-10-conspiracy-theories-will-be-validated-2023
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/top-10-conspiracy-theories-will-be-validated-2023
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/multipolar-shift-energy-and-dollar-disruptions
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/top-10-conspiracy-theories-will-be-validated-2023


1. The role that the intel community and the Justice 

Department played in fomenting violence through psy-ops on 

Jan. 6, 2021, will be exposed.  Sadly, in their expected 

counter-investigation responding to the Pelosi-run Jan. 6 

committee, even House Republicans may withhold state 

secrets from us. But the FBI’s damaging partisan conduct 

has generated a multitude of whistleblowing defectors who 

should be willing to shed light on the dubious allegations of 

right-wing extremism and violence at the U.S. Capitol—and 

in the 2017 Charlottesville riot that was its dress rehearsal. 

2. The deadly impact of the COVID vaccines will become 

undeniable. Initially, I had considered writing about how the 

GOP House will expose Anthony Fauci’s role in developing 

the COVID-19 virus, but that already has been scrutinized to 

death, and without any accountability to back it up, it 

makes no difference. But there are plenty of other COVID 

abuses that will keep on yielding new storylines. And none 

may be greater than the decision by pharmaceutical 

companies to suppress therapeutics and overplay the 

importance of their untested and experimental new 

vaccines. The evidence is mounting that the vaccines 

themselves may have been as deadly and damaging as the 

virus—something to which many life-insurance actuaries 

may be able to attest. Whether the vaccines do, indeed, 

have nanobots that self-assemble and transmit wi-fi, there is 

a lot of reason to suspect that they are harmful on some 

level. 

3. The scope of China’s control over the U.S. government will 

become clearer. We know about the various financial ties 

between the Biden family and the CCP. We know that other 

top leaders, including Nancy Pelosi and Mitch McConnell are 

heavily invested in Chinese industry. But what we have yet 

https://headlineusa.com/tag/us-capitol
https://headlineusa.com/tag/charlottesville
https://headlineusa.com/tag/anthony-fauci
https://headlineusa.com/tag/big-pharma
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to fully explore is the way that China-linked companies like 

BlackRock have also completely infiltrated the White House 

and are effectively writing U.S. foreign policy. 

4. The true nature of David DePape’s relationship with Paul 

Pelosi will be revealed. While court hearings have kept a 

tight lid on the evidence in the Paul Pelosi assault case, 

including body-cam footage, it will be harder for Nancy 

Pelosi to flex her authority after stepping down as House 

speaker. It is very clear that the assailant, David DePape, is 

no right-wing extremist and that there is more going on that 

meets the eye. 

5. We will find out what Trump’s purloined Mar-a-Lago files 

really contained. Punting the DOJ probes that resulted in 

the unprecedented raid on Trump’s Mar-a-Lago resort to 

corrupt special counsel Jack Smith was a good way to keep 

them out of the reach of GOP oversight in the U.S. House. 

But, eventually, the clock will run out and it will be 

necessary to explain why, exactly, this norm-violating 

measure was taken. Odds are it was a CYA operation by the 

FBI to prevent Trump from exposing the Russia-hoax 

documents that he already had publicly declared to be 

declassified. 

6. We will learn what the Democrats intend to do with Joe 

Biden and who will be tapped to replace him. Will it be 

Michelle Obama, as I and others have long predicted? Or 

could they pull out another yet-unknown figure who has 

been carfully vetted and groomed in secret, like her 

husband, Barack? Once the Democrats finally decide that 

Biden has outlasted his usefulness, their reasons for 

installing him in the first place may become clear. When 

Barack Obama was overheard telling a Democrat donor 
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“Don’t underestimate Joe’s ability to f**k things up,” there is 

a good chance it was a sales pitch more than a warning. 

7. We will discover the truth about the U.S.–Ukrainian 

partnership to research and develop bioweapons. Congress 

has allocated in excess of $100 billion to defend something 

in Ukraine, but it sure ain’t democracy. While their personal 

investments in Burisma—or in weapons manufacturers like 

Raytheon—may be prime motivators, all indications are that 

the country is a rat’s nest of CIA operations. 

8. The Left’s plans to normalize and mainstream pedophilia 

will come to fruition. The initial push to sexualize and groom 

children in schools and on kid-friendly mediums like Disney 

may have fallen flat, but leftists will only redouble their 

efforts to foist this onto the population because the ability 

to control and manipulate young minds is pivotal to their 

long-term plans for control. By acclimating children to sex 

at an early age, they can add it as another weapon in their 

quiver, which also includes cultivating ignorance and racial 

grievances, so that the plebian class is as pliable as 

possible. 

9. The World Economic Forum will lead the way in trying to 

turn humans into glorified Matrix-style batteries. The 

convergence of artificial intelligence technology, the 

metaverse, the decline of office culture, growing clamor 

about digital passports and currencies, guaranteed incomes 

and an ever-increasing scarcity of resources suggest that 

the global plans to collectivize all nations under a one-world 

government are being gamed out as we speak. 

10. As the relationship between Big Tech and the spy 

agencies becomes clearer, we will learn that our personal 

devices are tracking our every move. Knowing what we 
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know about the interest that the FBI and the CIA have in 

manipulating technology companies to perform extralegal 

operations, and what we know about the reprehensible 

virtue signaling of Google and Apple, is there really any 

doubt that they have empowered our intel community to 

conduct warrantless domestic surveillance from any device 

at any time and that our phones are being used to monitor 

us, in true Big Brother fashion, around the clock?” 

 

 

 

"$74 Billion Stock Tax Which Will Hit Your Nest Egg — 401(k)s, 

IRAs and Pension Plans..." 

ONE GREAT BIG NASTY PREDICTION FOR 2023 
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Economic warfare is being waged.  The geopolitical stage is 

being set for the next stage of WWIII in the Pacific Theatre... 

CRYPTO 2022: A DISASTROUS YEAR THAT SAW FEW WINNERS 

AMONG A SEA OF LOSERS 

 

2022 was an eventful year for the crypto world but not everyone 

came on top of it, we look at some of the biggest winners and 

losers from 2022... 

RUSSIAN MILITARY SAYS VICTORY "INEVITABLE" IN NEW YEAR 

MESSAGE 

 

Admits "difficult military-political situation." 
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CHINA CONDUCTS MILITARY MANEUVERS NEAR US BASES AT 

GUAM, OKINAWA 

 

Large flotilla conducts drills near US military Pacific bases... 

https://www.zerohedge.com/military/china-conducts-military-maneuvers-near-guam-okinawa
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HUFFPOST HALF OF U.S. GOES PERMITLESS ON GUNS ― FEAR 

OF VIOLENCE GROWS   

 

 

DRUDGEREPORT 

World's first 'robot lawyer' will defend human in court... 

‘SOYLENT CHOCOLAT’ 

 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/constitutional-carry-half-states_n_63a4beeee4b0d2fe765111df
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/constitutional-carry-half-states_n_63a4beeee4b0d2fe765111df
https://metro.co.uk/2023/01/06/worlds-first-robot-lawyer-set-to-fight-first-court-case-next-month-18051928/


They Want To Turn Us Into “Beautiful, Rich, Dark Chocolaty-

Looking Soil” When We Die For The Good Of The Environment 

January 1, 2023 by Michael  

 

Did you know that there are six states where it is now legal to 

turn your dead body into compost?   
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Even The Mainstream Media Is Now Admitting That “The Earth Is 

Suffering A Crisis Of Mass Extinction”  Scientists are telling us 

that we are in the midst of the worst mass extinction that our 

planet has seen since the days of the dinosaurs 

NYTIMES  There Has Never Been a Better Time to Be Short 

 

Short people don’t just save resources; as resources become 

scarcer owing to overpopulation and global warming, they may 

also be best suited for long-term survival. 

Jan. 1, 2023 

 

Scientists are telling us that we are in the midst of the worst 

mass extinction that our planet has seen since the days of the 

dinosaurs.  So why aren’t more people alarmed by this?  Have we 
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become so “dumbed down” that we don’t even have the 

intellectual capacity to care about our own future any longer?  

As I discuss in my latest book, plankton are being wiped out at a 

staggering rate and that means that all of the food chains in our 

oceans are in peril.  Meanwhile, insects are disappearing so 

rapidly that experts are warning that they may be almost totally 

gone about a hundred years from now.  Of course countless other 

species are steadily going extinct as well.  In fact, a recent study 

that included “data from 32,000 populations of more than 5,000 

species of mammals, birds, amphibians, reptiles and fish” 

discovered that on average those populations have “plummeted 

nearly 70 percent in the last 50 years”. (Read More...) 
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United States 

Avg. on Jan. 15  14-day change 

New Covid cases  60,863  +4%   

New deaths  564  +78%   

World 

Avg. on Jan. 15  14-day change 

              375,814  –27%   

                2,409  +40%   
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'This isn't like 'Top Gun' where it just explodes and doesn't go 

anywhere... It would put hundreds of Americans at risk,' a US 

official tells CNN 
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Question: Are US China ties warming? Answer: No, they are 

ballooning. 
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This year as a special gift, each participant of the WEF will 

receive a satchel of untraceable greenbacks less 10% for the Big 

Guy... 
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Mr Singer revolutionary is just a big globalist phoney who needs 

to virtue signal in order to generate royalty income. Unlike 

someone like Jeff Beck who generated royalties based on his 

musicianship. And based upon his willingness to experiment 

didn't seem to bothered about the royalty angle of what he was 

doing. Mr Depp has freed himself from the Disney pirates. His last 

movie is probably his best (the globalists hate it and would rather 

see it buried) and then he suddenly steps into the limelight as a 

singer with Jeff Beck no less! Listen to this and tell me this is 

not the real deal! 
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INSiDe THe BiDeN THiNK TaNK... 

Tuesday, Jan 10, 2023 - 9:49 

“Ten years ago, following the Snowden revelations, they hauled 

Crapper in before a Committee where he lied about spying on 

Americans, " not wittingly, no", and that was the end of it. We 

were told the FISA Courts were the saviours of privacy. And that 

was the end of it too. Just a few years latter, we were 

enlightened as to just how easy it is for the FBI to manipulate 

and lie to the FISA Courts in order to illegally spy on a sitting 

President. Yawn says the MSM. Later we witness the FBI and 

Justice Department scrounging through a former President's 

basement looking for declassified documents that amply 

demonstrate all of the above, including Brandon's complicity 

thereof as well as other sundry examples of corrupt Ukrainian 

and Chinese payola. 
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Now we learn that former "Vice" President Brandon had precisely 

the same documents sitting in his "Poop Tank." Who will convene 

a Grand Jury to investigate and indict him? The Chinese 

Communist Party? They don't need no stinking top secret 

documents. All they have to do is Google Hunter Biden laptop 

documents. Now, we are waiting for the RINO Party and Special 

Prosecutor Rip Van What's His Name to catch up with all this 

constitutionally appalling excitement. And you know...this sort of 

thinking is terrorist in nature. 
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CIA Director Burns: Holy Sh-t, we had these same secret 

documents over at the Biden "Think" Tank!!! 

 

Mohamed Bin Big Mouth: These revelations are all the imaginings 

of terrorists. 
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What is unsettling about George Grosz's Weimar images is during 

that period he was leaning left as were his cohorts in the Berlin 

DADA movement. 
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So he depicted that period through the eyes of a leftist artist. 

What he saw was the earliest manifestations of a fascist leaning 

society. 

In his imagery, you see the rejection of the traditional social 

fabric of society, runaway street violence, all manner of extreme 

sexual deviance (reminiscent of Epstein and company), mutilated 

indigent war veterans, corrupt academics, intimate collaboration 

between corrupt  politicians, militarists and industrialists, the 

seeds of totalitarianism etc. It all resonates with everything we 

are seeing now. His grotesque visions of societal chaos now 

offer clarity. And it is not surprising to me that he does not get 

his due from woke academia. 

Naturally, Grosz figured prominently in what the Nazi 

Propagandists labelled Degenerate Art and he was forced to flee 

Europe to save his life. 
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This whole "twitter file" story is missing a key angle in the 

discussion, principally because looking at how it happened from 

this point of view is considered absolutely politically incorrect. 

But I will point in the direction I am looking and you can all fill in 

the dots at your leisure. As far as I am concerned, observing the 



cultural heritage and experiential background of a character in 

the plot is not a form of discrimination or bigotry. What one's 

"weltenschaung" includes or excludes, accidentally, intentionally 

or as a matter of cultural  heritage or indifference is fair game in 

the public sphere. 

"I got this moron thing I do. It's called thinking"--George Carlin 

Ask yourself who these characters are in terms of background 

and culture and how such a pack of constitutionally tone deaf 

woke trusteologues can wind up running a media something 

called twitter.  

Forget Jack Dorsey: He may have money now thanks to Goldman 

Sachs, he may want us all to believe he genuinely regrets what 

happened, then he is a consummate fool for allowing his 

company to get run over by a woke truth lynch mob. He is a 

stoner and is definitely mentally wasted. After all he got kicked 

out of his own company. How often does that happen in Wall 

Street's Tech Candyland? He gets replaced by something called: 

Parag Agarwal, former Twitter CEO: He was born in India and 

spent his whole life studying things like atomic energy, physics 

and data science (a giant step for Parag; a stumble for mankind). 

He wound up getting his PhD at Stanford and then became CTO 

at twitter. He just loves playing with computers and code. 

Somehow, a board of directors under the influence of ESG no 

doubt, winds up appointing this tech Schmendrick to run their 

company, which is essentially already hijacked by a runaway 

platoon of woke zombies with the word "Trust" prominently in 

their titles. The truthy trust lynch mob. "The ESG is with us." 

Even though the company he wound up leading  became a major 

commons for public political discourse (the woke half anyway), 

he is absolutely clueless when it comes to American principles of 



constitutional governance and the values that go along with it. 

And I am very aware that twitter is not a de jure government 

agency.  Free speech is indeed a dodgy street curry, I mean 

conundrum to him. So he winds up leaning on a constitutionally 

clueless (or abhorring, take your pick) woke J Dingbat named: 

Vijaya Gadde: Who is she? She moved to the United States at age 

3, and grew up in Beaumont Texas. She wound up getting her law 

degree from NYU in 2000 and became an associate at Wilson 

Sonsini, a well known Silicon Valley law firm. She never made 

partner there. It is easy to see why. She must have some vague 

degree of familiarity with the American Constitution; after all, 

you need to know how to spell it in order to pass the bar in 

Wokifornia and probably everywhere else nowadays. 

Unfortunately, on the way to being appointed General Counsel 

and head of legal, policy and "trust" (ass in trust us, we know 

what's good for you, LOL!) she comes under the misspell of 

another well known woke "trust me" dingbat with a law degree 

named Hillary Clinton---Ass in Dingbat We Trust--who couldn't 

manage too pass the DC bar, i.e., spell: American Constitution! 

Neither of those two have any respect for the Constitution nor 

the ideal of freedom. 

This is almost enough to explain everything in the twitter files, 

including the idea of transforming twitter into a de facto FBI 

piloted instrument of wokey propaganda, but it goes deeper. 

"Trust me". 

She winds up closely partnering with a woke Bay Area gay 

Jewish homeboy with smiley totalitarian and genuine dingbat 

with correctumist tendencies named: 

Yoel Roth (not that there is anything wrong with that per se 

<sarc>) who later becomes twitter's "Chief Trust and Safety 



Censor", a consummate fanboy of J. Edgar Hooverism, and 

apparently pedo-boosterism. He and Gadde embark on drunken 

woke G-Man hiring binge and the rest is twitter history in the 

making. 

Now then, is any of what is being revealed in the "twitter flies, I 

mean files" a surprise to any of you fellow unwoke deplorable 

low brow morons? Everything WE ALREADY KNEW two twitter 

months ago was nothing more than right wing extremist 

conspiracy theories. 

I haven't done the research, but it warms my heart inferring that 

the employee stock options held by all these former woke trust 

officers are now all deeply out of the money and leaving them 

deeply in debt. 

A word to the wise: Don't trust anyone or anything with the word 

"trust" in it's title, including the nickel in your pocket.” 
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I know one thing for certain, those who keep accepting corrupt 

half-assed bullshit can continue to expect nothing but corrupt 

half-assed bullshit. Going one step further, if the people on the 

street allow themselves to be set up for "divide and conquer" by 

something that looks and smells like an elitist club, then "divide 

and conquer" is all they can expect in their future. 

The road to serfdom is actually a blind one way cul-de-sac. 
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Bond selloff 'unambiguously bad for all assets' -CIO 

 

Huawei: 'business as usual' as U.S. sanctions pain ebbs 

 

Chinese airlines to win big on border opening 

 

The Year in Numbers: rising prices, endless Elon 

 

Southwest promises refunds over snow chaos 

 



Wall St. ends up, growth stocks lead in thin trading 
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FTX Founder Reportedly Cashes Out $684K After Being Released 

On Bail 

 

SBF has allegedly cashed out $684,000 from a crypto exchange 

in Seychelles while being under house arrest, according to an on-

chain investigation... 

 

Sam Bankman-Fried Pleads Not Guilty 

 

"No need for public disclosure..." 

DRUDGEREPORT CRYPTOQUEEN SCAMMED INVESTORS OUT OF 

$4 BILLION. THEN SHE DISAPPEARED...   

 

https://www.zerohedge.com/crypto/ftx-founder-reportedly-cashes-out-684k-after-being-released-bail
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'Dilemma' of China's reopening: will COVID impact U.S. 

workforce? -wealth manager 
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Market 'volatility is here to stay' -private wealth manager 

 

Output of syrup linked to Uzbek deaths halted 

 

Bangladesh capital debuts first metro line 

 

U.S. stocks drop, Nasdaq closes at 2022 low 

 

Biotech, regional banks ripe for acquisition in 2023 -CIO 
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Output of syrup linked to Uzbek deaths halted 

 

Bangladesh capital debuts first metro line 

 

U.S. stocks drop, Nasdaq closes at 2022 low 
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Biotech, regional banks ripe for acquisition in 2023 -CIO 

 

CIO looks back on 'difficult', 'historic' year for investors 

 

Southwest flight debacle a system failure, U.S. says 

 

Ethiopians to reunite as flights to Tigray resume 

 

China to import video games, Tencent gets licenses 
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WHO IS STILL INSIDE METAVERSE? 

SEARCHING FOR FRIENDS IN ZUCKERBERG'S DESERTED 

FANTASYLAND... 

 

TWITTER CHALLENGES PERSIST AS DECEMBER REVENUES, 

ADJUSTED EARNINGS DROPPED 40% 

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/article/mark-zuckerberg-metaverse-meta-horizon-worlds.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/article/mark-zuckerberg-metaverse-meta-horizon-worlds.html
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https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/twitter-challenges-persist-december-revenues-adjusted-earnings-dropped-40


 

Oops.  

YAHOO Business People ELON MUSK OFFICIALLY BREAKS 

RECORD FOR 'LARGEST LOSS OF PERSONAL FORTUNE IN 

HISTORY,' SAYS GUINNESS 

 

Grace Kay,Sindhu Sundar 

Fri, January 20, 2023 at 3:46 PM PST 

Elon Musk was asked about the relationship between his tweets 

and Tesla's share price during his testimony in a Tesla 

shareholder trial.Carina Johansen/Getty Images 

• Elon Musk took the stand Friday in a trial over his 2018 

tweets about wanting to take Tesla private. 

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/elon-musk-officially-breaks-record-213828026.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/elon-musk-officially-breaks-record-213828026.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/elon-musk-officially-breaks-record-213828026.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/twitter-challenges-persist-december-revenues-adjusted-earnings-dropped-40


• The trial asks jurors to determine whether Musk knowingly 

led investors astray with his tweets. 

• Musk testified with characteristic defiance, saying he didn't 

believe his tweets had market significance. 

Elon Musk briefly took the stand on Friday in a lawsuit that could 

cost him billions of dollars. 

The Tesla CEO testified in a civil trial in San Francisco about his 

tweets in August 2018, in which he'd claimed he planned to take 

his car company private with "funding secured." 

Musk is expected to continue his testimony on Monday. The 

shareholders suing him are also planning to call a number of 

other high-profile witnesses in the trial, including Tesla's former 

chief financial officer Deepak Ahuja, and Martin Viecha, Tesla's 

head of investor relations, an attorney for the plaintiffs confirmed 

to Insider. 

Musk has been known for his tendency toward combative 

testimony in the past — from cracking jokes to taking digs at the 

opposing attorneys. 

Here are 8 stand-out quotes from his half-hour testimony: 

• Musk still isn't a fan of British caver Vernon Unsworth, who 

he once called a "pedo guy": "He was not a diver." 

• He's hazy on big names asking him to tweet less: On 

whether he remembers billionaire investor Ron Baron telling 

him not to use Twitter in July 2018 after his tweets about 

the Thai cave explorer: "He's not saying don't use Twitter. 

He's saying I shouldn't respond to criticism in the news on 

Twitter." 

https://www.reuters.com/markets/deals/twitter-interview-elon-musk-known-combative-testimony-2022-09-26/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/deals/twitter-interview-elon-musk-known-combative-testimony-2022-09-26/
https://www.businessinsider.com/elon-musk-repeatedly-insults-lawyer-during-bizarre-deposition-2019-10?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=yahoo.com
https://www.insider.com/elon-musk-british-cave-diver-pedo-feud-thai-cave-rescue-2018-7?utm_medium=referral&utm_source=yahoo.com


• He's dubious his tweets have an impact on Tesla's stock: 

"Just because I tweet something does not mean people 

believe it or will act accordingly." 

• You probably didn't want to work for Tesla from 2017- 2019: 

"The sheer level of pain required to make Tesla successful 

in the 2017 through 2019 period was excruciating for me 

and for many others, I wasn't sleeping in the factory 

because I wanted to but because I had to." 

• He made sure the jury knew short-sellers aren't traders who 

are short in stature: "Yes, I think most people don't know 

what short seller means. It's sort of - is it sort of a seller of 

small stature? Is it like medium and tall sellers? I think it's 

maybe important for … I'll just explain." 

• He really, really doesn't like short-sellers: "I believe short 

selling should be made illegal. It is a means for, in my 

opinion, bad people on Wall Street to steal money from 

small investors. Not good." 

• He says people get how communicating on Twitter works: 

"Obviously, there is a limit if you've got 240 characters to 

what you can say. You can obviously be far more verbose in 

a legal filing and everyone on Twitter understands that." 

• He'll never get to Inbox Zero: "I actually have like the 

Niagara Falls of email. So it's really difficult to remember 

every email." 

Read the original article on Business Insider 

DRUDGEREPORT..[ I’VE INCLUDED NADER’S PIECE; BUT, 

LOOKING BACK AND CURRENTLY, FOCUS ON PERVASIVE 

AMERICAN ORGANIZED CRIME/CRIMINAL ACTIVITY/MILITARY-

INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX WOULD HAVE SERVED THE NATION AND 

https://www.businessinsider.com/elon-musk-quotes-tesla-shareholder-funding-secured-lawsuit-trial-2023-1


THE WORLD FAR BETTER AND TO A SUBSTANTIALY GREATER 

DEGREE WITH OPTIMAL LONG-TERM BENEFIT. ] 

 

NADER CALLS MUSK 'GIGANTIC CORPORATE WELFARE KING'... 

'TAKEN TAXPAYERS TO CLEANERS'... [ TRUE OF COURSE; THE 

MARS/SPACED OUT STUFF RIDICULOUSLY BEYOND THE PALE ] 

 

TALKHOST SLAMS MUSK: CENSORSHIP HAS BEEN WORSE ON 

TWITTER! 

 

MIND-BENDING DANGERS OF MUSK'S BRAIN-CHIP REVOLUTION. 

https://www.thestreet.com/technology/elon-musk-attacked-by-an-old-and-powerful-enemy
https://www.thestreet.com/technology/elon-musk-attacked-by-an-old-and-powerful-enemy
https://twitter.com/libertytarian/status/1631493211163066370
https://twitter.com/libertytarian/status/1631493211163066370
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/technology/the-mind-bending-dangers-of-elon-musks-brain-chip-revolution/ar-AA17vixf


[ Perfect for america … he’s so full of s**t and budget bustin’ 

bulls**t! ] 

MSNBC ELON MUSK'S TWITTER IS EXACTLY WHAT HE SAID IT 

WOULDN'T BE 

 

“By the next day, Musk’s tweets weren’t just more visible; they 

were flooding everybody’s feeds.” 

“..But he’s not. Instead, he regularly tweets memes that seem 

funny mostly to 12-year-old boys, and talks up his other 

companies, like SpaceX and Tesla. This suggests that Musk is 

indulging in attention-seeking behavior and is exploiting his 

ownership of the company to create buzz and enhance profit for 

his other ventures. Musk’s ultra-boosted tweets represent a clear 

conflict of interest: If he wants to facilitate Twitter as a digital 

public square, he can’t also structure it around a personal desire 

for psychological affirmation and maximizing personal profit. 

Musk also appears to be behaving tyrannically as a manager. We 

can’t be sure that Musk reportedly firing someone after they said 

something he may have found bruising is the reason they were 

let go. But that possibility is certainly plausible given previous 

reporting indicating Musk has fired people because they 

https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/elon-musk-twitter-tweets-timeline-rcna71035
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/elon-musk-twitter-tweets-timeline-rcna71035
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1625377144137461761
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1624898503267983360
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/11/15/technology/elon-musk-twitter-fired-criticism.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-12-19/tesla-tsla-illegally-fired-workers-for-criticizing-musk-complaints-claim?sref=ExbtjcSG


criticized him, and has used threats to fire people en masse 

unless they declared allegiance to his unilateral vision. (Musk 

has laid off or fired around 80% of Twitter’s staff.) This matters 

because it means Musk is more likely to surround himself with 

yes-men willing to indulge his self-serving and ad hoc policies..” 

DRUDGEREPORT Mr. Transparency Threatens TWITTER 

Leakers... 

Sign NDAs -- or Else... 

HUFFPOST AWKWARD: MUSK STUNNED BY SEA OF BOOS 

YAHOO Technology Business Insider Elon Musk says he's 

confident Neuralink will be ready to put chips into human brains 

in the next 6 months [ What could possibly go wrong? ] 

 

YAHOO  Technology  Business Insider  Elon Musk says he's 

confident Neuralink will be ready to put chips into human brains 

in the next 6 months [ What could possibly go wrong? ] 

 

Twitter Has Lost Half of Its Top 100 Advertisers Since Elon Musk 

Takeover 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-12-19/tesla-tsla-illegally-fired-workers-for-criticizing-musk-complaints-claim?sref=ExbtjcSG
https://www.theverge.com/2022/11/17/23464178/elon-musk-twitter-employees-ultimatum-severance-agreement-faq-document
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/20/twitter-is-down-to-fewer-than-550-full-time-engineers.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/elon-musk-says-hes-confident-114554160.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/elon-musk-says-hes-confident-114554160.html
https://www.yahoo.com/finance/news/elon-musk-says-hes-confident-114554160.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/twitter-lost-half-top-100-180950206.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/twitter-lost-half-top-100-180950206.html


 

 

 

 



 

Residents of 'space city' claim Musk has destroyed quiet beach 

town... 

Paradise lost... 

 

 

DRUDGEREPORT  Musk gives worried fans update on mission to 

Mars...  [ No worries … he’ll check on Chad  

https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-

mars/4358923 (VERY FUNNY!) ] 

https://nypost.com/2023/02/18/residents-of-musks-texas-space-city-rip-billionaire-for-destroying-quiet-beach-town/
https://nypost.com/2023/02/18/residents-of-musks-texas-space-city-rip-billionaire-for-destroying-quiet-beach-town/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/residents-elon-musks-space-city-29254245
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/elon-musk-gives-worried-fans-28581889
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-news/elon-musk-gives-worried-fans-28581889
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923
https://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923


 

TWITTER lost 50 of top 100 advertisers... 

 

DEMANDPROGRESS.ORG   

Yet another scandal has hit the U.S. Supreme Court, this time 

implicating Sam Alito, author of the decision overturning Roe v. 

Wade. 

DRUDGEREPORT 

Netanyahu gives crash course in Machiavellian politics... [ Yes, 

good old fashioned fascism; ie., heads on platters (John the 

https://www.npr.org/2022/11/25/1139180002/twitter-loses-50-top-advertisers-elon-musk
https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/politics-and-diplomacy/article-723298


Baptist), crucifixion (Jesus Christ), assassination (Yitzhak 

Rabin), Hitler friend Mussolini, etc..] [ netanyahu loves trump; yet, 

Trump's Fuentes, Ye meeting puts his past embrace of anti-

Semitic figures into focus  MSNBC ]  

MSNBC 

Elon Musk just picked a fight with Apple he can't win 

Elon Musk's Twitter playtime is just about coming to an end 

 

Elon Musk claims Neuralink brain implants could be ready to test 

in humans in 6 months  [Yeah…How ‘bout starting with Musk] 

LATIMES 

Hiltzik: Elon Musk’s engagement with the far right on Twitter is 

out of control   

https://www.msnbc.com/american-voices/watch/trump-s-fuentes-ye-meeting-puts-his-past-embrace-of-anti-semitic-figures-into-focus-155346501543
https://www.msnbc.com/american-voices/watch/trump-s-fuentes-ye-meeting-puts-his-past-embrace-of-anti-semitic-figures-into-focus-155346501543
https://www.msnbc.com/opinion/msnbc-opinion/elon-musk-going-war-apple-rcna59211
https://www.msnbc.com/the-reidout/reidout-blog/elon-musk-twitter-content-world-leaders-rcna59141
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/elon-musk-claims-neuralink-brain-implants-could-be-ready-to-test-in-humans-in-6-months-11669868557?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/elon-musk-claims-neuralink-brain-implants-could-be-ready-to-test-in-humans-in-6-months-11669868557?link=MW_latest_news
https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2022-11-28/column-elon-musks-engagement-with-nazis-and-the-far-right-on-twitter-is-out-of-control
https://www.latimes.com/business/story/2022-11-28/column-elon-musks-engagement-with-nazis-and-the-far-right-on-twitter-is-out-of-control


 

HUFFPOST 

TOP TWIT ROLLS OUT RED CARPET FOR FAR-RIGHT   

 

 

Elon Musk's Twitter Is A Monster Of The Left's Own Making  As 

the left points a finger at Elon Musk, three more fingers point 

back at them. Twitter being run by Elon Musk doesn't happen 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/elon-musk-far-right-twitter-content-moderation-censorship_n_638526efe4b09a86b1b63a86
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/elon-musks-twitter-monster-lefts-own-making


unless the left offers an impetus for it...and they did. 

 

 

ZEROHEDGE 

The Emperor Elonicus  This metamorphosis of a social-media 

company into a full-blown Orwellian Ministry of Truth was just 

one part of “The War on Populism” that the global-capitalist 

ruling classes have been relentlessly waging for the last six 

years... 

 

 

DRUDGE Musk frames TWITTER woes as 'battle for future of 

civilization'... 

DRUDGEREPORT Musk frames TWITTER woes as battle for future 

of civilization 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/emperor-elonicus
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/3982146410/ref=dbs_a_def_rwt_hsch_vapi_tpbk_p1_i1
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11479723/Elon-Musk-prepares-release-sensitive-Twitter-Files-suppression.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11479723/Elon-Musk-prepares-release-sensitive-Twitter-Files-suppression.html


Drudge is right to mock Eloon BECAUSE MUSK IS SO FULL OF 

SH*T! 

AMERICA PREDOMINANTLY CRIMINALS & MENTALLY ILL (AN 

EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). 

http://albertpeia.com/4thQuarter2022.pdf  

http://albertpeia.com/nutshells.pdf   

albertpeia.com 

 

Elon Musk@elonmusk  This is a battle for the future of 

civilization. If free speech is lost even in America, tyranny is all 

that lies ahead. 

Replying to  

@alpeia and @elonmusk 

DRUDGEREPORT 

 

Musk frames TWITTER woes as 'battle for future of civilization'... 

http://albertpeia.com/4thQuarter2022.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/nutshells.pdf
https://twitter.com/elonmusk
https://twitter.com/elonmusk
https://twitter.com/elonmusk
https://twitter.com/elonmusk
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://twitter.com/elonmusk
https://twitter.com/elonmusk


What a line of s**t Musk has. He’s so full o s**t! When confronted 

with speech that “offends him” (and only him) he clamps down 

with an iron fist that tyrants only dream of. Then there’s the 

government largess/subsidies (pork, loads of fat) spread 

“strategically”.  

 

AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY CRIMINALS&MENTALLY ILL 

(EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER)  

http://albertpeia.com/4thQuarter2022.pdf  

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!  

 

http://albertpeia.com 

Replying to @alpeia and @elonmusk 

While it can truthfully be said that earth is indeed a dying planet, 

Mars is already dead as is so of the rest of this solar system.  

AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY CRIMINALS&MENTALLY ILL (AN 

EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER) 

http://albertpeia.com/4thQuarter2022.pdf 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!  

http://albertpeia.com 

Musk gives worried fans update on mission to Mars... [ No 

worries … he’ll check on Chad https://nbc.com/saturday-night-

live/video/chad-on-mars/4358923 ]  

Total Bulls**t! 

http://albertpeia.com/4thQuarter2022.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://twitter.com/elonmusk
https://t.co/FRAXBMlhGA
http://albertpeia.com/
https://t.co/vmLNqhAKIf
https://t.co/vmLNqhAKIf


 

 

 

 

Al @alpeia 

https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://twitter.com/alpeia


 

Replying to @elonmusk 

Faux patriot eloon pic of fav gal with GW crossing Delaware to 

escape JoBo.  

AMERICA PREDOMINANTLY CRIMINALS&MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE 

(EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER).  

http://albertpeia.com/4thQuarter2022.pdf 

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!  

NEWS SUMMARIES BY DAY http://albertpeia.com/nutshells.pdf  

http://albertpeia.com 
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                    Eloon Night Table (Post) / Hohum-Boring 

 

RT 

   

CLOSE THIS ACCOUNT; LACK OF PERFORMANCE; PROBABLY 

WHY RUSSIA IS LOSING THE WAR TO LOWLY UKRAINE; YOU'RE 

PATHETIC!  

Sent: Saturday, January 28, 2023 at 12:32 AM 

From: "albert peia" <albertpeia@mail.com> 

To: help@tolstoycomments.com 

Subject: Fw: Re:              We need to discuss smth 

  



CLOSE THIS ACCOUNT; LACK 

OF PERFORMANCE; PROBABLY 

WHY RUSSIA IS LOSING THE 

WAR TO LOWLY UKRAINE; 

YOU'RE PATHETIC!  

   

Sent: Saturday, January 28, 2023 at 12:30 AM 

From: "albert peia" <albertpeia@mail.com> 

To: help@tolstoycomments.com 

Subject: Fw: Re:              We need to discuss smth 

  

   

   

Sent: Saturday, January 28, 2023 at 12:27 AM 

From: "albert peia" <albertpeia@mail.com> 

To: help@tolstoycomments.com 

Subject: Re:              We need to discuss smth 

close this account; lack of performance; probably why russia 

losing the war to lowly ukraine; you're pathetic! 

   

   

Sent: Friday, January 27, 2023 at 9:53 PM 

From: "Tolstoy Comments" <noreply@tolstoycomments.com> 



To: "albertpeia" <albertpeia@mail.com> 

Subject:              We need to discuss smth 

 

  
 

  
 

#              We need to discuss smth 

You’ve registered in the commenting system at 

https://www.rt.com. Let’s get acquainted closer. 

Our comments are a whole social media with ratings, 

subscriptions and awards. 

How does it work? 

You write comments at https://www.rt.com, get scores for 

them, give scores to somebody else’s messages, gain 

awards and rating. 
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Yevgeny Prigozhin: The Americans fear my Wagner organization, 

because they know we can kick their asses Op-ed 

 

 

Poland considered partitioning Ukraine – former FM  

 

 

US VP cuts Declaration of Independence in pro-choice speech  
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Moscow rubbishes ‘fantasy’ NYT reports on parcel bombs  

 

 

Germany is rewriting history to blame Russia for its own bad 

decisions Op-ed 

 

 

US plans threatened WWIII – ex-Russian president  
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Moscow will retaliate to RT France account freeze  

 

 

Ukraine conflict ‘will soon spread’ – Serbian president  

 

 

UK utilities pay people to turn off lights  
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Former FBI agent arrested over ties to Russian tycoon  

 

 

Huge spike in terrorist suspects caught entering US  

 

 

EU approves new arms package for Ukraine  
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Türkiye rules out support for NATO hopeful's bid  

TOP STORIES 

 

RUSSIA AND WEST ON VERGE OF ‘REAL WAR’ – LAVROV  

• EU nation draws red line for Russia sanctions  

• A top British think tank has revealed Russia’s cyberwarfare 

dominance over Ukraine – why has Western media ignored 

its report? Op-ed 

• Ukraine storing weapons at nuclear plants – Russia  

• Ex-Russian space chief assigns blame for deadly strike  

• Russia expels EU state’s ambassador  

• Macron comments on heavy tanks for Ukraine  

• NATO nation denies involvement in Crimean Bridge attack  

 

 

https://www.rt.com/news/570378-turkey-rules-out-sweden-nato-bid/
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Top US general inspects Ukrainian troops  

 

 

British Army chief comments on tanks for Ukraine  

 

 

Ukraine’s defeat may lead to WWIII – EU state's PM  

 

https://www.rt.com/news/569985-milley-inspects-ukrainian-troops/
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German FM says ‘hole’ in law protects Russia  

 

 

CIA director made secret trip to Kiev prior to Ukraine conflict – 

media  

 

 

Viktor Medvedchuk: Total Western support for Zelensky tells us 

that the US and NATO don't want peace in Ukraine ANALYSIS 

 

https://www.rt.com/news/569972-germany-war-crimes-ukraine/
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Ukraine tank donor to ‘follow German lead’  

 

 

China urges Israel to avoid provocations  

 

 

Newborn shot in the head in ‘targeted massacre’  
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London vetoes Scotland’s new transgender law  

 

 

Russia blasts France over Orthodox cemetery move  

 

 

Türkiye adds uncertainty to Sweden’s NATO bid  
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Bill introduced to criminalize vilification of ‘non-White’ people  

 

 

Macron speaks of ‘Putin’s paradox’  

 

 

EU state to reintroduce conscription  
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The ghost of Lenin: Why didn't Russia and Ukraine sort out their 

border issues when the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991? 

FEATURE 

 

 

Cardinal claims ‘secret plot’ to oust Pope Francis – media  

 

 

EU country to change laws because of Russians – media  
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Kalibr cruise missile creator dies  

 

 

No one has done enough for Ukraine – FM  

 

 

US to host largest-ever Satanic gathering  
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Russia not fighting the Ukrainian people – security chief  

 

 

Riots in Brazil: What we know so far RECAP 

 

 

US Republicans moving forward with Biden probes  
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Hollywood movies may return to Russian theaters  

 

 

Covid-related tech was exploited for mass surveillance, just as 

we were warned Op-ed 

 

 

Russia ready to ‘block’ military ‘threats’ from Japan  
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Another state revokes recognition of Kosovo – Serbia  

 

 

Poland seeks UN help in reparations case against Germany  

 

 

Death in the air: How Moscow’s 18th century plague outbreak 

resembled the Covid-19 pandemic FEATURE 
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French ambassador expelled after unrest  

 

 

 

US-made HIMARS destroyed in new strikes – Moscow  

 

 

Central Asian nation bans lip-synching – media  
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Germany ‘open’ to seizing frozen Russian assets – Bloomberg  

 

 

In Vivienne Westwood, we lost an angry, loud and crucially 

important voice in modern politics and culture Op-ed 

 

 

Motorsport icon killed in snowmobile accident  
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Palestinians accuse Israeli minister of ‘attack’ on holy site  

 

 

MPs sentenced for attacking pregnant colleague  

 

 

Peter Schiff warns of ‘crypto extinction’  
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Civilians killed and injured as Kiev shells Donbass – officials  

 

 

Ukraine exacts revenge on Israel at UN – Axios  

 

 

Kiev’s drone depots targeted – Moscow  
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Meth hazard prompts closure of US library  

 

 

Bogota strikes ‘bold’ truce deal with militants  

 

 

Brits think Netflix series should cost Prince Harry his title – poll  
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Nancy Pelosi is stepping down as US House speaker, and few 

will miss her Op-ed 

 

 

Russia-Japan trade surges despite sanctions – media  

 

 

Nation joins open-borders zone and adopts euro  
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The Russian MMA stars to watch in 2023 FEATURE 

 

 

UK nuclear plants face early shutdown  

 

 

Police probing sexual assault allegations against Brazil football 

legend – media  
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Thor the walrus ruins New Year celebrations  

 

 

 

Putin highlights booming trade growth with China  

 

 

Russia ‘extremely concerned’ over Ukrainian missile in Belarus  
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US State Department’s new anti-China unit is a waste of time and 

resources Op-ed 

 

 

French ministry responds to energy crisis  

 

 

Pele: From humble beginnings to football’s first global superstar  

 

https://www.rt.com/news/568737-us-anti-china-unit/
https://www.rt.com/news/568737-us-anti-china-unit/
https://www.rt.com/news/569185-france-ministry-no-electricity/
https://www.rt.com/news/569185-france-ministry-no-electricity/
https://www.rt.com/sport/567753-pele-obituary-life-career/
https://www.rt.com/sport/567753-pele-obituary-life-career/
https://www.rt.com/news/568737-us-anti-china-unit/
https://www.rt.com/news/569185-france-ministry-no-electricity/
https://www.rt.com/sport/567753-pele-obituary-life-career/


 

Putin warns against sport being used for ‘political aims’  

 

 

Rock icon accused of sexual assault against minor  

 

 

Russia announces steps to determine football future  

 

https://www.rt.com/sport/569189-putin-sport-not-used-political-aims/
https://www.rt.com/sport/569189-putin-sport-not-used-political-aims/
https://www.rt.com/pop-culture/569178-aerosmith-steven-tyler-lawsuit/
https://www.rt.com/pop-culture/569178-aerosmith-steven-tyler-lawsuit/
https://www.rt.com/sport/569182-russia-working-group-uefa/
https://www.rt.com/sport/569182-russia-working-group-uefa/
https://www.rt.com/sport/569189-putin-sport-not-used-political-aims/
https://www.rt.com/pop-culture/569178-aerosmith-steven-tyler-lawsuit/
https://www.rt.com/sport/569182-russia-working-group-uefa/


GOOGLENEWS 

 

 

Speaker of the House vote and news: Live updates 

Washington Post 

Live at 10 p.m. ET: House returns for continued voting on speaker 

 

Yahoo News 

House members blocking McCarthy speaker bid meet at offices 

of ex-Trump chief Mark Meadows 



 

 

 

MSNBC 

Kevin McCarthy is giving up the power of the House speaker to 

win 

 

 

6-year-old student in custody after shooting teacher at Richneck 

Elem. School: Police chief 



CNN 

6-year-old in custody after shooting teacher in Virginia, police 

chief says 

KHOU 11 

Virginia school shooting: 6-year-old student shoots teacher, 

police say 

Yahoo News 

Police: Teacher shot by 6-year-old in Virginia classroom 

 

The white sedan: How police found suspect in Idaho slayings 

 

Department of Defense 

More Than $3 Billion in Additional Security Assistance for 

Ukraine 

Local news 

 

L.A.’s next taco sensation is a mariscos truck in Silver Lake 

 

https://news.google.com/topics/CAAqHAgKIhZDQklTQ2pvSWJHOWpZV3hmZGpJb0FBUAE?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


 

South LA hit-and-run suspect arrested in collision that killed 

foster mom Trina Newman Townsend 

 

 

L.A. County hospital seeks help identifying unknown patients 

 

U.S. 

 

Speaker of the House vote and news: Live updates 

 

 

What Idaho murders affidavit reveals about investigation leading 

up to Bryan Kohberger's arrest 

 

 

Teacher injured in shooting at Virginia elementary school, 6-year-

old suspect in custody: Police 

 

https://news.google.com/topics/CAAqIggKIhxDQkFTRHdvSkwyMHZNRGxqTjNjd0VnSmxiaWdBUAE?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


World 

 

Ukraine war: Western allies to send fighting vehicles to Kyiv 

 

 

Nate Thayer, journalist who interviewed Khmer Rouge leader Pol  

 

 

Prince Harry saw ‘red mist’ in William during brother’s alleged 

attack 

 

Business 

 

Hiring, Wage Gains Eased in December, Pointing to a Cooling 

Labor Market in 2023 

 

 

Southwest Airlines' holiday chaos could cost it up to $825 million 

https://news.google.com/topics/CAAqJggKIiBDQkFTRWdvSUwyMHZNRGx1YlY4U0FtVnVHZ0pWVXlnQVAB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://news.google.com/topics/CAAqJggKIiBDQkFTRWdvSUwyMHZNRGx6TVdZU0FtVnVHZ0pWVXlnQVAB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen


 

 

Best EVs, Electric Bikes and Rideables at CES 2023 

 

 

CES 2023 Day 2 recap: Sony, Google and a Ram 1500 concept 

 

CNET 

‘M3GAN’ Making Moola With $26M+; ‘Avatar: The Way Of Water’ 

To Cross Half Billion At Domestic Box Office – Friday PM Update 

 

 

Paul Mescal Starring in Ridley Scott’s ‘Gladiator’ Sequel 

 

 

Tristan Thompson's mom, Andrea, suddenly dies from heart 

attack 



 

Sports 

 

Damar Hamlin's breathing tube removed and he's able to talk, 

telling teammates "Love you boys," Buffalo Bills say 

 

 

Dodgers say Trevor Bauer will 'no longer be part' of organization 

following lengthy suspension 

 

 

2023 NFL playoffs: Week 18 clinching scenarios, tiebreakers for 

contenders, including Bills, Bengals changes 

 

So a 'road' is anything that connects two points, while 'streets' 

are public ways which have buildings on either side. Avenues, 

meanwhile, have the same attributes as streets but run 

perpendicular to them, while a boulevard is essentially a wide 

street (or avenue), with a median through the middle. 

 

https://news.google.com/topics/CAAqJggKIiBDQkFTRWdvSUwyMHZNRFp1ZEdvU0FtVnVHZ0pWVXlnQVAB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-changing-face-of-the-pug-and-the-project-to-remake-it?utm_source=pocket-newtab


 

telegraph.co.uk · 6 min 

The Changing Face of the Pug—and the Project to Remake It 

Years of intensive breeding has left pugs with a significantly 

shortened life expectancy. Can the damage be undone? 

  

https://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-changing-face-of-the-pug-and-the-project-to-remake-it?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-changing-face-of-the-pug-and-the-project-to-remake-it?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-changing-face-of-the-pug-and-the-project-to-remake-it?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-changing-face-of-the-pug-and-the-project-to-remake-it?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-changing-face-of-the-pug-and-the-project-to-remake-it?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-changing-face-of-the-pug-and-the-project-to-remake-it?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://getpocket.com/explore/item/the-changing-face-of-the-pug-and-the-project-to-remake-it?utm_source=pocket-newtab


CANADIAN 'SUPER PIGS' ABOUT TO INVADE US, UNLEASH 

MAJOR DAMAGE  [ UH OH … AS IF THE EVOLUTIONARY TREND 

IN AMERICA COULDN’T GET WORSE … ] 

 

Highly intelligent, they're "easily the worst invasive large 

mammal (after humans) on the planet"  

DRUDGEREPORT  WEINSTEIN SENTENCED 16 MORE YEARS, 

WILL FINISH LIFE IN PRISON... 

 

[ THE TRUE HORROR OF THE WEINSTEIN SAGA IS THE 

THOUGHT, REALIZATION THAT THERE WERE MANY (VICTIMS) 

WHO FELL PREY/SUBMITTED TO THE OGRE’S “CHARMS”/MODUS 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/canadian-super-pigs-about-invade-us-and-unleash-major-damage
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/canadian-super-pigs-about-invade-us-and-unleash-major-damage
https://variety.com/2023/film/news/harvey-weinstein-sentenced-los-angeles-prison-term-1235531069
https://variety.com/2023/film/news/harvey-weinstein-sentenced-los-angeles-prison-term-1235531069
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/canadian-super-pigs-about-invade-us-and-unleash-major-damage


OPERANDI (AS YET UNNAMED OR SUSPECTED) FOR THE SAKE 

OF THE DEAL …THE YUCK FACTOR IS BEYOND THE PALE! ] 

 

STUDY: MEN WHO DRINK COLA HAVE HIGHER TESTOSTERONE, 

LARGER TESTICLES... 

Ad  RETIRE TO COSTA RICA IN 2023 

 

Discover all that makes Costa Rica a top retirement destination.  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-11776783/Men-drink-Coca-Cola-Pepsi-larger-testicles-study-mice-suggests.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-11776783/Men-drink-Coca-Cola-Pepsi-larger-testicles-study-mice-suggests.html
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/aclk?sa=l&ai=C94IKsQDiY4C7HtTz998PmcqD4Ai8oInobqX_3tP_Ct3ZHhABIP-YqhBgyY7YhsijkBmgAd7T3_0DyAEGqAMByAPLBKoEggJP0AZPp5jDlukL-g40LdJ-mO_hazrUs7hAYzTD0thohIZWPbi_l8XIXF7eXhjMR42sYjOpzt5cgxKU911Aq-bs5nzGqb8esTIKfWrzCxB60XTL-Lt7BtydmsTA1vorsOLSbrw2L177BlmlrjSu_khaxJedbciDKhDIQiunQh12zVb2cS-mMuZT7b0B6VwVMJRmBYiBHT4cuNule4rIRBpsnXpgGymo9BbCzrPT0LbeALxUDrpL9LEca-X0D4d-R020D1UUgu3MLZikMDkwCJgJPgTYnRM5ZZuifwXM69IVqsPpXDKBwdyxp-LE81JCrcHnQpGvZEQovqOq1Jg0rvp_XZDABLuM8NmFAqAGN4AHiqygAqgHjs4bqAeT2BuoB-6WsQKoB_6esQKoB6SjsQKoB9XJG6gHpr4bqAeaBqgH89EbqAeW2BuoB6qbsQKoB_-esQKoB9-fsQLYBwHSCA8IgGEQARgfMgKKAjoCgECxCdMvxjH86Zh3gAoBmAsByAsBuAwB2BMMiBQG0BUBmBYB-BYBgBcB&ae=1&num=1&cid=CAQSSwDUE5ymNxbMnCj5BLW52pgw5wGjRXPMd82vILRtnts0vtHDFYq1RUXukAMRU93wNWczS4RFJBJBf7Hk7mLwd21qNn6wR_ojMr0ngxgB&sig=AOD64_3YcDSnGldwdeR6vAATMET9WCmdUg&client=ca-pub-3031416830421779&adurl=https://signup.internationalliving.com/1184030%3Fgclid%3DEAIaIQobChMIwNfRuPSC_QIV1Pn9BR0Z5QCMEAEYASAAEgLnxvD_BwE
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/aclk?sa=l&ai=C94IKsQDiY4C7HtTz998PmcqD4Ai8oInobqX_3tP_Ct3ZHhABIP-YqhBgyY7YhsijkBmgAd7T3_0DyAEGqAMByAPLBKoEggJP0AZPp5jDlukL-g40LdJ-mO_hazrUs7hAYzTD0thohIZWPbi_l8XIXF7eXhjMR42sYjOpzt5cgxKU911Aq-bs5nzGqb8esTIKfWrzCxB60XTL-Lt7BtydmsTA1vorsOLSbrw2L177BlmlrjSu_khaxJedbciDKhDIQiunQh12zVb2cS-mMuZT7b0B6VwVMJRmBYiBHT4cuNule4rIRBpsnXpgGymo9BbCzrPT0LbeALxUDrpL9LEca-X0D4d-R020D1UUgu3MLZikMDkwCJgJPgTYnRM5ZZuifwXM69IVqsPpXDKBwdyxp-LE81JCrcHnQpGvZEQovqOq1Jg0rvp_XZDABLuM8NmFAqAGN4AHiqygAqgHjs4bqAeT2BuoB-6WsQKoB_6esQKoB6SjsQKoB9XJG6gHpr4bqAeaBqgH89EbqAeW2BuoB6qbsQKoB_-esQKoB9-fsQLYBwHSCA8IgGEQARgfMgKKAjoCgECxCdMvxjH86Zh3gAoBmAsByAsBuAwB2BMMiBQG0BUBmBYB-BYBgBcB&ae=1&num=1&cid=CAQSSwDUE5ymNxbMnCj5BLW52pgw5wGjRXPMd82vILRtnts0vtHDFYq1RUXukAMRU93wNWczS4RFJBJBf7Hk7mLwd21qNn6wR_ojMr0ngxgB&sig=AOD64_3YcDSnGldwdeR6vAATMET9WCmdUg&client=ca-pub-3031416830421779&adurl=https://signup.internationalliving.com/1184030%3Fgclid%3DEAIaIQobChMIwNfRuPSC_QIV1Pn9BR0Z5QCMEAEYASAAEgLnxvD_BwE
https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/aclk?sa=l&ai=C94IKsQDiY4C7HtTz998PmcqD4Ai8oInobqX_3tP_Ct3ZHhABIP-YqhBgyY7YhsijkBmgAd7T3_0DyAEGqAMByAPLBKoEggJP0AZPp5jDlukL-g40LdJ-mO_hazrUs7hAYzTD0thohIZWPbi_l8XIXF7eXhjMR42sYjOpzt5cgxKU911Aq-bs5nzGqb8esTIKfWrzCxB60XTL-Lt7BtydmsTA1vorsOLSbrw2L177BlmlrjSu_khaxJedbciDKhDIQiunQh12zVb2cS-mMuZT7b0B6VwVMJRmBYiBHT4cuNule4rIRBpsnXpgGymo9BbCzrPT0LbeALxUDrpL9LEca-X0D4d-R020D1UUgu3MLZikMDkwCJgJPgTYnRM5ZZuifwXM69IVqsPpXDKBwdyxp-LE81JCrcHnQpGvZEQovqOq1Jg0rvp_XZDABLuM8NmFAqAGN4AHiqygAqgHjs4bqAeT2BuoB-6WsQKoB_6esQKoB6SjsQKoB9XJG6gHpr4bqAeaBqgH89EbqAeW2BuoB6qbsQKoB_-esQKoB9-fsQLYBwHSCA8IgGEQARgfMgKKAjoCgECxCdMvxjH86Zh3gAoBmAsByAsBuAwB2BMMiBQG0BUBmBYB-BYBgBcB&ae=1&num=1&cid=CAQSSwDUE5ymNxbMnCj5BLW52pgw5wGjRXPMd82vILRtnts0vtHDFYq1RUXukAMRU93wNWczS4RFJBJBf7Hk7mLwd21qNn6wR_ojMr0ngxgB&sig=AOD64_3YcDSnGldwdeR6vAATMET9WCmdUg&client=ca-pub-3031416830421779&nm=39&nx=353&ny=284&mb=2&bg=9&adurl=https://signup.internationalliving.com/1184030%3Fgclid%3DEAIaIQobChMIwNfRuPSC_QIV1Pn9BR0Z5QCMEAEYASAAEgLnxvD_BwE


 

THESE ARE THE TOP REASONS AMERICANS REGRET MOVING 

TO A NEW HOME IN 2022 

1. I wish I moved to a bigger place: 20% 

2. I miss my old home: 20% 

3. I wish I got rid of more stuff: 19% 

4. It was too much of a hassle: 19% 

5. It took too long: 18% 

6. It was too expensive: 17% 

7. The move negatively impacted my relationship(s): 17% 

8. Items went missing: 17% 

9. I don’t like my new home: 15% 

10. I wish I moved to a smaller place: 15% 

 

TRIPADVISOR'S BEST BEACHES OF 2023 - GLOBAL, USA AND 

EUROPE  

TOP BEACHES IN THE WORLD 

1. Baia do Sancho, Brazil 

2. Eagle Beach, Aruba 

3. Cable Beach, Australia 

4. Reynisfjara Beach, Iceland 

5. Grace Bay Beach, Turks and Caicos 

6. Praia da Falesia, Portugal 

7. Radhanagar Beach, India 



8. Spiaggia dei Conigli, Italy 

9. Varadero Beach, Cuba 

10. Kaanapali Beach, Hawaii 

11. Siesta Beach, Florida 

12. Driftwood Beach, Georgia 

13. Manly Beach, Australia 

14. Seven Mile Beach, Grand Cayman 

15. La Concha Beach, Spain 

16. Kelingking Beach, Indonesia 

17. Playa de Muro Beach, Spain 

18. Playa Manuel Antonio, Costa Rica 

19. Ipanema Beach, Brazil 

20. Nungwi Beach, Tanzania 

21. Falassarna Beach, Greece 

22. Nissi Beach, Cyprus 

23. Playa Norte, Mexico 

24. Magens Bay, Saint Thomas, Virgin Islands 

25. Balos Lagoon, Greece 

TOP BEACHES IN EUROPE 

1. Reynisfjara Beach, Iceland 

2. Praia da Falesia, Portugal 

3. Spiaggia dei Conigli, Italy 

4. La Concha Beach, Spain 



5. Playa de Muro Beach, Spain 

6. Falassarna Beach, Greece 

7. Nissi Beach, Cyprus 

8. Balos Lagoon, Greece 

9. Sotavento Beach, Spain 

10. Plage du Sillon, France 

11. Iztuzu Beach, Turkey 

12. Gorleston-on-Sea Beach, England 

13. Praia dos Tres Irmaos, Portugal 

14. Weymouth Beach, England 

15. Playa de Ses Illetes, Spain 

16. Tropea Beach, Italy 

17. Sarakiniko Beach, Greece 

18. Kalamaki Beach, Greece 

19. Praia Sao Rafael, Portugal 

20. Fig Tree Bay, Cyprus 

21. Praia Da Rocha, Portugal 

22. Fistral Beach, England 

23. Plage de Palombaggia, France 

24. Bournemouth Beach, England 

25. Kleopatra Beach, Turkey 

TOP BEACHES IN THE U.S 

1. Kaanapali Beach, Hawaii 



2. Siesta Beach, Florida 

3. Driftwood Beach, Georgia 

4. Hanalei Beach, Hawaii 

5. Ho'okipa Beach Park, Hawaii 

6. Henderson Beach State Park, Florida 

7. Cannon Beach, Oregon 

8. Coronado Beach, California 

9. Ogunquit Beach, Maine 

10. La Jolla Cove, California 

11. Cape May Beach, New Jersey 

12. Coligny Beach, South Carolina 

13. St. Augustine Beach, Florida 

14. St. Pete Beach, Florida 

15. Lanikai Beach, Hawaii 

16. Poipu Beach Park, Hawaii 

17. Napili Beach, Hawaii 

18. Panama City Beach, Florida 

19. Ocean City Beach, Maryland 

20. Pensacola Beach, Florida 

21. Kailua Beach Park, Hawaii 

22. Sombrero Beach, Florida 

23. Clearwater Beach, Florida 

24. Hapuna Beach State Recreation Area, Hawaii 



25. Santa Monica State Beach, California 

Source: Tripadvisor  

 

CAMP FOR THE KIDDIES  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJE3KDxTbWI  

 

WHO’S WHO: 

Millennials are anyone born from 1981 to 1996. Generation Z is 

anyone born from 1997 to 2012. Gen Alpha is the generation 

following Gen Z and currently includes all children born in or 

after 2010—the same year the iPad was born. The majority of this 

demographic is under 12 years of age, but the oldest of them will 

become teens in 2022. Is Gen Alpha the smartest? Generation 

Alpha is considered to be the most technological-infused 

demographic up-to-date. Alphas seem to know and understand 

complex ideas and able to do things that are well beyond their 

age. 

IF YOU HAVE EVER WONDERED WHY SO MANY YOUNG MEN ARE 

SO FRUSTRATED WITH DATING, HERE IS THE TRUTH… 

February 22, 2023 by Michael  

https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/TravelersChoice-Beaches
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tJE3KDxTbWI
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-you-have-ever-wondered-why-so-many-young-men-are-so-frustrated-with-relationships-here-is-the-truth/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-you-have-ever-wondered-why-so-many-young-men-are-so-frustrated-with-relationships-here-is-the-truth/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-you-have-ever-wondered-why-so-many-young-men-are-so-frustrated-with-relationships-here-is-the-truth/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/author/admin/


 

Have you noticed that a lot of young men seem to be angry, bitter 

and frustrated all the time?  It isn’t just your imagination.  There 

really are millions upon millions of young men that are in a state 

of deep discontent because they can’t find love.  Thanks to 

certain societal trends which I will discuss below, the number of 

available single young men greatly outnumbers the number of 

available single young women in America today.  In fact, it is 

being reported that single young men are unattached at “nearly 

twice the rate” that single young women in the United States 

are… (Read More...) 

YES, KIDS REALLY WOULD DRINK WATER DIRECTLY FROM A 

GARDEN HOSE IN THE OLD DAYS… 

March 6, 2023 by Michael  

https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/3868557-most-young-men-are-single-most-young-women-are-not/
https://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/3868557-most-young-men-are-single-most-young-women-are-not/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-you-have-ever-wondered-why-so-many-young-men-are-so-frustrated-with-relationships-here-is-the-truth/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/yes-kids-really-would-drink-water-directly-from-a-garden-hose-in-the-old-days/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/yes-kids-really-would-drink-water-directly-from-a-garden-hose-in-the-old-days/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/yes-kids-really-would-drink-water-directly-from-a-garden-hose-in-the-old-days/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/author/admin/
http://endoftheamericandream.com/if-you-have-ever-wondered-why-so-many-young-men-are-so-frustrated-with-relationships-here-is-the-truth/frustrated-young-man-pixabay/#main


 

 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/yes-kids-really-would-drink-water-directly-from-a-garden-hose-in-the-old-days/hose-pixabay/#main


 

 



   

ARCHAEOLOGISTS UNCOVER SPHINX-LIKE STATUE AND SHRINE 

IN EGYPT 

 

'MAGNIFICENT' SMILING SPHINX OF ROMAN EMPEROR FOUND 

AT ANCIENT EGYPT SITE... 

https://www.cnn.com/style/article/sphinx-shrine-discovery-egypt-scn-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/style/article/sphinx-shrine-discovery-egypt-scn-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/magnificent-smiling-sphinx-of-roman-emperor-found-at-ancient-egypt-site/ar-AA18k2W4
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/magnificent-smiling-sphinx-of-roman-emperor-found-at-ancient-egypt-site/ar-AA18k2W4
https://www.cnn.com/style/article/sphinx-shrine-discovery-egypt-scn-scli-intl/index.html


 

DRUDGEREPORT 'EVERYTHING' SWEEPS OSCARS...  

WINNERS LIST...  

 

‘Everything Everywhere All at Once’ Is Big Winner at the Oscars 

Michelle Yeoh became the first Asian star to win best actress as 

the futuristic film won seven awards, including for best picture 

and directing. 

6 min read 

 

Best and Worst Moments From the Night 

Michelle Yeoh made history, Ke Huy Quan made us tear up and 

Cocaine Bear made us cringe. These were just some of the highs 

and lows. 

10+ min read 

 

https://apnews.com/article/oscars-academy-awards-2023-0366eeec948d96f3126d0725cdec5074
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/movies/movie-news/2023-oscars-winners-list-1235349224/
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/13/arts/oscars-everything-everywhere-all-at-once.html
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https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/13/movies/oscars-best-worst.html
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https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/13/movies/oscars-best-worst.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/13/movies/oscars-best-worst.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/13/movies/oscars-best-worst.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/13/arts/oscars-everything-everywhere-all-at-once.html
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Todd Heisler/The New York Times 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/13/arts/oscars-everything-everywhere-all-at-once.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/13/arts/oscars-everything-everywhere-all-at-once.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/03/13/arts/oscars-everything-everywhere-all-at-once.html


 

Entertainment 

 

 

 

Tom Brady Jokes About Dating Sally Field After ’80 for Brady’ 

Movie: ‘We Really Enjoyed Our Time Together’  Us Weekly 

 

https://news.google.com/topics/CAAqJggKIiBDQkFTRWdvSUwyMHZNREpxYW5RU0FtVnVHZ0pWVXlnQVAB?hl=en-US&gl=US&ceid=US%3Aen
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/tom-brady-jokes-dating-sally-122641609.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/tom-brady-jokes-dating-sally-122641609.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/tom-brady-jokes-dating-sally-122641609.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/tom-brady-jokes-dating-sally-122641609.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jane-fonda-knees-gave-way-gorgeous-tom-brady_n_63bb4dd8e4b0cbfd55ea17d6


 

Entertainment Jane Fonda Says Her ‘Knees Gave Way’ When She 

Met ‘Gorgeous’ Tom Brady  People 

Jane Fonda Says Meeting Tom Brady Left Her 'Completely 

Starstruck': 'My Knees Actually Got Weak' 

 

Al 

@alpeia 

YAHOO HuffPost Jane Fonda Isn’t Thrilled About Sydney 

Sweeney’s ‘Barbarella’ Remake “It’s such an iconic, fun 

character,” the “Euphoria” star said...  

Let it go, Jane. You remain the Once and Future QUEEN OF THE 

GALAXY BARBARELLA! http://albertpeia.com 

 

Cinema Shorthand Society “...Vadim would later state in his 

memoir that Fonda "didn't enjoy shooting Barbarella," 

specifically that she "disliked the central character for her lack 

of principle, her shameless exploitation of her sexuality and her 

irrelevance to contemporary social and political realities." 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jane-fonda-knees-gave-way-gorgeous-tom-brady_n_63bb4dd8e4b0cbfd55ea17d6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jane-fonda-knees-gave-way-gorgeous-tom-brady_n_63bb4dd8e4b0cbfd55ea17d6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jane-fonda-knees-gave-way-gorgeous-tom-brady_n_63bb4dd8e4b0cbfd55ea17d6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jane-fonda-knees-gave-way-gorgeous-tom-brady_n_63bb4dd8e4b0cbfd55ea17d6
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/jane-fonda-says-meeting-tom-162534033.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/jane-fonda-says-meeting-tom-162534033.html
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://twitter.com/alpeia
https://t.co/sWzRlCcY44
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/jane-fonda-knees-gave-way-gorgeous-tom-brady_n_63bb4dd8e4b0cbfd55ea17d6


(Wikipedia) [ My only issue with ‘Barbarella’ was that angels are 

never blind. My attention peaked when first arrived, freshman, 

NYU, in dorm (before pledging/move to animal house/fraternity) 

there was a large poster featuring the orgasmic ‘Barbarella’. 

Come on, Jane; don’t overthink this! ] 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 

TALK ABOUT OUTERSPACE: 

https://youtu.be/NAO44I95W_8  NASA photos (no eyes only) 

https://youtu.be/AOOW-E_yDMc  They left the dog (lunar rover) 

https://youtu.be/771BCym46JE  Stagehand on fake moon set 

 

 

https://youtu.be/NAO44I95W_8
https://youtu.be/AOOW-E_yDMc
https://youtu.be/771BCym46JE


YAHOO Entertainment Weekly Jane Fonda is worried about a 

new Barbarella starring Sydney Sweeney 

 

 Jane Fonda stripping during a scene from the 1967 movie 

Barbarella; Sydney Sweeney attends HBO’s Photo Call 

Entertainment Weekly 

Jane Fonda is worried about a new Barbarella starring Sydney 

Sweeney - Sydney Sweeney is trading Euphoria for fatal sexual 

pleasure — and Jane Fonda has some thoughts. In October, EW 

confirmed that Sweeney is partnering with Sony Pictures for a 

new Barbarella film. Fonda originally starred as the titular space 

babe in a 1968 film from then-husband director Roger Vadim 

based on the French comic-book series of the same name. 

Bettmann/Getty; Jeff Kravitz/FilmMagic Jane Fonda in 

'Barbarella' and Sydney Sweeney 

 

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/jane-fonda-worried-barbarella-starring-010434913.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/jane-fonda-worried-barbarella-starring-010434913.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/jane-fonda-worried-barbarella-starring-010434913.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/jane-fonda-worried-barbarella-starring-010434913.html
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tom-brady-retires_n_63da6712e4b0c2b49adffb19


 

Tom Brady Retires From NFL ‘For Good’ 

THE LADIES OF "80 FOR BRADY" ARE HOT FOR THEIR LEADING 

MAN, TOM BRADY. 

 

In an interview with AARP, actresses Jane Fonda, Rita Moreno, 

Lily Tomlin, and Sally Field gushed over their love for the NFL's 

most talked-about impending free-agent. 

"He’s at the top of his game and the best in his field, and beyond 

that, he’s gorgeous, kind and sweet," Fonda said of Brady, 45. 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tom-brady-retires_n_63da6712e4b0c2b49adffb19
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tom-brady-retires_n_63da6712e4b0c2b49adffb19
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tom-brady-retires_n_63da6712e4b0c2b49adffb19
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tom-brady-retires_n_63da6712e4b0c2b49adffb19
https://www.foxnews.com/category/person/tom-brady
https://www.foxnews.com/category/person/jane-fonda
https://www.foxnews.com/category/sports/nfl
https://www.foxnews.com/category/sports/nfl
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/tom-brady-retires_n_63da6712e4b0c2b49adffb19


"Your jaw drops at the skill level," Field noted of the seven-time 

Super Bowl Champion. 

NFL quarterback Tom Brady has caught the eye of his "80 for 

Brady" co-stars. 

Moreno echoed Field's statements, saying, "Oh, he’s remarkable 

in his work, just remarkable." 

On the other hand, Tomlin's affinity for Brady was more motherly. 

READ ON THE FOX NEWS APP "He’s like a great big, beautiful, 

perfect 20-year-old that you’d want to be your son," she said of 

her co-star. 

Based on a true story, "80 for Brady" follows four die-hard 

Patriots fans who set their sights on seeing Tom Brady play in 

the 2017 Super Bowl against the Atlanta Falcons. 

TOM BRADY SHARES FIRST LOOK AT '80 FOR BRADY' WITH 

JANE FONDA, SALLY FIELD, LILY TOMLIN AND RITA MORENO 

https://foxnews.onelink.me/xLDS/mvaj7wvj
https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/tom-brady-shares-first-look-80-for-brady-jane-fonda-sally-field-lily-tomlin-rita-moreno
https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/tom-brady-shares-first-look-80-for-brady-jane-fonda-sally-field-lily-tomlin-rita-moreno


 

Rita Moreno hilariously describes her 'pheromones' kicking in 

while filming '80 for Brady' 

 

 

CELEBRITY  PEOPLE  TOM BRADY ADOPTS 2 KITTENS FROM 

FLORIDA RESCUE AFTER HIS DAUGHTER IS 'DRAWN TO' THE 

RESCUE CATS  On Instagram Wednesday, the retired NFL 

quarterback announced that he and his kids recently adopted 

two Siamese mix kittens from the Humane Society of Tampa Bay 

https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/tom-brady-adopts-2-kittens-204302474.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/tom-brady-adopts-2-kittens-204302474.html
https://www.yahoo.com/entertainment/tom-brady-adopts-2-kittens-204302474.html


 

 

HOW ABOUT THIS:  ‘MOVING ON’ 

 



 

  

M 

 

Working on the upcoming comedy “80 for Brady” really got Rita 

Moreno’s engine running. 



 

 

CATS https://twitter.com/i/status/1619002291608068096  

PALLAS CAT ON EVEREST  https://youtu.be/Sg8FMNEt8KY  

 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1619002291608068096
https://youtu.be/Sg8FMNEt8KY


 

 

 

Paige Byerly, PhD 

@paigebyerly 

BREAKING:  World's greatest animal found on world's highest 

mountain via non-invasive genetics! The idea of a Pallas's cat 

sneering at elite climbers from behind a rock is truly warming my 

heart  

 

https://twitter.com/paigebyerly?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1618636776935165952%7Ctwgr%5E283c606247cf705aa8177d3dee25759a46bed49a%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fpallas-cat-mount-everest_n_63d549c1e4b0c2b49adcd976
https://twitter.com/paigebyerly?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1618636776935165952%7Ctwgr%5E283c606247cf705aa8177d3dee25759a46bed49a%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fpallas-cat-mount-everest_n_63d549c1e4b0c2b49adcd976
https://twitter.com/paigebyerly?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1618636776935165952%7Ctwgr%5E283c606247cf705aa8177d3dee25759a46bed49a%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fpallas-cat-mount-everest_n_63d549c1e4b0c2b49adcd976
https://twitter.com/paigebyerly?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1618636776935165952%7Ctwgr%5E283c606247cf705aa8177d3dee25759a46bed49a%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fpallas-cat-mount-everest_n_63d549c1e4b0c2b49adcd976
https://twitter.com/paigebyerly?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1618636776935165952%7Ctwgr%5E283c606247cf705aa8177d3dee25759a46bed49a%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fpallas-cat-mount-everest_n_63d549c1e4b0c2b49adcd976
https://twitter.com/paigebyerly?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1618636776935165952%7Ctwgr%5E283c606247cf705aa8177d3dee25759a46bed49a%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fpallas-cat-mount-everest_n_63d549c1e4b0c2b49adcd976
https://t.co/nv0SyBr9hD
https://twitter.com/paigebyerly?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1618636776935165952%7Ctwgr%5E283c606247cf705aa8177d3dee25759a46bed49a%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fpallas-cat-mount-everest_n_63d549c1e4b0c2b49adcd976


 

newsroom.wcs.org 

FIRST REPORT OF RARE CAT DISCOVERED ON MT. EVEREST 

Findings from a new paper published in Cat News have identified 

the first ever report of Pallas’s cat on Mount Everest, in the 

Sagarmatha National Park in Nepal. 

7:47 AM · Jan 26, 2023 

 

Nick 

I just agree w u about the moon landing I wanted to know more 

Yesterday at 7:52 PM 

Fri 7:52 PM 

You sent 

Good for you; but, the wall street frauds (ultimately paid by all) 

are even more egregious; viz., ie., ‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis 

(highly recommended). Regards! 

 

https://t.co/nv0SyBr9hD
https://t.co/nv0SyBr9hD
https://t.co/nv0SyBr9hD
https://t.co/nv0SyBr9hD
https://t.co/nv0SyBr9hD
https://t.co/nv0SyBr9hD
https://t.co/nv0SyBr9hD
https://t.co/nv0SyBr9hD
https://twitter.com/paigebyerly/status/1618636776935165952?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1618636776935165952%7Ctwgr%5E283c606247cf705aa8177d3dee25759a46bed49a%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffpost.com%2Fentry%2Fpallas-cat-mount-everest_n_63d549c1e4b0c2b49adcd976
https://t.co/nv0SyBr9hD


MSNBC Joe: Trump's biggest enablers were begging him to stop. 

How is he not already in jail? Morning Joe 

 

 

--------------  

 

 

Al Peia 

NO! 

Fake - NEVER HAPPENED – Great video for the time (with flaws); 

just another boondoggle/fraud. (the on-moon part) 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wm

v 

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm  

Dutch 'moon rock' revealed A treasured piece at the Dutch 

national museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned 

lunar landing - is nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News 

BBC NEWS | Europe | Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealedPrized 

moon rock a fake - A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas 

politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified 

wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... 'Moon Rock' in 

Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm ... Fake moon rock 

at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, 

supposedly brought back from the moon by American astronauts, 

... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm  

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of 

evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake 

and a fraud  

https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-trump-s-biggest-enablers-were-begging-him-to-stop-how-is-he-not-already-in-jail-144579141716
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe/watch/joe-trump-s-biggest-enablers-were-begging-him-to-stop-how-is-he-not-already-in-jail-144579141716
https://www.msnbc.com/morning-joe
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo3NDYzOTY1MDAwMzAyMzdfNzk0OTYxNDk1MDI3NjI5&__tn__=R*F
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2FUFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0i_pzWz-J6HS_yb9pMgA9xYpdu3OMoeGGJV6LBpHh8jx0-LjYOvpuPxg4&h=AT2YJLy5BJoJH0_3pap8sKLjrnHzYAcljpNQBrkhuxhcqz3MJaQH71OrEVGIbt3LoOpsM5hKJV51yEAH8DTEY9iEJbDAr7_vS4zYPipQ4QNSo998vnTcxwstX0fM3Tuyw9Zn&__tn__=R*F
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2FUFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0i_pzWz-J6HS_yb9pMgA9xYpdu3OMoeGGJV6LBpHh8jx0-LjYOvpuPxg4&h=AT2YJLy5BJoJH0_3pap8sKLjrnHzYAcljpNQBrkhuxhcqz3MJaQH71OrEVGIbt3LoOpsM5hKJV51yEAH8DTEY9iEJbDAr7_vS4zYPipQ4QNSo998vnTcxwstX0fM3Tuyw9Zn&__tn__=R*F
http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm?fbclid=IwAR1x2_sj8hZp9PXINhtUaCe_UW9GbUKD-U3EylH-SFAmdt81B5Lq3GwhADo
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fnews.bbc.co.uk%2F2%2Fhi%2Feurope%2F8226075.stm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1bzYIYqiHqXo1knkANvImUsHq2v_MCFhMmVUdYjn-QG2S8tHHeNfKMm70&h=AT3zWvg8NZaanSYy_jj1vUDpSNvSI_cGVOyCG4bRiihtJmfoHd78EFxrOHKh8l2Weh11RuzENE9ewCEl4JZuPX5538fCiVCO9ZYAVH_sqekA6aL6uziWUb6faLIRyBogt_Ym&__tn__=R*F
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fmoonfraud.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR33gvv73o1Q7PSZ5kARbj87rH75TyxRyRMF7URSdomH7ouv9z85IPv7b-E&h=AT1tG6xDXjhNEMAtyI9iNLqSg35nRT7NmWBoCHl_Um1duu3kwh6_Qg7B4sixnME0RoDHtnWf4BDKf9BoglUYTDxv42ALFXT0VIs3vi2oHZ2196kUE-n8BS6FPYA-Ho2xldIr&__tn__=R*F


A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the 

United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum 

authorities revealed yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit 

(pictured) was originally given to Dutch prime minister Willem 

Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador William Middendorf as a 

souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The Rijksmusuem in 

Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 1988. 

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a 

geologist involved in the investigation. 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm  

Al Peia 

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got 

rid of their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in 

the present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. 

Oh, they probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on 

it. But, of course, Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of 

money for these boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in 

comparison to the frauds on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams 

the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the industry: 

Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have an 

MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 

securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 

skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 

massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 

‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully 

understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 

differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a 

scale so large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang 

scams are beyond the pale and of a magnitude so large that 

almost without exception, the authorities that be look the other 

way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fnews.bbc.co.uk%2F2%2Fhi%2Feurope%2F8226075.stm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1RYnQMlustsLPKnxoQ0FOzKlWMwL1a4ESONEkdUG-GSlWQtYNnjGnz5Fo&h=AT3zWvg8NZaanSYy_jj1vUDpSNvSI_cGVOyCG4bRiihtJmfoHd78EFxrOHKh8l2Weh11RuzENE9ewCEl4JZuPX5538fCiVCO9ZYAVH_sqekA6aL6uziWUb6faLIRyBogt_Ym&__tn__=R*F


Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ]. 

Michael W. Lurie 

Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I 

should have known better in 1969. 

Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not 

function at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or 

outgassing in a vacuum) 

or the total lack of any blast crater 

or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon 

or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface 

or the laser-ranging which started in 1962 

or the waving flags 

or the improbable "pressure [space] suits" 

or the violations of Newton's 2nd law 

or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems 

or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI) 

or the lack of telemetry 

or the lack of radiation protection 

or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine 

or the ludicrous lack of computer power 

or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood? 

or the "astronauts" dangling from wires 

or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.businessinsider.com%2Fcongress-stock-act%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0eEpon_K3er7YGm5h0gSzHX3Vm4QH66WBmRKEsQSLdhuikGQw66uLZmRw&h=AT2RLctBZAFexLYVFvmIeM026tmK48W2IYvTE_GeU_eesXQo5Ii4teeky7HlNZojmkkNbXjq8IudPvfiWeZdFa6UqVhhoRjUYySSao1EWWpv6PO9GG5gotISXnst8-qzY6jY&__tn__=R*F


....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks 

or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip" 

or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky 

or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming 

or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.) 

or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down 

discussion of the fraud, and mock those who would expose it.... 

or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM 

Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so. 

Al Peia 

Michael W. Lurie BRAVO! 

albertpeia.com  

BUY THE LIE! WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL 

THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that 

about which we are in denial. It’s also about the death of 

American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 

hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, 

and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 

things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, 

land theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), 

the “discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent 

colonialism), and the end of the enslavement of Black Americans 

as a distant historical event (as though the repercussions of it 

don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the foundation of 

American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as recently as 

the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this is a 

real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real 

representation and rule by the people, under the theory that the 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3YwIqd1kYVXtthwfMrP7rZCp5Ahuv0Lfx_SgyaGwIlBT_CLceMV7s_76E&h=AT1pZ7rhZ5odLHSmywynAa6hmEu-Sqt0PSiJyhRSQVJ2YOUeie27oLX712dLZazJeHQlkMY1qEfa5ImmkEWFzOixII8BSAf-mkQM4e2TdfrDwkDxxmQnpTYh7CASEkmADJhs&__tn__=R*F


people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in 

direct opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether 

monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme 

wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control of the many to 

benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like more 

like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 

I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans 

favor background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor 

an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation 

will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, 

the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 

people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was 

a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the 

promise of a nation that never was?..."  

The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most 

Americans Can Possibly Imagine 

http://endoftheamericandream.com/the-corruption-in.../  

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover …  

http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/  

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg  

AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 

MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER) 

https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf  

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!  

albertpeia.com 

 

 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fendoftheamericandream.com%2Fthe-corruption-in-washington-d-c-is-far-worse-than-most-americans-can-possibly-imagine%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2GGSV7WI7x10JP8sbQJYg65JEd2A58kpbM7uEUW4npX9O-NnDKUVVAU9c&h=AT25Sdkqfmls4Nfw8jB3tN3BleI8oIpKSromuFQkgDFuP-G0Ag6J93g_VqIQyrJdjAaQUS-0-qN2pEDRO4P8uC1QnOpdG_fVcebrz-DmfGyB-ODWdDWFvATD5Oajat538vz9&__tn__=R*F
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fmobland-america%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2sbgLLNUwLN6gtrM0ZEGuPorVZ80nODZhZVOhyNc8YrgelhN7vhsNCiLM&h=AT1DsFsSubzG3-9DNxgqqUM313kE_IH357B9Q80vWvlB4TQTSSC4J18Wh17VoiqoOqE1XxCiz7pPM4jQSyJDehyremxWGu-x4h0piTHwxohdyD1VJK8KN9Bqb90PVw_tbwjr&__tn__=R*F
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2Fpeia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1aS3_W-EgqHJ0os8IViSACe0HuPzYMGgEPvKCDX2WPIaLAagzqRL8EFj4&h=AT1u2FfCX_oMwpBHrm4L-HQ39KRmBG21uStwZ3qN954Qn5QgRltNMCX9ElMaNKnrimSeeZOrzctguVAFEHaenaNejMzilMMqao1Kt-EUcPdu37aovt8G7uARslRPpHlGALVL&__tn__=R*F
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Ftweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1a6NUPo7dMtThcoORGAEmOJ3Z1tK94aUmPltOmQqC7p3OkFWB3JiXFvL8&h=AT1HeVMpXeZU0a9Fdjl_3VyjVDH2XC84Ta5A-0xCls5KmMBPXQrMP6y-AM9mGNQJYLo7AFa2BZTpjXJhbK452AvfR5qoL-N8zSAkXllTy408UEMWOVVVO51L9Dx-66G64uib&__tn__=R*F
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1JMfgFBS-PFsvB_TnrOIfR-p2BYqxgUABe8sDSAbNr2cWEWRXgoN3H1Oo&h=AT1pZ7rhZ5odLHSmywynAa6hmEu-Sqt0PSiJyhRSQVJ2YOUeie27oLX712dLZazJeHQlkMY1qEfa5ImmkEWFzOixII8BSAf-mkQM4e2TdfrDwkDxxmQnpTYh7CASEkmADJhs&__tn__=R*F


Al Peia dude, your evidence can't be a video you made on your 

own website. You lost me when you suddenly jumped into crypto. 

Al Peia ... Yeah- We managed to "fake" NINE missions, with SIX 

landings- and fooled the Russians, who hated our guts (remember 

Cuba in '62?) and were monitoring the missions with radar and 

radio telemetry, HOPING to catch us in a lie, so they could …  

 

Al Peia 

The joke’s on america (they do it for the money and propaganda). 

Non-filtered report I read said Russians denied it happened 

(beyond film fake). That they’ve not been back, deep-sixed their 

saturn rockets, and no moon base strongly argues the factual 

reality: FAKE! Another article said Kubrick was approached but 

turned them down; while another said he was handsomely paid 

for the fake.  

In The Shining, Kubrick changed the infamous room number to 

237. The average distance from the Moon to Earth is 

approximately 237.000km. We see Danny wear an Apollo 11 

sweater, and the carpet pattern looks like a rocket launch pad. 

(Hmmm...) 

 

VIDEO NASA DOESN’T WANT YOU TO SEE: 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1617171158918365184  

 

• Al Peia 

Fake - NEVER HAPPENED – Great video for the time (with flaws); 

just another boondoggle/fraud. (the on-moon part) 

http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wm

v 

https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?__tn__=R*F
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo3NDYzOTY1MDAwMzAyMzdfNTc5ODk0MDkwNTMzMzcy&__tn__=R*F
https://twitter.com/i/status/1617171158918365184
https://www.facebook.com/alpeia?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDo3NDYzOTY1MDAwMzAyMzdfMzcwNTgxNDE1MjY0Nzg4&__tn__=R*F
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv?fbclid=IwAR0_-TGiVqdQbIPpXP9zBWY82yfjXMvHdrHPx3os9zEsxbrUW5AtAhpAgk8
http://albertpeia.com/UFOetryWeNeverWentToTheMoonPNTV.wmv?fbclid=IwAR0_-TGiVqdQbIPpXP9zBWY82yfjXMvHdrHPx3os9zEsxbrUW5AtAhpAgk8


http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm  

Dutch 'moon rock' revealed A treasured piece at the Dutch 

national museum - a supposed moon rock from the first manned 

lunar landing - is nothing more than petrified wood, ...BBC News 

BBC NEWS | Europe | Fake Dutch 'moon rock' revealedPrized 

moon rock a fake - A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas 

politician by the United States is actually a lump of petrified 

wood, museum authorities revealed yesterday. ... 'Moon Rock' in 

Dutch Museum Is Just Petrified Wood Aug 27, 2009 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm ... Fake moon rock 

at Dutch national museum. Rijksmuseum / AP. This rock, 

supposedly brought back from the moon by American astronauts, 

... http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm  

In reality it is just a piece of petrified wood ... Another piece of 

evidence that shows again that Apollo program is indeed a fake 

and a fraud  

A PIECE of moon rock given to an overseas politician by the 

United States is actually a lump of petrified wood, museum 

authorities revealed yesterday. The matchbox-sized exhibit 

(pictured) was originally given to Dutch prime minister Willem 

Drees in 1969 by then-US ambassador William Middendorf as a 

souvenir of the Apollo 11 moon landing. The Rijksmusuem in 

Amsterdam received the rock upon Drees's death in 1988. 

''It's a … pretty-much-worthless stone,'' said Frank Beunk, a 

geologist involved in the investigation. 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm  

Al Peia 

Riiight...and they haven't been back because...oh yeah, they got 

rid of their Saturn rockets ... and, they were in the past but not in 

http://www.albertpeia.com/moonfraud.htm?fbclid=IwAR20bzLIsPutaenmObmKERYrgY3Kho4rJru3oZ8MU1MKluKDoikGxyHID-A
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm?fbclid=IwAR23Aw_KuPj0Tdrs0N0bt1fF7aayExqn4IGMK6RZz1HTIaULFVxc2-IGedY
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.albertpeia.com%2Fmoonfraud.htm%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0650pIhRLMWGP6VyTAO2FDJ67X1FRk0qVnX8rsVi_rNFXI6jEzYqB8V4c&h=AT1tG6xDXjhNEMAtyI9iNLqSg35nRT7NmWBoCHl_Um1duu3kwh6_Qg7B4sixnME0RoDHtnWf4BDKf9BoglUYTDxv42ALFXT0VIs3vi2oHZ2196kUE-n8BS6FPYA-Ho2xldIr&__tn__=R*F
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/8226075.stm?fbclid=IwAR2bNpCBQJk_N6advE9df6ZdagDZf9KTzOKJKLJB8BFhILLpnjO5ovr9QEc


the present/future impervious to radiation; ie., van allen belt, etc.. 

Oh, they probably could do it now, arguably; they're working on 

it. But, of course, Mars is quite another thing. The amounts of 

money for these boondoggles/frauds are staggering; yet, pale in 

comparison to the frauds on wall street. YAHOO Crypto scams 

the ‘biggest source of revenue for criminals’ in the industry: 

Expert Yahoo Finance [Almost as big as equities/frauds. I have an 

MBA Finance NYU 1977 (JD NYLS 1981). Some banking, minimal 

securities (NASD) experience; and, upon updating my computer 

skills/knowledge/proficiency saw the huge potential/likelihood for 

massive fraud; ie., HFT high frequency trading; but, upon reading 

‘FLASH BOYS’, Michael Lewis (will have to read twice to fully 

understand dark pools and the significance of micro/milli second 

differentials in data/stock price transfers enabling frauds on a 

scale so large to be almost unimaginable) the wall street gang 

scams are beyond the pale and of a magnitude so large that 

almost without exception, the authorities that be look the other 

way and take their “cut”, so to speak, ie., pelosi, powell, etc.. 65 

Members of Congress Caught Violating Law on Stock Trades 

https://www.businessinsider.com/congress-stock-act... ]. 

Michael W. Lurie 

Shame on me. I believed this fraud for most of my life and I 

should have known better in 1969. 

Other than Kodak film (and Hasselblad cameras) that could not 

function at lunar temperatures (not to mention the radiation or 

outgassing in a vacuum) 

or the total lack of any blast crater 

or the lack of rockets on lift-off from the moon 

or the sounds heard while on the "lunar" suface 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.businessinsider.com%2Fcongress-stock-act%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2Q8nHIYSFshZ7IBXeth676REbHbV7bFmVbnuQCw-iLu_PFP9MDBk6BRGc&h=AT2RLctBZAFexLYVFvmIeM026tmK48W2IYvTE_GeU_eesXQo5Ii4teeky7HlNZojmkkNbXjq8IudPvfiWeZdFa6UqVhhoRjUYySSao1EWWpv6PO9GG5gotISXnst8-qzY6jY&__tn__=R*F


or the laser-ranging which started in 1962 

or the waving flags 

or the improbable "pressure [space] suits" 

or the violations of Newton's 2nd law 

or the ridiculously inadequate guidance systems 

or the relatively poor special effects (not even CGI) 

or the lack of telemetry 

or the lack of radiation protection 

or the utter quiet of a 140+ decibel engine 

or the ludicrous lack of computer power 

or the "moon rocks" from....well, petrified wood? 

or the "astronauts" dangling from wires 

or the Lunar Rover which looks like a Mattel model 

....but they did make a full-scale model for 60 million bucks 

or the billions in additional funds for "Paperclip" 

or the total lack of stars or photos of the sky 

or the very suspicious look to the front-screen filming 

or the clues in "Eyes Wide Shut" and elsewhere (etc.) 

or the incredible effort by NASA and JTRIG to shut down 

discussion of the fraud, and mock those who would expose it.... 

or (for bonus points) the lack of an airlock on the LEM 

Other than that, maybe we really went? The TV told me so. 

Al Peia 



Michael W. Lurie BRAVO! 

albertpeia.com  

 

BUY THE LIE! WELCOME TO AMERICA AMERICA'S MAGICAL 

THINKING Elizabeth Cronise McLaughlin "...But it’s not just that 

about which we are in denial. It’s also about the death of 

American mythology. We’ve been lied to so long in America it’s 

hard sometimes to know truth from fiction. I was born in 1971, 

and I was raised with history lessons in school that included 

things like Manifest Destiny (used to justify indigenous genocide, 

land theft, and the use of Chinese slave labor to build railroads), 

the “discovery” of America by Columbus (to justify violent 

colonialism), and the end of the enslavement of Black Americans 

as a distant historical event (as though the repercussions of it 

don’t live on to this day given that slavery was the foundation of 

American capitalism and white supremacy). Even as recently as 

the past few years, many of us have fallen for the lie that this is a 

real democracy*. Democracy, though, requires real 

representation and rule by the people, under the theory that the 

people have the right to rule. Democracy is supposed to be in 

direct opposition to autocracy, where power of the few (whether 

monarchs or oligarchs) is lorded over the many through extreme 

wealth disparity, abuse of power, and control of the many to 

benefit those in power. I ask you: which one sounds like more 

like America today? As but one example, over the past few days 

I’ve seen polling that indicates that more than 88% of Americans 

favor background checks on gun sales, and more than 67% favor 

an assault weapons ban. The likelihood that any such legislation 

will pass, though, is literally nil absent reform of the filibuster, 

the end to which lies in the hands of a tiny, tiny number of 

people. Some of us have known for a long time that America was 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2YHoCADqCMbaAzSVMIDUUNleb6g2LRmZ9Qivl8dx-e5n-cwP1Yf_Sx4f8&h=AT1pZ7rhZ5odLHSmywynAa6hmEu-Sqt0PSiJyhRSQVJ2YOUeie27oLX712dLZazJeHQlkMY1qEfa5ImmkEWFzOixII8BSAf-mkQM4e2TdfrDwkDxxmQnpTYh7CASEkmADJhs&__tn__=R*F


a lie. Some of us are just waking up to it. How do you grieve the 

promise of a nation that never was?..."  

 

*** 

 

Visualizing The Odds Of Dying From Various Accidents 

 

11,756-to-1 odds of an airplane accident... alcohol poisoning only 

1,606-to-1... 

Experts believe chinese satellite fired green lasers over hawaii 

[ UH OH ... SOUNDS LIKE THE WORK OF THE GREEN GOBLIN ... 

WHERE’S SPIDERMAN? ] 

  

https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/visualizing-odds-dying-various-accidents
https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/experts-believe-chinese-satellite-fired-green-lasers-hawaii
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/visualizing-odds-dying-various-accidents


 

 

***** 



The Corruption In Washington D.C. Is Far Worse Than Most 

Americans Can Possibly Imagine 

https://endoftheamericandream.com/page/23/ 

“There is no Mafia”, said FBI's Director J. Edgar Hoover …  

TRUMP IS A MENTALLY ILL MOBSTER/CRIMINAL, AN 

INCOMPETENT AND TOTAL FRAUD, A SICK PIECE OF S**T! 

https://twitter.com/i/status/1617647667408146435  

http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/  

http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg  

AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 

MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER) 

https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf  

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD!  

albertpeia.com 

NEWS SUMMARIES BY DAY https://albertpeia.com/nutshells.pdf  

2023  https://www.albertpeia.com/nutshells2023.pdf  

 

YAHOO/donald trump says: “...We are living in a VERY 

CORRUPT COUNTRY AND, AS THEY ARE SAYING ALL OVER 

THE INTERNET, “NOTHING WILL BE DONE ABOUT IT BECAUSE 

[JOE BIDEN’S]JUSTICE DEPARTMENT AND FBI ARE TOTALLY 

CORRUPT...” https://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-

al.jpg  [ WOW! TRUMP, PART OF THE PROBLEM HIMSELF, 

SHOULD KNOW; INDEED, THAT IS THE TRUTH! ] 

 

Absolutely PATHETIC! 

 

rittenhouse is an ignorant, sick piece of shit who doesn’t know 

anything! 

https://endoftheamericandream.com/page/23/
https://twitter.com/i/status/1617647667408146435
http://albertpeia.com/mobland-america/
http://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg?fbclid=IwAR3P2WvfOPw4wr0uH0E6dvJhHZ08gd-vAhfERST8-a0Bzrx0rS4rgnkq4Hw
https://www.albertpeia.com/tweets-fbposts6-26-22.pdf?fbclid=IwAR33gvv73o1Q7PSZ5kARbj87rH75TyxRyRMF7URSdomH7ouv9z85IPv7b-E
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Falbertpeia.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1RYnQMlustsLPKnxoQ0FOzKlWMwL1a4ESONEkdUG-GSlWQtYNnjGnz5Fo&h=AT1pZ7rhZ5odLHSmywynAa6hmEu-Sqt0PSiJyhRSQVJ2YOUeie27oLX712dLZazJeHQlkMY1qEfa5ImmkEWFzOixII8BSAf-mkQM4e2TdfrDwkDxxmQnpTYh7CASEkmADJhs&__tn__=R*F
https://albertpeia.com/nutshells.pdf
https://www.albertpeia.com/nutshells2023.pdf
https://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
https://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg


 

On Friday, February 17, 2023 at 10:31:28 PM PST, 

DonaldJTrump.com <contact@win.donaldjtrump.com> wrote:  
  

Friend, 

 

The corrupt Biden Crime Family is compromised! 

 

Even the liberal, fake news New York Times can’t hide this 

one... 

 

It’s now being reported that the Biden Administration KNEW 

about the Chinese spy balloon for a WEEK before it entered 

U.S. airspace. In fact, they knew the minute it took off.  

 

And yet, Beijing Biden allowed that balloon from hell to fly 

over YOUR home to spy on YOU.  

 

Why? Because he’s bought and paid for by the Chinese 

Communist Party. Plain and simple. 

 

But we all know the TRUTH – the Chinese would never have 

dared send that balloon into our airspace if Donald J. Trump 

was president.  

 

There’s only one way to END this madness and MAKE 

AMERICA STRONG AGAIN: by helping President Trump win 

back the White House!  

 

Which is why for the next 30 minutes, ANY patriot who 

contributes $47 or more to help President Trump FIRE Biden 



 

will be sent their very own Beijing Biden T-shirt for FREE. 

 

Please make a contribution of $47 or more right now to FIRE 

Joe Biden and claim your FREE Beijing Biden T-shirt.  

       

Re: Beijing Biden         

Yahoo/Inbox 

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com> 

To: DonaldJTrump.com 

Sat, Feb 18 at 4:44 PM 

First, I'm not your friend. 

Second, I don't doubt biden et als are corrupt and compromised; 

they're americans like you, after all. 

 

Third, I KNOW you're corrupt, compromised, and a typical new 

york/new jersey/american mobster. 

post script:  REMEMBER THIS -   https://albertpeia.com/peia-v-

united-states-et-al.jpg 

FORMER WHITE HOUSE DOCTOR: BIDEN'S MEDICAL WAS A 

"COVER UP" 

https://email.win.donaldjtrump.com/c/eJw9kM1ugzAQhJ8GbiCzBgwHDknTXKJGUaWqPxe02EviCBvqmFZ5-5ooqWRZ8je7Y81Qk5WiFCyrqiJWDcgKpIx1Aww4g0wAsILVKVQVcuoF8KJnEkSUs19tUzVaHNTZu9lMqRxNfGpqhbwr86zPOCmVQyWqXtQdKoYFIoh4aE7eT5eIryLYhnMhOTtKg50jtZgsDH8oQUNOS0zOo7Y-6WerHOqLtsckDBntPVEYtXLAQrCu65WQWYm8yBZfvp29aQ0pPZuIb8igHiIoF3gZZycpQKlbvDOJZkJ9tIE-kj-U0XqyPggVlHWArR20Cs9j_2UOL2_dbn2DJ61Cpk39HQp83uevJnYNDh05306kMRR2xdM43loKnw26vzaRCLtw2wS4FQK7fP2xL3fvu02C2SdLDrB3q89Fhqdw--tE_7N3m_QeDiKx-QOP7Y9E
https://email.win.donaldjtrump.com/c/eJw9kM1ugzAQhJ8GbiCzBgwHDknTXKJGUaWqPxe02EviCBvqmFZ5-5ooqWRZ8je7Y81Qk5WiFCyrqiJWDcgKpIx1Aww4g0wAsILVKVQVcuoF8KJnEkSUs19tUzVaHNTZu9lMqRxNfGpqhbwr86zPOCmVQyWqXtQdKoYFIoh4aE7eT5eIryLYhnMhOTtKg50jtZgsDH8oQUNOS0zOo7Y-6WerHOqLtsckDBntPVEYtXLAQrCu65WQWYm8yBZfvp29aQ0pPZuIb8igHiIoF3gZZycpQKlbvDOJZkJ9tIE-kj-U0XqyPggVlHWArR20Cs9j_2UOL2_dbn2DJ61Cpk39HQp83uevJnYNDh05306kMRR2xdM43loKnw26vzaRCLtw2wS4FQK7fP2xL3fvu02C2SdLDrB3q89Fhqdw--tE_7N3m_QeDiKx-QOP7Y9E
https://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
https://albertpeia.com/peia-v-united-states-et-al.jpg
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/former-white-house-doctor-bidens-medical-was-cover
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/former-white-house-doctor-bidens-medical-was-cover


 

“Biden’s ability to think and reason is GONE!” 

RITTENHOUSE IS AN IGNORANT, SICK PIECE OF SHIT WHO 

DOESN’T KNOW ANYTHING! 

AMERICA IS PREDOMINANTLY A NATION OF CRIMINALS AND 

MENTALLY ILL PEOPLE (AN EVOLUTIONARY DISASTER). 

NEWS SUMMARIES  

2023 https://www.albertpeia.com/nutshells2023.pdf  

2022 http://albertpeia.com/nutshells.pdf   

AMERICA IS A TOTAL FRAUD! 

2023 https://albertpeia.com/2023.pdf  

2022 https://albertpeia.com/4thQuarter2022.pdf   

https://albertpeia.com 

   

https://www.albertpeia.com/nutshells2023.pdf
http://albertpeia.com/nutshells.pdf
https://albertpeia.com/2023.pdf
https://albertpeia.com/4thQuarter2022.pdf
https://albertpeia.com/
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/former-white-house-doctor-bidens-medical-was-cover

